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ABSTRACT

The Tondano language is spoken by about seventy thousand people in the Minahasa region of North Celebes, Indonesia. The language is quite closely related to the languages of the Philippines and shares a number of their characteristic features including an elaborate voice (focus) system within verbal clauses.

The present description follows generally the phonemic and grammatical models developed by Pike. Transformational rules are included in a few places where they facilitate the description.

The only major departure from standard tagmemic description is in the treatment of verbal clauses. Although the surface structure of these is described tagmecically, an underlying structure is recognised to account for the relationships holding between structurally different but semantically similar clauses, any two such constructions (cf. active and passive clauses in English) being derived from the same underlying base by the application of different rules. A transformational set of such constructions is called a clause battery.

A set of underlying case relationships occur, these being signalled in surface structure by case markers. A characteristic of these surface forms is that their case-marking function may be different in one set of constructions from what it is in another set. Such shifts in function of case markers form one of the major criteria for the classification of verbal clauses, two transformational sets being different batteries if there is a difference in the function of at least one case marker in one set as against its function in the other set.

A set of graphic devices is employed to show how each case relationship is mapped into surface structure. A tagmemic description of surface structure fits well with a case analysis of underlying
structure, grammatical functions correlating with case relationships and their exponents identifying the participants in the action.

Difficulty would arise in any description of Tondano verbal morphology which insisted on the separate treatment of each inflectional category present. Inflectional morphemes tend to interact so that it is not always possible to describe the function of a morpheme of one category without reference to the functions of the morphemes of the other categories with which it co-occurs. Further, zero morphemes would have to be recognised and sometimes a sequence of such zeros would occur, each with its own meaning.

To overcome these problems the entire cluster of inflectional morphemes present in a verb is treated as itself being a functional unit. This total shape, called a hypermorpheme, signals all the inflectional categories present by virtue of its contrast with all other total inflectional shapes. Assigning meaning to the hypermorpheme removes the necessity for attempting to describe separately the meanings of the individual morphemes of which it is composed and removes the problem of dealing with zero forms.
CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND

The Tondano language is spoken in Minahasa, the eastern-most region of the North Celebes peninsula. There are about seventy thousand Tondanese, living around the perimeter of Lake Tondano and in the area between the lake and the Minahasan east coast. The largest concentration of speakers is an estimated thirty thousand in the town of Tondano.

The boundaries of the Toulour administrative district follow closely the limits of the Tondano-speaking area and the name Toulour is sometimes used to designate the Tondano people and language.

There are three dialects of Tondano. The largest, both in area and number of speakers, is found in and around the town of Tondano in the north, along the north-east shore of the lake and eastward to the coast. The other dialects centre around Remboken in the west and Kakas in the south. A comparison of basic vocabulary items from the Tondano and Kakas dialects gives a cognate percentage of 83.

Several thousand Tondanese have settled in southern Minahasa and considerable numbers live in Manado, the provincial capital of North Celebes, situated about 35 km. north-west of the Tondano-speaking area.

Tondano is most closely related to the adjacent languages, Tombulu in the west and Tonsea in the north, with each of which it shares about 70 percent of basic vocabulary (see Sneddon, 1970). These three form the northern branch of a Minahasan language group which also includes Tontemboan and Tombatu (Tonsawang), spoken in the southern part of Minahasa.
These languages would appear to have their closest links with the languages of the Philippines but are probably not closely related enough to be assigned to the Philippine group. Dyen (1965) places Tontemboan, the only Minahasan language used in his lexicostatistical study, in a separate branch of his Malayopolynesian linkage, co-ordinate with the Hesperonesian Linkage of which the Philippine Hesion is a lower level subgroup. It is expected, however, that the Minahasan languages will prove to be more closely linked to the Philippine group than Dyen's study suggests.

The only Minahasan language on which detailed information has been published is Tontemboan, for which we have Schwarz's texts (1907) and dictionary (1908) and Adriani's grammar (1908). Very little has been published on any of the other languages and for some almost the only information is in nineteenth century word lists by Jansen (1855) and Niemann (1869-70). Adriani (1925) contains a bibliography of works (mostly of no linguistic import) to that date and Uhlenbeck (1971) lists the few additions since then. Brief surveys of the languages can be found in Adriani (1925) and Sneddon (1970).

The only publications concerned solely with Tondano are a number of short articles by Wantalangi and Watusweke. These are listed in the bibliography. Those by Wantalangi are of no value but Watusweke provides a number of texts and some other useful information. There is also a short Tondano-Indonesian dictionary of very poor quality by Lengkong and Wantalangi.

The present analysis is of the northern dialect, all informants being from the town of Tondano or from nearby villages. The principal informants were all more than 55 years of age at the time of the study. A number of differences are evident in the speech of younger Tondanese
but these are not treated here except for phonological changes which are mentioned in section 2.5. Informants were bilingual, as are all Tondanese, speaking both Tondano and Manado ( Minahasan ) Malay as first languages. Tondanese are literate, learning Standard Indonesian at school, and although there is little or no call for writing in Tondano, they are able to do so. There is, however, no conventional Tondano orthography and each person adapts the Indonesian system as he thinks best, this resulting in considerable variation in spelling.

Use was made of a number of Tondanese texts published by Watuskee ( see bibliography ). Passages from the texts used as examples were sometimes abbreviated or otherwise altered, usually in order to highlight a point being illustrated and/or to delete irrelevancies. Such modification to the texts was always checked with informants.

1.2 THE DESCRIPTION

Tondano grammar is analysed here according to the tagmemic theory introduced by Pike ( see Pike, 1967 ) and developed by Longacre ( 1960, 1964 ).

A limited use is made of grammatical transformations. The incorporation of transformations into tagmemic grammar has long been recognised as a legitimate method of simplifying the grammatical statement and of revealing the underlying relationships between two or more different constructions which have the same meaning. The use of transformations in a tagmemic grammar is suggested by Longacre ( 1964 ) and considered in detail by Cook ( 1964 ).

This description of Tondano grammar is aided by two sorts of transformational rules: those which produce Basic Verbal clauses from underlying structure ( mapping rules - see 3.1.0.11 ) and those which act on such Basic clauses either to change the order of nuclear
clause level tagmemes (permutation rules - see 4.1.2) or to produce derived clauses (derivational rules - see 6.1).

Mapping rules specify the correlations which exist between underlying case relationships and surface grammatical functions. Two or more constructions which differ as to voice but which have the same meaning (a comparison can be made with active and passive sentences in English) are linked together, not by a transformation deriving one from the other, but by a shared set of mapping rules deriving them all from the same underlying base.

A number of tagmemic studies of Philippine languages recognise the occurrence of underlying semantic roles and attempt to correlate these with surface grammatical roles. The terms they use, such as dramatis personae, situational roles, participant roles, refer to notions essentially the same as those which Fillmore (1968) calls cases. The term case was, however, used by Kerr (1965) in a paper on Cotabato Nanobo clauses, several years before it was popularised by Fillmore.

The classification of Verbal clauses (see 3.1) according to the correlation between underlying semantic roles and surface grammatical roles is based on the method proposed by Kerr for Cotabato Nanobo. Here Kerr's proposals have been developed and formalised, with some modifications, in an attempt to adequately account for the full Tondano clause classificatory system.

The arrangement of the grammar, especially that of Verbal clauses in Chapter Three, owes much to Reid's Ivatan syntax and to Prentice's more extensive grammar of Timugon Murut.

In the chapters dealing with syntax all Tondano examples are accompanied by literal/structural translations as well as by free English translations. Literal/structural (1/s) translations attempt
to specify both tagmemic slots and their exponents in so far as this is practicable and useful. An attempt to provide too much information would result in loss of clarity and so defeat its own purpose. Examples have the format illustrated below. The top line is the Tondano example, the second line is the 1/s translation and the third line is the free English translation:

\[ \text{si tuama} \quad \text{makelam} \]

\[ T: (\text{cm man}) \quad P: (\text{walk} \_sv) \]

'The man is walking.'

Where possible exponents are given an English translation but where there is no equivalent to a word the label for the class of items of which it is a member is given instead. Thus, in the above example, \text{si} specifies that the following noun, \text{tuama} 'man', is animate and singular. Since no adequate lexical equivalent can be given in the 1/s translation \text{si} is identified by \text{cm} which is the label for the set of class markers of which \text{si} is a member. The 1/s translation to the above example indicates that the construction consists of two tagmemes, Topic (T) and Predicate (P), but lower level tagmemes are omitted. Thus, the Topic is shown to contain \text{si tuama} 'the man' but it is not indicated that \text{si} expounds the Classifier slot and \text{tuama} the Head slot of a Noun phrase expounding Topic.

An attempt is made to keep 1/s translations of examples at the same level as uniform as possible but no fast rules are kept and the content of these translations is varied if the circumstances warrant it.

Reid (1966) and Prentice (1971) provide reading and exponence rules for all examples of phrase level constructions. This is felt to be unnecessary because each example (i) represents a particular reading (with the substitution of lexical items for names of classes) of a
tagmemic formula already given in the formal statement for the particular construction type and (ii) is provided with an l/s translation. An exception is made in the section on Identificational clauses (see 6.2.2) where, because internal complexity makes it impossible to provide adequate l/s translations, rewrite operations are fully carried out for some examples, as suggested by Longacre (1964).

This work aims to describe the structure of the Tondano language at all levels from sentences to phonology. Since such an extensive coverage is aimed at it is obvious that a detailed statement of any one part of the language is not feasible. Consequently, no part of the grammar can be regarded as a full or final statement. In some sections it has been necessary to ignore various minor construction types while only partially describing others. Inevitably some parts of the grammar will suffer from lack of data and no statement should be regarded as more than tentative.

In many parts of a grammatical description reference to structures not yet described will be necessary. The chapters below do not follow the grammatical hierarchy in any set direction but aim to give the clearest description by ensuring the least amount of forward referencing.

1.3 ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGNS

In this section are given abbreviations used in formal statements and signs used throughout the grammar. Some abbreviations occur in the grammar both capitalised, as function labels, and without capitals, as exponential labels or as subscript labels. In such cases only the capitalised abbreviations are listed here. In some instances a symbol has two denotations (e.g., S represents both Sentence and Subject) but such identical labelling is avoided where there might be a possibility of confusion.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A'</td>
<td>Associative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Active Battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adv</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an</td>
<td>animate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ap</td>
<td>Appositive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At</td>
<td>Attributive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Att</td>
<td>Attributing (sentence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Active verb (stem class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ax</td>
<td>Axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B'</td>
<td>Benefactive case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bas</td>
<td>Basic (clause)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C'</td>
<td>Causative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Causative Battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cen</td>
<td>Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>Characterisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cj</td>
<td>Conjoined (clause)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clo</td>
<td>close (apposition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cm</td>
<td>class marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cmp</td>
<td>Comparative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cmz</td>
<td>Complementizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cn</td>
<td>common (noun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>Co-ordinating (sentence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co</td>
<td>co-ordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com</td>
<td>Complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com</td>
<td>Compound (clause)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>Classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Causative verb (stem class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deg</td>
<td>Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>Demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Des</td>
<td>Descriptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex</td>
<td>Existential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excl</td>
<td>Exclamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'</td>
<td>Instrumental case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id</td>
<td>Identificational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imp</td>
<td>Imperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>inanimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind</td>
<td>Independent (clause)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int</td>
<td>Interrogative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>internal (apposition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Instrument voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Margin (sentence slot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Manner (clause slot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mes</td>
<td>Measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod</td>
<td>Mode, modal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Noun phrase, Noun (clause), noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>Non-volitional Battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neg</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>Nominalised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num</td>
<td>Numeral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>Non-volitional verb (stem class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'</td>
<td>Objective case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OV</td>
<td>Object voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph</td>
<td>Prohibitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pn</td>
<td>proper (noun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Po</td>
<td>Possessor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pp</td>
<td>Predicate phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>Pronoun phrase, pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T</td>
<td>Pro-Topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qn</td>
<td>quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qt</td>
<td>Quotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qu</td>
<td>Qualifier, Qualifying (clause)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Referent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R'</td>
<td>Referential case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-A</td>
<td>Relator-Axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>Reciprocal Battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Referential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rel</td>
<td>Relator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rm</td>
<td>relator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>Reciprocal verb (stem class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>Referent voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S'</td>
<td>Subjective case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq</td>
<td>Sequential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sim  Similitude
Smp  Simple (sentence)
Sof  Softner
Sub  Subordinating (sentence)
sub  subordination (relator)
SV   Subject voice
T    Topic
Tc   Topic Concord
Te   Time
Th   Theme, Thematic
tm   topic marker
V    Verb phrase, Verbal (clause), verb
Voc  Vocative
X
Y   variables
Z

/X/  X is a phoneme
[X]  X is a phone
{x}  X is a morpheme
[X]  X is a hypermorpHEME
{X}  X is a set of hypermorphemes
X~Y  X and Y alternate freely
X → Y X is rewritten as Y
X : Y  X is expounded by Y
X ⇒ Y X is transformed into Y
X + Y  X and Y are a string on the same level
(X)   X is optional
#X   X follows a pause
\{X\} \text{ either } X \text{ or } Y \text{ but not both}

\left[ \begin{array}{l}
X \\
Y \\
\end{array} \right] \text{ either } X + Z \text{ or } Y + \text{ anything}

X \rightarrow Y / Z \quad X \text{ is rewritten as } Y \text{ before } Z

X \rightarrow Y (...) \quad X \text{ is rewritten as a string consisting }
\text{ obligatorily of } Y \text{ followed optionally by other tagmemes }
\text{ as previously specified}
2.1 NON-SEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY

2.1.0 In this section are described the non-segmental phenomena of stress, pause, juncture, pitch and intonation.

2.1.1 STRESS

2.1.1.0 There are three degrees of stress: unstress (unmarked), word stress (') and phrase stress (').

2.1.1.1 UNSTRESS

Any syllable not covered in section 2.1.1.2 is unstressed.

2.1.1.2 WORD STRESS

2.1.1.2.0 Word stress is treated as phonemic because its placement does not appear to be always predictable on purely phonological grounds. In most words the placement of stress conforms to the statement in section 2.1.1.2.1. This is called regular stress and is not indicated in the phonemic orthography. In the presence of some morphemes word stress does not conform to the statement on regular stress placement. This is called irregular stress and is described in section 2.1.1.2.2. Irregular stress is marked in the phonemic orthography in this chapter, but is not indicated in subsequent chapters. No instances of minimal stress contrast have been recorded but contrast in terms of CVCV structure does occur.

2.1.1.2.1 REGULAR WORD STRESS

Stress usually falls on the penultimate syllable of the word:

/wale/ [wʌle] 'house'
/wanua/ [wanua] 'village'
/karimanka/ [kaɾimanka] 'spider'
Word stress shifts from the penultimate syllable under the following conditions:

(a) A long vocoid, which is interpreted as two phonemic syllable nuclei, takes stress if it is in the last or second-last phonetic syllable in the word:

/ki:nàŋku/ [kiːnáːŋku] 'has been eaten by me'
/wi:nû/ [wéːnû] 'will be given by you'
/tìkòo/ [tɪkɔː] 'throat'

If both the last and second-last phonetic syllables contain long vocoids, then the last takes stress:

/mèŋa:nàm/ [mëŋaːnàːn] 'is continually eating'

(b) If the penultimate syllable nucleus is /ə/ the following changes occur:

(i) Stress falls on the final syllable if its nucleus is a vowel other than /ə/ and it is separated from the penultimate syllable by just one consonant, provided the word is of two or three syllables or is of four or more syllables in which the third-last syllable nucleus is /ə/:

/sèra?/ [sərə?] 'fish'
/rime:dey/ [rimodéy/ 'is standing'
/me:rordéy/ [mëɾorodéy] 'intends to stand'

(ii) In words of four or more syllables in which conditions listed under (i) hold expect that the third-last syllable contains a vowel other than /ə/, the third-last syllable takes stress:

/kàmònà/ [kàmònà] 'will be eaten by him'
/viŋkòtònà/ [viŋkɔtɔnà] 'will be asked by him'

Penultimate schwa takes stress under conditions not listed above:

/tëmpok/ [tëmpɔk] 'tip, end'
If the penultimate vowel is immediately preceded by a lower vowel, stress occurs on the lower vowel:

- /reidêm/ [réidêm] 'dark'
- /louron/ [lóuɾon] 'will be taken to the lake'
- /macker/ [måckør] 'is coughing'
- /maoas/ [måːʊas] 'is washing'

When the penultimate vowel is separated from the preceding vowel by glottal stop the preceding vowel takes stress if it is identical with the penultimate vowel or is lower than it:

- /woʔodo/ [wɔʔodo] 'tomorrow'
- /raʔipe?/ [ɾáʔipeʔ] 'not yet'
- /wetìila/ [wetíila] 'there'

2.1.1.2.2 IRREGULAR WORD STRESS

In some environments stress does not conform with the statement in section 2.1.1.2.1. These environments appear to be morphological rather than phonological. The most important of these are stated here.

- When prefix /maka-/ 'owner' (see 8.1.2e) is attached to a two-syllable stem beginning with a vowel, stress fluctuates freely between the third-last and second-last syllables if /maka-/ is manifested as /maka-:
  - /makaokiʔ/ /makaökiʔ/ 'owner of the child'
  - /makaumaʔ/ /makaʊma/ 'owner of the field'

When allomorph /maka-/ occurs before a vowel, stress always falls on the second-last syllable (cf. 2.1.1.2.1d):
/makaʔuma/ 'owner of the field'
/makaʔasu/ 'owner of the dog'

(b) Initial ni- on prefixes does not take stress:
/nik6/ 'you'
/nikéy/ 'we'

(c) Postclitic pronoun {-mey~mey} 'our; by us' always takes stress if it is the last (or second-last) syllable in the word:
/balemey/ 'our house'
/nieliméy/ 'has been carried by us'

(d) When a prefix ending in /V!/ other than that mentioned in (a) above, precedes a two-syllable stem beginning with a vowel, stress varies freely between the third-last and second-last syllables if the vowel of the prefix is of the same quality as, or lower than, the following stem vowel. Elsewhere, e.g., within a morpheme, stress would always fall on the third-last syllable (see 2.1.1.2.1d):
/neʔeret/ ~ /neʔéret/ 'belt'
/maʔisín/ ~ /maʔísín/ 'are quarrelling'
/sanaʔaka/ ~ /sanaʔáka/ 'one stem (of plant)'

Contrastive stress in terms of CVCV patterns is shown by the following pairs:
/baleméy/ 'our house' and /kawoley/ 'ill-mannered behaviour'
/nik6/ 'you' and /nike/ 'fish sp.'
/kaʔápa/ 'or' and /maʔapas/ 'swallow (bird sp.)'

2.1.1.3 PHRASE STRESS

Word stress is replaced by stronger stress on the last word of a phrase:
Any halt in the flow of speech, whether a momentary pause or a longer silence, may have an influence on the adjacent segmental phonemes. Any such stretch of silence is called pause and is represented /#. The influence of pause on segmental phonemes is described in the treatment of the individual phonemes in section 2.2.1.

2.1.3 WORD JUNCTURE

Word juncture is a boundary between two words and is signalled by the phonological features listed below. In phonemic script juncture is indicated by a space between words.

(a) A sequence of two identical vowels is manifested as two short, syllabic vocoids and not by one long vocoid as it is within the word:

/rua asu/ [Ruaasu] 'two dogs' (cf. /kaamu/ [Kámu] 'your rice')
/si ina?/ [Siina?] 'mother' (cf. /wiiru/ [Viiru] 'your rice')
/toko oki?/ [Tokooki?] 'small shop' (cf. /tikoki/ [Tiikiku] 'my throat')

In slower speech a glottal stop may appear between the two vowels, especially between two low vowels:

/rua asu/ [Rua?asu] 'two dogs'

(b) When juncture occurs between /a/ and /i/ or /u/, /a/ is manifested as [a] and not as a raised phone as it is within the word (see /a/ in 2.2.1):

/kapaya iti?i/ [Kapayaiti?i] 'that papaw'
/lima uraŋ/ [Limaurang] 'five children'

When the subordination relation markers sa and ka (see 7.2.4)
are followed by a high vowel both stress and the quality of /a/ are affected to that one phonological word results:

/sa + itu/ → /sāitu/ [s’āitu] 'if it'

/ka + itu/ → /kāitu/ [k’āitu] 'because it'

(c) When juncture comes between a lower vowel and a higher vowel stress is unaffected; the higher vowel still takes stress if it is in the penultimate syllable:

/līma urāŋ/ [līmauraŋ] 'five children'

/rūa ipus/ [rūai pus] 'two tails'

The relators sa and ka are affected as indicated in (b) above.

(d) /a/ can follow vowels other than /a/ (cf. section 2.4.2):

/wa le əsa/ 'one house'

/nu əsa/ 'alone'.

Between final /a/ and initial /ə/ a glottal stop occurs in slow speech:

/kapayə əsa/ [kapayəəsa] 'sour papaw'

/wanua əsa/ [wanuaəsa] 'one village'

In other than slow speech assimilation occurs, resulting in a long low vocoid which takes stress if it is the second-last (phonetic) syllable. Thus one phonological word results:

/kapayəəsa/ [kapayəəsa] 'sour papaw'

/wanuaəsə/ [wanuaəsə] 'one village'

When /ə/ follows another vowel at a morpheme boundary within the word such assimilation occurs even in slow, careful speech.

(e) The likelihood of epenthetic schwa occurring between two consonants varies according to whether the cluster is within a word or separated by word juncture (see 2.4.1). In particular, when
juncture occurs between two identical consonants they are not
separated by epenthetic schwa as obligatorily occurs within the word.
A sequence of two phonemic consonants occurs, manifested as a long
continuant or a held stop:

/ŋaran ni tuama/ [ŋáran:iTuáma] 'the man's name'

/mapurut tali/ [mapúruT-áli] 'is picking up the rope'

2.1.4 PITCH

There are three phonemic pitch levels. These are low pitch /1/,
medium pitch /2/ and high pitch /3/.

2.1.5 INTONATION

Intonation is phonemic as the sole contrast between two utterances
may be the different intonation contours accompanying them. Intonation
contours are distinguished by different changes among the three pitch
levels.

Two contrastive clause intonation contours occur: identificational
and neutral (or non-identificational) contours. Identificational
contour occurs on an Identificational clause (see 6.2.2) and is
characterised by a sharp rise to /3/ on the last syllable of the
Predicate phrase. Neutral contour occurs on all other clause types
and is marked by a relatively level contour over the clause on pitch /2/.

Two contrastive sentence intonation contours occur: declarative
and interrogative contours. Declarative contour is characterised by a
a fall to pitch /1/ sentence-finally. Interrogative contour is
characterised by a rise to /3/ sentence-finally.

When a clause occurs sentence-finally the clause and sentence
intonation contours combine to form a four-way contrast of intonation
patterns:
Neutral declarative pattern:

si tuama si mapa?yaŋ / 221
'The man is working.'

Neutral interrogative pattern:

si tuama si mapa?yaŋ / 223
'Is the man working?'

Identificational declarative pattern:

si tuama si mapa?yaŋ / 231
'It is the man who is working.'

Identificational interrogative pattern:

si tuama si mapa?yaŋ / 233
'Is it the man who is working?'
2.2 SEGMENTAL PHONEMES

2.2.0 There are twenty-two segmental phonemes: sixteen consonants and six vowels. These are shown in Table I.

CONSONANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>labial</th>
<th>alveo-dental</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>voiceless stops</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced nasals</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vibrant</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td>€</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sibilant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-vowel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VOWELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front</th>
<th>central</th>
<th>back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: SEGMENTAL PHONEMES

2.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF PHONEMES

This section lists the segmental phonemes, describes their allophones and gives the distribution of the allophones.

Voiceless stops


/k/ [k] voiceless unaspirated released front velar stop. Occurs before front vowels and after front vowels word finally: /okiʔ/ [ɔkiʔ] 'little', /maeker/ [maeʔer] 'is coughing', /liʔlik/ [liʔlik] 'edge'


The released allophones of /p, t, k/ described above occur in all environments except immediately before another consonant, in which environment unreleased allophones occur. The unreleased variants also occur before a pause ( # ) in free variation with released variants: /liʔlik#/ [liʔlik] 'edge', /kaʔampiku/ [kaʔampiku] 'my friend', /liʔlip/ [liʔlip] 'swim'

Slightly to moderately aspirated allophones of /p, t, k/ commonly occur in free variation with unaspirated allophones: /kakipit/ [kaʔkipit], /kʰakʰipʰitʰ] 'very difficult'

Released allophones of voiceless stops are usually held momentarily before release preceding a pause: /ɾepet#/ [ɾepet] 'fast', /nuʔuk/ [nuʔuk] 'hair'

Some speakers substitute an interdental stop [t] for dental [t]:

/pitu/ [pítu] 'seven'


Voiced stops

Nasals

\(/m/\) [m] voiced bilabial nasal: /membə/ [mɛmbə] 'goat',
/suminsim/ [sumĩnsim] 'bird sp.'

\(/n/\) [n] voiced dental stop. Occurs before /t/: /ntali/ [ntali]
'reope', /rintek/ [rĩntek] 'fine'

\(/ŋ/\) voiced centro-palatal nasal without complete closure. Occurs between a preceding vowel (within the word or across a word boundary without intervening pause) and a following /s/: /suminsim/ [sumĩnsim] 'bird sp.',
/witu našokola/ [vũtu naïšokola] 'in school'. In slow careful speech [ŋ] is replaced by [n]

\(/n/\) voiced alveolar nasal. Occurs elsewhere: /nondo/ [nõndɔ] 'day', /naran/ [nãran] 'stairs'

\(/ŋ/\) voiced velar nasal: /ŋaran/ [ŋãran] 'name', /waʔan/
[waʔan] 'tooth'

Fricatives

\(/w/\) The following statement indicates the most common distribution for each allophone of /w/. However, a considerable degree of fluctuation occurs and a number of allophones occur in most positions, in addition to the one listed below for that position. The allophones listed are only points of reference; in fact there is a continuum of variants between \([w]\) and \([v]\).

\([w]\) voiced high back rounded non-syllabic vocoid. Occurs word-finally after /o/. No other allophone occurs in this position: /tow/ [tow] 'person'
[w] voiced high back rounded non-syllabic vocoid with accompanying slight bilabial friction. Occurs before /o/: /wo/ [wo] 'and', /towo/ [t̪o̞wo] 'lie'

[u] voiced high back unrounded non-syllabic vocoid with or without accompanying slight bilabial friction. Occurs before /a/: /wanko?[/w̪aŋkoʔ] 'big', /lawas/ [la̞waʔ] 'hand'


[g] voiced back velar or uvular fricative. Occurs elsewhere: /gorom/ [goɾom] 'inside', /pager/ [pager] 'fence'

Word-finally a very weakly articulated, almost inaudible variant occurs in free variation with stronger allophones: /raʔraʔ/ [raʔraʔ]~[ɾaʔɾaʔ] 'fall', /silig/ [silig]~[sili̞g] 'allude'

Vibrant


[R] voiceless alveolar trill. Occurs before a pause in free variation with [ɾ]: /kamar#/ [kamaɾ̪]~[kamaɾ] 'room'
voiced alveolar flap. Occurs initially and medially in free variation with [ɾ]: /#rua/ [ɾÚa] 'two', /karua/ [kaɾÚa] 'second'

[dr] voiced alveolar vibrant (flapped or trilled) with voiced plosive onset. Occurs following /n/ across a word boundary without intervening pause: /wonean rua/ [ɾóeɾan d'üa] 'there are two'

Sibilant

Lateral

Semi-vowel

Vowels
/i/ [i] high front unrounded vocoid: /ipis/ [ípis] 'thin' /api/ [ápi] 'fire'
/e/ [e] higher mid front unrounded vocoid. Occurs before /i/ and /y/: /lodey/ [lósdy] 'boat', /reidem/ [réidem] 'dark'
/a/ [a] lower mid front unrounded vocoid. Occurs elsewhere: /maeke/ [mákeʔ] 'is coughing', /edo/ [édə] 'day', /maee/ [maéʔ] 'is giving'
/e/ [ɛ] backed mid central unrounded vocoid. Occurs frequently in the syllable preceding the stressed syllable when preceded
and followed by bilabial consonants and sometimes in other environments when preceding a bilabial consonant, in
variation with [o]: /pæpalen/ [pæpalen] 'door',
[kələw] 'lid'

/a/ [u] higher fronted low central unrounded vocoid. Occurs before /i/ with or without an intervening glottal stop:
/naiwanər/ [naiwanər] 'has been sold', /yaʔi/ [yaʔi] 'this'

[a] higher backed low central unrounded vocoid. Occurs before /u/ with or without intervening /ʔ/:
[taːˈwɛnəʔ] 'skull', /maʔu/ [maʔu] 'tortoise'

[a] low central unrounded vocoid. Occurs elsewhere: /asu/
[āsu] 'dog', /mua/ [mua] 'two', /tiːn/ [tiːn] 'belly'

/u/ [u] high back rounded vocoid: /uːpəs/ [uːpəs] 'love', /asu/
[āsu] 'dog'

/o/ [o] higher mid back rounded vocoid. Occurs before /u/ and /w/:
/ləwʔ/ [ləwʔ] 'lake', /təw/ [təw] 'person'

/eˈɾəm/ [eˈɾəm] 'inside'

[ɔ] higher low back rounded vocoid. Occurs elsewhere in variation with [o]: /okip/ [okip] 'little',
/oat/ [ɔat] 'day', /ədə/ [ədə] 'sun'

Preceding a pause vowels have a voiceless off-glide which is usually slight after non-high vowels but often long and forceful after high vowels: /api#/ [api] 'fire', /asu#/ [asuʔ] 'dog', /mate#/
[máṭaŋ̥] 'dead'.

Following a pause vowels are preceded by a non-phonemic glottal stop: /#aat/[ʔaat] 'day', /#ente/[ʔẹntɛ] 'strong', /#api/[ʔapi] 'fire'

Vowels have nasalised variants following a nasal consonant.

Nasality is usually very slight or absent but tends to be stronger in the following environment: N_[(?V)]#, i.e., after a nasal consonant and before a pause with or without an intervening glottal stop plus optional vowel. In this environment the vowel following glottal stop may also be heavily nasalised: /suŋe/[sungs] 'horn', /luongo/[lungs] 'will drink', /naŋe/[nangs] 'foot'.

2.2.2 PHONEMIC CONTRASTS

Phonemic contrast between phonetically similar segments is established by their occurrence in the same environment as shown in the following pairs:

/p/ - /b/  /repot/ 'fast' and /rebet/ 'tight'
/t/ - /d/  /tutu?/ 'act deliberately' and /tudu?/ 'point'
/k/ - /g/  /rokɔ?/ 'greedy' and /rogo?/ 'worn out'
/m/ - /n/  /tuana/ 'man' and /tuna/ 'thus'
/n/ - /ŋ/  /naran/ 'stairs' and /ŋaran/ 'name'
/t/ - /r/  /tutu?/ 'act deliberately' and /turu?/ 'teach'
/d/ - /r/  /teto/ 'push' and /toro/ 'approach'
/d/ - /l/  /sodo/ 'ladle' and /solo/ 'lamp'
/r/ - /l/  /serok/ 'interrupt' and /sloko/ 'pour'
/r/ - /g/  /ro?roŋ̥/ 'often' and /goŋ̥er/ 'cold'
/b/ - /w/  /tibo/ 'sell' and /sivo/ 'make'; /lebon/ 'leech' and /lewan/ 'valley'
A phonemic syllable consists of a vowel (V) as nucleus and may also contain one or two consonants (C) before V and one consonant after V. The six syllable types are illustrated below. Phonemic syllable boundaries are indicated by a point and the syllable being illustrated is underlined.

V   /i.\-\pus/ 'tail', /ma.\-\as/ 'is washing', /ru.\-\/ 'two'
VC  /an.\-\te\-?/ 'strong', /ka.\-\am.\-pit/ 'friend', /ka.\-\am/ 'rice'
CV  /ma.\-\le.\-\ku/ 'my house'
CVC /ti.\-\m.\-pa\-?/ 'palm wine', /lo.\-\lo.\-n.\-ko.\-\tan/ 'ladder'
CCV /nta.\-\li/ 'rope', /mba.\-\le/ 'house'
CCVC /\-\ma.\-\t.\-ut/ 'banana', /\-\\-\han.\-\ko\-?/ 'big'

As shown in the examples above, a consonant cluster within the
one syllable occurs only word initially, where it consists of a nasal plus homorganic obstruent, the two consonants belonging to separate morphemes (see 8.0j).

2.3.2 PHONEME CLASSES

2.3.2.0 This section describes the classes of phonemes in terms of their distribution within the syllable and word.

2.3.2.1 CONSONANT CLASSES

Five distribution classes of consonants occur. The classes overlap in membership since most consonants occur in a number of environments. For each class the environment is stated in words and in formula, restrictions are noted and a list of member phonemes is given together with examples. In formal statements a word boundary is indicated (+) and a syllable break is indicated (.)

(a) Class one

Consonant class 1 (C1) precedes the syllable nucleus and occurs either word-initially or following a vowel or a consonant of class 4 or class 5.

environment: \{ + \} V\{c\} V

members: All consonants except /ŋ/

restrictions: The voiced stops /b, d, g/ occur word-initially only under certain grammatical conditions, replacing /w, r, g/ respectively (see 8.0j).

/g/ has not been observed to follow C5 (see e below).

Restrictions on C4C1 clusters are described in (d) below.

The following examples illustrate C1 word-initially and inter-vocally. Occurrence following another consonant is exemplified in (d) and (e) below.
initially \( /pəθə/ 'thigh' \)
\( /bælə/ 'house' \)
\( /tɪmpər/ 'palm wine' \)
\( /dænə/ 'water' \)
\( /kælə/ 'friend' \)
\( /ʒiə/ 'face' \)
\( /meə/ 'red' \)
\( /neə/ 'foot' \)
\( /ɲəran/ 'name' \)
\( /ɲiə/ 'here' \)
\( /ɛrəə/ 'girl' \)
\( /səpa/ 'what' \)
\( /ləntər/ 'thunder' \)
\( /yaʔi/ 'this' \)
\( /ɛnə/ 'sugar' \)

\( /rəpət/ 'fast' \)
\( /rəbet/ 'tight' \)
\( /əfəs/ 'above' \)
\( /ədə/ 'day' \)
\( /ləkər/ 'many' \)
\( /ləgə/ 'sweat' \)
\( /ˈlɪms/ 'five' \)
\( /lənə/ 'oil' \)
\( /təliŋə/ 'ear' \)
\( /wəsəʔ/ 'below' \)
\( /kəɾiə/ 'female friend' \)
\( /əmə/ 'dog' \)
\( /lələn/ 'road' \)
\( /pəɾəɾkə/ 'fish sp.' \)
\( /səɾəʔ/ 'clever' \)

(b) Class two

Consonant class 2 (\( c^2 \)) precedes a class 3 consonant. Word-initially \( c^2 \) begins the syllable, medially it follows the syllable nucleus.

\[
\text{environment: } \begin{bmatrix} + \\ V \end{bmatrix} \quad \begin{bmatrix} c^2 \end{bmatrix}
\]

members: The nasals /m, n, ɲ/

restrictions: \( c^2c^3 \) clusters are homorganic sequences. These are further discussed and exemplified under (c) below.

(c) Class three

Consonant class 3 (\( c^3 \)) precedes the syllable nucleus and follows a \( c^2 \) consonant with or without an intervening syllable break.
environment: $C^2(\cdot)\_V$

members: The obstruents /p,b,t,d,s,k,g/

restrictions: A $C^3$ consonant must follow a $C^2$ consonant having the same place of articulation; $C^2C^3$ clusters thus comprise seven homorganic nasal-obstruent sequences.

A $C^2C^3$ cluster differs from a $C^4C^1$ cluster (see d below) in that it can occur word-initially and morpheme-medially and cannot be separated by an epenthetic schwa when occurring across a morpheme boundary (see 2.4.1).

The cluster /ng/ does not occur medially (except in names—see 2.5.1).

Word-medially the clusters /mb/ and /nd/ fluctuate with /b/ and /d/ respectively (see 2.5.1).

The following examples illustrate $C^2C^3$ clusters word-initially and morpheme-medially:

initially

/\textipa{mpa?a}/ 'thigh'  
/\textipa{mbale}/ 'house'  
/\textipa{ntali}/ 'rope'  
/\textipa{nda\textipa{u}}/ 'two'  
/\textipa{ns\textipa{uma}}/ 'mouth'  
/\textipa{n\textipa{kure}/ 'cooking pot'  
/\textipa{ng\textipa{io}/ 'face'

medially

/\textipa{timpa\textipa{?}}/ 'palm wine'  
/\textipa{m\textipa{ne\textipa{ba}}}/ 'goat'  
/\textipa{\textipa{ente}/ 'strong'  
/\textipa{\textipa{ndo}/ 'day'  
/\textipa{\textipa{l\textipa{en\textipa{so}/ 'handkerchief'  
/\textipa{\textipa{t\textipa{inku\textipa{?\textipa{ku}/ 'chin'

(d) Class four

A class 4 consonant ($C^4$) occurs morpheme-finally and is followed by either word juncture or a $C^1$ consonant.

environment: $V\_\{C^1\}^+$
members: All consonants except /b, d, g, ʔ/

restrictions: All consonants except voiced stops occur word-finally but /ʔ/ is assigned to a separate class (see e below).

C₄C₁ clusters can only occur between a stem morpheme and a following bound morpheme and are restricted in number by the limited number of consonants which begin a suffix or postclitic and the fact that some potential clusters do not occur because of the loss of one of the consonants (see 8.0c and d). Most C₄C₁ clusters are also usually avoided by the insertion of /ə/ between the two consonants (see 2.4.1). A C₄C₁ cluster of identical consonants does not occur, being avoided by the loss of one of the consonants (in the case of /n/-see 8.0d) or the occurrence of epenthetic schwa.

In the following examples C₄ is illustrated word-finally and in some C₄C₁ clusters.

word-finally
/atap/ 'roof' /tetelew/ 'wing'
/po?ot/ 'belly' /ro?reg/ 'often'
/wuʔuk/ 'hair' /viʔr/ 'uncooked rice'
/enom/ 'six' /koʔos/ 'wet'
/tarekan/ 'now' /koʔil/ 'tight'
/tabulalaw/ 'round' /tiʔy/ 'pig'

C₄C₁ clusters
/rimøjepet/ 'is still standing' /nəmuʔna/ 'root'
/rimøjepomow/ 'is already standing' /wuʔukta/ 'our hair'
/kaʔampitku/ 'my friend' /kuʔiʔitla/ 'will follow'
/ipətanamə/ 'is planted by us' /laʔawsna/ 'his hand'

(e) Class five

This class (C⁵) follows the syllable nucleus and occurs word-
finally or preceding a vowel or $C^1$ consonant.

\[
\text{environment: } V \xrightarrow{+} V \quad \text{or } \quad V \xrightarrow{-} C^1
\]

member: The only member is glottal stop */?/

This class always occurs in the same environment, in terms of adjacent vowels and consonants, as other classes but is treated as distinct for the following reasons: (i) Glottal stop does not occur morpheme-initially. Because of this it is interpreted as being syllable-final when occurring intervocally. All other consonants intervocally are syllable-initial (all other consonants belong to $C^1$ and can occur morpheme-initially but not all can occur morpheme-finally). (ii) */?/ can precede all other consonants in a $C^5C^1$ cluster (except that */?g/ has not been recorded) morpheme-medially. The only other clusters occurring morpheme-medially are homorganic $C^0C^3$ sequences. (iii) Whereas a $C^4C^1$ cluster is often avoided by the occurrence of an openthetic schwa, a $C^5C^1$ cluster is not (although it is sometimes avoided in a somewhat different way – see 2.4.3).

In the following examples $C^5$ is illustrated medially and finally and all $C^5C^1$ clusters are illustrated morpheme-medially.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{intervocally} & & \text{finally} \\
/pa\_ar/ & & /oki\_?/ \quad \text{'like'} & & \text{'little'} \\
/ra\_i/ & & /laka\_?/ \quad \text{'not'} & & \text{'rooster'}
\end{align*}
\]

$C^5C^1$ clusters

\[
\begin{align*}
/pi\_pi\_/ & \quad /tu\_\_\_/ \quad \text{'wet'} & & \text{'catch'} \\
/sa\_bet/ & \quad /noni\_\_/ \quad \text{'lasso'} & & \text{'tooth brush'} \\
/ta\_ta\_/ & \quad /w\_\_/ \quad \text{'house lizard'} & & \text{'stupid'} \\
/tu\_\_\_/ & \quad /ki\_\_/ \quad \text{'prod'} & & \text{'squeeze'} \\
/ko\_ko\_/ & \quad /go\_\_/ \quad \text{'hen'} & & \text{'cold'}
\end{align*}
\]
2.3.2.2 VOWEL CLASSES

There are two distribution classes of vowels. These are described in the same way as indicated for consonants in section 2.3.2.1.

(a) Class one

Vowel class 1 (V₁) precedes a consonant and either begins a word or follows a consonant.

environment: \[
C \quad \{ \begin{array}{c}
+ \\
C
\end{array} \}
\]

members: All vowels

V₁ vowels are illustrated word-initially and medially:

word-initially \n
[/pus/ 'tail']
[/edo/ 'sun']
[/apat/ 'four']
[/ate/ 'liver']
[/atu/ 'lad']
[/oras/ 'season']

word-medially

[/wisa/ 'where']
[/rea/ 'snail']
[/kat/ 'whisper']
[/paluka/ 'shoulder']
[/tum/ 'burn']
[/sosot/ 'steam']

(b) Class two

Vowel class 2 (V₂) occurs either word-finally or preceding another V₂ or else it follows a V₂ and precedes a consonant.

environment: \[
V₂ \quad \{ \begin{array}{c} V₂ \\
V₂ \\
C \end{array} \}
\]

members: All vowels except /a/
Examples of $V^2$ word-finally:

/tali/ 'rope' /asu/ 'dog'
/ure/ 'long' /edo/ 'sun'
/lima/ 'five'

The statement on environment above specifies that any vowel, except /e/, can occur in sequence with any other vowel and that vowel sequences of any length can occur. However, there are restrictions on the co-occurrence of vowels. The following examples illustrate the two-vowel sequences which have been observed to occur within morphemes:

/tiic/ 'drip' /taruka?/ 'skull'
/tiex/ 'pig' /sao/ 'dew'
/tian/ 'belly' /rui/ 'bone'
/niu/ 'winnow' /lue?/ 'tears'
/eio/ 'face' /rui/ 'two'
/reidem/ 'dark' /kuun/ 'long grass sp.'
/lee?/ 'neck' /kuok/ 'call'
/mea?/ 'red' /locoi?/ 'snake'
/meen/ 'cat' /locoati/ 'worm'
/rai?/ 'not' /lour/ 'lake'
/tae/ 'just' /koo?/ 'drink'
/kaan/ 'rice'

The sequences /eu, oe/ have only been recorded in reduplicated stems, occurring across the morpheme boundary:

/maurare?/ 'is continually chasing away'
/maedodo/ 'is continually fetching'

No sequences of more than two vowels occur within morphemes. Sequences of three or more vowels occur only at morpheme boundaries and are limited by the restricted number of vowels occurring finally.
in a prefix or initially in a suffix. The following examples illustrate three-vowel clusters:

/kaogtan/ 'world'
/makioas/ 'request to wash'
/pamaeas/ 'place where (someone) is going'
/mae/ 'is going'

Only two sequences of four vowels and one sequence of five vowels have been recorded:

/niaea.ri/ 'place where (someone) has gone'
/mi.aaemi/ 'has continually gone'
/maaas/ 'is continually washing'

2.4 MORPHOPHONEMICS

2.4.0 In certain environments there sometimes occurs the loss, addition or replacement or a segment. This section describes such phenomena which occur under purely phonological conditions. Other changes are described in section 8.0.

2.4.1 SCHWA INSERTION

In certain phonological environments a schwa occurs which has no grammatical status but which is interpreted as phonemic.

(a) As stated in section 2.3.2.1d, a C1 consonant follows a C4 consonant at a morpheme boundary within the word. This cluster is usually avoided by the insertion of /ə/ between the two consonants (the C4C1 cluster then becomes a sequence of C1sC1).

If the first consonant of the C4C1 cluster is /y/ or /w/, schwa does not occur except that it has been recorded, though only rarely, in a few words following /y/:

/tow + -na/ → /towa/ 'his body'
/lodey + -ku/ → /lodeyku/ or (rarely) /lodeyku/ 'my boat'
Where two identical consonants would otherwise be contiguous at
a morpheme boundary /e/ obligatorily occurs:

/wu?uk + -ku/ → /wu?uk?ku/ 'my hair'

Elsewhere /e/ is rarely omitted:


/my friend /

/lawas + -na/ → /lawas?ena/ or (rarely) /lawasna/ 'his hand'

Epenthetic schwa in this environment is given phonemic status since
its interpretation as non-phonemic would result in phonetically
identical sequences being phonemically different:

(i) [k?o? + -on + -na] → [k?o?ena]

(ii) [i- + k?o? + -na] → [ik?o?ena]

The phonetic identity of epenthetic schwa with functional schwa
in this environment demands similar interpretation:

(i) /k?ot?ena/ 'will be cut by him'

(ii) /ik?ot?ena/ 'will be used by him to cut with'

It should be noted that this schwa only occurs with a $C^4C^1$
consonant cluster, never with a $C^2C^3$ or $C^5C^1$ cluster.

(b) Schwa may precede a single word-initial consonant if the preceding
word ends in a consonant and the two words are not separated by a pause.

Schwa is far less common in this environment than in that described
in (a) above. The likelihood of its occurrence depends on the two
consonants involved. Only a rough statement is given here.

Schwa has not been observed if the sequence ( separated by word
juncture ) is of a nasal followed by an obstructant ( either homorganic
or heterorganic):

/ta?un tumodon/ 'next year'

/wa?an puti?/ 'white teeth'
or of two identical consonants (see also 2.1.3e):

/ŋaran ni tuama/ 'the man's name'

It most frequently occurs when the sequence involves /r/ and some other alveo-dental consonant:

/loit + rintek/ → /loit rintek/ ~ /loit ŋintek/ 'small change'
/susur + nêdo/ → /susur nêdo/ ~ /susur enêdo/ 'every day'

When a word begins with a nasal-obstruent cluster schwa always occurs if the preceding word ends with a consonant and there is no intervening pause:

/naran + mbale/ → /naran ŋmbale/ 'stairs of the house'
/timiboy + ntali/ → /timiboy ntali/ 'is holding the rope'
/ŋaran + nsękola/ → /ŋaran ensekola/ 'name of the school'

and occurs optionally following a pause:

/mbale/ ~ /mbale/ 'house'
/nsumęsulana/ ~ /nsumęsulana/ 'thorn'

Word-initially epenthetic schwa is treated as phonemic because it is phonetically similar to a functional schwa:

[ŋ§ɛ? + -mow] → [ŋ§ɛ?mow] /ente?mow/ 'already strong'
[n- + ŋanaʔ] → [ŋ§ánaʔ]/ęntanaʔ/ 'ground'

2.4.2 SCHWA ASSIMILATION

Schwa assimilates to an immediately preceding vowel within the word. The assimilation also occurs through an intervening glottal stop:

/ma- + ŋnaʔ/ → /maanaʔ/ 'lives'
/maʔ- + ŋnaʔ/ → /maʔanaʔ/ 'intends to live'
/lutuʔ + -ən/ → /lutuʔun/ 'will be cooked'

2.4.3 GLOTTAL STOP AND FOLLOWING VOWEL

When glottal stop precedes a consonant within the word a vowel may be inserted between them. On the other hand, a vowel following /ʔ/ may
be deleted, resulting in a $c_{5}c_{1}$ cluster.

(a) When /ʔ/ is followed by a $c_{1}$ consonant (within a morpheme or at a morpheme boundary) a vowel having the same quality as the vowel preceding /ʔ/ may occur between the two consonants:

/koʔkoʔ/ → /koʔokoʔ/ 'hen'
/weʔwek/ → /weʔewek/ 'duck'
/kuliʔ + −na/ → /kuliʔna/ → /kuliʔina/ 'his skin'

This vowel is treated as phonemic because its interpretation as non-phonemic would result in phonetically identical sequences being phonemically different:

(i) [luʧuʔ + −ən + −na] → [luʧuʔuna]
(ii) [kapaluʔuʔ + −na] → [kapaluʔuʔuna] (as well as [kapaluʔuʔna])

This phonetic identity demands the same interpretation:

(i) /luʧuʔuna/ 'will be cooked by her'
(ii) /kapaluʔuʔuna/ (as well as /kapaluʔuʔna/) 'her manner of cooking'

Also, the post-glottal vowel may occur in careful pronunciation as a deliberately articulated sound. 2

An exception to the insertion of a vowel as described above is that if the vowel preceding glottal stop is schwa then no insertion occurs:

/wəʔənəl/ 'stupid'
/gəʔənər/ 'cold'

The post-glottal vowel described above has the same quality and quantity as the vowel preceding glottal stop. However, glottal stop and a following consonant may instead be separated by a short, weak vocoid of the same quality as the vowel preceding glottal stop though usually somewhat centered:
This vocoid is treated as a non-phonemic transitional sound between /ʔ/ and the following consonant; a manifestation of an open release of /ʔ/. The phonemic identification of [kᛉ?kọʔ], for instance, with /koʔkoʔ/ and not with /koʔokoʔ/ appears to be necessary since the vocoid in question may be so short and weak as to be almost undetectible. However, it is sometimes somewhat more forceful so that it is not always easy to decide if the sound should be regarded as the phonemic sound, as in [kᛉ?kọʔ] (→ /koʔokoʔ/) or as the non-phonemic transitional vocoid as in [kᛉ?kọʔ] (→ /koʔkoʔ/). In other words the vocoid between glottal stop and a following consonant ranges from one having full vowel quality to one of extreme tenuousness and an arbitrary decision is made as to the degree sufficient to warrant phonemic status.

(b) When a vowel occurs at a morpheme boundary and is preceded by glottal stop it may be deleted in normal or fast speech if the vowel preceding /ʔ/ is of the same quality as it:

/woʔo + -mow/ → /woʔomow/ → /woʔoʊw/ 'perhaps'

/nuʔ + umanən/ → /nuʔumanən/ → /nuʔəmanən/ 'story'

/lutuʔ + -ən + -na/ → /lutuʔuna/ → /lutuʔna/ 'will be cooked by her'

The vowel is never lost if the resultant sequence would be other than a C.timestamps cluster:

/kaʔampit/ 'friend'

/kumʔitla/ 'will follow'

Deletion can also occur within the morpheme (although not in careful speech) provided the loss does not result in a word-final consonant cluster:
2.5 DIACHRONIC CHANGE

2.5.0 The first four sections of this chapter outline the phonology of the variety of Tondano used by the principal informants for this study, all of whom were more than fifty five years of age. A number of phonological changes are at present in progress in the language, of which the most important are discussed in this section. These changes appear to have reached completion in the speech of younger Tondanese so that their variety of speech differs in a number of ways from that described in the above four sections.

2.5.1 LOSS OF NASALS BEFORE VOICED Stops

As is shown by several word lists compiled in the nineteenth century (e.g., Niemann, 1869-70) and by comparison with other dialects, until recently in Tondano voiced stops occurred word-medially only following homorganic nasals. A process is now in operation whereby nasal consonants are being lost from this environment, resulting in intervocalic voiced stops, which did not occur before the sound change began.

Loss of /n/ before /g/ word-medially is complete, having occurred, apparently, before the birth of any Tondanese still living at the time of this study. Niemann's list includes words such as /longə/ 'sweat' and /səŋər/ 'steam'. In present-day Tondano the cluster /ng/ does not occur word-medially and the only forms for these words are /logo/ and /səŋər/.

The clusters /mb/ and /nd/ still occur medially in fluctuation with /b/ and /d/ respectively. Loss of /m/ before /b/ appears to be complete in casual speech, the cluster being confined to careful or
formal speech. Thus /tambilan/ and /tabelian/ 'bamboo' both occur although the former only in restricted speech styles. Loss of /n/ has not progressed so far and the cluster /nd/ still persists in informal speech although less frequently than /d/. Thus: /endo/ \( \sim /\ddot{e}do/ 'day'. \)

In terms of consonant classes the change involves the replacement of a \( C^2C^3 \) cluster by a \( C^3 \) consonant.

The loss of the nasal from this environment appears to be complete in the speech of Tondanese of about forth years of age and under. Thus, in their speech, only forms such as /tabelman/ 'bamboo' and /\ddot{e}do/ 'day' occur.

However, the clusters persist in certain words. The cluster /mb/ is retained in a few animal names, e.g., /membe?/ 'goat', /mombo/ 'dove'. All three clusters remain in the names of people and places, e.g., /runturambi/ 'person's name', /tande\( \ddot{n}an/ 'village name', /katingolan/ 'village name'. The clusters also are retained in borrowed words, e.g., /gambar/ 'picture', /walanda/ 'Dutch', /\dot{u}ning\( \ddot{u}/ 'week'.

2.5.2 MERGER OF /a/ WITH MIDDLE VOWELS

As described in section 2.2.1, phoneme /a/ has allophone [\( \ddot{a} \)] before /(?e)/ and allophone [\( \ddot{a} \)] before /(u)/. These allophones are in the process of merging with mid vowels; [\( \ddot{a} \)] with /e/ and [\( \ddot{a} \)] with /o/. In the speech of the informants for this study the phonemes fluctuate in these environments in fast speech. Thus: /meide?/[\( \ddot{m}\ddot{e}ide? \]) \( \sim /\ddot{m}eide?/[\( \ddot{m}\ddot{e}ide? \]) 'afraid', /maupi/[\( \ddot{m}\ddot{a}upi\]) \( \sim /\ddot{m}oupi?/[m\ddot{u}pi? \]) 'angry'. In the speech of people under about forty years of age the merger is complete and only the sequences /e(?)/ and /o(?)/ occur, /a/ being lost from these environments.
2.5.3 LOSS OF EPENTHETIC SCHWA

In the speech of younger Tondanese epenthetic schwa (see 2.4.1) does not occur. Thus, in their speech, $c^4$ consonant clusters at morpheme boundaries are never lost through schwa insertion, only forms such as /ka?am?tku/ 'my friend' and /lawa?na/ 'his hand' occurring.

Loss of the schwa insertion rule also results in geminate clusters within the word as well as at the word boundary:

/ma?ukku/ [m?uk-u] 'my hair'


However, schwa continues to remain optionally preceding a word-initial nasal-obstruent cluster:

/#esumesula?n/ /#esumesulana/ 'thorn'

2.6 LOAN WORDS

The phonology outlined above describes the 'native core' of Tondano and does not take account of the many loan words in the language. Most borrowings are from Malay but many derive from other languages (usually European), although these too have usually entered the language via Malay.

Tondanese are bilingual, speaking both their own language and Manado (Minahasan) Malay and recent borrowings from that source undergo no phonological change (although words from other languages may have previously been modified when borrowed into Malay). Most of these words conform to the Tondano phonemic system but many do not. Among phonological features introduced by borrowing are the following:

(a) Consonant clusters within the morpheme: /kapten/ 'captain', /kopra/ 'copra', /listrik/ 'electricity'.

(b) Word-initial /b, d, g/ which are not in grammatical alternation with /w, r, s/ (see 8.0j): /baca/ 'read', /dumingu/'week', /gareja/ 'church'.

(c) New phonemes. The most prominent of these are the three alveopalatal phonemes of Makado Malay not found in native Tondano, the affricates /c/ and /j/ and the nasal /m/: /cirke/ 'clove', /meja/ 'table', /puňa/ 'possession'.

Furthermore, most Tondanese have Dutch, and sometimes English, Christian names. These have usually undergone no phonological change and have introduced a number of structural innovations and new sounds into the language: /hendrik/ 'Hendrik', /frans/ 'Frans', /mače/ 'Max', /jak/ 'Jack', /miyko/ 'Mieke'.
A Basic clause is defined as one which cannot be derived by transformation from another clause type. Derived clauses—those which are best described in terms of a transformation from Basic clauses—are described in section 6.1.

All Basic clauses are capable of expounding the Base of a Simple sentence (see 7.2.1). Any clause capable of this is an Independent clause. Derived clauses are either Independent or Dependent, i.e., not able to expound the Base of a Simple sentence.

There are two Basic clause types which differ considerably in internal structure from other Basic clauses. Inclusion of these here would complicate the description of clause exponents and their internal structure in the following two chapters. The description of these clause types is therefore left until Chapter Six. All statements below on the structure of Basic clauses refer only to the clauses described in this chapter.

Clause types in Tondano are outlined in Table II.

A Basic clause consists minimally of two tagmemes: Topic and Predicate. Other tagmemes may occur, either optionally or obligatorily, depending on the particular clause type. The Topic is defined as that tagmeme which is marked by agreement within the Predicate by a topic marker (see 5.8.1).

This chapter is concerned only with the nuclear tagmemes of Basic clauses. A nuclear tagmeme is defined as one which is obligatory to a construction or which, in Verbal clauses, is associated with a case relationship. All other clause level tagmemes are peripheral. These are described in section 4.2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent</th>
<th>Conjoined</th>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Imperative</th>
<th>Interrogative Predicate</th>
<th>Ealaighean</th>
<th>Essential</th>
<th>Sequential</th>
<th>Pro-Topic</th>
<th>Epilitic</th>
<th>Verbal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASIC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derived</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Causative</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-volitional</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic-Comment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Similitude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Referential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identificational</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II: Tondano Clause Types**

An X indicates the derivational transformations undergone by each Basic clause type. Where an X occurs in the row for a major Basic type it indicates that all its subtypes undergo the transformation. The Interrogative derived clauses result from obligatory transformations undergone by hypothetical Basic Interrogative clause types and hence no Xes appear in their columns.
A primary division in Basic clause types is made between Verbal and Non-verbal clauses. A Verbal clause is one whose Predicate Centre (see 5.8.3) is expounded by a Verb phrase. Verbal clauses are described in section 3.1. Of the Non-verbal clauses only one set, the Topic-Comment clauses, are described in this chapter, in section 3.2. The others are dealt with in Chapter Six.

3.1 VERBAL CLAUSES

3.1.0 INTRODUCTION

3.1.0.1 CASE RELATIONSHIPS, CASE MARKERS AND TOPICALISATION

Verbal clauses are described in terms of case relationships and the ways in which these relationships are marked in surface structure. A discussion of the notion of case and of the individual cases is given in sections 3.1.0.8 and 3.1.0.9. It is just noted here that each clause level nominal is dominated by a case relationship, this role being identified by certain surface phenomena which are characteristic of the particular clause type.

Underlying case relationships are signalled in surface structure by devices called case markers. There are two categories of case markers in Tondano: relators and voice affixes.

A Verbal clause can be regarded as having an underlying structure consisting of a verb followed by a string of nominals, each of which holds a case relationship to the verb. The case relationship of each nominal is signalled by a case relator. A relator can be a free preposition or a form in portmanteau relationship with some component of the nominal whose case it marks.

In this chapter the term relator refers only to the clause level case marking relators. Other relation markers occur at other levels of the grammatical hierarchy which are not associated with the notion
A feature of Tondano, as of the languages of the Philippines, is that a verb, through its affixation in a particular construction, highlights or focuses attention on a particular case relationship. This case relationship if then said to be in focus. The inflections on the verb which focus the various cases are voice affixes.

The nominal dominated by the focused case is topicaIised, or made Topic of the clause. Topicalisation in Tondano involves:

(i) Deletion of the chosen nominal's relation marker. (ii) Removal of the Topic nominal to pre-Predicate position. A later permutation rule may optionally or obligatorily shift Topic to post-Predicate position (see 4.1.2.1). (iii) Optional agreement with the Topic within the Predicate phrase.

All cases which are not focused in a particular construction are said to be out of focus or unfocused. Any nominal dominated by an unfocused case is a non-Topic nominal.

A Verbal clause thus consists basically of a Topic nominal, a verb whose voice affix focuses the case of the Topic, and a string of other nominals each preceded by a case relator.

Most of the case relationships relevant to the situation described by the verb can be focused. Thus the verb typically can be inflected with one of a number of voice affixes, each of which focuses a different case relationship. When each of the cases is in turn focused, with concomitant topicalisation of the appropriate nominal, a number of different constructions are produced. If all these constructions contain the same lexical items they all have the same meaning, differing only in their choice of focused case and any structural changes this entails. Such a set or paradigm of clauses
is called a battery of clause constructions or a clause battery. 4

3.1.0.2 SHIFT IN FUNCTION OF CASE MARKERS

A characteristic of case markers in Tondano is that their function is not fixed. That is, a particular marker does not always signal the one case relationship but with different sets of constructions may mark different cases. This shift in function of case markers is a major basis for the classification of Tondano Verbal clauses. A further criterion for classification is clause class, as described in section 3.1.0.12.

3.1.0.3 CLAUSE BATTERIES

Two sets or paradigms of clauses are different batteries if there is at least one case marker which has a difference in function in constructions of one set as against its function in constructions of the other set (a minor modification to this statement is made in section 3.1.1.1.5).

3.1.0.4 VERB CLASSES

The system of clause batteries also presents a verb classificatory system. Two verb stems belong to the same class if they operate in the same battery and belong to different classes if they operate in different batteries.

Most verb stems have multiple classification, i.e., they belong to more than one stem class because they operate in more than one clause battery. In particular, most stems can operate in more than one of the four clause classes. Some also operate in more than one battery within the same clause class (see 3.1.1.5).

3.1.0.5 FULL AND REDUCED BATTERIES

Two verb stems which belong to the same stem class can differ as to the number and types of case relationships relevant to the
situations they describe. When this is so the two stems belong to
different subclasses of the same stem class and operate in different
versions of the same clause battery.

As an example, the verb stem *kelan* 'walk' describes a situation
to which two cases are relevant, Subjective and Referential, while
the stem *wewe* 'hit' describes a situation in which two additional
cases are relevant, Objective and Instrumental.

Both *kelan* and *wewe* operate in the same clause battery because
any case relationship which can occur in association with both verbs
is always marked in the same way with one as with the other.

However, they operate in different versions of the one battery.
The stem *kelan* operates in a version which contains two constructions,
one to focus each of the two case relationships which can occur, while
*wewe* operates in a version which has four constructions, one to focus
each of the four relevant cases.

Thus a clause battery can occur in a number of versions, each
of which differs from every other in the number and/or types of case
categories underlying its constructions. A version in which all cases
occur is called the full version of the battery. All other versions
lack one or more cases and are called reduced versions. All versions
of one battery will meet the same description as regards the function
of case markers (with one exception, see 3.1.1.1.5).

3.1.0.6 STANDARD FUNCTION OF CASE MARKERS

The function of a case marker may vary according to the battery
in which it is operating. Each case marker is treated as having a
standard case-marking function and any change from this is called a
shift in function. The standard function of a case marker is defined
as the role it plays in a particular clause battery called the
Standard Battery. This is the battery of Active Verbal clauses in which every case marker operates, each with its distinctive function.

Almost all other clause batteries are characterised by a shift in case-marking function of at least one case marker. Those few batteries in which there is no such shift contrast with the Standard Battery in other formal features associated with Verbal clause class.

3.1.0.7 CASES AND CLAUSE CLASSIFICATION

Concerning sentence type and verb classification Fillmore (1968, p21) writes:

'The sentence in its basic structure consists of a verb and one or more noun phrases, each associated with the verb in a particular case relationship.

The various permitted arrays of distinct cases occurring in simple sentences express a notion of 'sentence type' that may be expected to have universal validity, independently of such superficial differences as subject selection. The arrays of cases defining the sentence types of a language have the effect of imposing a classification of the verbs in the language (according to the sentence type into which they may be inserted) and it is very likely that many aspects of this classification will be universally valid.'

The present analysis agrees with Fillmore's approach in classifying verbs according to the clause types (Fillmore's simple sentence types) in which they may be inserted.

However, clause types are classified here primarily, not according to the case relationships occurring in them, but according to the ways in which case relationships are mapped into surface
structure. Classification according to the possible array of cases occurring in the clause is secondary, i.e., defining battery versions rather than batteries.

3.1.0.8 THE NOTION OF CASE

Explaining the term case, Fillmore writes (p24):

'The case notions comprise a set of universal, presumably innate, concepts which identify certain types of judgments human beings are capable of making about the events that are going on around them, judgments about such matters as who did it, who it happened to, and what got changed.'

A number of linguistic descriptions have made use of Fillmore's case grammar, applying the 'universal concepts' to the analysis of sentences in various languages. Some of these accept Fillmore's suggested categories with little or no modification.

The term case as used in this work refers to the underlying roles which participants play in relation to the action expressed by the verb. However, these roles are not equated with Fillmore's universal concepts. No position is taken here for or against Fillmore's claim for the existence of such universals. What is claimed is that no necessity exists for appeal to these universal notions for an adequate description of Tondano Verbal clauses.

The set of distinctive cases, or participant roles, recognised here are those necessary to account for surface phenomena in Tondano. The set is thus based on evidence from formal structure rather than on a consideration of the sorts of judgments humans are capable of making.

The cases then comprise a set of language-particular concepts which identify the distinctive categories underlying Tondano syntactic
relations. No claim need, or can, be made for the universality of such concepts. They occur at a much 'shallower' level than the deep case notions suggested by Fillmore. 6

Some of the case distinctions Fillmore makes can be examined together with the reasons why these distinctions appear to be unnecessary to the description of Tondano syntax.

Fillmore regards the animate-inanimate distinction as highly relevant to participant roles. At least two cases, Agentive and Dative, can only be taken by nouns representing animate beings. He defines these cases (p24):

Agentive, the case of the typically animate perceived instigator of the action identified by the verb.

Dative, the case of the animate being affected by the state or action identified by the verb.

While Tondano nouns overtly distinguish animate and inanimate class the distinction appears not to be relevant in determining the case categories necessary to describe syntactic relations.

First, Fillmore's Dative, in most of its surface manifestations in Tondano, can be conflated with Locative case. If the two cases were kept separate in Tondano, the difference between them would be largely one of the animateness of the participant. Fillmore defines Locative:

Locative, the case which identifies the location or spatial orientation of the state or action identified by the verb.

The overspecification of participant roles can be seen by considering the following constructions:

la. si tuama mawee buku wia niaku
   'The man gives the book to me.'

b. si tuama mawee buku wia meja
   'The man puts the book on the table.'
In (1) the translation of the verb *wee* depends on the lexical item following the relator *wia*. When this noun represents an animate participant *wee* is translated 'give', as in (a). When the noun represents an inanimate participant, as in (b), the verb is translated 'put, place'. In English 'give' is inserted into a case frame (see Fillmore, p27) containing Dative. 'Put' is inserted into a case frame containing Locative. Retention of the case distinction for Tondano would require *wee* to be (in Fillmore's terms) inserted into two case frames, one containing Dative and one containing Locative, the choice depending on the animateness feature.

In English the Dative noun in (1a) can be subjectivalised in a passive construction. But the English construction in (1b) cannot be directly passivised with the Locative noun as subject of the verb 'put'. However, this evidence for case distinction is lacking in Tondano. Both (1a) and (1b) can be 'passivised' with the noun following *wia* being topicalised, as in the following constructions:

2a. nisia pawean ni tuama buku
   'He is given the book by the man.'

b. meja pawean ni tuama buku
   'The table has the book put on it by the man.'

In (2), as in (1), the Tondano constructions differ only in the choice of one lexical item, the relevance of animateness to case selection not being established by any formal grammatical evidence.

The recognition of a Dative-Locative distinction would, in the model of analysis adopted here, require the verb *wee* to occur in two batteries, one in which relation marker *wia* marks Dative out of focus (1a) and voice affix -an focuses Dative (2a) and a second battery in which the same case markers signal Locative case (1b, 2b).

This would result in the establishment of two separate clause...
batteries, a distinction for which no formal evidence exists. Insistence on the relevance of the feature of animateness in assigning nouns to cases would thus result in unnecessary complexity to the grammatical description.

Consequently the distinction, as far as Dative and Locative are concerned, is not made. Fillmore's two cases are conflated into one case relationship called Referential. Some occurrences of Fillmore's Dative cannot be incorporated into Referential; these are discussed presently. The question of whether a Referential noun can be animate, inanimate or both becomes a property of the individual verb, not of the clause battery within which it operates.

Second, Fillmore's Agentive can be conflated with some instances of other cases where the case choice would, in Tondano, be largely determined by the feature of animateness.

Since Fillmore's Agentive is the case of the animate instigator, the Topic (Fillmore's subject) of an 'active' construction must hold some other case if it is inanimate. Consider the following:

3a. si tuana makelantu ana 'The man walks.'
3b. si edo makelantu ana 'The sun moves.'
3c. ntobaran makelantu ana 'The river flows.'

According to Fillmore's criterion the Topic nominal of (3a), tuana 'man', holds Agentive while the inanimate Topic in (3c), ntobaran 'river', holds Objective.

To maintain this distinction in Tondano would result in assigning (3a) and (3c) to separate clause batteries, one in which voice affix -um- (which combines with aspect affix pa- in the form ma-) focuses Agentive case (3a) and one in which -um- focuses Objective case (3c). Just as the Dative-Locative distinction would result in unnecessary
complexity to the grammar, so too insistence on an Agentive-Objective distinction in the above constructions would add complexity without any compensating advantage.

A further problem would be the case relationship of *edo* 'sun' in (3b). From scientific knowledge it is obvious that *edo* is not the animate instigator of the action. However, in Tondano *edo* belongs to the animate noun class (see 5.4.1). The question then is, if animateness is held to be relevant to case, on which basis is it determined: scientific knowledge or the language's own classificatory system?

Huddleston (1970) questions the validity of the case distinctions Fillmore makes in constructions of the type in (3) and others but does not altogether discount the relevance of the animate-inanimate distinction. He writes (p504):

'Prima facie evidence that animateness does have some relevance to participant roles is its connection with such notions as volition, intention, responsibility; except figuratively, these are not attributed to inanimates.'

Regarding intention, Tondano makes no clear distinction between animate and inanimate participants. The aspect morpheme *paCa-* (see 8.1.1.2.1g) expresses the notion of intention or desire or indicates that the action is on the point of occurring and can apply irrespective of the animateness of the participant. In the following constructions *paCa-* is subjected to a number of morphophonemic changes:

4a. *ku mowwaren* 'I intend/want to go back.'

b. *ntoka mololstok* 'The mountain is about to erupt.'

c. *si ma?aro* 'It is about to rain.'
Here again, evidence is lacking that animateness has relevance to participant roles in Tondano.

A further difficulty with the distinction arises in Non-volitional clauses (see 3.1.4). In the following constructions:

5a. si tuama rimar?rag
   'The man jumped down.' (i.e., 'The man dropped (deliberately).')

b. si tuama naikoa?rag
   'The man fell.' (i.e., 'The man dropped (accidentally).')

c. mbatu naikoa?rag
   'The stone fell.'

(5a) is a construction of the Standard Battery in which the Topic noun tuama 'man' would be assigned to Agentive case. (5c) is a Non-volitional construction in which the Topic watu 'stone' would be Objective. The problem arises in (5b) which is formally identical to (5c) except in the choice of the Topic noun.

If tuama in (5b) is Agentive then (5b) and (5c) belong to separate batteries because of the difference in the function of voice affixes. This problem has been pointed out several times above; two otherwise identical constructions would have to be treated as distinct solely on the basis of the animateness or otherwise of a participant.

On the other hand, to treat tuama in (5b) as holding Objective case is also unsatisfactory. The undesirability of recognising Objective in (5b) can better be seen in (6) which contrasts with (5b) only in the choice of verb stem:

6. si tuama naikali?lip
   'The man managed (unexpectedly) to swim.'

The choice of Objective would also result in a discrepancy between transitive and intransitive Non-volitional constructions.
This can be seen by comparing (5) with (7):

7a. $\text{si tuama simawat ombu?uk}$
   'The man deliberately plucked out a hair.'

b. $\text{si tuama naikesawut ombu?uk}$
   'The man accidentally plucked out a hair.'

The relationship between (5a) and (5b) is the same as that between (7a) and (7b), i.e., deliberate action as against unintentional action. But in (7b) tuama cannot hold Objective case, since this case is held by ombu?uk 'hair', and can only be interpreted as Agentive, assuming these categories are maintained. So if tuama in (5b) were classified as Objective there would be a difference in case relationship between (5a) and (5b) but not between (7a) and (7b), although the semantic difference between (a) and (b) is the same in both (5) and (7). No justification exists for such an inconsistency.

The above considerations show that in Tondano animateness is not relevant to syntactic relations of the kind being considered here and that insistence on maintaining the distinction in the semantic base would result in unnecessary complexity of description. Consequently no necessity exists for an Agentive-Objective distinction in constructions (3) to (7). The Topic nominal in these constructions can best be treated as holding one case relationship. This will result in simplification of description without abandonment of any of the distinctions the language requires. The label chosen for this case is Subjective. Of course a semantic distinction can be made between the notion of 'perceived instigator', as in (3a), and 'affected participant', as in (3c). The point, however, is that this distinction is not incorporated into the classificatory system of Tondano and should not be recognised in describing that system.

All participants holding this case can be perceived as in some way
performing the action, whether deliberately or willy-nilly.

Subjective case will also incorporate some instances of Fillmore's Dative. Fillmore (p31) assigns the animate source of such verbs as 'look' and 'listen' to Agentive and of such verbs as 'see' and 'hear' to Dative. The distinction accounts for certain characteristics of English verbs. For instance, only verbs taking Agentive case can have progressive aspect or occur in imperative sentences. Here Tondano requires no such Agentive-Dative distinction, 'look' and 'see' translating one verb, l?o?, and 'listen' and 'hear' translating one verb, liŋa. For instance,

8. ku l?oom? nisia

translates either 'I saw him' or 'I looked at him' as the context requires.

3.1.0.9 THE CASE CATEGORIES

Clause level grammatical relations in Tondano can best be described with reference to seven underlying case categories. Two of these, Causative and Associative, have no counterpart in Fillmore's case set. The seven cases are now given with an indication of the semantic role, or roles, specified by each. Cases will as a rule be referred to by the abbreviated symbols given in parentheses after their names.

Subjective (S'): The case of the primary participant in the action or state specified by the verb; the initiator of an action or the participant affected by an action of which there is no external initiator or source; the participant which can be perceived as in some way performing the action, whether deliberately or willy-nilly.

Objective (O'): The case of the participant involved in or affected by an action performed by some other participant.
Instrumental (I'): The case of the instrument or means by which the action is performed.

Referential (R'): The case of the location of the action or of the person or place to or from which the action is directed.

Causative (C'): The case of the causer of the action, i.e., the one who causes (orders, requests, allows) the subject to perform the action or allows or waits for the action to occur.

Benefactive (B'): The case of the participant for whose benefit the action is performed.

Associative (A'): The case of the participant in whose company the subject performs the action.

The participants in the action can be referred to according to their case relationships. Thus the participant holding Subjective case is the subject, the participant holding Objective case is the object, and so on.

3.1.0.10 THE CASE MARKERS

Of the seven cases C' is a feature only of Causative clauses (see 3.1.2). All the others occur in the Standard Battery. B' and A' do not have their own distinctive case markers. These two cases are not considered in the subclassification of clauses and are discussed separately in section 3.1.1.5.

Each of the remaining cases, S', 0', I' and R', functions in the Standard Battery, each with its distinctive case markers.

The four voice affixes are given in Fig. I together with their standard function labels.

-um- Subject voice  i- Instrument voice
-on  Object voice  -an  Referent voice

Fig. I: Voice affixes
The voice morphemes do not always have the phonemic shapes by which they are represented in Fig. 1. Here they are abstracted from the morpheme clusters within which they occur and by which they are conditioned. Allomorphs of voice morphemes are described in section 8.1.1.1.1.

Any two clauses whose verbs are differently inflected for voice are different clause constructions. Constructions are labelled according to the particular voice affixation of the Predicate verb. Thus a clause in which the verb is inflected with -um- is a Subject voice construction, one in which the verb is inflected with -en is an Object voice construction, and so on.

This labelling is based on voice affixation and is independent of the particular case relationship being focused. Hence an Object voice construction may be one in which O' is focused (e.g., in the Standard Battery) or one in which S' is focused (e.g., in some Causative batteries) and so on, the focusing function of the voice affix being a feature of the clause battery to which the construction belongs.

Relators correspond to the four voice affixes and are likewise labelled according to their standard function. Thus the relator which marks S' in the Standard Battery is labelled the Subject relator, and so on. A set of Referent relators occur, signalling distance as well as case. The Object relator has zero manifestation. Case relators are detailed in section 5.1.

3.1.0.11 MAPPING RULES AND CLAUSE BASES

In the following description of verbal clauses a semantic base is posited comprising the set of cases or participant roles underlying clause level syntactic relations.
Linking the semantic base to surface structure are transformational rules called mapping rules. These specify the ways in which the cases are marked in surface structure.

Since the marking of case relationships varies from battery to battery the set of mapping rules must be specified for each battery. Two batteries sometimes have identical mapping rules but contrast on other grounds, i.e., they belong to separate clause classes (see 3.1.0.12).

There are two sets of mapping rules: marking rules and focus rules. Marking rules specify the way in which each case relationship is marked within the battery when out of focus; they indicate the function of each relator. Focus rules specify the way in which each case is focused within the battery; they indicate the function of each voice affix.

Not every battery makes use of the whole of the semantic base. For instance, Causative case is a feature only of Causative batteries. For each battery a clause base is set up. The clause base specifies the cases underlying constructions of the battery and the class of verb stems which are inserted into those constructions.

Derivation of constructions proceeds in two stages. First, the marking rules are applied to the clause base. This, together with lexical insertion, produces the string (verb plus prepositional phrases) underlying all the constructions of the battery.

The next stage is the derivation of a construction from the underlying string. One case is selected for focusing. The focus rules specify the particular voice affix which will focus the selected case. Topicalisation, as outlined in section 3.1.0.1, works on the nominal holding the focused case.
The application of each focus rule in turn derives all the constructions which together make up the battery. Thus all the constructions of the battery are of equal status, each deriving from the same underlying string and none being regarded as primary or as the kernel from which the others derive.

When a battery occurs in more than one version, each version has its own clause base. This specifies the subclass of verbs operating in the version and the set of cases underlying constructions of the version.

Since mapping rules define the battery they are identical for all versions (with the exception noted in 3.1.1.1.5) although the various versions differ as to the part of the total set of mapping rules applicable to them.

It should be noted that a shift in function of a case marker of one type does not entail any shift in function of the corresponding marker of the other type. For instance, in one battery (Active Battery Two) Instrument voice affix shifts in function to focus 0', but Instrument relator does not shift to mark 0' out of focus, this function being retained by Object relator. Two constructions of this battery are given in (9) with the verb stem warkε 'sell'. The constructions are restricted, not all participants being expressed.

9a. ku marker si ko?ko?
   b. si ko?ko? iwar?kerku
   'I will sell the hen.'

In (a) Object relator (zero) marks 0'. In (b) 0' is focused, the object nominal si ko?ko? 'hen' being topicalised. But 0' is focused by Instrument voice affix i-, not by Object voice affix -en. Thus in this battery Instrument voice affix shifts in function but there is no corresponding shift in the function of Instrument relator.
In the description of each clause battery focus and marking rules must be separately indicated as joint rules could not account for this inconsistency in function shift. Also, in some batteries certain cases cannot be focused. Separate focus rules are thus necessary to indicate which cases are capable of taking focus.

For each version of a battery the clause base is stated according to the format in Fig. II. The class of verb stems is specified, followed by a list of the cases underlying constructions of the version. Labels for the cases are placed in brackets.

_verb stem class [ cases ]_

Fig. II: Clause base format

This format is exemplified for the full version of the Standard Battery (labelled AIIa) in Fig. III. This indicates that the cases S', O', I' and R' underlie constructions of this set and that verbs of stem class AVIa are inserted into the constructions.

_AVIa [ S' O' I' R' ]_

Fig. III: Full Standard Battery clause base

Mapping rules must be stated for each battery. These can be shown graphically by a series of arrows applied to the base. If, however, the battery has a number of versions, each with its own base, then a composite base must be used incorporating all cases occurring in all versions of the battery and specifying the class of verb stems operating in the battery rather than the subclass operating in any particular version (as occurs in Fig. III). Each arrow is broken by a symbol. The arrows indicate the cases and the superimposed symbols indicate the case markers. Mapping rules are illustrated for the Standard Battery. First, marking rules are
indicated as in Fig. IV. Since the full version of the Standard Battery incorporates all four cases the composite base in Fig. IV is the same as the clause base for the full version except that the class of verb stems (AVI) is specified and not the subclass (AVIa) occurring in the full version.

![Fig. IV: Standard Battery marking rules](image)

Fig. IV shows how each case is marked out of focus in constructions of the Standard Battery. The letters s, o, i, r indicate Subject, Object, Instrument and Referent respectively. The marking of a particular case is indicated by the label for the relator superimposed on an arrow running from the label for that case to the label of the verb stem class.

Focus rules are indicated as in Fig. V.

![Fig. V: Standard Battery focus rules](image)

Fig. V shows how each case is focused in constructions of the Standard Battery. The small letters s, o, i, r are symbols for Subject, Object, Instrument and Referent voices. An arrow indicates that the voice inflection on the verb specified by the superimposed symbol focuses the case to whose label the arrow points.

The marking and focus rules, as presented in Figs. IV and V, can be simplified for clarity and to highlight the characteristics of each battery. In the formal statement for any battery the function
of a case marker will only be indicated when it has shifted from its standard function. When a case is marked by its standard marker this will be indicated by the absence of any overt mapping rule. When all the markers of any type function in the standard way the rules will be replaced by the word 'standard'.

The rules for the Standard Battery, given in Figs. IV and V, can thus be abbreviated as in Fig. VI.

marking rules: standard
focus rules: standard

Fig. VI: Standard Battery mapping rules

Two constructions of Active Battery Two (AB2) are illustrated in (9) above. Constructions of this battery contain verbs of stem class AV2 and the cases S', O', I' and R' occur in the full version. The only shift in function is that of Instrument voice. The mapping rules for this battery can be stated as in Fig. VII.

marking rules: standard
focus rules: AV2 [ S' O' I' R' ]

Fig. VII: AB2 mapping rules

Fig. VII indicates that in this battery all case markers perform their standard function except that Instrument voice affix shifts in function to focus O', as well as performing its standard function of focusing I'.

In some batteries a case relationship can be signalled by either of two case markers. This is indicated in the marking rules or focus rules (in whichever the feature occurs) by the presence of both symbols, separated by a slash. Thus, if in a battery O' is marked out of focus by either Object or Referent relator, this is indicated
in the marking rules as in Fig. VIII.

\[ V [ \ldots 0' \ldots ] \]

\[ \bigcirc / r \bigcirc \]

Fig. VIII: Choice of case markers

It sometimes happens that a case can be expressed within a version of a particular battery but cannot occur in focus. This is indicated in the formal statement for the version by repeating the battery's focus rules but with the case in question absent from the base given in those focus rules. The first example of this is seen in section 3.1.1.1.3.

3.1.0.12 VERBAL CLAUSE CLASSES

There are four classes of Verbal clauses: Active, Causative, Reciprocal and Non-volitional. Each class comprises a number of clause batteries.

The four classes contrast in the following ways:

(i) Verbal inflection. Verbal inflection always identifies the clause class of a construction (although some instances of homophony require a voice transformation to disambiguate).

(ii) The type of action described. The four types of action are indicated by the labels of the four classes.

(iii) Function of case markers. The set of mapping rules for any two batteries of the one clause class tend to share certain characteristics unique to that class. With one or two exceptions the differences in the function of case markers would still require the recognition of separate batteries even if clause class were not a criterion for battery classification.

Point (i), verbal inflection, is the criterion for clause class and identifies two constructions as belonging to separate classes.
even if they differ in no other way. Thus several Causative batteries are distinguished from Active batteries solely on the basis of their verbal inflection (see 3.1.2.4 for further comment). This approach provides a mechanical means of assigning clauses to classes and does not depend on interpretation of semantic relationships or action type to determine class.

3.1.0.13 TAGMEANIC DESCRIPTION

As noted in section 1.2, the surface structure of clauses is described according to the tagmemic model. The nominal holding the focused case relationship expounds the Topic slot (T) of the clause. The verb occurs at a lower level within the Predicate phrase which expounds the Predicate slot (P). The other nominals together with their case relators form Relator-Axis phrases. Each of these Relator-Axis phrases expounds a tagmeme whose grammatical function is Subject, Object, Instrument or Referent, these functions being indicated by the capital letters S, O, I, R respectively. Each of these grammatical functions is correlated with a semantic function (case relationship), the correlation varying from battery to battery and specified in each battery's marking rules. The slots are labelled according to the cases with which they correlate in the Standard Battery. In examples throughout the grammar, except in section 5.1.2, the zero Object relator is not indicated in 1/s translations.

The term 'nominal' has been used above as a cover term for Noun phrases and Pronoun phrases, both of which are described in Chapter Five. Besides these, the participant holding Objective case can be manifested as a Quotation (see 4.1.1) or an Object Complement (see 5.7).
3.1.0.14 ARRANGEMENT

In the following description of Basic Verbal clauses each clause class is treated separately. First, the features diagnostic of clause class are briefly stated. This is followed by a separate description of each battery within the clause class.

In the description of a battery, first its distinctive characteristics are noted. This includes a specification of the case marking features which distinguish the battery from all other batteries of the same clause class. A formal statement follows, giving the mapping rules in the manner indicated in section 3.1.0.11.

Each version of the battery is then described individually. The set of cases which underlie constructions of the version are noted, together with any other features which distinguish it from all other versions of the same battery. A formal statement is then given. This includes the clause base and a list of stems representative of the relevant verb subclass together with English glosses. Finally an exemplary paradigm is given illustrating each of the constructions derived from the clause base by the application of the mapping rules.

Each battery is labelled as follows. First, the clause class is identified by the capital letters A (Active), C (Causative), R (Reciprocal) or N (Non-volitional) plus B (Battery). Next, batteries are numbered (1, 2, 3 ... ) in the order in which they are described. When a battery occurs in more than one version, each version is labelled with a small letter (a, b, c ... ). Thus the label AB1c denotes Active Battery One, version c.

Classes and subclasses of verb stems are labelled according to the battery and version in which they occur. The letter V (verb) replaces the letter B. Thus AV1c indicates Active verb stem class one,
subclass c, which is the subclass of verb stems operating in ABLc.

When a battery occurs in only one version the formal statement for the battery will include the clause base, the list of representative stems and the exemplary paradigm.

Each construction in the paradigm is provided with a literal/structural translation, as described in section 1.2, and the paradigm as a whole is followed by a free translation. In addition, the following points should be noted: (i) To the left of each construction an indication of its voice is given by the letters SV (Subject voice), OV (Object voice), IV (Instrument voice), RV (Referent voice). The same label as occurs to the left of the construction is given, with small letters, below and to the right of the literal translation of the verb stem. This latter indication of voice is given in examples throughout the grammar. Thus

\[ SV \quad \ldots\ldots\quad \text{kumela} ' \quad P: \text{walk}_{SV} \]

indicates a Subject voice construction in which the Predicate contains the Subject voice verb kumela 'walk'. (ii) The focused case is indicated in brackets below and to the right of the translation of the Topic exponent. Thus

\[ \text{si tuama} \quad T: \text{cm man}[S'] \]

specifics that the Topic exponent, si tuama, holds Subjective case. The case relationship of a non-Topic nominal is likewise indicated when the relator has undergone a shift in function or when such indication is thought necessary for clarity even if no shift in function has occurred.

The symbols S, O, I, R specify functional slots; the symbols S', O', I', R' specify case relationships.
Examples of clause constructions in this chapter have been chosen for simplicity and contain only nuclear clause level tagmemes. Optional tagmemes at all levels below the clause level are also absent wherever this does not result in unnatural constructions.

3.1.1  **ACTIVE CLAUSES**

3.1.1.0  Active verbal clauses are identified in a negative way; they are those clauses in which verbal inflection does not identify one of the other clause classes. Some inflections associated with Subject voice Active clauses are homophones with inflections in Subject voice Non-volitional clauses. With these constructions clause class can always be determined by a transformation of the clause to a non-Subject voice construction.

The meaning of Active clauses is likewise identified in a negative way; they describe events which are non-causative, non-reciprocal and which are not non-volitional. 14

All case relationships, except C', may be expressed in Active constructions, although most cases are excluded from various versions of each battery. B' and A' are described separately in section 3.1.1.6. There are four batteries of Active clauses: The Standard Battery and three other batteries, each characterised by a shift in function of at least one case marker.

3.1.1.1  **ACTIVE BATTERY ONE: THE STANDARD BATTERY**

The Standard Battery (ABI) is characterised by the standard function performed by each case marker. ABI has a full version and five reduced versions. Some versions of ABI make use of the same cases as each other but differ formally in various ways.

ABI marking rules: standard
focus rules: standard
3.1.1.1 ABI version a

ABIa is the full version of the Standard Battery. All case markers operate in this version, each with its standard function.

ABIA base: AVIA [ S' O' I' R' ]

Representative AVIA verb stems:

ali 'carry'  rorot 'slice'
kaan 'eat' upu? 'harvest'
kotor 'cut' wowe 'hit'
keoŋ 'pull' wunu? 'kill'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV si tuama kumeoŋ roda wo ntali waki pasar
  T:cm man[S'] P:pullsv 0:cart 1:rm_i cm-rope  R:rm_r market

OV roda keoŋan ni tuama wo ntali waki pasar
  T:cart[O'] P:pull_Ov  S:rm_s/cm man  I:rm_i cm-rope  R:rm_r market

IV talı ikeoŋ ni tuama roda waki pasar
  T:rope[I'] P:pull_iv  S:rm_s/cm man  0:cart  R:rm_r market

RV pasar keoŋan ni tuama roda wo ntali
  T:market[R'] P:pull_rv  S:rm_s/cm man  0:cart I:rm_i cm-rope

'The man will pull the cart to market with the rope.'

3.1.1.2 ABI version b

ABIB lacks I' from its base. Verbs of stem class AVIB, which operate in this version, denote actions to which I' is not applicable. Some of these stems describe actions to which an instrument would appear to be relevant, but an instrument can only be expressed by means of a Conjoined clause (see 6.1.1).

ABIB base: AVIB [ S' O' R' ]

Representative AVIB verb stems:

kawenŋ 'marry'  lutu? 'cook'
koo? 'drink'  siwo 'cook, make'
Exemplary paradigm:

SV  si papa  tuneles  si tiej  wia  si ka?ampitona
T:cm father[S'] P:buy  O:cm pig  R:rm_r  cm friend-his

OV  si tiej  telesen  ni  papa  wia  si ka?ampitona
T:cm pig[O'] P:buy  S:rm/cm father  R:rm_r  cm friend-his

RV  si ka?ampitona  telesan  ni  papa  si tiej
T:cm friend-his[R'] P:buy  S:rm/cm father  O:cm pig

'Father will buy the pig from his friend.'

3.1.1.3 ABI version c

ABIc contains two constructions, Subject voice and Object voice. Some verbs operating in this version can take R', but it cannot be focused. Other stems cannot take R', a Conjoined clause (see 6.1.1) being required to express this. The possibility of R' occurring with only some stems is not regarded as sufficient reason for recognising two versions since with all stems only two constructions can occur. In the statement of the clause base below R' is placed in parentheses to indicate that its occurrence depends on the particular verb stem. Focus rules must be given to specify that only S' and O' can be focused.

**ABIc base:** AVIc [ S'  O'  (R') ]

**Focus rules:** AVIc [ S'  O' ]

Representative AVIc verb stems:

gegey  'carry in the hand'  leley  'carry (child) on shoulders'
gonan?  'think about, consider'  pesa?an  'carry (things) on the shoulder'
ide?  'frighten'  su?un  'carry on the head'
ira?  'embarrass'  upi?  'anger'
Exemplary paradigm:

$$\text{SV} \quad \text{si wewene} \quad \text{sumun}\text{un} \quad \text{lo?lo?}$$

$$\text{T:cm woman}[\text{S}] \quad \text{P:carry-on-head} \quad \text{O:}	ext{basket}$$

$$\text{OV} \quad \text{lo?lo?} \quad \text{su?unon} \quad \text{ni wewene}$$

$$\text{T:basket}[\text{O}] \quad \text{P:carry-on-head} \quad \text{S:rm/s cm woman}$$

'The woman will carry the basket on her head.'

3.1.1.1.4 ABI version d

ABI\text{d} lacks both O' and I'. Its base contains only two cases, S' and R'.

ABI\text{d} base: AVID [ S' R' ]

Representative AVID verb stems:

gag\text{gar} 'spring up' (of water)  \quad \text{red}\text{ey} 'stand'

garo?ko 'boil' (of water)  \quad \text{rub}\text{er} 'sit'

gelan 'walk'  \quad \text{tokel} 'sleep'

li?lip 'swim'  \quad \text{te}\text{wel} 'fly'

Exemplary paradigm:

$$\text{SV} \quad \text{si twama} \quad \text{rumuber} \quad \text{witu }\eta\text{kadera}$$

$$\text{T:cm man}[\text{S}] \quad \text{P:}\text{sit Sv} \quad \text{R:rm cm-chair}$$

$$\text{RV} \quad \text{kadera} \quad \text{rubaran} \quad \text{ni tuama}$$

$$\text{T:chair}[\text{R}] \quad \text{P:}\text{sit Rv} \quad \text{S:rm s cm man}$$

'The man will sit in the chair.'

3.1.1.1.5 ABI version e

This version, referred to in section 3.1.0.3, is the exception to the rule that any shift in the function of case markers requires a new battery. In ABI\text{e} Object relator shifts in function to mark R'. However, the shift is only optional and is accompanied by no other shifts from standard function. This set of constructions is therefore treated as a version of the Standard Battery rather than as a new battery on the basis of one optional function shift.
ABIf bears a formal resemblance to battery AB3 and it could be argued that it is a version of AB3. However, the fact that the case marked by Object or Referent relator out of focus and by Referent voice in focus is R' in ABIf, and not O' as in AB3, is indicated by the following evidence: (i) Stems operating in ABIf occur also in AB2b in which an extra case, Objective, occurs (although not all stems operating in AB2b also operate in ABIf). Comparison with AB2b shows that ABIf constructions lack O' (see also 3.1.1.5d for a comparison of AVIf and AV2b stems). (ii) Stems operating in ABIf function in the same Causative constructions as stems from other Active sets lacking O' (see 3.1.2.2). Marking rules are given below to show that R' can be marked in one of two ways.

**ABIf base:** AVIf [ S' R' ]

**marking rules:** AVIf [ S' R' ]

Representative AVIf verb stems:

- *gorom* 'enter'
- *rarem* 'go beneath'
- *kaluar* 'leave, go out'
- *sake* 'mount, ride (horse)'
- *kawok* 'climb (tree)'
- *seret* 'get in, drive (vehicle)'

**Exemplary paradigm:**

**SV** si tuama sumake si kuda  
T:cm man [S'] P:ride sv 0:cm horse [R']

**SV** si tuama sumake wia si kuda  
T:cm man [S'] P:ride sv R:rm cm horse [R']

**RV** si kuda sakean ni tuama  
T:cm horse [R'] P:ride rv S:rm /cm man

'The man will ride (on) the horse.'

3.1.1.1.6 **ABIf version f**

ABIf constructions are meteorological clauses. The small group of stems known to function in this version also occur as nouns
indicating natural phenomena. ABlf contains two constructions, Subject voice and Referent voice, and is recognised as having S' and R' in its base. However, no nominal occurs which can be associated with S'. Thus there is no Subject tagmeme and in the Subject voice construction no Topic tagmeme occurs. S' is therefore regarded as the case of a null participant. In the Subject voice construction an animate topic marker (see 5.8.1) occurs optionally within the Predicate phrase, e.g., (si) mara 'It will rain', (si) rume 'It will be windy'. Here si has a somewhat equivalent function to the subject 'it' in the English translation in that they both refer to a non-existent participant. 15

ABlf base: AVlf [ S' R' ]

Representative AVlf verb stems:

aro 'rain' pene 'quake' (of earthquake)
kerap 'flash' (of lightning) roges 'blow' (of wind)
lenter 'thunder' tari? tik 'drizzle, rain lightly'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV mtempel waki titiwanen
P: drizzle ev R: ma Titiwangen

RV titiwanen petempelan
T: Titiwangen[R'] P: drizzle rv

'It is drizzling in Titiwangen.'

3.1.1.2 ACTIVE BATTERY TWO

AB2 is characterised by a shift in function of Instrument voice to focus O'. Consequently no Object voice construction occurs in this battery.

A semantic feature characteristic of verbs (stem class AV2) operating in this battery is that the object is moved in a direction away from the subject. Apparently any stem specifying such activity
belongs to AV2 although a few other verbs, in which the directional activity is not apparent, also belong to the class.

There are two versions of this battery, a full version and one in which I' is lacking.

**AB2 marking rules:** standard

focus rules: AV2 \[ S' O' I' R' \]

3.1.1.2.1 AB2 version a

AB2a is the full version of the battery. Two Instrument voice constructions occur, one in which O' is focused and one in which Instrument voice retains its standard function of focusing I'.

**AB2a base:** AV2a \[ S' O' I' R' \]

Representative AV2a verb stems:

- ensen 'push, slide'
- tulis 'write'
- sebok 'bail, tip out'
- wa'kes 'tie'
- todo 'push'
- waroy 'lower'

Exemplary paradigm:

**SV**

su tuama sumebok andano witu lodey wo luka?
T: cm man [S'] P:bail sv O:cm-water R:rm boat I:rm scoop

**IV**

dano izebok ni tuama witu lodey wo luka?
T: water [O'] P:bail iv S:rm\_i/cm man R:rm\_i boat I:rm\_i scoop

**IV**

luka? izebok ni tuama ndano witu lodey
T: scoops[1'] P:bail iv S:rm\_i/cm man O:cm-water R:rm\_i boat

**RV**

lodey sebokan ni tuama ndano wo luka?
T: boat [R'] P:bail rv S:rm\_i/cm man O:cm-water I:rm\_i scoop

'The man will bail out the water from the boat with a scoop.'

3.1.1.2.2 AB2 version b

AB2b lacks I' from its base. Instrument voice functions only to focus O'.
AB2b base: AV2b [ S' O' R' ]

Representative AV2b verb stems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kirim</td>
<td>'send'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ra?rag</td>
<td>'drop'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reta?</td>
<td>'put down, place'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rura?</td>
<td>'spit out'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tea?</td>
<td>'throw away'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waren</td>
<td>'return, give back'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wee</td>
<td>'give, put'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exemplary paradigm:

SV si tuama tumanem kaan witu lepo
T: cm man [S'] P: plant O: rice R: rm field

IV kaan itanem ni tuama witu lepo
T: rice [O'] P: plant iv S: rm / cm man R: rm field

RV lepo tananem ni tuama kaan
T: field [R'] P: plant rv S: rm / cm man O: rice

'The man will plant the rice in the field.'

3.1.1.3 ACTIVE BATTERY THREE

AB3 is characterised by a shift in function of Referent voice to focus O'. Consequently, as in AB2, no Object voice construction occurs. Another feature is that out of focus O' can be marked by either Referent or Object relator.

With verbs in this battery, unlike AV2 verbs, a common semantic component is difficult to detect. Some verbs with similar meanings to AV3 verbs belong to different classes, e.g., tibo (AV3) and sikop (AVI) 'catch', sawan (AV3) and tulun (AVI) 'help'. Many AV3 verbs involve some sort of cleaning activity while others indicate that the object is subjected to the removal of something. 16

AB3 marking rules: AV3 [ S' O' I' R' ]

focus rules: AV3 [ S' O' I' R' ]
3.1.1.3.1 AB3 version a

AB3a is the full version of the battery. Two Referent voice constructions occur, one to focus O' and one to focus R'. Object and Referent tagmemes are shown as alternatives within the same constructions of the exemplary paradigm rather than in separate constructions.

AB3a base: [ S' O' I' R' ]

Representative AV3a verb stems:

| komes | 'wash, launder' | so? sop | 'scale (fish)' |
| kuli? | 'skin, peel'     | tiboy   | 'seize, catch' |
| kuwan?| 'dehusk'        | tutu?   | 'turn on (lamp), light (candle)' |
| ni?nis| 'brush (teeth)' | wot?es  | 'trap, snare' |

Exemplary paradigm:


witu lelele?an
R:rm r washroom

RV labu? komesan ni mana wo nsabo? T:clothes [O' ] P:wash rv S:rm i /cm mother I:rm i cm-soap

witu lelele?an
R:rm r washroom


witu lelele?an
R:rm r washroom


wo nsabo?
I:rm i cm-soap

'Mother will wash the clothes with soap in the washroom.'
3.1.1.3.2 AB3 version b

AB3b lacks I' from its base. Another feature of this version is that R' can only occur out of focus. Focus rules are given to show that only S' and O' can be focused.

**AB3b base:** AV3b [ S' O' R' ]

**focus rules:** AV3b [ S' O' ]

Representative AV3b verb stems:

- kiweti 'squeeze, hold tightly'
- siong 'kiss'
- kutu 'delouse'
- tayur 'guard'
- pe?an 'taste'
- tu?us 'observe, scrutinise'
- sawan 'help'
- we?u 'tire, exhaust'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV si papa sumawan (via) si tuama witu numa
T:cm father[[S']] P:help_{SV} \{O: \} cm man[[O']] R:rm_r cm-garden

RV si tuama sawan ni papa witu numa
T:cm man[[O']] P:help_{RV} S:rm_s/cm father r:rm_r cm-garden

'Father will help the man in the gardens.'

3.1.1.4 ACTIVE BATTERY FOUR

AB4, which has only one version, is characterised by a shift in function of Object case markers to signal R'. Only two cases occur, S' and R', and there are two constructions, Subject voice and Object voice. The case marked by the Object case markers is identified as R' by comparison with AB2b constructions in which the same stems operate and an extra participant occurs holding O' (see 3.1.1.5e for a comparison of AB2b and AB4). Only a small number of AV4 stems have been identified but it is expected there are others.
AB4 base: AV4 \[ S' \ R' \ ]

marking rules: AV4 \[ S' \ R' \ ]

focus rules: AV4 \[ S' \ R' \ ]

AV4 verb stems:

lan'koy 'go past'
ledo'n 'go round'
saru 'face, go toward'
tawi 'approach, go near'
todo'n 'follow, go behind'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV ni tuama  tumawi  mbale
T: cm man \[ S' \ ]  P: approach \[ S' \ ]  O: cm-house \[ R' \ ]

OV mbale  tawin  ni tuama
T: cm-house \[ R' \ ]  P: approach \[ O \ ]  S: rm_s/cm man

'The man will go toward the house.'

3.1.1.5 MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION OF VERB STEMS

It is mentioned in section 3.1.0.4 that many verb stems operate in more than one set of constructions and therefore belong to more than one class. A number of stems, in addition to operating in more than one class, operate in two batteries within the Active clause class or within two versions of the one Active battery. Most cases of such dual classification involve stems which can occur either with or without an object participant. Each subsection below deals with a particular set of such dual-class verbs, grouped according to the sets of constructions in which they operate. For each group of stems a representative list is provided with an indication of their meanings in each of the sets of constructions in which they operate. Only relevant constructions and cases are included in examples.
(a) A number of stems operate with O' in the full Standard Battery (AB1a) and without O' in a reduced version (AB1d). Among these stems are a considerable number which function also as descriptives.

Representative stems:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{AB1a} & \text{AB1d} \\
'\text{lole?}' & '\text{bath ( some one )}' \\
'\text{pate}' & '\text{die}' \\
'\text{sola}' & '\text{enlarge ( something )}' '\text{become bigger}' \\
'\text{toto?}' & '\text{suckle}' '\text{suck at breast}' \\
'\text{ae}' & '\text{go and fetch}' '\text{go}' \\
\end{array}
\]

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{AB1a} & \\
\text{SV} & '\text{si mama lumole? si oki? witu lele?an}' \\
\text{T: cm mother} & \text{P: bath} \\
\text{O: cm child} & \text{R: rm bathroom} \\
\text{AB1d} & \\
\text{SV} & '\text{si oki? lele?en ni mama witu lele?an}' \\
\text{T: cm child} & \text{P: bath} \\
\text{O: rm /cm mother} & \text{R: rm bathroom} \\
\end{array}
\]

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{AB1a} & \\
\text{SV} & '\text{si mama lumole? si oki? witu lele?an}' \\
\text{T: cm mother} & \text{P: bath} \\
\text{O: cm child} & \text{R: rm bathroom} \\
\text{AB1d} & \\
\text{SV} & '\text{si mama lumole? witu lele?an}' \\
\text{T: cm mother} & \text{P: bath} \\
\text{O: rm bathroom} & \text{R: rm bathroom} \\
\end{array}
\]

(b) Some stems indicating various means of carrying operate in AB1c and in AB2b. In AB2b they indicate action directed toward another person while in AB1c they indicate action not directed toward another person.

Representative stems:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{AB1c} & \text{AB2b} \\
'\text{ggegey}' & '\text{put in ( someone's ) hand}' \\
'\text{leley}' & '\text{put on ( someone's ) shoulder}' \\
\end{array}
\]
pesaʔan 'carry (thing) on shoulder' 'put on (someone's) shoulder'
suʔun 'carry on the head' 'put on (someone's) head'

Example:

AB1c

SV si wewene suʔun loʔlo? 0: basket
T: cm woman P: carry-on-head _sv

OV loʔlo? suʔun ni wewene
T: basket P: carry-on-head _sv S: rm/cm woman

'The woman will carry ( or: put ) the basket on her head.'

AB2b

SV si wewene suʔun loʔlo? wia si oki?
T: cm woman P: carry-on-head _sv 0: basket R: rm cm child

IV loʔlo? isuʔun ni wewene wia si oki?
T: basket P: carry-on-head _iv S: rm/cm woman R: rm cm child

'The woman will put the basket on the child's head.'

(c) A large number of stems operate without 0' in AB1d and with 0' in AB2 ( in either version a or b ).

Representative stems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AB1d</th>
<th>AB2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>keʔkeʔ</td>
<td>'laugh'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redey</td>
<td>'stand, rise'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiŋkas</td>
<td>'run'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retaʔ</td>
<td>'lie, be situated'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warenʔ</td>
<td>'return, go back'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example:

AB1d

SV si tuama marenʔ waki walen a
T: cm man P: return _sv R: rm house-his

'The man will return to his house.'
As mentioned in section 3.1.1.1.5, verb stems of class AVIe also occur with O' in class AV2b. Comparison with AB2b shows AB1e to have R', and not O', in its base.

Representative stems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AB1e</th>
<th>AB2b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ige</td>
<td>'enter'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaluar</td>
<td>'leave'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sake</td>
<td>'mount (horse)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seret</td>
<td>'get in (vehicle)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example:

**AB1e**

\[
\text{SV} \quad \text{si tuama} \quad \text{gie} \quad \text{mbale} \quad \text{cm-house}
\]

'The man will enter the house.'

**AB2b**

\[
\text{SV} \quad \text{si tuama} \quad \text{gie} \quad \text{sinaput} \quad \text{mbale} \quad \text{cm-house}
\]

'The man will take the parcel into the house.'
Representative stems:

**AB2b**

- larkoy 'take past'
- ledonj 'take around'
- saru 'face (something) toward' 'turn toward'
- tawt 'take close to'

**AB4**

- 'go past'
- 'go around'
- 'turn toward'
- 'approach'

**Example:**

**AB2b**

SV  si tuama  lumedonj  si oki?  waki lour
T: cm man  P: aroundSV  O: cm child  R: rm_r lake

IV  si oki?  ledonj  ni tuama  waki lour
T: cm child  P: aroundIV  S: rm_s/cm man  R: rm_r lake

RV  lour  ledonjan  ni tuama  si oki?
T: lake  P: aroundRV  S: rm_s/cm man  O: cm child

'The man will take the child around the lake.'

**AB4**

SV  si tuama  lumedonj  lour
T: cm man  P: aroundSV  O: lake

OV  lour  ledonjan  ni tuama
T: lake  P: aroundOV  S: rm_s/cm man

'The man will go around the lake.'

(f) Some stems can occur with 0' in two different batteries, usually, though not always, having a somewhat different meaning in each battery. The following stems occur in ABI and in either AB2 or AB3.

**ABI**

- redey  'straighten'
- ena?  'await'
- sop  'blow on (hands), blow up
     (fire)'
- tulis  'write'

**AB2**

- 'erect, build'
- 'stop (someone)'
- 'blow away (something)'
- 'write'
Examples:

1. redey

AB1b

OV pipa redeyen ni tuama
T:pipe P:straighten_{ov} S:rm/cm man

'The man will straighten the pipe.'

AB2b

IV hale iredey ni tuama
T:house P:build_{iv} S:rm/cm man

'The man will build the house.'

2. sawel

AB1b

OV labu sawelon ni tuama
T:shirt P:change_{ov} S:rm/cm man

'The man will change his shirt.'

AB3b

RV toteboan sawelal ni tuama
T:window P:change_{rv} S:rm/cm man

'The man will replace the window.'

The stem turu? operates in AB2b with the meaning 'show, indicate'. It also has the meaning 'teach, instruct'. With the latter meaning turu? functions idiosyncratically in that it occurs in a set of constructions in which no other stems have been observed to operate. In this set of constructions both O' and R' are marked out of focus by Object relators. R' is focused by Object voice and O' by Instrument...
voice. The discovery of further stems functioning in the same way as *turu?* 'teach' would warrant the recognition of a new clause battery.

*turu?* 'show, indicate' (AB2b)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SV} & \quad \text{si tuama tumuru? lalan wia si oki?} \\
\text{T: cm man} & \quad \text{P: show$_{SV}$} \\
\text{O: road} & \quad \text{R: rm$_t$ cm child} \\
\text{IV} & \quad \text{lalan ituru? ni tuama wia si oki?} \\
\text{T: road$_{[O']}$} & \quad \text{P: show$_{IV}$} \\
\text{S: rm$_s$/cm man} & \quad \text{R: rm$_t$ cm child} \\
\text{RV} & \quad \text{si oki? turu? an ni tuama lalan} \\
\text{T: cm child} & \quad \text{P: show$_{RV}$} \\
\text{S: rm$_s$/cm man} & \quad \text{O: road} \\
\end{align*}
\]

'The man will point out the road to the child.'

*turu?* 'teach, instruct'

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SV} & \quad \text{si tuama tumuru? si oki? toudano} \\
\text{T: cm man} & \quad \text{P: teach$_{SV}$} \\
\text{O: cm child$_{[R']}$} & \quad \text{O: Tondano$_{[0']}$} \\
\text{IV} & \quad \text{toudano ituru? ni tuama si oki?} \\
\text{T: Tondano$_{[O']}$} & \quad \text{P: teach$_{IV}$} \\
\text{S: rm$_s$/cm man} & \quad \text{O: cm child$_{[R']}$} \\
\text{OV} & \quad \text{si oki? turu? an ni tuama toudano} \\
\text{T: cm child$_{[R']}$} & \quad \text{P: teach$_{OV}$} \\
\text{S: rm$_s$/cm man} & \quad \text{O: Tondano$_{[0']}$} \\
\end{align*}
\]

'The man will teach Tondano to the child.'

3.1.1.6 BENEFECTIVE AND ASSOCIATIVE CASES

(a) Benefactive case can occur in the first three batteries described above but has not been recorded in any version lacking *0' nor in AB4. There are no case markers whose standard function it is to mark *B'*. It is focused by Instrument voice and marked out of focus by Object relator in each of the three batteries. The following mapping rules for *B'* can be added to any base which also contains *0'*. 

marking rule: 

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{V} & \quad \text{[ B' ]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

focus rule: 

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{V} & \quad \text{[ R' ]} \\
\end{align*}
\]
In each of the following examples B' is illustrated in and out of focus.

1. (from ABI)

SV si mama lumutu? sara? se oki?
T:cm mother F:cook SV O:fish[0'] 0:cm child[B']

IV se oki? ilutu? ni mama sara?
T:cm child[B'] F:cook iv S:rm/cm mother O:fish[0']

'Mother will cook fish for the children.'

2. (from AB2)

SV si mama tumoa? kopi si papa
T:cm mother F:pour SV O:coffee[0'] 0:cm father[B']

IV si papa itoa? ni mama kopi
T:cm father[B'] F:pour iv S:rm/cm mother O:coffee[0']

'Mother will pour the coffee for father.'

3. (from AB3)

SV si papa kumuli? sa?ut si oki?
T:cm father F:peel SV O:banana[0'] 0:cm child[B']

IV si oki? ikuli? ni papa sa?ut
T:cm child[B'] F:peel iv S:rm/cm father O:banana[0']

'Father will peel a banana for the child.'

(b) Associative case does not have a distinct case marker but is always marked out of focus by Instrument relator. Although both A' and I' are marked by the same relator the difference between the two semantic roles is seen to be relevant to the description of Tondano clauses by the fact that A' cannot be focused. Thus a nominal marked by Instrument relator can only be topicalised if its case relationship is I'. The only known restriction on the occurrence of A' is that it cannot occur in ABif. The following marking rule for A' can be added to any of the bases except that of ABif.

marking rule: V [ A' ]
1. situama rumodey ombale wo si ka ampitona
   T:cm man P:build sv O:cm-house I:rm1 cm friend-his[A']
   'The man will build the house with his friend.'

2. si asuta matokol wo si meon
   T:cm dog-our P:fight sv I:rm1 cm cat[A']
   'Our dog is fighting with a cat.'

3.1.2 CAUSATIVE CLAUSES

3.1.2.0 Causative clauses are constructions in which the Predicate verb is inflected for Causative aspect (see 8.1.1.2.1m) or for Petitive aspect (see 8.1.1.2.1c). Most Causative clauses describe actions to which Causative case is relevant. This is the case of the participant (the causer) who, while not directly performing the action expressed by the stem, orders or requests the subject to perform the action or allows or waits for the action to occur. There are two batteries (CB4, CB5) which describe situations to which C' is not relevant. These batteries resemble Active constructions in their underlying cases and in the function of case markers but are formally identified as Causative by verbal inflection.

Causative clauses, apart from CB4 and CB5, are characterised by multiple shifts in case marking function. C' is always marked in the same way as S' in Active clauses. In lists of representative stems the English gloss always indicates the meaning of the stem plus Causative aspect.

3.1.2.1 CAUSATIVE BATTERY ONE

CB1 has three versions, all of which contain O' in their base. Each verb stem operating in CB1 (with the exception of a very few in CB1c) operates in a version of AB1, AB2 or AB3 which contains O' in its base. The case marking features by which the Active batteries contrast are neutralised in CB1, which has the following case marking
features: (i) Relators. Subject relator marks C', S' is marked by either Object or Referent relator. Other cases are marked out of focus in the standard way. (ii) Voice affixes. Subject voice focuses C', Object voice focuses S', Instrument voice focuses O'. Other cases are focused in the standard way.

CBI marking rules: CVI [ C' S' O' I' R' ]

focus rules: CVI [ C' S' O' I' R' ]

3.1.2.1.1 CBI version a

CBIa is the full version of the battery. In CBIa there appears to be a restriction on the expression of all participants together in any one clause. This restriction is apparently for stylistic rather than grammatical reasons as any two or three participants can be expressed together in the one clause. Constructions in the exemplary paradigm are restricted in a number of ways. I' and R' are only given in focus although they can also occur out of focus. S' is also omitted from some constructions. Object and Referent tagmemes (expressing S') are shown as alternatives within the same constructions of the exemplary paradigm rather than in separate constructions. Possible variants other than those given in the exemplary paradigm are shown in sections 4.1.2.4 and 4.1.2.5. The English translation for the paradigm expresses all the participants.

CBIa base: CVIa [ C' S' O' I' R' ]

Representative CVIa verb stems:
keŋ 'cause to pull'    todo 'cause to push'
kuli? 'cause to peel'   tutuŋ 'cause to light'
caś 'cause to wash'    weŋe 'cause to hit'
Exemplary paradigm:

SV  si mama  mapakomes  labun (xia) si oki?  
T:cm  mother[C']  P:cause-wash  O:clothes[O']  
R:rm  cm  child[S']

OV  si oki?  papakomesen  ni  mama  labun  
T:cm  child[S']  P:cause-wash  O:clothes[O']

IV  labun  ipapakomes  ni  mama  (xia) so oki?  
T:clothes[O']  P:cause-wash  O:clothes[O']

IV  saboon  ipapakomes  ni  mana  labun  
T:soap[I']  P:cause-wash  O:clothes[O']

RV  lele°an  papakomesan  ni  mama  labun  
T:washroom[R']  P:cause-wash  O:clothes[O']

"Mother will have the child wash the clothes with soap in the washroom."

3.1.2.1.2  CEI version b

CEIb contrasts with CEIa by the absence of I' from its base.

The sole function of Instrument voice in this version is to focus O'.

Verb stems of class CVIb also operate in Active constructions lacking I' from their base. In the exemplary paradigm R' is only illustrated in focus although it can also occur out of focus.

CEIb base: CVIb  [ C'  S'  O'  R' ]

Representative CVIb verb stems:

kirim  'cause to send'
liña  'cause to hear'
loo?  'show, cause to see'
seret  'cause to put into (vehicle)'
waner  'cause to sell'
wareŋ  'cause to return'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV  si tuana  mapaloo?  wanana (xia) si wone  
T:cm  man[C']  P:cause-see  O:flower  
R:rm  cm  woman[S']

OV  si wone  papalo?on  ni  tuana  wanana  
T:cm  woman[S']  P:cause-see  O:flower
IV  wunaną  ipapalo?  ni  tuama  (win)  si  wawene
T:flower[0']  P:cause-see  iv  S:rm  /cm  man[0']  O:cm  woman[S']

RV  kintal  papalo?an  ni  tuama  wunaną
T:garden[0']  P:cause-see  rv  S:rm  /cm  man[0']  O:flower

(win)  si  wawene
O:cm  woman[S']

'The man will show the flowers to the woman in the garden.'
(lit.: 'The man will cause the woman to see the flowers in the garden.')

3.1.2.1.3  CBI version c

CBIc lacks both I' and R' from its base. Most verbs of stem class
CBIc also occur in AVIc or AV3b although not all stems from those
classes belong to CBIc. A few stems do not occur with the same
meaning in Active classes but occur instead in NV4.

CBIc base:  CBIc [  C'  S'  O'  ]

Representative CBIc verb stems:
gengey  'cause to carry by hand'  sawaną  'cause to help'
genaną  'remind, cause to remember'  saran  'cause to carry on head'
keret  'cause to call'  tatau  'tell, cause to know'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV  si  mama  mepeta?u  nu?manen  (via)  se  oki?
T:cm  mother[0']  P:cause-know  ov  O:cm-story[0']  O:cm-story[0']

OV  se  oki?  pepeta?un  ni  mama  nu?manen
T:cm  child[S']  P:cause-know  ov  S:rm  /cm  mother[0']  O:cm-story[0']

IV  nu?manen  ipapeta?u  ni  mama  (via)  se  oki?
T:cm-story[0']  P:cause-know  iv  S:rm  /cm  mother[0']  O:cm-story[0']

'mother will tell the children the story.'  (lit.: 'Mother will
cause the children to know the story.')
3.1.2.2 CAUSATIVE BATTERY TWO

CB2, which has only one version, differs from CB1 by the obligatory absence of O' from its base and several differences in the function of case markers. The following are the case marking characteristics of this battery: (i) Relators. C' is marked by Subject relator, S' is marked by Object relator. (ii) Voice affixes. C' is focused by Subject voice, S' is focused by either Object voice or Instrument voice. R' is marked in and out of focus in the standard way. There are thus four constructions in CB2, including two in which S' is focused. Stems operating in this battery also occur in either AB1d or AB1e. The difference between those two sets is neutralised in CB2, R' always being marked out of focus by Referent relator.

CB2 base: CV2 [ C' S' R' ]

marking rules: CV2 [ C' S' R' ]

focus rules: CV2 [ C' S' R' ]

Representative CV2 verb stems:
kaluar 'cause to leave' ruber 'cause to sit'
lojkot 'cause to climb (stairs)' seret 'cause to get in (vehicle)'
redey 'cause to stand' waren 'cause to go back'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV
si mama
T:cm mother [C'] P:cause-sit
0:cm child [S'] R:rm

OV
si oki?
paparuberen ni mama
T:cm child [S'] P:cause-sit
S:rm_s/cm mother [C'] R:rm

IV
si oki?
imapaparuber ni mama
T:cm child [S'] P:cause-sit
S:rm_s/cm mother [C'] R:rm
3.1.2.3 CAUSATIVE BATTERY THREE

CB3 constructions lack Objective case but differ from CB2 in case marking. These features in CB3 are as follows: (i) Relators. 

C' is marked by Subject relator, S' is marked by Object or Referent relator. (ii) Voice affixes. Subject voice focuses C' and Referent voice focuses S'. R' is marked in and out of focus in the standard way.

Another difference between CB3 and other Causative batteries is the nature of the relationship of causer to the action. Whereas in CB1 and CB2 the causer is initially responsible for the action by getting the subject to perform it, in CB3 causer does not initiate the action but merely waits for or allows it to occur. There are two versions of this battery.

CB3 marking rules: CV3 [ C' S' R' ]

focus rules: CV3 [ C' S' R' ]

3.1.2.3.1 CB3 version a

CB3a contains C' and S' in its base. It is also possible that R' occurs and that it can be focused but this possibility has not been tested. Most CV3a stems occur also as descriptives and constructions containing these indicate that the causer allows or waits for the subject to acquire, of its own accord, the state specified by the stem. Only one recorded stem, ra?rag, indicates an action but other such stems are expected to occur.
CB3a base: CV3a [ C' S' ]

Representative CV3a verb stems:

ger 'allow to cool off'  
ra-rag 'allow to fall'

kunir 'allow to grow yellow'  
rebur 'allow to grow fat'

pera 'allow to dry'  
wariko? 'allow to become big'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV  si papa  mapawosos (witu) rkapaya  
T:cm father [C'] P:cause-ripe  
SV [C'] cm-papa [S']

RV  kapaya papawosan ni papa  
T:papa [C'] P:cause-ripe  
RV S:rm/cm father [C']

'Father is allowing the papaws to ripen.' or 'Father is leaving the papaws until they ripen.'

3.1.2.3.2 CB3 version b

CB3b base contains only C' and R'. CB3b could alternatively be treated as a reduced version of CB1 but is assigned to the same battery as CB3a because of the similarity in the role of causer in the two sets. CB3b constructions indicate that the causer waits for the state or time specified by the verb stem. Only three stems are known to occur in CB3b, all indicating times of day.

CB3b base: CV3b [ C' R' ]

CV3b verb stems:

oat 'wait for daybreak'

wendi 'wait for nightfall'

wendido 'wait for evening'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV  se tow  mapacat mana ntompok erkota  
T:cm person [C'] P:cause-day  
SV R:rm cm-end  
RV rm po/cm-town

RV  ntompok erkota papacatan ne tow  
T:end  
RV rm po/cm-town [R'] P:cause-day  
RV S:pm/cm person [C']

'The people will wait for daybreak on the outskirts of town.'
3.1.2.4 CAUSATIVE BATTERY FOUR

CB4 and CB5 are characterised by the absence of Causative case from their bases and the standard function performed by Subject case markers. Evidence that the participant marked by Subject case markers is S' and not C' is as follows: (i) In CB4a this participant can use an instrument to perform the action. In all other constructions in which an instrument occurs, including CB1a, it is employed by the subject, never by the causer. (ii) All stems known to operate in CB4b and in CB5 operate also in AB1c and AB3b respectively (although the reverse is not always the case) but constructions of these Causative sets have the same meanings as constructions from the corresponding Active sets and without the addition of Causative case as occurs in CB1 and CB2.

These batteries are classified as Causative because they are formally identified as such by verbal inflection (see 3.1.0.12). An alternative analysis would be to treat these as Active constructions in which the verb contains derivational affixation. Such an analysis would have the advantage of recognising the similarity in underlying structure of these constructions and Active constructions and would reduce the number of clause batteries. The classification of these clauses as Causative is made for the sake of consistency, clause class being defined by verbal inflection, although objections to the alternative are not strong. 19

There are no shifts in the function of case markers in CB4.

CB4 marking rules: standard
focus rules: standard
CB4 version a

CB4a is the full version of the battery. One feature is that R' can only occur out of focus. Focus rules are given to indicate the absence of Referent voice. CV4a verb stems also function as numbers (see 5.2.1.1).

CB4a base: CV4a [ S' 0' I' R' ]
Focus rules: CV4a [ S' 0' I' ]

Representative CV4a verb stems:

rua 'divide in two' opat 'divide in four'
telo 'divide in three' pulu' o rua 'divide in twelve'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV si jon maparua kue wo mpaagi? witu meja
T:cm Djon[S'] P:cause-two SV:cake I:rm,i cm-knife R:rm_r table

OV kue paparan ni jon wo mpaagi? witu meja
T:cake[0'] P:cause-two OV:rm_s/cm Djon I:rm_i cm-knife R:rm_r table

IV paagi? ipaparan ni jon kue witu meja
T:knife[I'] P:cause-two IV:rm_s/cm Djon O:cake R:rm_r table

'Djon will divide the cake in two with a knife on the table.'

CB4 version b

CB4b contains S' and 0' in its base. Only three stems, which also occur in ABic, are known to operate in CB4b.

CB4b base: CV4b [ S' 0' ]

CV4b verb stems:

ide? 'frighten'
upi? 'anger'
iran? 'embarrass'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV si tuana minapaupi? niaku
T:cm man[S'] P:anger SV 0:1
3.1.2.5 CAUSATIVE BATTERY FIVE

The absence of C' from CB5 is discussed in section 3.1.2.4. CB5 base contains S’ and O’ but the possibility of other cases occurring has not been tested. CB5 has the same case marking characteristics as AB3b and all known CV5 stems also operate in AB3b, although many AV3b stems do not operate in CB5. The only difference between constructions of the two sets is verbal inflection.

CB5 base: CV5 [ S’ O’ ]

marking rules: CV5 [ 3’ O’ ]

focus rules: CV5 [ S’ O’ ]

Representative CV5 verb stems:

arom 'starve, make hungry' ri?ris 'disgust'
ide? 'frighten' 20 senso? 'bore, satiate'
re?o 'make thirsty' wedu 'tire, exhaust'

Exemplary paradigm:

SV mpẹpa?yanen ya?i mapawedu {via} niaku T:cm-work this[S’] P:tire av \{O: \} \{R:rm \}

HV niaku papawedu əmpẹpa?yanen ya?i T:I[O’] P:tire rv S:rm/cm-work this

'This work makes me tired.'

3.1.3 RECIPROCAL CLAUSES

3.1.3.0 Reciprocal clauses are constructions in which the verb is inflected for Reciprocal aspect (see 8.1.1.2.2). These clauses specify that a reciprocal relationship holds between two participants.
in the action. The subject participant is simultaneously referent or object and the referent or object is simultaneously subject. Thus two cases are jointly held by the two participants in reciprocal relationship.

There are two batteries of Reciprocal clauses, each containing two constructions. In one construction of each battery the reciprocal participants are expressed in the one nominal, either by a plural noun or pronoun or by co-ordinated Noun phrases. This nominal obligatorily occurs as Topic, the two cases held by the reciprocal participants being jointly focused. In the second construction of each battery the participants in reciprocal relationship are expressed by separate nominals. One of the participants is assigned to S' and this case is focused. The other participant is assigned to R' or O' (whichever is applicable) and this case occurs out of focus.

In each battery the two constructions are both Subject voice clauses and do not constitute a transformational set as do the various voice constructions in Active and Causative batteries. Instead, the two constructions are treated as different variants of the one battery. They both derive from the same clause base, containing the same cases and verb stem class, but they derive via different sets of mapping rules and sometimes require different translations. Since the two variants derive from the same base they have the same meaning (assuming the same lexical items) but represent differences in style and emphasis.

In each battery variant a is a Subject voice construction in which the reciprocal participants are jointly expressed by a nominal which occurs as Topic, both cases being simultaneously focused. Variant b is a Subject voice construction in which S' is focused and
the other case involved in the reciprocal participant relationship occurs out of focus, marked by Instrument relator.

It could be argued that, in all Reciprocal constructions, the participant in reciprocal relationship with the subject holds Associative case. Evidence for this would be the fact that in variant b of each battery the case of this participant is marked in the same way as is A' in Active clauses (see 3.1.1.6b). This approach would allow all Reciprocal constructions to be grouped in the one battery since the basic difference between the two batteries in the present analysis is that the reciprocal participant is assigned to O' in one and to R' in the other.

However, the analysis under which the reciprocal participant would hold Associative case is rejected because this participant cannot be identified with the associate in Active clauses. This can be shown by a comparison of Reciprocal clauses with corresponding Active clauses. Constructions (a) and (b) below are variant a and variant b respectively from Reciprocal Battery Two.

a. si jon wo si ema məkəkiriman surat
   'Djon and Emma send letters to each other.'

b. si jon məkəkiriman surat wo si ema
   'Djon corresponds with Emma.'

Each of the Reciprocal clauses above combines the meanings of the two Active clauses in the sentence (c).

c. si jon makirim surat wia si ema wo si ema makirim surat wia si jon
   'Djon sends letters to Emma and Emma sends letters to Djon.'

It can be seen from (c) that the participants in reciprocal relationship in (a) and (b) jointly hold S' and R', and not S' and A'. Similar comparison with Active clauses shows that O' and not A' underlies constructions of Reciprocal Battery One.
Verb stems in the reciprocal classes occur also in Active verb stem classes. The English gloss provided with each representative stem refers to the meaning of the stem plus Reciprocal aspect.

3.1.3.1 RECIPROCAL BATTERY ONE

In RBI the participants in reciprocal relationship jointly hold S' and O'. In variant a these cases are jointly focused by Subject voice, the two participants being expressed by one nominal which expounds Topic. In variant b the reciprocal participants are expressed by separate nominals. One participant is assigned to S', which is focused by Subject voice, and the other is assigned to O', which occurs out of focus and is marked by Instrument relator.

It is expected that R' and I' can occur with those stems with which they occur in Active clauses but they have not been recorded. Mapping rules are given separately for each variant. Marking rules are not applicable to variant a since both cases are simultaneously focused. This is indicated in the focus rule for variant a by a slash separating S' and O'.

RBI base: RVI [ S' O' ]

variant a
focus rule: RVI [ S'/O' ]

variant b
marking rule: RVI [ O' ]

focus rule: RVI [ S' ]

Representative RVI verb stems:

kiki 'bite each other (e.o.)'

kuntey 'box, punch e.o.'

lom? 'see, look at e.o.'

oo or 'wash e.o.'

tubal 'collide, crash into e.o.'

wewe 'hit e.o.'
Examples:

variant a

sei asu rua  mokesikian
T:cm dog two[S'/O']  P:bite-recip_{SV}
"The two dogs are biting each other."

variant b

si asu warko?  mokesikian  wo so asu oki?
T:cm dog big[S']  P:bite-recip_{SV}  l:mi  cm dog little[O']
"The big dog and the little dog are biting each other."

3.1.3.2 RECIPROCAL BATTERY TWO

In RB2 the participants in reciprocal relationship jointly hold S' and R' cases. The two variants have the form outlined in section 3.1.3.0.

Objective case occurs with some stems but not with others, this being determined by the Active verb subclass to which each stem belongs. This is not regarded as sufficient reason for setting up two versions of RB2 since no construction occurs to focus O'. O' is placed in parentheses in the following statement to indicate that its occurrence depends on the particular verb stem. Examples are given to illustrate constructions in which Object tagmeme does and does not occur.

RB2 base:  RV2 [ S'  R'  (O') ]

variant a

marking rule:  RV2 [ (O') ]

focus rule:  RV2 [ S'/R' ]

variant b

marking rule:  RV2 [ (O')  R' ]

focus rule:  RV2 [ S' ]
Representative RV2 verb stems:

tor 'exchange with e.o.' le?os 'be good to e.o., treat e.o. well'
kirim 'send to e.o.' ponos 'be silent toward e.o.'
tales 'buy from e.o.' reten 'be next to e.o., be adjacent'
wee 'give to e.o.' ta?tas 'separate from e.o.'

Examples:

1. (with 0')

variant a

nikey meteto?oran kékaanon
T:we[S'/R'] P:exchangeSV O:food

'We exchange food with each other.'

variant b

niaku meteto?oran kékaanon wo nisia
T:I[S'] P:exchangeSV O:food I:rm1 he[R']

'I exchange food with him.'

2. (without 0')

variant a

lepomay minaretenan
T:field-our[S'/R'] P:adjacentSV

'Our fields are next to each other.'

variant b

lepoku minaretenan wo lepona
T:field-my[S'] P:adjacentSV I:rm1 field-his[R']

'My field is next to his field.'

3.1.4 NON-VOLITIONAL CLAUSES

3.1.4.0 Non-volitional clauses are constructions in which the
Predicate verb is inflected for Non-volitional aspect (see 3.1.1.2.1g). These constructions usually report events which are accidental, unexpected or beyond the control of the subject. A number of shifts in the function of case markers occur in constructions of this class.
One feature is the absence of Object voice; Objective case, when present, is always focused by some other voice.

3.1.4.1 NON-VOLITIONAL BATTERY ONE

NBIA is characterised by two shifts in function of voice affixes: S' is focused by Instrument voice and O' is focused by Referent voice. There are two versions, one containing O' in its base and one without O'. NBIA clauses indicate that the subject performs the action accidentally or has the ability, usually unexpectedly, to perform the action. The translation required depends to a large extent on context and the meaning of the verb stem (see 3.1.4.2.1q).

NBIA marking rules: standard

focus rules: NVI [ S' O' R' ]

3.1.4.1.1 NBIA version a

NBIA has O' in its base and contains verb stems which also operate in versions of the first three Active batteries which have O' in their bases. The case marking features by which the three Active batteries contrast are neutralised in NBIA. Three constructions occur, an Instrument voice construction which focuses S', a Referent voice construction which focuses O' and another Referent voice construction which focuses R'. Some verbs can take I' while others cannot, but the difference is not significant as it is in Active batteries since I' cannot be focused. I' is parenthesised in the base statement given below to indicate that its occurrence depends on the particular verb stem and it is not illustrated in the exemplary paradigm.

NBIA base: NVIA [ S' O' (I') R' ]
Representative NVIa verb stems:

ketor 'cut'  tiboy 'seize'
kukan 'dehusk'  toter 'mention'
luk 'see'  tude? 'spike'
sawut 'pluck'  wa?koe 'tie'

Exemplary paradigm:

IV  si mama  naikosawut  vau?uk esa  witu ηkokon
T: cm mother[ S']  P:pluck IV  O:hair one  R:rm cm-head

RV  vau?uk esa  kinosawatan  ni  mama  witu ηkokon
T: hair one[ O']  P:pluck RV  S:rm cm mother  R:rm cm-head

RV  kokon  kinosawatan  ni  mama  vau?uk esa
T: head[ R']  P:pluck RV  S:rm cm mother  O:hair one

'Mother accidentally plucked out a hair from her head.'

3.1.4.1.2 NBI version b

NBIb base contains two cases, S' and R', each of which can be focused. English glosses of the representative stems refer to the meaning of stem plus Non-volitional inflection.

NBIb base: NVIb [ S'  R' ]

Representative NVIb verb stems:

ayo 'arrive'  re?sock 'slip'
ko?law 'capsise'  rota? 'escape, break loose'
li?lip 'swim'  tokol 'fall asleep'
ra?rag 'fall'  wonor 'collapse'

Exemplary paradigm:

IV  si oki?  naikera?rag  vau?uk naran
T: cm child[ S']  P:fall IV  R:rm cm-stairs

RV  naran  kinera?ragen  ni  oki?
T: cm-stairs[ R']  P:fall RV  S:rm cm child

'The child fell from the stairs.'
With NVIb verbs indicating directional activity only context may make clear whether direction to or from the referent is meant. Thus the above constructions could also mean 'The child fell onto the stairs.' The following constructions also illustrate this:

IV  po?po? naikera?rag via si oki?
T:coconut[S'] P:fall_\text{IV} R:cm\_\text{child}

RV  si oki? kinera?ragan emo?po?
T:cm\_\text{child}[R'] P:fall_\text{RV} S:cm\_\text{coconut}

These constructions mean either 'The coconut fell on the child' or 'The child dropped the coconut (accidentally).' As this example shows, the participant interpreted as referent in Tondano can be the agent in English while the subject in Tondano is object in English. Stems operating in NBIIb cannot occur with Objective case in Non-volitional constructions (i.e., they do not occur in NBIIa). They can only occur with O' in Active clauses. For example (from AE2b):

SV  si oki? rima?rag emo?po?
T:cm\_\text{child}[S'] P:drop_\text{SV} O:cm\_\text{coconut}

'The child dropped the coconut (deliberately).'

3.1.4.2 NON-VOLITIONAL BATTERY TWO

NB2 has only one version whose base contains S' and R'. Both cases are marked in and out of focus in the standard way. NB2 thus differs formally from the Standard Battery only in verbal inflection.

NB2 base: NV2 [ S' R' ]

marking rules: standard
focus rules: standard

Representative NV2 verb stems:

apu  'be used up, depleted'  pele? 'break'
kisi? 'tear, rip'  tow  'be born'
muali 'happen'  wales 'wither'
pura 'dry'  worque 'wake up'
Exemplary paradigm:

SV  mpiɾiŋ  minapateʔ  witu namu  
T: cm-plate[S']  P: break  R: rm_r  cm-kitchen

RV  namu  kinaŋpateʔan  mpiɾiŋ  
T: cm-kitchen[R']  P: break  S: rm_s/cm-plate

'The plate broke in the kitchen.'

Like NVIb stems, most NV2 stems function with O' in Active clauses but only occur without O' in Non-volitional constructions. Often, however, the referent in the Non-volitional construction is best translated as an agent into English, as in the following example:

SV  labuŋ  minakisiʔ  wia si okiʔ  
T: shirt[S']  P: tear  R: rm_l  cm child

RV  si okiʔ  kinakisiʔan  labuŋ  
T: cm child[R']  P: tear  S: shirt

'The child tore his shirt (accidentally).' (lit.: 'The shirt tore on the child.')

This can be contrasted with the Active construction in which the deliberately acting participant is interpreted as subject:

SV  si okiʔ  kimisiʔ  labuŋ  
T: cm child[S']  P: tear  O: shirt

'The child tore the shirt (deliberately].'  

3.1.4.3 Non-volitional Battery Three

NB3 base contains two cases, S' and R', and a class of verb stems which indicate emotional states. Many of these stems function with an object in AB1c and AB3b, in which the emotional state is carried over to the object. In NB3 the state is experienced by the subject in relation to another participant, the referent. R' is marked by Object relator out of focus and is focused by Instrument voice. S' is marked in the standard way.
NB3 base: NV3 [ S' R' ]
marking rules: NV3 [ S' R' ]
focus rules: NV3 [ S' R' ]

Representative NV3 verb stems:
ide? 'fear, be afraid'
senso? 'be bored, fed up'
iraq 'be shy, embarrassed'
so'o 'dislike'
pa?ar 'like'
upi? 'be angry'
ri?ris 'hate'
upus 'love, pity'

Exemplary paradigm:
SV si mama maupi? si oki?
T:cm mother[ S' ] P:angry [ S' ] O:cm child[ R' ]

IV si oki? ikaupi? ni mama
T:cm child[ R' ] P:angry [ S' ] S:rm / cm mother

'Mother is angry at the child.'

3.1.4.4 NON-VOLITIONAL BATTERY FOUR

There is only one version of this battery and only two cases, 
S' and O', are known to occur in the base. The only shift in function 
is that O' is focused by Referent voice. A very limited number of stems 
are known to operate in NB4. Some of these have irregular Subject 
voice affixation (see 8.1.1.1.3j).

NB4 base: NV4 [ S' O' ]
marking rules: standard
focus rules: NV4 [ S' O' ]

NV4 verb stems:
ato 'get'
ta?u 'know (something)'
genan 'remember'
sina?u 'know (someone), be 
liur 'forget' acquainted with'
3.2 NON-VERBAL CLAUSES

3.2.0 Non-verbal clauses contrast with Verbal clauses primarily in that the exponent of their Predicate Centre (see 5.8.3) is not inflected for tense, voice or aspect. Case relationships are not a feature of Non-verbal clauses and paradigms or batteries of constructions do not occur.

Only one group of Non-verbal clauses, the Topic-Comment constructions, are described here. The others are treated in section 6.2. Topic-Comment clauses contain two nuclear tagmemes; a Topic, which is something known, and a Predicate, which is a comment on the Topic, introducing new information to the discussion. Topic-Comment clauses are subclassified according to the exponent of the Predicate Centre. This is one of a number of non-verbal phrases, these being described in Chapter Five. The Topic-Comment subclasses are listed individually here because the subclass determines the relative order of any two Topic-Comment clauses embedded in the same Noun phrase (see 5.4.5).

The formal statements for the various Topic-Comment clauses can be summarised:

\[ X_{Cl} \rightarrow T + P_x \]

where the symbol X represents any sub-type of Topic-Comment clause and is transferred as a subscript to the Predicate label. Thus the
3.2.1 DESCRIPTIVE CLAUSES

A Descriptive clause (DesCl) has a Predicate Centre expounded by a Descriptive phrase (see 5.5):

1. si papaku si tuʔamow 'My father is old.'
   T:cm father-my P:tm old-Mod

2. bale itiʔi mbankɔ? 'That house is big.'
   T:house that P:tm-big

3. nisia si rebur 'He is fat.'
   T:he P:tm fat

3.2.2 NUMERAL CLAUSES

A Numeral clause (NumCl) has a Predicate Centre expounded by a Numeral phrase (see 5.2):

1. se meŋku se rua
   T:cm cat-my P:tm two
   'I have two cats.' (lit.: 'My cats are two.')

2. noto mae waki ənənəŋ ənəpat
   T:cm-car go sv rm Menado P:tm-four
   'There are four cars going to Menado.' (lit.: 'The cars going to Menado are four.')

3. saʔut yaʔi ndua ɐmaʔaka
   T:banana this P:tm-two stems
   'There are two banana trees here.' (lit.: 'These banana trees are two.')

A special sub-type of NumCl is one in which the Numeral phrase contains a subclass 3 measure noun. This sub-type occurs only in the Base One slot of a Sequential sentence (see 7.2.6.3a) or occurs nominalised in a clause level Time slot (see 4.2.3c). It is thus not by definition an Independent clause as are all other Basic clauses.
3.2.3 SIMILITUDE CLAUSES

The Similitude clause (SimCl) has a Predicate Centre expounded by a Similitude phrase (see 5.6):

1.  lodeyna ndai tanu lodeyku
   T:boat-his P:tm-neg like boat-my
   'His boat is not like my boat.'

2.  se pior tanu ntotedan omkasola
   T:cm pike P:like cm-pillow cm-bigness
   'The pike (fish) is as big as a pillow.'

3.2.4 REFERENTIAL CLAUSES

A Referential clause (RefCl) has a Predicate Centre expounded by a Referent Relator-Axis phrase (see 5.1.4) or a referent demonstrative (see 4.1.1):

1.  se tow se wiamow 'The people are already here.'
   T:cm person P:tm here-Mod

2.  se oki? se witu mbale 'The children are in the house.'
   T:cm child P:tm rm cm-house

3.  mpasar witu ntoudano mbitu ŋkaunoran əmbanua
   T:cm-market rm cm-Tondano P:tm-rm cm-centre rm po/cm-town
   'The market in Tondano is in the centre of the town.'

3.2.5 NOUN CLAUSES

A Noun clause (NCl) has a Predicate Centre expounded by a Noun phrase (see 5.4 and 5.8.3). The Head of this Noun phrase appears to be restricted in exponence to common and proper nouns:

1.  nisia si leksi 'He is Lexie.'
   T:he P:tm Lexie

2.  nisia si asuku 'That is my dog.'
   T:he P:tm dog-my

3.  ntoudano əmbanua waŋko? 'Tondano is a big town.'
   T:cm-Tondano P:tm-village big
CHAPTER FOUR

CLAUSE LEVEL TAGMENES - EXPONENCE AND ORDERING

4.0 This chapter describes the exponence of tagménés in Basic clauses and their ordering within the clause. Any clause level tagmenén which is obligatory to a construction or which expresses a case relationship is called a nuclear tagmenén. All other tagménés are peripheral. Nuclear tagménés are described in section 4.1 and peripheral tagménés in section 4.2.

4.1 NUCLEAR TAGMÉNES

4.1.0 Not all tagménés described in this section occur in every Basic clause type. For instance, Topic and Predicate are the only nuclear tagménés occurring in Topic-Comment clauses. Nevertheless, it is convenient to discuss all these tagménés together. The tagménés nuclear to each clause type are listed in the individual descriptions of the clauses in Chapter Three.

4.1.1 NUCLEAR TAGMÉNE EXPONENCE

The Predicate tagmenén ( P ) is expounded by a Predicate phrase ( Pp ). The symbol P is subscripted with the label for the clause type within which it functions. This subscript label is then transferred to the exponential symbol. Thus a Descriptive Predicate ( Pdes ), functioning in a Descriptive clause, is expounded by a Descriptive Predicate phrase ( Ppdes ). In the summary of clause exponents below the subscript symbol x represents any such transferred label. The structure of Predicate phrases is described in section 5.8.

Topic is expounded by a Noun phrase or a Pronoun phrase. The Head exponent of the Pronoun phrase is either a subclass 1 pronoun
or a subclass 2 animate pronoun (see 5.3). In a Verbal clause
where O' is in focus, Topic is alternatively expounded by a
Quotation (Qt) or an Object Complement (ComO). In a Verbal
clause where R' is in focus it is alternatively expounded by a
Referent demonstrative (demr). Topic exponence is further
mentioned in section 4.1.3.2.

Subject, Object, Instrument and Referent tagmemes are
expounded by Relator-Axis (R-A) constructions. Since the internal
structure of a Relator-Axis phrase varies according to the
grammatical function of the tagmeme it expounds, the symbol R-A
must be subscripted with the appropriate function label. Thus
S : R-As means that Subject is expounded by a Subject Relator-Axis
phrase. The internal structure of R-A phrases is described in
section 5.1.

Object tagmeme is alternatively expounded by an Object
Complement (see 5.7) or a Quotation if it is correlated with
Objective case. Qt indicates direct speech:

1. si jon si limila?la via se tow laape?mi
   T:(en Djon) P:(im say) Mod R:(mrR on person) O:(P:fetch)
   rano sanagolas aku
   O:water one-glass T:1
   'Djon said to the people "Fetch me a glass of water".'

2. si leksi limiwas?la sey re?en ko
   T:(en Lexie) P:(ask) Mod O:(who sof you)
   'Lexie asked "Who are you?".'

Referent is alternatively expounded by a set of referent
demonstratives. These demonstratives, which indicate three degrees
of distance, can expound Topic or Referent tagmemes if they
correlate with Referential case. They are:
wia, wia?i 'here'

witu, witi?ila 'there (near)'

mana, mana?ima 'there (far)'

3. si tuana mana? wia?i
T: (cm man ) P: (live) R: (here)
'The man lives here.'

4. mana?ima pasoo?anan anto?ar
T: (over there) P: (flow) S: (rm/can-river)
'The river flows over there.'

The exponence of clause level nuclear tagmeme is summarised:

\[
P_x : P_{px} \\
\begin{bmatrix}
N, Pr \\
Qt \\
Com_o \\
Pr \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
T: [-] \\\nR: [-]
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
T : \begin{bmatrix}
N, Pr \\
dem_r \\
H_r, Pr
\end{bmatrix} \\
\begin{cases}
T: [-] \\\nR: [-]
\end{cases}
\]

Pr \rightarrow Hpr (+...)

Hpr : pr_1, pr_2 (animate)

\[
S : R-A_R \\
\begin{bmatrix}
R-A_o \\
Qt \\
Com_o \\
R-A_o \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
T: [-] \\\nR: [-]
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
O : \begin{bmatrix}
R-A_o \\
Qt \\
Com_o \\
R-A_o \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\begin{cases}
T: [-] \\\nR: [-]
\end{cases}
\]

\[
I : R-A_i \\
\begin{bmatrix}
R-A_r \\
dem_r \\
R-A_r \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{cases}
T: [-] \\\nR: [-]
\end{cases}
\]

\[
R : \begin{bmatrix}
R-A_r \\
dem_r \\
R-A_r \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\begin{cases}
T: [-] \\\nR: [-]
\end{cases}
\]

elsewhere
4.1.2 NUCLEAR TAGMEN ORDERING

4.1.2.0 In a Basic clause Topic may precede Predicate, with exceptions mentioned below. All other nuclear tagmenees obligatorily follow Predicate. The most common ordering of nuclear tagmenees is summarised:

\[ T + P + S + O + I + R \]

Any change in the ordering of nuclear tagmenees in a Basic clause is described according to a permutation rule.

4.1.2.1 TOPIC PERMUTATION

Topic may occur after Predicate in any non-Verbal clause or in a Verbal clause when the case focused is S', O' or C'. The permutation is obligatory if T is expounded by Qt or Com_o, otherwise it is optional. When the case focused is I', R' or B' the permutation cannot occur.

In post-Predicate position Topic obligatorily follows Subject and Object and occurs freely either before or after Instrument and Referent. This statement is subject to the condition that any tagmenee, whether Topic or Object, expounded by Qt or Com_o always follows all other nuclear tagmenees.

Topic Permutation Rule

\[ T + P + X + Y \]

\[ \Rightarrow P + X \left\{ +Y +T \right\} \]

conditions:

\[ T: \left\{ (i) N, \Pr[S', O', C'] \right\} \]

\[ (ii) Qt, \text{Com}_o \]

\[ X = \text{Subject, Object} \]

\[ Y = \text{any other nuclear tagmenee or tagmenees} \]

(cont.)
any tagmeme expounded by $Q_t$ or $\text{Com}_o$ follows all other tagmemees
the permutation is optional if $T$: (i) and obligatory if $T$: (ii)

Examples (1) to (6) below illustrate Basic clauses before and
after Topic permutation while (7) to (9) illustrate clauses in
which Topic permutation is obligatory:

1. \textit{lelopreoto nan niwanejula} \quad \textit{witu si kaloku}
   \begin{align*}
   & T: \text{(ladder)} \quad P: \text{(tm-return)} \quad S: \text{(I)} \quad \text{Mod: } R: \text{(cm friend-my)} \\
   \Rightarrow & \quad \text{niwanejula} \quad \text{witu si kaloku} \quad \text{lelopreoto}
   \end{align*}
   \begin{align*}
   & P: \text{(tm-return)} \quad S: \text{(I)} \quad \text{Mod: } R: \text{(cm friend-my)} \quad T: \text{(ladder)}
   \end{align*}

or

\begin{align*}
& \text{niwanejula} \quad \text{lelopreoto} \quad \text{witu si kaloku}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
& P: \text{(tm-return)} \quad S: \text{(I)} \quad \text{Mod: } T: \text{(ladder)} \quad R: \text{(cm friend-my)}
\end{align*}

'I will return the ladder to my friend.'

2. \textit{se woune} \quad \textit{se pinapalo o ku} \quad \textit{mbunan}
   \begin{align*}
   & T: \text{(cm woman)} \quad P: \text{(tm cause-see)} \quad S: \text{(I)} \quad \text{Mod: } O: \text{(cm-flower)}
   \end{align*}

\begin{align*}
& \Rightarrow \text{se pinapalo o ku} \quad \text{mbunan} \quad \text{se woune}
   \end{align*}

\begin{align*}
& P: \text{(tm cause-see)} \quad S: \text{(I)} \quad \text{Mod: } O: \text{(cm-flower)} \quad T: \text{(cm woman)}
\end{align*}

'I showed the flowers to the women.'

3. \textit{narana} \quad \textit{ndai kota qanta}
   \begin{align*}
   & T: \text{(name-his)} \quad P: \text{(tm-neg know)} \quad S: \text{(we)}
   \end{align*}

\begin{align*}
& \Rightarrow \text{ndai kota qanta} \quad \text{narana}
   \end{align*}

\begin{align*}
& P: \text{(tm-neg know)} \quad S: \text{(we)} \quad T: \text{(name-his)}
\end{align*}

'We don't know his name.'

4. \textit{si lekai} \quad \textit{liminae jela} \quad \textit{sey re?en ko}
   \begin{align*}
   & T: \text{(cm Lexie)} \quad P: \text{(ask)} \quad \text{Mod: } O: \text{(who sof you)}
   \end{align*}

\begin{align*}
& \Rightarrow \text{liminae jela} \quad \text{si lekai} \quad \text{sey re?en ko}
   \end{align*}

\begin{align*}
& P: \text{(ask)} \quad \text{Mod: } T: \text{(cm Lexie)} \quad O: \text{(who sof you)}
\end{align*}

'Lexie asked "Who are you?".'

5. \textit{se kasuat ne} \quad \textit{we?ek} \quad \textit{se rai kasa laker}
   \begin{align*}
   & T: \text{(cm species rm po/ cm duck)} \quad P: \text{(tm neg very many)}
   \end{align*}

\begin{align*}
& \Rightarrow \text{se rai kasa laker} \quad \text{se kasuat ne} \quad \text{we?ek}
   \end{align*}

\begin{align*}
& P: \text{(tm neg very many)} \quad T: \text{(cm species rm po/ cm duck)}
\end{align*}

'There aren't many species of ducks.'
6. si ka?ampitêku si rai? guru
   T:(cm friend-my ) P:(tm neg teacher)

=> si rai? guru si ka?ampitêku
   P:(tm neg teacher) T:(cm friend-my )

   'My friend isn't a teacher.'

7. ndai? kata?anaku sa sapa ñarana
   P:(tm-neg know) S:(I) T:(cm what name-his)

   'I don't know what his name is.'

8. naïpepe?ata?ula ni ema wia se tu?ana
   P:(cause-know) -Mod S:(rm_s/cm Emma) R:(rm_r/cm parent-her)

   nu si jon si rara?an
   T:(cmz T:cm Djon P:tm sick )

   'Emma told her parents that Djon was sick.'

   P:(say) -Mod S:(rm_s/cm man ) T:(P:return) -Mod T:basket this

   'The man said "Return this basket".'

Structural ambiguity may result from Topic permutation in a Noun clause. The clause si towo si tuama can be analysed as

Topic plus Predicate, as in (10a), or Predicate plus Topic, as in (10b):

10a. si towo si tuama 'The liar is a man.'
   T:(cm liar) P:(tm man )

b. si towo si tuama 'The man is a liar.'
   P:(tm liar) T:(cm man )

Usually Predicate is identified by the presence of such tagmemes as Negative, as in (6) above, or Modal. In all examples of Noun clauses recorded in texts the identity of nuclear tagmemes is clearly established either by formal features or by context. Topic permutation is rare in Noun clauses.

A Verbal clause with permuted Topic may be ambiguous with a Noun clause, as in the following example:

11a. si timokol si ka?ampitêku
   P:(tm sleep) T:(cm friend-my )

   'My friend is sleeping.'
b. si tole oki? winea ni tuama m̄kayu
T: (cm boy) P: (give_{rv}) S: (rm_s/cm man) O: (cm-wood)

The boy was given the wood by a man.

4.1.2.3 OBJECT ORDERING

Object tagmeme obligatorily follows all other nuclear tagmemes if
tagged by Qt or Com_o. This rule applies to all clause types
and overrides all other ordering rules.

Object Permutation Rule (obligatory)

(T) +P (+S) +O +X

⇒ (T) +P (+S) +X +O
condition:

\[ 0 : \{ \text{O} \} \cup \text{Con} \]

\[ X = \text{any other nuclear tagmene or tagmene} \]

13. se minopota\u00b4ula via si raja, se pasukan

\[ P : ( \text{tm cause-know} \text{sv}) - \text{Mod} R : ( \text{rm}_\text{r}, \text{cm king}) T : ( \text{cm soldier}) \]

mu si kuda si rai\?now via

\[ 0 : ( \text{cmz T : cm horse} P : \text{tm neg-mod here}) \]

'The soldiers have told the king that the horse is no longer here.'

4.1.2.4 SEQUENCES OF OBJECT TAGMENES

In some clause constructions a sequence of two Object tagmene

is possible. In such a sequence in constructions of Active Batteries

One, Two and Three the first Object expresses O' and the second

expresses B'. This is summarised:

\[ \text{ADL-3: } T + P \text{ (+s)} + 0_{[O']} + 0_{[B']} + X \]

Examples of this sequence are given in section 3.1.1.6a.

As mentioned in section 3.1.2.1, S' is expressed by either

Object or Referent in Causative Battery One. An Object tagmene

expressing S' can either precede or follow an Object tagmene

expressing O'. Referent must follow Object. A number of variations

thus occur, but in each case the ordering of tagmene given in

section 4.1.2.0 is unchanged. The variants are summarised:

\[ \text{CBH: i } T + P \text{ (+s)} + 0_{[O]} + R_{[S']} (4X) \]

\[ \text{ii } T + P \text{ (+s)} + 0_{[O']} + 0_{[S']} (4X) \]

\[ \text{iii } T + P \text{ (+s)} + 0_{[S']} + 0_{[O']} (4X) \]

These three variants are illustrated in (1d):

14a. si mana mapaka\u00b4eos labun via si oki?

\[ T : ( \text{cm mother}) P : ( \text{cause-wash} \text{sv}) 0 : ( \text{clothes} )_{[0']} R : ( \text{rm}_r, \text{cm child} )_{[S']} \]
4.1.2.5 SEQUENCES OF REFERENT TAGMENES

If a sequence of Referents occurs in Active Battery Three

the first expresses O' and the second expressed R'. This is summarised:

\[ AB3: T +P (+S) +R'_{O'} +R' \]

15. si muana timiboy wia si kuda witu lalan
   T: (cm man) P: (catch\_sv) R: (rm\_r cm horse) [O'] R: (rm\_r road) [R']
   'The man caught the horse on the road.'

When a sequence of Referent tagmemes occurs in Causative Battery One the first expresses S' and the second expresses R':

\[ CB1: T +P (+X) +R'_{S'} +R' \]

16. si mapakomes wia si oki? witu lalale\_an
   P: (tm cause-wash\_sv) R: (rm\_r cm child) [S'] R: (rm\_r wash room) [R']
   'She will get the child to do the laundry in the wash room.'

A sequence of Referent tagmemes has not been observed where each contains a pronoun or noun referring to a person. In such a situation the participant holding S' is apparently always expressed in an Object tagmeme:

17. ku mapalobo? nisia baal wia si oki?
    P: (tm cause-throw\_sv) O: (he) [S'] O: (ball) [O'] R: (rm\_r cm child) [R']
    'I will get him to throw the ball to the child.'

4.1.2.6 INSTRUMENT AND ASSOCIATIVE CASES

A sequence of two Instrument tagmemes cannot occur in a clause.

Consequently I' and A' cannot be expressed in the same clause.
4.1.3 OPTIONALITY OF NUCLEAR TAGMEMES

4.1.3.0 It is very rare for all nuclear tagmemes to co-occur in a clause in unelicited material. Although certain cases may be obligatory to a particular action they do not necessarily receive linguistic expression in a clause describing that action. This section deals with the conditions under which nuclear tagmemes may be omitted from Basic clauses. Omission of non-Topic tagmemes is described first, then omission of Topic.

4.1.3.1 OMISSION OF NON-TOPIC TAGMEMES

Non-Topic tagmemes, with the exception of Predicate, are frequently omitted when the context within which the clause occurs renders their inclusion redundant. In each of the following examples a participant is left unexpressed in the second clause, having been identified in the preceding clause. The omitted tagmemes is placed in brackets in the English translation.

1.  si woley  si meqaanaan  sa?ut  si wa?u
   T:(cm monkey) P:(tm eat  sv ) O:(banana) T:(cm tortoise)  
   si rai?kan waanani
   P:(tm neg-mod give  sv )-S:(he)-Mod

   'Monkey kept on eating the bananas. He wouldn't give tortoise [ any bananas ].'
2. ka kutinaatow witha naa kola ra?imov
   (because P:(tm passov) - Mod R:(rn ow cm-school)) P:(neg-mod
   kota?uan sa visa la?arku
   knowrv ) T:(cmz where go? - I )
   'Because I've passed (lit.: been passed) at school [ I ]
   don't know where I'll go.'

   Although a participant may not be identifiable from context,
   the tagmeme in which it would be expressed may be omitted if the
   participant is unknown or if the situation does not demand its
   identification. Such omission is usual with tagmenees expressing
   I' and R'. Although the identification of object is usually required
   there is a group of verbs which lacks this requirement. These verbs
   correspond to the English pseudo-intransitive verbs and include
   keen 'eat', koo? 'drink', wilit 'sew', lutu? 'cook', komes 'wash'
   and kantar 'sing'.

   Tagmenees expressing S' can be omitted as in the following
   examples:

3. si kudana rinorkitow
   T:(cm horse-his) P:(stealov) - Mod
   'His horse has been stolen.'

4. ambale minisito witha natas ondo
   T:(cm-house) P:(makov) - Mod R:(rn ow above repo/cm water)
   'The houses were built above the water.'

5. ka mapapote? tabalan
   P:(tm cause-cutov) O:(bamboo )
   'I'm having the bamboo cut down (by someone).'</n
   When the non-Topic tagmeme expressing S' is omitted from a
   construction of Causative Battery One the construction may be
   ambiguous with a Causative Battery Two construction of the same
   voice. In the following example (a) is a CHIb construction in which
0' is focused and S' is not expressed and (b) is a CB2 construction in which S' is focused:

6a. si oki? ipapaseret ni mana mitu noto
   T:(cm child) P:(cause-mount_S) S:(rm_r/cm mother) R:(rm_r/cm-car)
   'Mother has the child put in the car (by someone).'

6b. si oki? ipapaseret ni mana mitu noto
   T:(cm child) S: P:(cause-mount_S) S:(rm_r/cm mother) R:(rm_r/cm-car)
   'Mother has the child get into the car.'

4.1.3.2 OMISSION OF TOPIC

Topic may be omitted when its identity is established from the context within which the clause occurs. When Topic is omitted it is always translatable by a pronoun, the person or thing referred to being clear from context (usually having been expressed in a preceding clause). Even when Topic is omitted some information is usually given within the clause as to its identity by the topic marker (tm) which occurs in the Predicate phrase (the topic marker specifies the class of the Topic noun and, if it is animate, its person and number – see 5.8.1). In each of the following examples Topic is absent from the second clause:

7. ndano ndai? pasu? nanarite
   T:(cm-water) P:(tm-neg hot) P:(tm-warm)-Mod
   'The water isn't hot. It's just warm.'

8. totewel ni tuarinea rai?mow mitu
   T:(wing rm_po/cm sister-their) P:(neg-mod there)
   niedomow ni makauma
   P:(tm-take_ov)-Mod S:(rm_r/cm garden-owner)
   'The wings of their younger sister were no longer there. They had been taken by the owner of the gardens.'

9. se tu?ana se kasamow tu?a se ropemow
   T:(cm parent-her) P:(tm very-mod old) P:(tm toothless)-Mod
   'Her parents are very old. They're already toothless.'
In each of the above examples the topic marker, in the absence of Topic, is translated into English with an unstressed subject pronoun.

When Topic in a Basic clause is expounded by a pronoun it is always emphatic as, for instance, when a new participant is referred to or when the Topics of successive clauses refer to different persons. In the English translation of such a clause the subject pronoun is stressed. A Topic pronoun can only refer to an animate participant; no pronoun can substitute for an inanimate noun in the Topic of a Basic clause. In the following examples each Topic contains a pronoun. The English translations contain stressed subject pronouns and can be compared with the translations of (7) to (9) above which contain unstressed subject pronouns:

10. niahu ku mapay, an ta?an nisia si timakolite
   T:(I) P:(tm work_BV) but T:(he) P:(tm sleep)-Mod
   'I am working but he is just sleeping.'

11. key nu tu?anu key tanu mbanaan wo
    T:(we rm_int parent-your) P:(tm like cm-thread) and
    niko o ko tanu mbewilhit
    T:(you) P:(tm like cm-needle)
   'We, your parents, are like the thread and you are like the needle.'

4.2 PERIPHERAL TAGMEMES

4.2.0 The peripheral clause level tagmemes are Mode (Mod), Manner (M), Time (Te) and Adverb (Adv). In addition, Referent is peripheral in non-Verbal clauses. Exponence and ordering are described separately for each tagmeme.

4.2.1 MODE

Although Mode is a clause level tagmeme it is expounded by a set of modals which occur as bound forms (clitics) within the
Predicate phrase. Since modals are bound morphemes they require
the same sort of description as do other bound morphemes and are
consequently described in the chapter on morphology (see 6.2.2).

4.2.2 MANNER

Manner tagmeme is expounded by a Descriptive phrase (see 5.5)
or a Simile phrase (see 5.6). Manner follows nuclear tagmences
except that it can either precede or follow post-Predicate Topic:

1. si oki? mineme si asu talous onto?
   T:(cm child) P:(hit) O:(cm dog) M:(too hard)
   'The child hit the dog too hard.'

2. si maana? witu si kare
tamu se sakey
   P:(tm live) H:(there) T:(cm Karel) M:(like cm guest)
   'Karel lives there as a guest.'

3. si miskerov entetowel tamu se malaikut si kare
   P:(tm wear) Mod C:(cm-wing) H:(like cm angel) T:(cm Karel)
   'Karel was wearing wings like an angel.'

4.2.3 TIME

Time tagmeme is expounded by a temporal Noun phrase or a
temporal noun. Temporal Noun phrases include Noun phrases which have
the following Head exponents:

(a) The quantitative noun sugur 'every' (see 5.4.2):

1. sugur embei
   H:(every) Po:(mp/cm-night)

(b) A noun indicating a unit of time:

2. nodo iti?i '(on) that day'
   on-H:(day) Dem:(that)

3. ta?un tumodon
   H:(year) Qu:(follow)

4. toro ni?itu '(at) that time'
   H:(time) Dem:(that)
(c) A Nominalised Numeral clause containing a subclass 3 measure noun (see 5.2.2):
5. sarasumado ' (for) one month'
   H: (one-months)
6. rua netaun limarkoy 'two years ago'
   H: (two years) Cu: (pass sv)

Temporal nouns include the following:
kaawin 'yesterday' sumakasa 'day before yesterday'
tarekan 'today, now' nasusu 'day after tomorrow'
wo?odo 'tomorrow' kawa17i 'last night'

The position of Te within the clause is quite free. Usually it occupies the first position in the clause but may also occur in most other positions. It is one of the few tagmemes which can occur between Topic and Predicate:

7a. susur nodo si tuana si mapa?yan witu lipo
   Te: (every day) T: (cm man) P: (tm work sv) R: (rm field)

7b. si tuana susur nodo si mapa?yan witu lipo
   T: (cm man) Te: (every day) P: (tm work sv) R: (rm field)

7c. si tuana si mapa?yan susur nodo witu lipo
   T: (cm man) P: (tm work sv) Te: (every day) R: (rm field)

7d. si tuana si mapa?yan witu lipo susur nodo
   T: (cm man) P: (tm work sv) R: (rm field) Te: (every day)

'The man works in the field every day.'

4.2.4 ADVERB

Adverbs include the following groups:
(a) Adverbs expressing doubt or certainty, including:
   ulit 'really, truly'
   karean 'definitely, must'
   tu?u 'certainly, definitely'
   wona? 'perhaps, maybe'
(b) Adverbs expressing frequency, including:
   ikakurala 'sometimes'
   kelakaran 'usually, mostly'
   mokioi?mi 'frequently'
   makakasaka 'rarely'
(c) Adverbs expressing temporal relationship, including:
    
    \begin{itemize}
    \item kotare 'at first'
    \item kanurian 'afterwards'
    \item kamamuran 'finally, eventually'
    \item teakan 'immediately'
    \end{itemize}

(d) Adverbs derived from numeral stems, including ordinals meaning 'first, second, third etc.' (see 5.2.1.1), adverbs meaning 'for the first time, for the second time etc.' (see 8.1.2bii), adverbs meaning 'once, twice, three times etc.' (see 8.1.2d), adverbs meaning 'one at a time, two at a time etc.' (see 8.1.2h) and those meaning 'in a group of one, in a group of two, in a group of three etc.' (see 8.1.2j).

Adverbs of the above groups have fairly free ordering within the clause and can also occur within the Predicate phrase (see 5.8.4 for examples). However, they cannot occur between Predicate and Subject or Object:

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textbf{1a.} ikakurala si tuana si matulun niaku
  Adv:(sometimes) T:(cm man ) P:(tm help) O:(I )
\item \textbf{1b.} si tuana ikakurala si matulun niaku
  T:(cm man ) Adv:(sometimes) P:(tm help) O:(I )
\item \textbf{1c.} si tuana si matulun niaku ikakurala
  T:(cm man ) P:(tm help) O:(I ) Adv:(sometimes)
\end{enumerate}

'The man sometimes helps me.'

(e) Adverbs which occur within the Predicate phrase. These are \textit{tare-tae} 'just, only now' and \textit{weitow}, \textit{tami} and \textit{tapear} all meaning 'almost'. These are confined to the Predicate phrase in Basic clauses (see 5.8.4) but optionally precede Predicate in Pro-Topic clauses (see 6.1.4).

(f) Adverbs which immediately follow Predicate:

\begin{itemize}
\item kasi 'again' (to repeat or continue action)
\item karykasi 'also'
\item waya 'all, entirely'
\item sumoup 'again' (to resume former state or position)
\end{itemize}
2. wo'odo si tumulun kasi nialu
Te: (tomorrow) P: (tm help
Adv: (again) O: (I)
'Tomorrow he'll help me again.'

3. se teow mokaan kaan iti?i se mapate waya
T: (cm person eat rice that) P: (tm die rice
Adv: (all)
'The people who eat that rice all die.'

(g) The adverb mukaan translates 'on the other hand' or 'meanwhile'
and is used when conversation turns from one participant to another.

It immediately follows Topic or Predicate, whichever occurs first:

4. se pasukan kouman se via li?lik nalan
T: (cm soldier) Adv: (meanwhile)
P: (tm man edge road)
'The soldiers, meanwhile, were at the side of the road.'

5. se mokaan kouman se slow bidadari
P: (tm eat rice) Adv: (meanwhile)
T: (cm nine nymph)
'The nine nymphs, on the other hand, were eating dinner.'

(h) Intensive adverbs. These do not occur on the clause level
but are mentioned here for completeness. They occur in Descriptive
phrases (see 5.5) and in Verb phrases (see 5.9).

4.2.5 REFERENT

Referent is a peripheral tagmem in non-Verbal clauses and
occurs before or after the nuclear tagmemes. The following example
illustrates Referent in an Existential clause (see 6.2.1):

1a. via ntoudano bowean pasar warko?
R: (cm Tondano) P: (ex)
Com: (market big)
'In Tondano there is a big market.'

b. bowean pasar warko? via ntoudano
P: (ex)
Com: (market big)
R: (cm Tondano)
'There is a big market in Tondano.'
CHAPTER FIVE

PHRASES

5.0 This chapter describes the structure of phrases functioning at the clause level and of those functioning at a lower level, i.e., expounding slots within phrases. Phrase types occurring only within clause types not yet described are dealt with in Chapter Six. Co-ordination of phrases is also mentioned (see 5.10).

5.1 RELATOR-AXIS PHRASES

5.1.0 Here are described Relator-Axis (R-A) phrases functioning at the clause level. R-A phrases functioning only at other levels are described in the appropriate sections of this chapter.

R-A phrases are constructions composed of a Relator (Rel) and an Axis (Ax). Rel is expounded by a relator (rm) and Ax is expounded by a Noun phrase or Pronoun phrase.

The symbol Rel is subscripted with the function label of the clause level tagmeme which R-A expounds since the particular exponent or set of exponents of Rel is determined by this function. The function label is then transferred to the symbol for the exponent of Rel.

Usually the function label need not be transferred to the Axis symbol since Axis exponents generally are not determined by the function of the clause level tagmeme. However, the function label is carried over when the Axis phrase requires separate description, i.e., when it differs, by virtue of the tagmeme the phrase expounds, from the description of the Noun phrase given in section 5.4.

The clause level R-A phrases are now described individually.
The Subject R-A phrase (R-A) differs from other clause level R-A phrases in that the Relator (Rel) never has discrete exponent but is always expounded by a portmanteau form which simultaneously expounds a slot within the following Axis phrase. This phrase is either a Subject Noun phrase (N) or a Subject Pronoun phrase (Pr).

When Ax is expounded by N, Rel is in portmanteau relationship with the Classifier (Cs) of N, i.e., Rel and Cs are jointly expounded by a set of portmanteau forms which express Subject relator (rm) and noun class marker (cm). In formal statements and 1/2 translations the labels rm and cm are separated by a slash to indicate their portmanteau relationship.

When Ax is expounded by Pr, Rel is in portmanteau relationship with the Head of Pr, i.e., Rel and Supr are jointly expounded by a set of portmanteau forms combining rm and pronoun. These forms are subclass 3 pronouns as listed in Table III (see 5.3).

In the following formal statement a line linking two tagmemes indicates that their exponents are combined in portmanteau fashion. The portmanteau forms are given at the end of the formal statement.
Formal Statement:

\[
R-A_s \rightarrow Rel_s + Ax_s
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Rel_s & : \text{rm}_s \\
Ax_s & : N_s, Pr_s \\
N_s & \rightarrow Cs + H (+...) \\
Cs & : \text{cm} \\
Pr_s & \rightarrow Hpr_s (+...) \\
Hpr_s & : \text{pr}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{rm}_s / \text{cm} \text{ an.}\text{sg} \rightarrow \text{ni} \\
\text{rm}_s / \text{cm} \text{ an.}\text{pl} \rightarrow \text{ne} \\
\text{rm}_s / \text{cm} \text{ in} \rightarrow N^{-1} \\
\text{rm}_s / \text{pr} \rightarrow \text{pr}_3
\]

The following examples illustrate Subject R-A phrases expounding clause level Subject slots:

1. lalan pakelahan ni tuama 
   \[T:(\text{road }) P:(\text{walk}_{R}\text{V}) S:(\text{rm}_s / \text{cm man })\]
   'The man is walking on the road.'

2. lalan pakelahan ne tuama 
   \[T:(\text{road }) P:(\text{walk}_{R}\text{V}) S:(\text{rm}_s / \text{cm man })\]
   'The men are walking on the road.'

3. menoamae pakelahan ontobaoran 
   \[T:(\text{there }) P:(\text{flow}_{R}\text{V}) S:(\text{rm}_s / \text{cm-river})\]
   'The river flows over there.'

4. lalan pakela\text{panta} 
   \[T:(\text{road }) P:(\text{walk}_{R}\text{V}) S:(\text{rm}_s / \text{we})\]
   'We are walking on the road.'
5.1.2 OBJECT R-A PHRASE

The Object Relator slot has zero exponent (see 3.1.0.10). Axis is expounded by a Noun phrase or Pronoun phrase. The Head exponent of the Pronoun phrase is a subclass 1 pronoun. In the example below the zero Object relator is marked in the 1/s translation but elsewhere in the grammar it is not marked.

Formal Statement:

\[ R-A_0 \rightarrow \text{Rel}_0 + \text{Ax} \]
\[ \text{Rel}_0 : \text{rm}_0 \rightarrow \emptyset \]
\[ \text{Ax} : N, \text{Pr}_1 \]

5. si mama limutu? sera? nisaa
T: (cm mother) P: (cook) O: (rm meat) [o] 0: (rm they) [P]
'Mother cooked meat for them.'

5.1.3 INSTRUMENT R-A PHRASE

Instrument Relator slot is expounded by the marker wo 'with' and Axis by a Noun phrase or by a Pronoun phrase with a subclass 1 pronoun expounding its Head.

Formal Statement:

\[ R-A_i \rightarrow \text{Rel}_i + \text{Ax} \]
\[ \text{Rel}_i : \text{rm}_i \rightarrow \text{wo} \]
\[ \text{Ax} : N, \text{Pr}_1 \]

6. si kimaan wo lepar
P: (tm eat) I: (rm spoon)
'He ate with a spoon.'

7. ku kimela wo nisia
P: (tm walk) I: (rm he)
'I walked with him.'
5.1.4 REFERENT R-A PHRASE

The Referent relator (Relₐ) is expounded by a set of Referent relation markers (rmₐ) and Ax by a Noun phrase or Pronoun phrase. The Head exponent of Pr is a subclass 1 pronoun.

Formal Statement:

\[ R-Aₐ \rightarrow Relₐ + Ax \]

\[ Relₐ : rmₐ \]

\[ Ax : N, Pr₁ \]

Referent relators indicate three degrees of distance. They are:

\[ \text{\textit{ma} } '\text{close}' \]

\[ \text{\textit{witu} } '\text{near distant}' \]

\[ \text{\textit{waki}, \textit{mana} 'far distant'} \]

These are illustrated in (8) to (10) below. Some further comments are necessary on Referent relators:

When distance is not relevant to the situation only \textit{ma} expounds Rel (11).

If the Axis Head is a pronoun or a noun denoting a person, \textit{ma} may optionally replace any of the other relators irrespective of distance (12).

When Relₐ is expounded by any marker other than \textit{ma} and Head is expounded by a pronoun or noun denoting a person, the construction refers either to the person or the place of the person depending on context (13). If the place of the person is meant the relator cannot be \textit{ma}.

If the relator is \textit{waki} the inanimate class marker \(\textit{N}^-$ (see 5.4.1) is obligatorily absent from the following Axis Noun phrase (14a) though this is not so following the other relators (14b).
8. 

ku maana?

P: (tm live \text{sv} ) R: (rm \text{cm-house this})

'I live in this house.'

9. 

si maana?

P: (tm live \text{sv} ) R: (rm \text{cm-house that})

'He lives in that house.'

10. 

si maana? waki wena

P: (tm live \text{sv} ) R: (rm \text{Menado})

'He lives in Menado.'

11. 

ku mapa?yan \text{via nisia}

P: (tm work \text{sv} ) R: (rm \text{he})

'I work for him.'

12. 

ku kimirim \text{surat} \text{via nisia}

P: (tm send \text{sv} ) R: (rm \text{he})

'I sent the letter to him.'

13. 

ku malila \text{lo?lo?} waki si ka?amptoku

P: (tm take \text{sv} ) R: (rm \text{cm friend-my})

'I will take the basket to my friend' or 'I will take the basket to my friend's place.'

14a. 

se maana? waki wana \text{iti?i}

P: (tm live \text{sv} ) R: (rm \text{village that})

b. 

se maana? mana mbana \text{iti?i}

P: (tm live \text{sv} ) R: (rm \text{cm-village that})

'They live in that village.'

5.2 NUMERAL PHRASES

5.2.0 A Numeral phrase ( Nua ) consists of an obligatory Number slot ( No ) followed by an optional Measure slot ( Mes ). No is expounded by either (i) a full number ( no₁ ) optionally preceded by ke- ( to form ordinal numbers ) or (ii) a sequence of full number and fractional number ( no₂ ) linked by the co-ordination relation marker ( rm co ), in which only no₂ is obligatory. Mes is expounded by a measure noun ( n mes ).
Formal Statement:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Num} & \rightarrow \text{No } (+\text{Mes}) \\
\text{No} & : \left\{ \left( \text{ka-} + \text{no}_1 \right) \right. \\
& \quad \quad \left. \left( \text{no}_1 + \text{ra co} \right) + \text{no}_2 \right\} \\
\text{Mes} & : n_{\text{mes}}
\end{align*}
\]

5.2.1 NUMBERS

5.2.1.1 FULL NUMBERS

Full numbers (no₁) are arranged into three ranks:

(a) Rank 1 contains the following nine numbers (simple numeral stems):

- *esa* 'one'
- *enem* 'six'
- * rua* 'two'
- *pitu* 'seven'
- *talu* 'three'
- *waliwaualu* 'eight'
- *epat* 'four'
- *siow* 'nine'
- *lima* 'five'

(b) Rank 2 numbers are formed from rank 1, 2 or 3 numbers followed by a subclass of measure nouns called here group numbers.

Rank 2 numbers are thus themselves a special type of Numeral phrase in which No is expounded by no₁ and Mes, which is obligatory, is expounded by a subclass 1 measure noun (group number).

The group numbers are formed from bound numeral stems by prefixing with ūa- (see also 5.2.2). They are:

- ūapulu? 'tens'
- ūaatatus 'hundreds'
- ūaririon 'thousands'

When *esa* 'one' is followed by a group number, *esa* and the prefix ūa- are replaced by the prefix ma-. Thus:
mapulu? 'ten'
maatus 'one hundred'
marim 'one thousand'

When a rank 2 number is formed from a rank 2 number plus a group number the following restrictions apply:

i. The group number must be marim and the group number of the embedded rank 2 number cannot be marim. 3

ii. A rank 2 number embedded within a rank 2 number cannot itself have a rank 2 number as a constituent. 4

1. (from rank 1)
   a. rau marim 'twenty'
two tens
   b. talu maatus 'three hundred'
three hundreds
   c. siow marim 'nine thousand'
nine thousands

2. (from rank 2)
   a. mapulu? marim 'ten thousand'
ten thousands
   b. rau maatus marim 'two hundred thousand'
two hundreds thousands

3. (from rank 3)
   mapulu? w0 lima marim 'fifteen thousand'
ten rem five thousands

(c) Rank 3 numbers are formed by co-ordination of a series of numbers from ranks 1 and 2. The co-ordination relator w0 'and', obligatorily precedes the last number of the series and optionally precedes the second last number in a series of at least three numbers. Rank 1 is optional and if present must be the last number in the series.
When wo~q precedes a number beginning with a one phonological word results in which gow is replaced by ow, e.g.,

\( \text{woosa} \rightarrow \text{ooosa} \) 'and one' from \( \text{wo~q} \) 'and' + \( \text{ooa} \) 'one'.

4. \( \text{rank } 2 + \text{rm} + \text{rank } 1 \)
   a. \( \text{mapulu? wo } \text{t elo } \) 'eleven'
      \( \text{ten rm} \) one
   b. \( \text{r u a n a p u l u ? w o } \text{t elo } \) 'twenty three'
      \( \text{two tens rm} \) three
   c. \( \text{t elo } \text{naatus o ru a } \) 'three hundred and two'
      \( \text{three hundreds rm} \) two
   d. \( \text{mapulu? } \text{p a r i w } \text{wo } \text{w a l u } \) 'ten thousand and eight'
      \( \text{ten thousands rm} \) eight

5. \( \text{rank } 2 + \text{rm} + \text{rank } 2 \)
   \( \text{t elo } \text{naatus wo } \text{mapulu? } \) 'three hundred and ten'
      \( \text{three hundreds rm} \) ten

6. \( \text{rank } 2 + \text{rm} + \text{rank } 2 + \text{rm} + \text{rank } 2 \)
   \( \text{p i t u } \text{p a r i w } \) (o) \( \text{p i t u } \text{naatus o } \text{l i m a } \text{n a p u l u ? } \) seven thousands \( \text{rm} \) seven hundreds \( \text{rm} \) five tens
      \( \) 'seven thousand seven hundred and fifty'

7. \( \text{rank } 2 + \text{rank } 2 + \text{rm} + \text{rank } 2 + \text{rm} + \text{rank } 1 \)
   \( \text{p i t u } \text{p a r i w } \text{pi t u } \text{naatus (o) } \text{l i m a } \text{n a p u l u ? } \text{o o p a t } \) seven thousands seven hundreds \( \text{rm} \) five tens \( \text{rm} \) four
      \( \) 'seven thousand seven hundred and fifty four'

Full numbers are prefixed with ka- to form ordinals. The exception is ooa 'one' which is replaced by katare 'first'. When katare is followed by a group number, katare and ra- are replaced by prefix ka-, as in (8a).

8a. \( \text{kapulu? } \) 'tenth'

b. \( \text{karua } \) 'second'

c. \( \text{katolu } \) 'third'
d. karua ɣapulu? 'twentieth'
e. karua ɣapulu? wo rua 'twenty second'

5.2.1.2 FRACTIONAL NUMBERS

Fractional numbers (no₂) are themselves structured, consisting of a special type of Numerical phrase in which No is expounded by no₁ and No₂, which is obligatory, is expounded by a subclass 2 measure noun. Subclass 2 measure nouns are fractionals and include the following (see also 5.1.2g):

ŋaparua 'halves'
ŋapaapat 'quarters'
ŋapatelu 'thirds'
ŋupalina 'fifths'

Preceding fractionals eSa is manifested as eSa- prefixed to the fractional, as in (9a).

9a. əsa ɣaparua 'one half'
b. rua ŋapatelu 'two thirds'
c. telu ŋupalina 'three fifths'
d. əpat ɣapulu? 'four tenths'

5.2.1.3 CO-ORDINATED NUMBERS

The following examples illustrate the co-ordinated series of no₁ and no₂ expounding No:

10a. əsa wo ɣaparua 'one and a half'
one rm₃ one-halves
b. rua wo telu ŋupalina 'two and three fifths'
two rm₃ three fifths
c. rua ɣapulu? wo ɣapaapat 'twenty and a quarter'
two tens rm₃ one-quarters

5.2.2 MEASURE NOUNS

Measure nouns occur only within Numerical phrases. There are five subclasses.
Subclass 1 consists of the three group numbers which occur in the formation of rank 2 numbers (see 5.2.1.1b).

Subclass 2 contains the fractionals used in the formation of fractional numbers (see 5.2.1.2).

Subclasses 3, 4 and 5 measure nouns are distinguished from subclasses 1 and 2 in that they are not employed in the formation of numbers, i.e., they never occur within No.

Measure nouns are formed from noun stems by the prefixing of ɲa-. When ɲa 'one' occurs in No immediately preceding ɲa- it is manifested as ɲa-. Subclass 1 measure nouns are an exception to this rule, as mentioned in section 5.2.1.1b.

Subclass 3 contains words for units of time. These include the following:

ɲaando ~ raado 'days' ɲasumudot 'months'
ɲaweri 'nights' ɲeta?un 'years'

Below are illustrated Numerical phrases in which Nes is expounded by a subclass 3 measure noun:

11a. rua raado 'two days'
    No: (two) Mes: (days)

b. kasiow ɲaando 'ninth day'
    No: (ninth) Mes: (days)

c. lima no sanaparua ɲeta?un
    No: (five rm one-halves) Mes: (years)

'Five and a half years'

Subclass 4 measure nouns are words indicating capacity or quantity. Any noun indicating a container can form a measure noun of this class. The class includes the following:

ɲetampayan 'jugfuls' ɲame?me? 'clumps (of rice)'
ɲamanku 'cupfuls' ɲatetuan 'bunches (of bananas)'
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The prefix ŋa- may be optionally absent from a subclass 4 measure noun if the preceding number is a full number:

12a. sanatōtuun 'one bunch'
   No: (one) Mes: (bunches)

b. telu ŋalodey 'three boatloads'
   No: (three) Mes: (boats)

c. rua ŋapatelu ŋemakku 'two thirds of a cup'
   No: (two thirds) Mes: (cupfuls)

d. rua wo sanaparua ŋawotel
   No: (two one-halves) Mes: (bottles)
   'two and a half bottlefuls'

The following examples illustrate Numeral phrases in which Mes is expounded by a subclass 4 measure noun:

13a. sōgamanuku
   No: (one) Mes: (cupfuls)

b. saa makanuku
   No: (one) Mes: (cupfuls)
   'one cupful'

14a. rua ŋatampayan
   No: (two) Mes: (jugfuls)

b. rua tampayan
   No: (two) Mes: (jugfuls)
   'two jugfuls'

The constructions in (13b) and (14b) are homophonous with other constructions ( see 5.4.5.6 ).

Subclass 5 contains only one recorded member, which corresponds to the 'numeral coefficients' or 'noun classifiers' which are a feature of some other Indonesian languages. A separate subclass is noted here because of the possibility that other such words exist in the language. The subclass 5 member, ŋaćaka 'stems, trunks', classifies plants and trees. In the following example
Hum occurs within a Nominalised Numeral clause followed by a Qualifier indicating the thing being measured:

15. ndua ṭaʔaka  noʔut  cm-ʔ( two stems) Qu: ( tm-banana)  'two banana trees'

5.3 PRONOUN PHRASES

A Pronoun phrase (Pr) consists of a Head slot expounded by a pronoun and two optional tagmemes, Demonstrative and Apposition. These optional tagmemes also occur in Noun phrases and are described in section 5.4.

Formal Statement:

Pr → Hpr (+Dem) (+Ap)

Hpr : pr

There are three pronoun subclasses. In each subclass occur animate pronouns which substitute for animate nouns. These indicate first, second and third person and singular and plural number. First person plural pronouns are subdivided into inclusive (which includes second person) and exclusive (which excludes second person).

Inanimate pronouns, which substitute for inanimate nouns, occur only in subclasses 2 and 3. In subclass 2 they indicate near and far distance while in subclass 3 they indicate singular and plural number.

The label Pr can be subscripted with the number of the subclass of its Head exponent. Thus Pr₁ is a Pronoun phrase in which the Head is expounded by a subclass 1 pronoun.

Pronoun subclasses are listed in Table III.

Subclass 3 pronouns are further mentioned in section 5.2.1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subclass</th>
<th>Pronouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 sing.</td>
<td>niaku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 sing.</td>
<td>niko-koo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 sing.</td>
<td>nisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pl.</td>
<td>nikita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pl.</td>
<td>nikey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>excl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pl.</td>
<td>nikow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 pl.</td>
<td>nisea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>near ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>far itu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pl.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III: PRONOUN SUBCLASSES**

Subclass 2 pronouns expound Topic and Pro-Topic slots of certain derived clause types described in Chapter Six. Subclass 2 animate pronouns can also expound Topic in a Basic clause but inanimate pronouns cannot. Subclass 3 pronouns occur in Subject and Possessor R-A phrases. Subclass 1 occur in all other environments. Expounding the Topic of Basic clauses they are in free variation with subclass 2 animate pronouns.

5.4 NOUN PHRASES

5.4.0 This section describes the structure of the 'unmarked' Noun phrase, i.e., the phrase labelled N without subscript function label. The 'unmarked' Noun phrase occurs in any slot whose exponent is labelled N, e.g., Topic and most of the Axis slots described in section 5.1. Whenever a difference in the distribution of a Noun phrase is correlated with a difference in its internal structure a Noun phrase subclass is recognised and N is accordingly subscripted. Noun phrase subclasses are described, in so far as they
differ from \( N \), in the sections dealing with the tagmemes in which they occur. Thus the Subject Noun phrase ( \( N_S \) ) is described in section 5.1.1 dealing with the Subject R-A phrase.

In addition to distribution subclasses, Noun phrases can be subclassified according to the subclass of noun expounding the phrase Head since this difference is usually correlated with a difference in the allowable sequence of post-Head tagmemes in the phrase. However, a detailed subclassification of Noun phrases according to such criteria is beyond the scope of this work. Instead, in the description of each post-Head tagmememe, restrictions as to the subclasses of Head exponents with which it may occur are listed.

Formal Statement:

\[
N \rightarrow Cs \ +Hn \ (+Po) \ (+At) \ (+Cu)^3 \ (+Dem) \ (+Ap)
\]

The superscript 3 after \( Cu \) specifies that the tagmememe may occur up to three times in the one phrase.

5.4.1 CLASSIFIER

The Classifier slot ( \( Cs \) ) is expounded by a set of noun class markers ( \( cm \) ) which mark the following Head noun as animate or inanimate.

The inanimate class marker ( \( cm_{in} \) ) is \( \overline{N}_i \), which is phonologically attached to the following noun. Allomorphs of \( \overline{N}_i \) and changes undergone by the consonant following it are described in section 8.03.

The animate class marker also indicates the number of the following animate noun which is either singular or plural. Thus, when \( Hn \) is expounded by an animate noun, \( Cs \) is expounded by a marker indicating either animate class/singular ( \( cm_{an.sg} \) ) or
animate class/plural (cm₁₉₇₈). The class markers are given in Table IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>animate</th>
<th>inanimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si</td>
<td>se</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: NOUN CLASS/NUMBER MARKERS

To the animate noun class belong all living things except flora, e.g.:

- si tuama 'man'
- si asu 'dog'
- si loloati 'worm'
- si reña? 'snail'
- si mantik 'Mantik' (person's name)

To the inanimate class belong flora and all non-living things with a few exceptions mentioned below, e.g.:

- mpopo? 'coconut, coconut tree'
- ntaли 'rope'
- loit 'money'
- ткale?os 'goodness'
- ткокантарен 'song'

There are a few exceptions to the rules for class membership given above. A few non-living things belong to the animate class, e.g.:

- si sumedot 'moon'
- si edo 'sun'
- si sesoloŋ 'finger ring'
- si tọtọw 'carved figure, doll'
- se wawoços 'beads'
The animate class also includes anything dead or spiritual, e.g.:  
si tow minate 'a dead person, corpse'  
si emphun 'the Lord'  
se opo? 'the ancestors'

Some nouns belong to both classes but with different (though related) meanings, e.g.:  
si tow 'person' - ntow '(person's) body'  
si amian 'north wind' - namian 'north'  
si toudano 'Tondanese (person)' - ntoudano 'Tondano' (town)  
si sora? 'fish' - nsora? 'meat' (of fish or animal)

Nominalised clauses and demonstratives fall into either class depending on the class of the noun for which they substitute, e.g.:  
si powàrkéran 'the one to whom (something) is sold' -  
mpowàrkéran 'the place where (something) is sold'  
se rua 'the two (animate things)' - ndua 'the two (inanimate things)'  
si ya?i 'this (animate) one' - nia?i 'this (inanimate) one'

Animate class/singular marker si may optionally occur instead of animate/plural marker ng when a whole species or group is referred to, e.g.:  
si kuda 'the horse' (singular or as a species)

Under certain grammatical conditions class markers are absent from N. These conditions are described as they arise in this and following chapters.

Apart from conditions under which it is obligatorily absent and a few cases in which it is obligatorily present, e.g., when in portmanteau relationship with a Subject or Possessor relator (see 5.1.1 and 5.4.3), the inanimate marker N- is optional.
Although optional, the tendency for $\bar{\text{N}}$- to occur varies with environment. The following points are only a rough guide to these tendencies:

i. When the Head exponent begins with a vowel $\bar{\text{N}}$- is almost never absent. In citation, when the noun is uttered out of context, $\bar{\text{N}}$- is always present, e.g.:

- 'heart', nipus 'tail' - very rarely: ate, ipus

ii. $\bar{\text{N}}$- is almost never absent following a relator:

- wo ntail 'with a rope' - very rarely: wo tali

iii. If the Head noun begins with a consonant no preference for the presence or absence of $\bar{\text{N}}$- has been observed, except under the conditions stated in ii.:

- kayu, $\eta$Kayu 'wood'
- pepalén, mpdpalén 'door'

If $\bar{\text{N}}$- is not present a distinction must be made between its non-occurrence and its occurrence and subsequent deletion to account for changes to following consonants. This is described in section 8.0j.

Apart from conditions under which they are obligatorily absent, animate class/number markers are obligatory except under the following conditions:

i. In titles of stories they are optional when marking the first noun in co-ordinated Noun phrases, e.g.:

- waʔu wo si woleγ, si waʔu wo si woleγ 'The tortoise and the monkey.'

ii. When marking a noun referring to a non-human living think they are optional when $\text{N}$ expands the Axis of an Object $\text{R-A phrase}$. The marker $\text{si}$ is obligatory in (a) but is
optional in (b):

1a. si tuama simake wia si kuda
   T: (cm man ) P: (ride sv) R: (cm horse)

1b. si tuama simake (si) kuda
   T: (cm man ) P: (ride sv) 0: (cm horse)

'The man is riding a horse.'

5.4.2 NOUN HEAD

The Head slot ( Hn ) is expounded by a noun ( n ) of one of the many noun subclasses including Nominalised clauses ( see 6.1.8 ) and demonstratives. Head may also be expounded by co-ordinated Noun phrases ( see 5.10.2 ).

Some comments are made here on several noun subclasses which are not described elsewhere.

Proper nouns may contain two or more phonological words, i.e., when they consist of a person's personal and family names or when they include a title, e.g.:

2a. si om son 'Uncle Son'
   cm H: (uncle Son)

2b. ntoka soputan 'Mount Soputan'
   cm-H: (mount Soputan)

Quantitative nouns ( nqn ) include the following:

kolakeran 'most' waya 'all'
susur 'each, every' wo'opo pira 'several'

When Head is expounded by nqn Classifier is absent except that waya obligatorily takes the inanimate class marker.

Locative nouns ( nloc ) include the following:

atas 'above' li?lik 'edge'
wawa? 'beneath' gorom 'inside'
muri 'behind' luar 'outside'
Such nouns almost always occur within the Axis of a Referent R-A phrase and take a Possessor unless it is clear from context, e.g.:

3a. *wia nunerey* 'among us'
   \[ \text{rm}_r \text{ cm-centre-our} \]

b. *witu ngorom ambale*
   \[ \text{rm}_r \text{ cm-inside rm}_p \text{ cm-house} \]
   'inside the house' (lit.: 'at the inside of the house')

5.4.3 **POSSESSOR**

The Possessor slot (Po) is expounded by a Possessor R-A phrase (R-A\text{Po}) which has a structure identical to that described for the Subject R-A phrase. Po occurs only in a Noun phrase whose Head is expounded by a common noun, a quantitative noun or a locative noun.

**Formal Statement:**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hn} : & \quad n_{cm}, n_{qn}, n_{loc} \\
\text{Po} : & \quad \text{R-A}_{Po} \rightarrow \text{Rel}_{Po} + \text{Ax}_{Po} \\
\text{Rel}_{Po} : & \quad \text{rm}_{Po} \\
\text{Ax}_{Po} : & \quad N_{Po}, \text{Pr}_{Po} \\
N_{Po} : & \quad \text{Cs} + \text{Hn} (+\ldots) \\
\text{Cs} : & \quad \text{cm} \\
\text{Pr}_{Po} : & \quad \text{Hpr}_{Po} (+\ldots) \\
\text{Hpr}_{Po} : & \quad \text{pr} \\
\text{rm}_{Po}/\text{cm}_{\text{an.sg}} & \rightarrow \text{ni} \\
\text{rm}_{Po}/\text{cm}_{\text{an.pl}} & \rightarrow \text{ne} \\
\text{rm}_{Po}/\text{cm}_{\text{in}} & \rightarrow \text{N} \\
\text{rm}_{Po}/\text{pr} & \rightarrow \text{pr}_3
\end{align*}
\]
4. (single embedding of Po containing Pr_{po})
   a. mbaleku  'my house'
      cm-H:(house)-Po:(my)
   b. si asuta  'our dog'
      cm H:(dog)-Po:(our)

5. (single embedding of Po containing N_{po})
   a. mbale  ni  mantik
      cm-H:(house) Po:(rm_{po}/cm Mantik)
      'Mantik's house'
   b. mbale  ne  tuama
      cm-H:(house) Po:(rm_{po}/cm man )
      'the men's house' or 'the men's houses'
   c. mbaya  ne  tow
      cm-H:(all) Po:(rm_{po}/cm person)
      'all the people'

Since N_{po} is a subclass of N it has potential for the optional tagmemes occurring in N including Po. Hence multiple embedding of Po is possible.

6. (double embedding of Po)
   a. si asu  ni  ka?ampitoku
      cm H:(dog) Po:(rm_{po}/cm H:(friend)-Po:(my))
      'my friend's dog'
   b. muri  mbale  ni  mantik
      H:(back) Po:(rm_{po}/cm-H:(house) Po:(rm_{po}/cm Mantik))
      'the back of Mantik's house'

7. (triple embedding of Po)
   si asu  ni  kalo  ni  papaku
   cm H:(dog)Po:(rm_{po}/cm H:(friend)Po:(rm_{po}/cm H:(father)-Po:(my)))
   'my father's friend's dog'

When the Possessor Axis Head is an inanimate noun the phrase may be preceded optionally by a Possessor Pronoun phrase:

8a. na?ena  ntamporok
    H:(foot)-Po:(its rm_{po}/cm-Tamporok)
    'the foot of (Mount) Tamporok'
5.4.4 ATTRIBUTIVE

The Attributive slot (At) is expounded by a common noun.
At differs from a Qualifier (see 5.4.5) in that it is not capable of expansion (not even a class marker can occur) and cannot be transformed into a clause. At may follow only a Head expounded by a common noun.

Formal Statement:

\[ H_n \text{ : } n_{cn} \]
\[ \text{At} \text{ : } n_{cn} \]

9a. kodir watu 'stone wall'
   \[ H: (wall) \text{ At: (stone)} \]

9b. reereen tabalāŋ 'bamboo fence'
   \[ H: (fence) \text{ At: (bamboo)} \]

At follows Po if it contains \(Pr_{po}\) but precedes if Po contains \(N_{po}\).

10. (Po containing \(Pr_{po}\) followed by At)

a. tjkuli?na laoloi?
   \[ \text{cm-H: (skin) Po: (his) At: (snake)} \]
   'his snake skin'

b. mpasarea sora?
   \[ \text{cm-H: (market) Po: (their) At: (fish)} \]
   'their fish market'

11. (At followed by Po containing \(N_{po}\))

   \[ \text{roda sapi ni papa} \]
   \[ \text{H: (cart) At: (ox) Po: (rm po/cm father)} \]
   'father's ox cart'
5.4.5 QUALIFIERS

A Qualifier slot (Qu) is expounded by an embedded clause called a Qualifying clause (QuCl). Qualifying clauses are described in section 6.1.8.

Any of the clause types described in Chapter Three may be transformed into a Qualifying clause. Restrictions on Qu with regard to the kinds of Head fillers it may follow and co-occurrence with other phrase level tagmemes vary according to the type of clause expounding Qu. Consequently a number of subtypes of Qualifier tagmemes are recognised. Qu is subscripted with the label for the type of embedded clause expounding it. Thus Qu_v symbolises a Verbal Qualifier slot expounded by a Qualifying Verbal clause (QuCl_v), and so on.

Qu may occur up to three times in the one phrase with the restriction that two Qualifiers subscripted with the same label cannot co-occur and the relative ordering of two Qualifiers is as described below.

5.4.5.1 DESCRIPTIVE QUALIFIER

The Descriptive Qualifier (Qu_des) is expounded by a Qualifying Descriptive clause (QuCl_des). It may occur only in a phrase whose Head is expounded by a common noun or a Nominalised Numeral clause.

Formal Statement:

\[
\text{Hn} : n_{cn}, \text{NomCl}_{num} \\
\text{Qu}_{des} : \text{QuCl}_{des}
\]

12a. *ndano go?eqer cm-H:(water) Qu:(cold) 'cold water'
b. si tuama wanko? 'a big man'
cm H:(man) Qu:(big)

e. se rua item iti?i
cm H:(two) Qu:(black) Dem:(that)
'those two black ones'

Qu des follows Po containing Pr po but precedes Po containing N po. Qu des following Po containing N po is embedded within Po. Qu des follows At.

13. (Qu des following Po containing Pr po)

a. si asuku wanko?
cm H:(dog)-Po:(my) Qu:(big)
'my big dog'

b. mbanuanea tu?a
cm-H:(village)-Po:(their) Qu:(old)
'their former village'

14. (Qu des followed by Po containing N po)

si asu wanko? ni tuama
cm H:(dog) Qu:(big) Po:(rm po/cm man)
'the man's big dog'

15. (Qu des embedded within Po)

si asu ni tuama wanko?
cm H:(dog) Po:(rm po/cm cm H:(man) Qu:(big))
'the dog of the big man'

16. (Qu des following At)

rereen tabelan sala
H:(fence) At:(bamboo) Qu:(big)
'a big bamboo fence'

5.4.5.2 NUMERAL QUALIFIER

The Numeral Qualifier slot (Qu num) is expounded by a Qualifying Numeral clause (QuCl num). It can only follow a Head expounded by a common noun.
Formal Statement:

Hn :  \( n_{cn} \)

Qu_{num} :  QuCl_{num}

17a. mbale    rua 'two houses'
     cm-H:(house) Qu:(two)

17b. se tow   talu 'three people'
     cm H:(person) Qu:(three)

17c. nsopi    rua nyatampayan 'two jugs of palm wine'
     cm-H:(wine) Qu:(two jugfuls)

Qu_{num} follows Po containing Pr{po} and precedes Po containing N{po}.
Qu_{num} follows At and Qu_{des}.

18. (Qu_{num} following Po containing Pr{po} )
     walecu    rua 'my two houses'
     H:(house)-Po:(my) Qu:(two)

19. (Qu_{num} followed by Po containing N{po} )
     wale    rua ni mantik
     H:(house) Qu:(two) Po:(rm{po}/cm Mantik)

   'Mantik's two houses'

20. (Qu_{num} following At)
   a. t\kopi sokelat    s\emar\ku
     cm-H:(coffee) At:(chocolate) Qu:(one-cupful)
     'one cup of chocolate coffee'

   b. roda    sapi    rua 'two ox carts'
     H:(cart) At:(ox) Qu:(two)

21. (Qu_{num} following Qu_{des} )
   a. bu\nu\nu    puti?    rua
     H:(flower) Qu_{des}:(white) Qu_{num}:(two)
     'two white flowers'

   b. sa\$ut    mata?    rua nyatotun
     H:(banana) Qu_{des}:(unripe) Qu_{num}:(two bunches)
     'two bunches of green bananas'
5.4.5.3 SIMILITUDE QUALIFIER

Similitude Qualifier (Qu_sim) contains a Qualifying Similitude clause (QuCl_sim). It has only been observed to occur after a Head containing a common noun.

Formal Statement:

\[ \text{Hn} : \ n_{\text{cn}} \]

\[ \text{Qu}_{\text{sim}} : \ Qu\text{Cl}_{\text{sim}} \]

22. lodey tamu lodeyku
   H: (boat) Qu: (rm\_sim boat-my )
   'a boat like my boat'

Qu_sim has not been recorded in co-occurrence with Po containing Pr_po but follows Po containing N_po. A sequence of Po followed by Qu_sim may be ambiguous, Qu_sim being embedded either within Po or at the same level as Po.

23. (Po followed by Qu_sim embedded at the same level. The construction is ambiguous but the context within which it occurred makes it clear that what is as thick as a thigh is the branch and not the tree.)

\[ \text{panana } \text{rkanu } \text{tamu } \text{mpa?a } \text{etakasla } \]
   H: (branch) Po: (rm\_po/cm-tree) Qu: (rm\_sim cm-thigh cm-bigness)
   'a branch of the tree which is as thick (lit: big) as a thigh'

24. (Qu_sim embedded within Po)

\[ \text{yanu n} \text{ni roraa tuana } \text{takawaru } \]
   H: (name) Po: (rm\_po/cm H: (girl) Qu: (thus cm-beauty))
   'the name of the girl who is so beautiful'

Qu_sim follows At, Qu_des and Qu_num. It should be noted that when Qu_sim follows Qu_des structural ambiguity does not result; Qu_sim cannot be embedded within Qu_des since a Descriptive phrase (see 5.5) does not contain a Similitude tagmeme.
25. (Qu
sub
 followed by Qu
sim
 embedded at the same level)

si ləloï? wan'ko? tanu si ləloï? yaʔi
wn H:(snake) Qu
des
:(big) Qu
sim
:(rm
sim
 cm snake this)
'a big snake like this one'

5.4.5.4 REFERENTIAL QUALIFIER

The Referential Qualifier (Qu
ref
) is expounded by a Qualifying Referential clause. Qu
ref
 can occur in a Noun phrase whose Head exponent is a common noun or Nominalized Numeral clause.

Formal Statement:

Hn : n
cn
, NomCl
num

Qu
ref
 : QuCl
ref

26a. nuʔmanən wia si pin'kan
wn H:(story) Qu:(rm
r
 cm Pin'kan)
'the story about Pin'kan'

b. se tow wia
wn H:(person) Qu:(here)
'the people who are here' or 'the people in this place'

c. se tow raʔi? wia mbale
wn H:(person) Qu:(neg rm
rm
 cm-house)
'the people who aren't in the house'

d. si əsa wia se asuna
wn H:(one) Qu:(rm
r
 cm dog-his)
'one of his dogs'

e. se rua witu noto
wn H:(two) Qu:(rm
r
 cm-car)
'the two in the car'

Qu
ref
 follows Po containing Pr
po
:

27. mpəʔarena wia si ema
wn H:(liking)-Po:(his) Qu:(rm
r
 cm Emma)
'his fondness for Emma'

If Po contains N
po
, Qu
ref
 follows Po embedded at the same level
but only, apparently, if the construction is not ambiguous. In (28a) the Head of the Possessor Noun phrase contains a proper noun. Since Qu cannot occur in a Noun phrase whose Head exponent is a proper noun Po and Qu_ref must be embedded at the same level. If the Head of N_po contains a common noun a following Qu_ref may be embedded at the same level if this does not give rise to ambiguity (28b). Otherwise Qu_ref is embedded within Po (29). Po following Qu_ref is embedded within Qu_ref (30).

28. (Po followed by Qu_ref embedded at the same level)
   a. se uraŋ ni matindas wia si wawene iti?i cm H: (child) Po: (rm_po/cm Matindas) Qu: (rm_r cm woman that)
   'the children of Matindas by that woman'
   b. mua manon ne tu?a wia nikey cm-H: (story) Po: (rm_po/cm parent) Qu: (rm_r we)
   'the elders' story to us'

29. (Qu_ref embedded within Po)
   se asu ni tuama witu mbale cm H: (dog) Po: (rm_po/cm H: (man) Qu: (rm_r cm-house))
   'the dogs of the man who is in the house'

30. (Po embedded within Qu_ref)
   se asu witu mbale ni tuama cm H: (dog) Qu: (rm_r cm-H: (house) Po: (rm_po/cm man))
   'the dogs in the man's house'

Qu_ref follows the other optional phrase level tagmemes described above.

31. (Qu_des followed by Qu_ref)
   si roraa o hi? witu mbale cm H: (girl) Qu_des: (little) Qu_ref: (rm_r cm-house)
   'the little girl in the house'
5.4.5.5 VERBAL QUALIFIER

The Verbal Qualifier ($\text{Qu}_V$) is expounded by a Qualifying Verbal clause. $\text{Qu}_V$ occurs with a Head expounded by a common noun or a Nominalised Numeral clause.

Formal Statement:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hn} & : n_{\text{cn}}, \text{NomCl}_{\text{num}} \\
\text{Qu}_V & : \text{QuCl}_V
\end{align*}
\]

32a. si kuda pereropkitena

\[ \text{cm } H:\{\text{horse}\} \text{ Qu}: \{\text{intend-steal}_{\text{cv}} - \text{he}\} \]

'\text{the horse which he intends to steal}'

b. ntampa niatoaneala nisia

\[ \text{cm } H:\{\text{place}\} \text{ Qu}: \{\text{P:see}_{\text{rv}} - \text{S:they-Mod 0:he}\} \]

'\text{the place where they had seen him}'

c. se rua timibo entali

\[ \text{cm } H:\{\text{two}\} \text{ Qu}: \{\text{hold}_{\text{sv}} \text{ cm-robe}\} \]

'\text{the two who are holding the rope}'

$\text{Qu}_V$ follows $\text{Po}$. If $\text{Po}$ contains $\text{N}_{\text{po}}$ whose Head is expounded by a common noun or a Nominalised Numeral clause ambiguity may result, $\text{Qu}_V$ being embedded at the same level as $\text{Po}$ or within $\text{Po}$.

In (34a) context indicates that $\text{Po}$ and $\text{Qu}_V$ are embedded at the same level. Presumably, however, the construction is potentially ambiguous. In (34b) $\text{Qu}_V$ is treated as being at the same level as $\text{Po}$ although, presumably, it could also be regarded as being embedded within $\text{Po}$ with little change in meaning. In (35) $\text{Qu}_V$ is embedded within $\text{Po}$.

33. ($\text{Qu}_V$ following $\text{Po}$ containing $\text{Pr}_{\text{po}}$)

si ka?ampiteku molinykun

\[ \text{cm } H:\{\text{friend}\}-\text{Po}:\{\text{my}\} \text{ Qu}: \{\text{smoke}_{\text{sv}}\} \]

'\text{the friend of mine who is smoking}'
34. (Po containing N_{po} followed by Qu_{v} at the same level)
   a. wurepapi ni we?wek ipowanjer waki pasar
      \text{H:('egg')} \text{Po: ('rm}_{po}/cm \text{ duck')} \text{ Qu: ('sell}_{iv} \text{ rm}_{p} \text{ market)}
      'duck's eggs sold in the market'
   b. se kasuat ne ko?ko? rai? tinctor wai?i
      \text{cm H:('kind')} \text{ Po: ('rm}_{po}/cm \text{ bird)} \text{ Qu: ('neg mention}_{ov} \text{ here)}
      'species of birds which are not mentioned here'

35. (Qu_{v} embedded within Po)
   nenus na?e ne tow mey malele?
   \text{H: ('trace')} \text{At: ('foot')} \text{Po: ('rm}_{po}/cm \text{ H: ('person')} \text{ Qu: ('come}_{sv} \text{ bathe}_{sv})}
   'footprints of people who come to bathe'

Qu_{v} follows all other abovementioned optional tagmemes:

36. (Qu_{des} followed by Qu_{v})
   roda oki? pinumpunan ombatu
   \text{H: ('cart')} \text{Qu}_{des}: ('small') Qu_{v}: ('load}_{rv} \text{ cm-rock)}
   'a small cart loaded with rocks'

37. (Qu_{num} followed by Qu_{v})
   a. se potrek rua winakko?mow
      \text{cm H: ('portrait')} \text{Qu}_{num}: ('two') Qu_{v}: ('enlarge}_{ov} \text{ -mod)}
      'two enlarged portraits'
   b. njkadera osa rai? rinubaran
      \text{cm-H: ('chair')} Qu_{num}: ('one') Qu_{v}: ('neg sit}_{rv} \text{ )}
      'one chair which isn't occupied'

38. (Qu_{ref} followed by Qu_{v})
   se tow waki jawa miney wia mbenan
   \text{cm H: ('person')} Qu_{ref}: ('rm}_{r} \text{ Java)} Qu_{v}: ('come}_{sv} \text{ rm}_{r} \text{ cm-Menado)}
   'people from Java who have come to Menado'

39. (Qu_{sim} followed by Qu_{v})
   lodey tuana njelakar matodotodon
   \text{H: ('boat')} Qu_{sim}: ('thus cm-quantity') Qu_{v}: ('follow}_{sv} \text{ )}
   'a great many boats in a row' (lit.: 'so many boats continuously following')
5.4.5.6 NOMINAL QUALIFIER

The Nominal Qualifier slot (Qu<sub>n</sub>) is expounded by an embedded Noun clause. It can occur only in a phrase whose Head is expounded by a Nominalised Numeral clause.

Formal Statement:

H<sub>n</sub> : NomCl<sub>num</sub>
Qu<sub>n</sub> : QuCl<sub>n</sub>

Any Noun phrase with a Head expounded by a common noun followed by a Numeral Qualifier (see 5.4.5.2) may be transformed into a phrase containing a Head expounded by a Nominalised Numeral clause followed by a Nominal Qualifier without change of meaning. The following examples transform those given in (17) above:

40a. ndua wale 'two houses'
   cm-H: (two) Qu: (house)

b. se telu tow 'three people'
   cm H: (three) Qu: (person)

c. ndua ηπτάμπασι η sopi 'two jugs of palm wine'
   cm-H: (two jugfuls) Qu: (wine)

As noted in section 5.2.2, prefix na- may be absent from a subclass 4 measure noun. Such a phrase can expound the Predicate Centre of a Nominalised Numeral clause and this can result in the following ambiguity: (i) The phrase Head may contain a number plus a subclass 4 measure noun and be followed by a Nominal Qualifier containing a single noun, as in (41a) or (ii) the phrase Head may contain only a number and be followed by Qu<sub>n</sub> containing a Head noun followed by an Attributive noun, as in (41b):

41a. rua tampaya sopi
    H: (two jugfuls) Qu: (wine)
    'two jugs of wine'
b. rua tampayan sopi
   H: (two) Qu: (H: jug At: wine)
   'two wine jugs'

The constructions can be disambiguated by transforming them into phrases in which the Numeral phrase occurs within a Numeral Qualifier. Thus (41a) is transformed into (42a) and (41b) is transformed into (42b):

42a. sopi rua tampayan
    H: (wine) Qu: (two jugfuls)
    'two jugs of wine'

42b. tampayan sopi rua
    H: (jug) At: (wine) Qu: (two)
    'two wine jugs'

No optional phrase level tagmemes may precede Qu\textsubscript{n}. All phrase level tagmemes following Qu\textsubscript{n} are interpreted as being embedded at the same level. Evidence for this interpretation is that Po containing Pr\textsubscript{po} immediately follows Qu\textsubscript{n}. Since a Possessor pronoun always occurs post-clitic to the Head of the phrase in which it is embedded, Po must be treated as being embedded within Qu\textsubscript{n}. Consequently all other following phrase level tagmemes are likewise interpreted.

43. (Qu\textsubscript{n} containing Po)
   se rua asuku
   cm H: (two) Qu: (H: dog - Po: (my))
   'my two dogs'

44. (Qu\textsubscript{n} containing embedded Qu\textsubscript{des} and Dem)
   se rua asu wanko? iti?i
   cm H: (two) Qu: (H: dog Qu\textsubscript{des}: (big) Dem: (that))
   'those two big dogs'

5.4.5.7 EXISTENTIAL QUALIFIER

The Existential Qualifier (Qu\textsubscript{ex}) is expounded by an embedded Existential clause. Existential clauses are described in section 6.2.1.
Qu has only been observed to follow a Head expounded by a common noun and has not been recorded in co-occurrence with any other optional phrase level tagmemes.

Formal Statement:

\[ \text{Hn} \rightarrow n_{cn} \]

\[ \text{Qu}_{ex} \rightarrow \text{QuCl}_{ex} (A \text{ and } B) \]

The formal statement indicates that only subtype A and B Existential clauses can be transformed into Qualifying clauses.

45a. si tow rai? si sasa?an
   cm Hi:(person) Qu:(ex si something)
   'a person who has nothing'

b. ntoka weaweow rano
   cm-Hi:(mountain) Qu:(ex-mod water)
   'mountains which have water' (i.e.: water-filled craters)

5.4.6 DEMONSTRATIVES

Demonstratives (dem) expound a Demonstrative slot (Dem) and indicate three degrees of distance as well as interrogative. They are:

ya?i, na?i 'this'
iti?i, ni?itu 'that' (close)
iti?ila, na?ima 'that' (far)
wisa 'which?'

The demonstrative ya?i is also used to refer to someone or something at present being spoken of even though they are not physically present while iti?i and ni?itu are used to refer to someone or something previously mentioned.

Demonstratives can occur with pronouns and all noun subclasses except nominalised demonstratives.
46a. mbale ya?i 'this house'  
   cm H: (house) Dem: (this)

b. se rua iti?ila 'those two over there'  
   cm H: (two) Dem: (that)

c. si me'remeret iti?i  
   cm H: (call) Dem: (that)

'that one who is continually calling out'

d. si keke? iti?i  
   cm H: (keke) Dem: (that)

'Keke, of whom we have spoken'

e. nisia na?i 'he, who is here'  
   H: (he) Dem: (this)

f. si tuama wisa 'which man?'  
   cm H: (man) Dem: (which)

Dem follows Po containing Pr but has not been observed to co-occur with Po containing N. Dem follows At, Qu\textsubscript{des}, Qu\textsubscript{num} and Qu\textsubscript{sim}. It precedes Qu\textsubscript{ref} but the two cannot co-occur if Qu\textsubscript{ref} contains a referent demonstrative.

47. (Dem following Po and Qu\textsubscript{des})  
   si asuku wan'ko? iti?i  
   cm H: (dog) Po: (my) Qu\textsubscript{des}: (big) Dem: (that)

'that big dog of mine'

48. (Dem following At and Qu\textsubscript{num})  
   roda sapi rua ya?i  
   H: (cart) At: (ox) Qu: (two) Dem: (this)

'these two ox carts'

49. (Dem preceding Qu\textsubscript{ref})  
   si tuama iti?i witu mbawa? nkayu  
   cm H: (man) Dem: (that) Qu: (rm\textsubscript{r} cm-under rm\textsubscript{po}/cm-tree)

'that man underneath the tree'

Dem follows Qu\textsubscript{V} at the same level if there is no possibility of ambiguity. If Qu\textsubscript{Cl\textsubscript{V}} has as its final constituent a tagmeme within which Dem may occur, Dem embedded at the same level as Qu\textsubscript{V}
must precede and a following Dem is embedded within Qu. 

50. (Dem following Qu at the same level)

se telu melinkun iti?i

('those three who are smoking')

51. (Dem followed by Qu)

si tuana iti?i rimuber witu ykadera

('that man sitting in the chair')

52. (Dem embedded within Qu)

si tuana rimuber witu ykadera iti?i

('the man sitting in that chair')

5.4.7 **APPPOSITION**

Three constructions are recognised as appositive: the Internal Appositive phrase (Ap\textsubscript{int}), the Close Appositive phrase (Ap\textsubscript{clo}) and the Loose Appositive phrase (Ap\textsubscript{loo}).

5.4.7.1 **INTERNAL APPPOSITION**

The Internal Appositive phrase is a Relator-Axis construction (R-A\textsubscript{int}) whose Relator slot is expounded by the Appositive relation marker (rm\textsubscript{int}) \textit{mr}. Axis is expounded by an Internal Appositive Noun phrase (N\textsubscript{int}) which is marked by the obligatory absence of Classifier and a Head restricted in expression to common nouns and Nominalised clauses. Of the post-Head tags only Po has been observed to occur in N\textsubscript{int}. Ap\textsubscript{int} occurs in a Pronoun phrase or a Noun phrase whose Head is expounded by a proper noun.
Formal Statement:

\[ H : \text{pr}, n_{\text{pn}} \]

\[ \text{Ap}_{\text{int}} : R-A_{\text{int}} \rightarrow \text{Rel}_{\text{int}} + A_{\text{int}} \]

\[ \text{Rel}_{\text{int}} : r_{\text{int}} \rightarrow \text{mu} \]

\[ A_{\text{int}} : N_{\text{int}} \rightarrow Hn_{\text{int}} (+\text{Po}) \]

\[ Hn_{\text{int}} : n_{\text{cn}}, \text{NomCl} \]

53. (Ap_{\text{int}} occurring in Pr)

a. nisea nu tolu 'they three'
   \[ H:(\text{they}) \text{ Ap}:(r_{\text{int}} \text{ three}) \]

b. nisea nu matuari 'they, the brothers'
   \[ H:(\text{they}) \text{ Ap}:(r_{\text{int}} \text{ sibling}) \]

54. (Ap_{\text{int}} occurring in N whose Head exponent is \( n_{\text{pn}} \))

\[ \text{si} \quad \text{piŋkan} \quad \text{nu} \quad \text{osa} \quad \text{cm} \quad H:(\text{Pingkan}) \text{ Ap}:(r_{\text{int}} \text{ one}) \]

'Pingkan herself' or 'Pingkan alone'

When Ap_{\text{int}} occurs in a Subject Pronoun phrase it can be separated from the Head by an intervening Node tagmemes:

55. (Ap_{\text{int}} within Pr's separated from Head by modal -\( la\))

\[ \text{itanaŋtala} \quad \text{nu} \quad \text{rua} \quad \text{P}:(\text{plant})_{iv}-S:(H:\text{we-[Mod]} \text{ Ap}:(r_{\text{int}} \text{ two}) \]

'planted by both of us'

5.4.7.2 CLOSE APPOSITION

The Close Appositive slot is expounded by a Noun phrase which is marked by obligatory absence of Classifier and a Head restricted in exponence to common and proper nouns. Ap_{\text{clo}} has only been
recorded following common nouns and does not co-occur with any other post-Head tagmemes except Po containing \( p_{\text{po}} \). The Close Appositive Noun phrase ( \( N_{\text{clo}} \) ) differs from an Attributive noun in that it is capable of expansion and may be transformed into a clause. It thus appears to be an embedded clause but is here treated as appositive because of its possible emic identity with the Loose Appositive Noun phrase.

Formal Statement:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hn} & : n_{\text{cn}} \\
\text{Ap}_{\text{clo}} & : N_{\text{clo}} \rightarrow \text{Hn}_{\text{clo}} (+\ldots) \\
\text{Hn}_{\text{clo}} & : n_{\text{cn}}' n_{\text{pn}}
\end{align*}
\]

56a. si \( \text{kalona woley} \)
   cm H: (friend)-Po:(his) Ap: (monkey)
   'his friend, Monkey'

b. si \( \text{reraa lansuna puti?} \)
   cm H: (girl) Ap: (Lansuna Puti)
   'the girl, Lansuna Puti'

c. si \( \text{we wene kagio ni tatow} \)
   cm H: (woman) Ap: (H: (look-alike) Po: (\( m_{\text{po}} / \text{cm statue} \))
   'the woman who resembles the statue' (lit.: 'the woman, the look-alike of the statue')

5.4.7.3 LOOSE APPOSITION

The Loose Appositive phrase ( \( \text{Ap}_{\text{lo}} \) ) is expounded by a Noun phrase which has the structure described for \( N_{\text{clo}} \) except that it includes a Classifier tagmeneme. \( \text{Ap}_{\text{lo}} \) follows all other tagmemes within the phrase and is separated from them by a pause in the flow of speech. It has only been observed to follow a Head expounded by a common noun. \( \text{Ap}_{\text{lo}} \) differs from \( \text{Ap}_{\text{clo}} \) in that, as noted above, it has a Classifier and follows a pause in the flow of speech. However, it is possible that these differences are determined by
the presence or absence of other tagmemes, i.e., $A_p^{clo}$ never co-occurs with other post-Head tagmemes (except $Pr_{po}$) while $A_p^{100}$, in all recorded examples, is separated from the phrase Head by other tagmemes. Thus, $A_p^{clo}$ and $A_p^{100}$ may prove to be etic variants of the one tagmeme. The similarity of the two is clearly seen in a comparison of (56c) and (57b).

57a. si papamu oki? si raja
cm H:(father)-Po:(your) Qu:(little) Ap:(cm king)
'your uncle, the king'

b. si wewene ponereneronea si kagio
cm H:(woman) Qu:(search—they) Ap:(cm H:(look-alike))

'nani tetow iti?i
Po:(rm/cm H:(statue) Dem:(that))
'the woman they were searching and searching for, the look-alike of that statue'

If $A_p^{100}$ occurs in a Subject or Possessor Noun phrase the Subject or Possessor relator is not repeated within $A_p^{100}$.

58. ($A_p^{100}$ occurring in a Subject Noun phrase (within a Qualifying Verbal clause))

"ndano pinalole'm ne punti?in
cm-H:(water) Qu:(P:(swim $rv$) S:(rm/cm H:(Funtiin))

iti?i se bidadari mana ykayangan
Dem:(that) Ap:(cm H:(nymph) Qu:(rm cm-Kayangan))"

'the water which used to be swum in by those Funtiins, the nymphs from Kayangan'

5.5 DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES

5.5.0 A Descriptive phrase (Des) is a construction consisting of either:

(i) An optional Degree tagmeme (Deg) followed by an obligatory Descriptive Head One tagmeme (Hdes$_1$) followed optionally
by a Comparative One tagmeme (Cmp₁) or a Descriptive Complement (Com₂des) or a referent tagmeme (R). This construction is called a Descriptive One phrase.

(ii) An obligatory Descriptive Head Two tagmeme (Hdes₂) followed by an obligatory Comparative Two tagmeme (Cmp₂). This construction is called a Descriptive Two phrase.

5.5.1 DESCRIPTIVE ONE PHRASE

5.5.1.1 DEGREE

The degree slot is expounded by one of the two adverbs of degree (advdeg), kasa 'very, much, most' or talous 'too, exceedingly'.

The adverbs kasa and talous also have bound variants, ka- and te- respectively, which are bound to the exponent of Hdes₁. The free and bound forms of each adverb are in free variation.

If Deg co-occurs with Cmp₁ or R it may only be expounded by kasa (either variant).

5.5.1.2 DESCRIPTIVE HEAD ONE

Hdes₁ is expounded by a simple descriptive (des).

5.5.1.3 COMPARATIVE ONE

Cmp₁ is expounded by a Comparative R-A phrase (R-Acomp). Relcomp is expounded by one of the two comparative relation markers, no and taʔan, which are in free variation and both translate 'than'. The Axis is expounded by a Noun phrase or Pronoun phrase.

5.5.1.4 DESCRIPTIVE COMPLEMENT

Com₂des is expounded by a Descriptive Complement verb (vdes.com) which is obligatorily marked for Durative aspect, Non-past tense and any voice other than Subject voice (these verbal categories are described in section 8.1.1).
5.5.1.5 REFERENT

The Referent slot is expounded by a Referent R-A phrase.

5.5.2 DESCRIPTIVE TWO PHRASE

5.5.2.1 DESCRIPTIVE HEAD TWO

Hdes₂ is expounded by a comparative descriptive (des<sub>comp</sub>) which consists of a simple descriptive stem together with infix -um-, optionally modal -peʔ, and obligatorily modal -la. The formation of comparative descriptives is illustrated:

i. rumepeteʔla 'faster than' from repet 'fast' + -um- + -peʔ + -la.

ii. mokiʔla 'smaller than' from okiʔ 'small' + -um- + -la.

5.5.2.2. COMPARATIVE TWO

Cmp₂ is expounded by a Noun phrase or a Pronoun phrase.

There is no apparent difference in meaning between the construction Hdes₁ + Cmp₁ and the construction Hdes₂ + Cmp₂.

Formal Statement:

\[
\text{Des} \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
(i) \ (\text{Deg}) + \text{Hdes}_1 + \left\{ \text{Cmp}_1 \right\} \\
(ii) \ \text{Hdes}_2 + \text{Cmp}_2 
\end{cases}
\]

\( \text{Deg} : \text{adv}_{\text{deg}} \rightarrow \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{ka}\text{s}_{\text{ka}} \\
\text{tal} \text{c}_{\text{ta}}
\end{array} \right]/ + \text{Hdes}_1 + \left\{ \text{Cmp}_1 \right\} \)

\( \text{Hdes}_1 : \text{des} \)

\( \text{Cmp}_1 : \text{R-A}_{\text{cmp}} \rightarrow \text{Rel}_{\text{cmp}} + \text{Ax} \)
Rel_{comp} : \text{rm}_{comp} \rightarrow \text{no}, ta\text{?an}

Ax : N, Pr

Com_{des} : V\text{des, com}

R : R-A_r

(ii)

Hdes_2 : des_{comp}

Comp_2 : N, Pr

1. (Des containing Deg and Hdes_1)

a. kasa repet karopet
   Deg:(very) H:(fast) or Deg:(very)-H:(fast)
   'very fast' or 'fastest'

b. talous wanko? tewanko?
   Deg:(too) H:(big) or Deg:(too)-H:(big)
   'too big'

2. (Des containing Hdes_1 and Comp_1. In (a) Des expounds the
   Predicate Centre of a Descriptive clause. In (b) Des expounds a
   clause level Manner slot. Des is bracketed in the free translation.)

a. mhalena nsela ta?an emhaluku
   T:(cm-house-his) P:(tm-Cen:(H:(big) Cmp:(rm_{comp} cm-house-my)))
   'His house is [ bigger than my house ].'

b. nisia simati\text{?}kas repet wo niki\text{?}ku
   T:(he) P:(tm run_{av}) M:(H:(fast) Cmp:(rm_{comp} 1))
   'He runs [ faster than me ].'

3. (Des containing Deg, Hdes_1 and Comp_1. Des expounds the
   Predicate Centre of a Descriptive clause.)

bunga ya?i kasa warun ta?an
   T:(flower this) P:(Deg:(very) H:(beautiful) Cmp:(rm_{comp}
   ombunga iti\text{?}i
   cm-flower that ))
   'This flower is [ much more beautiful than that flower ].'
4. (Des containing Com_des: Des expounds Predicate Centre)

a. si sumadot si warun palo?onae
   T: (cm moon ) F: (tm Com: (beautiful) (see )
   'The moon is [ beautiful to see ]' (lit.: 'to be seen')

b. ndano iti?i kale?es pale?onan
   T: (cm-water that) P: (Deg: (very) -H: (good) Com: (bath)
   'That water is [very good to bathe in]' (lit.: 'to be bathed in')

5. (Des containing Referent. Des expounds a Qualifier slot in a Predicate Noun phrase)

   lalan ya?i lalan kasa warko?
   T: (road this) P: (H: (road) Qu: (Deg: (very) H: (big))
   via ntoudano
   R: (cm-Tondano))

   'This road is the [biggest] road [in Tondano].' 

6. (Des containing Hdes and Cmp. In (a) Des expounds a Manner slot and in (b) expounds a Predicate Centre)

a. nisia si mati?kas rumepote?la niaku
   T: (he ) P: (tm ran ) M: (H: (faster) Cmp: (I ))
   'He runs [ faster than me ].'

b. ntoka iti?i rumakekela ntoka ya?i
   T: (cm-mount that) P: (H: (higher) Cmp: (cm-mount this))
   'That mountain is [higher than this mountain].'

5.5.3 DISCONTINUOUS DESCRIPTIVE PHRASE

As noted in section 5.8.4, a clause level Manner tagmeme expounded by a Descriptive phrase may occur inside a Predicate phrase. However, a Comparative One tagmeme obligatorily occurs in post-Predicate position even when the Head of the Descriptive phrase occurs within the Predicate. In the following example both Predicate and Manner tagmemes are discontinuous, as indicated by bracketing in the 1/s translation. Identical numbers above brackets identify the components of each discontinuous phrase.
5.6 SIMILITUDE PHRASES

5.6.0 A Similitude phrase (Sim) consists of an obligatory Head slot followed by an optional Characterisation slot (Ch).

5.6.1 SIMILITUDE HEAD

Head is expounded by a Similitude R-A phrase (R-A_{sim}) or by a similitude demonstrative (dem_{sim}).

Rel_{sim} is expounded by the Similitude relator taniu 'as, like' and Ax is expounded by a Noun phrase or Pronoun phrase. When a Noun phrase occurs within R-A_{sim}, the animate class/singular marker si functions to indicate a definite person or thing and in the English translation the definite article 'the' is required, as in (1a) below. When comparison is made with a class in general, in which case English uses the indefinite article 'a' followed by a singular noun, the animate class/plural marker so is used, as in (1b).

The similitude demonstratives are tuana 'thus, like that' and teintiti 'like this'.

5.6.2 CHARACTERISATION

Characterisation slot is expounded by a Characterisation Noun phrase (N_{ch}) which contains only a Classifier tagmem and a Head which is expounded by characterisation nouns (n_{ch}). These are described in section 8.1.2bii.
Formal Statement:
\[ \text{Sim} \rightarrow \text{Hsim (}+\text{Ch}) \]

\[
\text{Hsim} = \{ \text{R-A}\_\text{sim}, \text{dem}\_\text{sim} \}
\]

\[
\text{R-A}\_\text{sim} \rightarrow \text{Rel}\_\text{sim} +\text{Ax}
\]

\[
\text{Rel}\_\text{sim} : \text{ran}\_\text{sim} \rightarrow \text{tanu}
\]

\[
\text{Ax} : N, \text{Pr}
\]

\[
\text{dem}\_\text{sim} \rightarrow \text{tuana, iteiniti?i}
\]

\[
\text{Ch} : \text{N}\_\text{ch} \rightarrow \text{C}\_\text{ch} +\text{Hn}\_\text{ch}
\]

\[
\text{Hn}\_\text{ch} : \text{n}\_\text{ch}
\]

1a. tanu si tuama iti?i 'like that man'

2. (Sim containing Hsim and expounding a Manner slot. Sim is enclosed in brackets in the free translation)

a. si rai? toro mali?lip tanu niku

P: (tm neg can swim_{sv}) M: (ra_{sim} I)

'He cannot swim [like me].'

b. si mati?kas tuana 'He runs [like that].'

P: (tm run_{sv}) M: (thus)

3. (Sim containing Hsim and occurring embedded within a Noun phrase)

si sakey tuana

cm H: (guest) Qu: (thus)

'a guest like that' or 'such a guest'

4. (Sim containing Hsim and Ch. Sim expounds a Manner slot)

a. si mati?kas tanu se kuda \(\gamma\)karepot

P: (tm run_{sv}) M: (H: (ra_{sim} cm horse) Ch: (cm-swiftness))

'He runs [ as fast as a horse ].'
b. si matiskas tuana karetet
F: (tm run) H: (thus) Ch: (swiftness)
'He runs [as fast as that].' or 'He runs [so fast].'

5.7 OBJECT COMPLEMENTS

5.7.0 An Object Complement (Com₀) consists of a Complementizer tagmeme (Cmz) followed by a Base (B).

5.7.1 COMPLEMENTIZER

Cmz is expounded by one of two complementizers (cmez). If the Base exponent is declarative then cmz is mu and if the Base exponent is interrogative then cmz is sa. Cmz is optional if followed by a declarative construction but obligatory if followed by an interrogative construction.

5.7.2 COMPLEMENT BASE

The Base of Com₀ is treated here as being expounded by an Independent clause, which is either declarative or interrogative. 9

Formal Statement:

Com₀ → Cmz + B

Cmz : cmz → [mu] / [B: declarative construction]

B : IndCl

Cmz is optional if B: declarative construction

In the following examples Com₀ expounds Topic:

1. lo'oneamae nas'at ćmbiwosokan
P: (see) S: (they)-Mod T: (F: cm-banana P: im-ripe-Mod)
'They saw (that) the bananas were really ripe.'

2. kalina?ankumi nu witu mbanua iti?i bweiam
P: (hear) S: (1)-Mod T: (cmz R: re cm-village that P: ex
wawene warun
Comₑx: woman beautiful)
'I hear that in the village there is a beautiful woman.'
3. \( \text{ndai? kata?ranu} \quad \text{nu nikoomow si manuali raje} \)
\( P: (\text{tm-neg know}_{\text{rv}}) - S: (\text{you}) \quad T: (\text{cmz P:youMod T:cm become king}) \)

'Don't you know that it is you who will become king?'

4. \( \text{wa?ipula} \quad \text{wia si kawapidoku sa wowean lodey} \)
\( P: (\text{ask}_{\text{ov}}) - S: (\text{I}) \quad R: (\text{cm friend-my }) \quad T: (\text{cmz P:ex Comb:boat}) \)

'I asked my friend if there were any boats.'

5. \( \text{ndai? kata?raniku sa wisa mbalena} \)
\( P: (\text{tm-neg know}_{\text{rv}}) - S: (\text{I}) \quad T: (\text{cmz P:where T:cm-house-his}) \)

'I don't know where his house is.'

6. \( \text{naituru?na} \quad \text{wia se tu?ana sa sapa minanu?ali} \quad \text{T: happen}_{\text{iv}} \)
\( P: (\text{indicate}_{\text{iv}}) - S: (\text{she}) \quad R: (\text{cm parent-her}) \quad T: (\text{cmz P:what}) \)

'She told her parents what had happened.'

5.8 **PREDICATE PHRASES**

5.8.0 A Predicate phrase (\( Pp \)) expounds the Predicate tagmeme of any of the Verbal or Non-verbal clause types described in Chapter Three. \( Pp \) contains three tagmemes: an optional Topic Concord tagmeme (\( Tc \)), an optional Negative tagmeme (\( Neg \)) and an obligatory Centre (\( Cen \)). Predicate phrases in some clause types (Basic or derived) have different internal structure. These are described in the treatment of those clause types in Chapter Six.

\( Tc \) is expounded by a set of topic markers (\( tm \)), \( Neg \) is expounded by the negative particle (\( neg \) \( \text{rai?} \sim \text{ra}t\)) and Predicate Centre is expounded by a Verb phrase or any of the other phrases which occur in Non-verbal clauses. The exponent of Centre is determined by the symbol subscripted to \( Pp \), as described in section 4.1.1.
Formal Statement:

\[ Pp \rightarrow (Tc) (+\text{Neg}) +\text{Cen} \]

\[ Tc : \ t_{n} \]

\[ \text{Neg} : \ \text{neg} \rightarrow \text{rai} \sim \text{ra?i} \]

\[ \text{Cen} : \ V, N, \text{Des} \ldots \]

5.8.1 TOPIC CONCORD

Topic markers establish cross-reference between the Topic of the clause and the Predicate, marking the exponent of Topic Head as animate or inanimate (with the exception mentioned below). If Topic Head exponent is animate the topic marker further classifies it according to person and number. Topic markers are listed in Table V. If Topic is expounded by a pronoun the corresponding topic marker expounds Tc. If the Topic exponent is a noun it is marked as animate singular, animate plural or inanimate by si, se or N- respectively. N- is phonologically attached to the following word. The manifestations of N- and changes undergone by following consonants are detailed in section 8.0j.

**ANIMATE**

1 sing. ku
2 sing. ko
3 sing. si
1 pl. kita
   incl.
1 pl. key
   excl.
2 pl. kow
3 pl.

**INANIMATE**

N-

**TABLE V: TOPIC MARKERS**
la. niaku ku matirkas 'I am running.'
   T: (I) P: (tm run\text{$_{sv}$})

b. nikey key matirkas 'We are running.'
   T: (we) P: (tm run\text{$_{sv}$})

c. si tuama si matirkas 'The man is running.'
   T: (cm man) P: (tm run\text{$_{sv}$})

d. si tuama wo si wawene se matirkas
   'The man and the woman are running.'
   T: (cm man $\text{co}$ cm woman) P: (tm run\text{$_{sv}$})

e. nisea se matirkas 'They are running.'
   T: (they) P: (tm run\text{$_{sv}$})

f. mpapalæm empinenæt 'The door has been closed.'
   T: (cm-door) P: (tm-close\text{$_{ov}$})

g. mpamana ntimempan 'The branch juts out.'
   T: (cm-branch) P: (tm-protrude)

   Tc is always optional in a Basic clause except that it is
obligatory when Topic containing a pronoun or animate noun occurs
in post-Predicate position (see 4.1.2.1) or is deleted (see
4.1.3.2).

2. (Omission of Tc)
   a. mpapalæm pinenæt 'The door has been closed.'
      T: (cm-door) P: (close\text{$_{ov}$})

   b. si asu winewe ni tuama
      'The man hit the dog.'
      T: (cm dog) P: (hit\text{$_{ov}$}) S: (rm$_{g}$/cm man)

3. (Obligatory Topic concord)
   a. si matirkas 'He is running.'
      P: (tm run\text{$_{sv}$})

   b. si winewe ni tuama si asu
      'The man hit the dog.'
      P: (tm hit\text{$_{ov}$}) S: (rm$_{g}$/cm man) T: (cm dog)
Although To may be present when Topic is expounded by a pronoun, their co-occurrence is not frequent, a Topic pronoun occurring only for emphasis (see 4.1.3.2). The co-occurrence of Topic and Topic Concord has not been recorded for first person plural inclusive, i.e., the sequence *nikita kiti... has not been observed.

There is one exception to the rule that topic marker agrees with the Head exponent of Topic. When Topic is expounded by a Quantitative Noun phrase the topic marker agrees with the noun expounding the Possessor Axis Head and not with the Head exponent. In the following example Head is expounded by an inanimate noun, naya 'all', but the topic marker se agrees with the possessor noun, tow 'person', which is animate:

4. mbaya ne tow se witu mbale
   T:(cm-h:(all) Po:(cm person)) P:(cm tow cm-house)

   'All the people are in the house.'

5.8.2 NEGATIVE

Negative immediately follows To. If the topic marker is H- it is attached to neg.

5a. ku rai? matiŋkas 'I'm not running.'
   P:(tm neg run

   b. si tuana si rai? matiŋkas 'The man isn't running.'
   T:(cm man ) P:(tm neg run

   c. mbale nda?i waŋko? 'The house isn't big.'
   T:(cm-house) P:(tm-neg big)

5.8.3 PREDICATE CENTRE

The various phrases which expound Predicate Centre are described elsewhere in this chapter. Only the Noun phrase requires further mention here. When a Noun phrase expounds Con it is
characterised by the obligatory absence of Classifier. In (6a) the noun \textit{papa} is preceded by the topic marker \textit{si} and not by the homophonic class marker. The function of \textit{si} is shown in (6b) where it is separated from the Noun phrase by Neg.

6a. \textit{nisia si papaku} 'He is my father.'
\textbf{T:(he ) P:(tm father-my)}

6b. \textit{nisia si rai? papaku} 'He is not my father.'
\textbf{T:(he ) P:(tm neg father-my)}

5.8.4 DISCONTINUOUS PREDICATE PHRASE

A Predicate phrase can be discontinuous if (i) it contains a Verb phrase with a Verbal Complement which follows clause level tags (see 5.9.4) or (ii) a Descriptive phrase or adverb occurs within it. Only the second type of discontinuity is dealt with here. In 1/s translations of examples the inserted item is enclosed in brackets.

(a) A Descriptive phrase expounding a Manner slot can optionally occur within Pp (see 5.5.3) provided that the Verb phrase expounding Centre does not contain the auxiliary \textit{toro}. Des occurs immediately before Gen:

7. \textit{si rai? rapet matiŋkas} 'He isn't running fast.'
\textbf{P:tm neg \textbf{[N:fast]} run\textit{sv}}

(b) Adverbs of groups a to d (see 4.2.4a-d) optionally occur within Pp, coming immediately before Gen:

8. \textit{si uλιt minualimow roŋkit}
\textbf{P:(tm \textbf{[Adv:true]} Gen:(become\textit{sv} thief))}

'He has really become a thief.' or 'It is true that he has become a thief.'

\textbf{P:(tm neg-mod \textbf{[Adv: definite]} recognise\textit{ov})-S:(she) T:(cm Karel)}

'She definitely doesn't recognise Karel.'
10. 

si tua me
si
kakurala
matulu
ni
ku

T:(cm man) P:(tm [Adv:sometimes] help$_{sv}$) O:(I)

'The man sometimes helps me.'

c) Adverbs of group e (see 4.2.4c) obligatorily occur within Pp:

11. ku
tare
kumaala
'I've just eaten.'

P:(tm [Adv:just] eat$_{sv}$)-Ref

12. si
ta'rekan
rai? wese
ku

P:(tm [Adv:almost]-mod neg hit$_{ov}$)-S:(I)

'I almost didn't hit him.'

5.9 VERB PHRASES

5.9.0 A Verb phrase (V) contains an optional Auxiliary tagmeme (Aux), an optional Degree tagmeme (Deg), an obligatory Head (Hv) and an optional Verbal Complement (Com$_{v}$).

Aux is expounded by the verbal auxiliary *toro* 'can, may'. Deg is expounded by the two adverbs of degree *kasa* 'very' and *talous* 'too'. Hv is expounded by a verb. Com$_{v}$ is expounded by either a Verbal Complement Noun phrase (Ncom$_{v}$) or a Verbal Complement clause (VComCl). Ncom$_{v}$ is marked by the obligatory absence of Classifier. VComCl is described in section 6.1.9.

Formal Statement:

\[ V \rightarrow (\text{Aux}) (+\text{Deg}) +\text{Hv} (+\text{Com}_{v}) \]

\[ \text{Aux} : \text{aux} \rightarrow \text{toro} \]

\[ \text{Deg} : \text{adv}_{\text{deg}} \rightarrow \text{kasa}, \text{talous} \]

\[ \text{Hv} : \text{v} \]

\[ \text{Com}_{v} : \begin{cases} \text{Ncom}_{v} \\ \text{VComCl} \end{cases} \]

\[ \text{Ncom}_{v} \rightarrow \text{Hn} (+...) \]
5.9.1 AUXILIARY

The auxiliary *toro* can occur in all four Verbal clause classes. In Non-volitional clauses it occurs with verbs indicating ability and is apparently redundant, as in (1d):

1a. *ko toro mae* 'You may go.'
   P:(tm Cen:(may *go*_{sv}))

1b. *kapya iti?i ndai?pe? toro kazmeniu*
   T:(papaw that ) P:(tm-neg-mod Cen:(may eat_{sv})) C:(you)
   'You may not eat those papaws yet.'

1c. *si ra?i toro mali?lip* *tanu miaka*
   P:(cm neg Cen:(can swim_{sv})) N:(rm sim I)
   'He cannot swim like me.'

1d. *si rai? (toro) kalo?an*
   P:(tm neg Cen:(can see_{sv})
   'He cannot be seen.'

5.9.2 DEGREE

Functioning in Verb phrases *kasa* and *talous* do not have bound variants as they do in Descriptive phrases. These adverbs occur with verbs indicating emotional states. They thus occur with verbs of Non-volitional Battery Three (see 3.1.4.3) and with Active verbs indicating emotions, such as *lalo* 'long for' and *nasaal* 'regret'. Aux and Deg have not been observed to co-occur.

2a. *si kasa kaupas ne tu?ana*
   P:(tm Cen:(very love_{iv})) S:(rm_{s}/cm parent-her)
   'She was very much loved by her parents.'

2b. *ku talous malalo se tu?aku*
   P:(tm Cen:(too yearn_{sv})) C:(cm parent-my)
   'I long for my parents exceedingly.'

5.9.3 VERBAL HEAD

Head is expounded by verbs of any of the stem classes listed in section 3.1. Verb morphology is described in section 8.1.1.
Verbs which can take a Complement Noun phrase include:

- muali 'become'
- walui 'transform, turn into'
- pelen 'choose'
- sadia 'prepare'
- edo 'take'
- ṇaram 'name'
- sawol 'replace'
- sina'u 'recognise'

Verbs which can take a Complement clause include:

- keret 'call, summon'
- ina?kut 'try'
- loas 'allow'
- sawaŋ 'help'
- turu? 'teach'
- kivee 'request'
- towo 'pretend'
- ide? 'fear'

The Verbal Complement is separated from IV by any post-Predicate nuclear tagmemes occurring within the clause. In the following examples the Verb phrase is bracketed in the l/s and free translations:

3. (Com expounded by Ncom)
   a. ko edor?umow ka?awu
      P:tm [Cen:H:take oy]-S:1-Mod [Com:wife ]
      'I [will take] you [as (my) wife].'
   b. si pineleŋ kuntua
      P:tm [Cen:H:choose oy Com:head ]
      'He [was chosen as village head].'

4. (Com expounded by VComCl)
   a. se tinuma?na se eki? menikop sere?
      P:tm [Cen:H:teach oy]-3:he T:cm child [Com:catch sv fish ]
      'He [taught] the children [to catch fish].'
   b. ku kumeret si tuama mey wi
      'I [will call] the man [to come here].'
c. se mapulësan maetoan
P:tm [Cen:H: promise sv Com:meet sv ]
'They [promise (each other) to meet each other].'

If Con_v is expounded by a clause the Predicate verb of this
clause may also have a complement. Thus multiple embedding of
Complement clauses is possible.

5. ku rumeco si tuama sumawen

si ka?ampitena rumedey ombale
O:cm friend-his [Com:build sv cm-house]]

'I [will tell] the man [[to help] his friend [build the house]].'

5.10 CO-ORDINATION

5.10.0 This section describes co-ordination below the sentence level.
At the clause level and at lower levels of the grammatical hierarchy
various functional slots are here treated, not as being expounded
solely by single fillers, but also by co-ordinated series of such
fillers. Thus co-ordinated series of phrases, for instance, may
expound a slot other wise expounded by a single phrase of the same
type as the co-ordinated series. The co-ordinated series of fillers
may be of any length, with a co-ordination relation marker occurring
either between each member of the series or between the second last
and last member of the series only. It should be mentioned that
co-ordinated series of more than two members occur extremely
rarely in texts with the exception of co-ordinated Noun phrases
which are often longer. Co-ordinated Noun phrases are treated
differently from other co-ordinated constructions in that they are
regarded as expounding the Head of a Noun phrase rather than expounding
the same slot as a single Noun phrase, for reasons explained in
section 5.10.2.
There are two co-ordination relation markers \((rm_{co})\) functioning below the sentence level, which are \(\text{no}'\text{and}'\) and \(\text{ka?ana}'\text{or}'\.

Any tagmeme in which co-ordination is possible, with the exception of tagmemes expounded by Noun phrases, may be formally stated:

\[
X : Y_1 \left( (+(rm_{co}) + Y_2^N + rm_{co} + Y_3) \right)
\]

where \(X = \) the functional slot
\(Y = \) the exponential class

condition: in any repetition of \(Y_2\) the presence or absence of immediately preceding \(rm_{co}\) is determined by its presence or absence before the first occurrence of \(Y_2\).

Here only co-ordinated R-A phrases and Noun phrases are further discussed and exemplified.

5.10.1 CO-ORDINATED R-A PHRASES

Referent, Subject and Possessor slots may be expounded by co-ordinated R-A phrases in the manner set out in the above statement.

A Referent slot can alternatively be expounded by an R-A phrase which contains co-ordinated Noun phrases within its Axis Head, as in (12) below. Instrument R-A phrases cannot be co-ordinated but instead co-ordination occurs within the Axis Noun phrase, as in (13).

Since the Object relator has zero manifestation, co-ordination within an Object tagmeme can be treated either as co-ordination of the R-A phrases or as co-ordination within the Axis Noun phrase.

Co-ordination within Subject and Possessor tagmemes is always co-ordination of the R-A phrases and never of Noun phrases within the Axis Head since the Relator tagmeme must be repeated in co-ordination of these constructions.
1. (Co-ordinated Referent R-A phrases)

se toudano  se mapayəŋ  witu numa  wo
T:(cm Tondano)  P:(tm work)  R:((rm_r  cm-garden)  rm_co

witu ləpo
(rm_r  rice-field)

'The Tondanese work in the gardens and in the rice fields.'

2. (Co-ordinated Subject R-A phrases)

mbale  siinwo  ni  mantik  wo
T:(cm-house)  P:(build)  S:((rm_g/cm Mantik)  rm_co

ne keʔamitana
(rm_g/cm friend-his)

'The house was built by Mantik and (by) his friends.'

3. (Co-ordinated Possessor R-A phrases)

mbale  ni  matindas  wo  ni  mogogunoy
cm-H:(house)  P:((rm_po/cm Matindas)  rm_co  (rm_po/cm Mogogunoi)

'the house of Matindas and (of) Mogogunoi'

5.10.2 CO-ORDINATED NOUN PHRASES

Co-ordinated Noun phrases are treated differently from other
co-ordinated constructions in that they are regarded as expounding
the Head of a Noun phrase rather than the same slot as a single Noun
phrase. Hence an Axis slot cannot be expounded by co-ordinated Noun
phrases but only by a single Noun phrase. This treatment appears
necessary as co-ordinated Noun phrases may function as Head to the
post-Head tagmemes described in section 5.4.10

Classifier tagmemes do not occur in a Noun phrase whose Head
is expounded by co-ordinated Noun phrases, each phrase within Head
containing its own Classifier.
Formal Statement:

\[ N \rightarrow H_n (+\ldots) \]

\[ H_n : N_1 \left( ( + \text{rm co} ) + N_2 \right)^n + \text{rm co} N_3 \]

Conditions on the repetition of \( N_2 \) are the same as those on \( Y_2 \) in the formal statement in section 5.10.0.

In the following examples Noun phrases in co-ordination are numbered consecutively. The numbers do not necessarily correspond to the numbers in the formal statement.

4. (Co-ordination of two Noun phrases, each containing Classifier and Head)
   
a. si tuama wo si wewene 'the man and the woman'
   \[ H : ( N_1 : ( \text{cm man} ) \text{rm co} N_2 : ( \text{cm woman} ) ) \]
   b. si tuama ka?apa si wewene 'the man or the woman'
   \[ H : ( N_1 : ( \text{cm man} ) \text{rm co} N_2 : ( \text{cm woman} ) ) \]

5. (Co-ordinated Noun phrases, each containing post-Head tagmemes)
   
   'this big dog and that little cat'
   \[ H : ( N_1 : ( \text{cm} \text{ H: (dog) Cu: (big) Dem: (this) }) \text{rm co} N_2 : ( \text{cm H: (cat) }) \]
   \[ \text{oki?} \quad \text{iti?i} \]
   \[ \text{Cu: (little) Dem: (that)}) \]

6. (Co-ordination of three Noun phrases)
   
a. ndaarem omhiir wo ntaadey 'vegetables, rice and corn'
   \[ H : ( N_1 : ( \text{cm-vegetables} ) \text{rm co} N_2 : ( \text{cm-rice} ) \text{rm co} N_3 : ( \text{cm-corn} ) ) \]
   b. ndaarem wo mbiir wo ntaadey 'vegetables and rice and corn'
   \[ H : ( N_1 : ( \text{cm-vegetables} ) \text{rm co} N_2 : ( \text{cm-rice} ) \text{rm co} N_3 : ( \text{cm-corn} ) ) \]

In the formal statement given above Head, expounded by co-ordinated phrases, may be followed by post-Head tagmemes. This formulation allows a tagmeme following Head to have reference to
all Noun phrases expounding Head.

7. (Head expounded by co-ordinated Noun phrases followed by Po)

\[
\text{H: } (N_1; \text{(cm-head) } \text{rm}_c N_2; \text{(cm-face) } \text{Po: } \text{rm}_p/\text{cm Keke})
\]

'Keke's head and face'

When an optional phrase level tagmeme follows a Head expounded by co-ordinated phrases, as in (7), structural ambiguity may result; the optional tagmeme may occur at the same level as Head, as in (8a), or may be embedded within the final Noun phrase expounding Head (8b).

8a. mbale wo noto ni papa

\[
\text{H: } (N_1; \text{(cm-house) } \text{rm}_c N_2; \text{(cm-car) } \text{Po: } \text{rm}_p/\text{cm father})
\]

'father's house and car'

8b. mbale wo noto ni papa

\[
\text{H: } (N_1; \text{(cm-house) } \text{rm}_c N_2; \text{(cm-H: (car) } \text{Po: } \text{rm}_p/\text{cm father}))
\]

'the house and father's car'

In a co-ordinated sequence of Noun phrases the Head of either phrase may itself contain co-ordinated phrases. In this case ambiguity may result; co-ordinated phrases may expound the Head of either \(N_1\) or \(N_2\). In (9a) the first Noun phrase contains co-ordinated phrases within its Head. In (9b) co-ordination occurs within the Head of the second phrase.

9a. taadey ka?apa kaput wo tale?

\[
\text{H: } (N_1; \text{(corn) } \text{rm}_c N_2; \text{(cassava) } \text{rm}_c N_2; \text{(taro)})
\]

'(corn or cassava) and taro'

9b. taadey ka?apa kaput wo tale?

\[
\text{H: } (\text{corn } \text{rm}_c N_2; \text{(corn or cassava) } \text{rm}_c N_2; \text{(taro)})
\]

'corn or (cassava and taro)'

A Noun phrase may be co-ordinated with a Pronoun phrase:

10. niaku wo si jon 'Djon and I'

\[
\text{Pr: } (\text{I } \text{rm}_c N; \text{(cm Djon)})
\]
When a Pronoun phrase is co-ordinated with a Noun phrase it is common for a plural pronoun to occur instead of a singular pronoun:

11. nikey wo si jon
Pr:(we ) rm co N:(cm Djon)
'Djon and I' or 'Djon and we'

Other examples of co-ordination:

12. (Co-ordinated Noun phrases within the Axis Head of a Referent R-A phrase)

se tow waki kakas wo koya
cm H:(person) Qm: H:(N₁:(Kakas) rm co N₂:(Koja)))
'people from (or in) Kakas and Koja'

13. (Co-ordinated Noun phrases within the Axis Head of an Instrument R-A phrase)

ni maroput wo abatu wo ntana?
P:(tm pelt) sv I:(rm H:(N₁:(cm-stone) rm co N₂:(cm-earth)))
'He pelted (them) with stones and dirt.'

14. (Head expounded by co-ordinated Noun phrases followed by Po expounded by co-ordinated R-A phrases)

mbinukal ka?apa nutak ni sapi
H:(N₁:(cm-marrow) rm co N₂:(cm-brain)) Po:(rm po/co ox
ka?apa ni wi?o
rm co (rm po/co boar ))
'brain or marrow of ox or boar'
6.0 A derived clause is a construction which can be described in terms of a transformation from some other clause type. A necessary condition for such a transformation is that the derived clause have the same meaning as the clause from which it is derived. 1

Treating some clauses as being transformationally derived from others has a number of advantages over the description of each clause type separately. First, it reveals the underlying relationships between such clause types. Treating two semantically identical constructions as unrelated on the grounds that there exist at least two structural differences between them would result in a less insightful description by failure to reveal their underlying similarity.

Second, the transformational method results in a simplification of grammatical description. By describing Basic clauses and then specifying the changes such constructions can undergo we remove the necessity for a full and separate description of each derived clause type. For instance, Pro-Topic clauses can be derived from any Basic Verbal clause by the application of a transformational rule. There is thus a Pro-Topic clause type corresponding to every Basic Verbal clause type. However, it is not necessary to describe each sub-type of Pro-Topic clause separately since the structure of each is specified by the Pro-Topic transformation undergone by any of the Verbal clause types described in Chapter Three. On the other hand, failure to relate Pro-Topic clauses to Basic clauses would require the separate description of each sub-type and this
alone would result in a doubling of the number of verbal clause
types to be described.

In section 6.2 are described several Basic clause types. These
types differ considerably from the clauses described in Chapter
Three, both at the clause level and at lower levels. Because of this,
any attempt to describe these clauses in Chapter Three would
complicate the description of clause exponents and permutations in
Chapter Four and would require the abandonment of useful
generalisations. For instance, these clauses have Predicate
exponents which differ considerably from the Predicate phrase
described in section 5.8. Any attempt to expand or modify section
5.8 to account for these differences would result in a confusing
and weakened description, especially because of the constant
requirement for noting exceptions to statements which otherwise
apply to all Basic clauses.

6.1 DERIVED CLAUSES

6.1.0 Derived clauses are either Independent (able to expound
the Base of a Simple sentence) or Dependent (not able to expound
the Base of a Simple sentence). The Independent derived clauses
are the Conjoined, Compound, Imperative, Interrogative Predicate and
Interrogative Tagmene types. Of these the first two, while themselves
being Independent constructions, each consist of two clauses which
could be referred to as Interdependent clauses.

The Dependent derived clause types are the Sequential, Pro-Topic,
Qualifying, Nominalised and Verbal Complement clauses.

All clauses described in this section derive from Basic clauses.
In addition, some can also be derived from other derived clauses,
i.e., derivational transformations can be applied directly to Basic
clauses or, in some cases, to the output of a previous derivational transformation. Here only derivation from Basic clauses and from Conjoined clauses is described. All derived declarative clause types are derivable from Conjoined clauses.

For each clause type is given: (i) The Basic clause type or types from which it is derived. (ii) A description of the structural changes involved in the transformation. (iii) A formal statement of the structure of the derived clause. (iv) Examples of Basic clauses and the clauses derived from them. (v) A description of the derivation from a Conjoined clause where this derivation can occur.

An exception to the above treatment are the interrogative clause types (see 6.1.6 and 6.1.7), which result from the application of obligatory derivational rules. These rules specify that when a construction has a certain structural description it obligatorily undergoes the transformation and hence does not itself have surface manifestation. In the treatment of these derived clauses the transformation itself is not described, only the structure of the resultant derived clauses.

6.1.1 CONJOINED CLAUSES

A Conjoined clause (CjCl) is a construction derived from two separate Basic Verbal clauses which must have identical Topics and may share other identical tagmemes.

The derivation involves the deletion of one of each pair of identical tagmemes. Any tagmeme originally present in only one of the clauses occurs in CjCl immediately following the Predicate with which it is in construction. Any tagmeme originally present in both clauses occurs in CjCl either before the first Predicate or after the second Predicate according to whether it would, in a Basic clause,
occur before or after Predicate. Thus, Topic occurs before the first Predicate and post-Predicate nuclear tagmemes derived from both clauses occur following the second Predicate and any tagmemes governed solely by it.

A further requirement is that both original clauses have identity of all tagmemes within Predicate preceding the verb. All such tagmemes are deleted from the Predicate occurring second in CjCl. This Predicate, represented ( =P ) in the formal statement and in 1/s translations, is then expounded directly and solely by a verb. The two Predicates must contain different verbs. The verbs can have the same or different voice inflection and the Topic exponent can hold the same or a different case relationship to each verb.

In the formal statement and in 1/s translations brackets enclose Predicates and any tagmemes in construction solely with them.

Formal Statement:

\[
\begin{align*}
CjCl & \rightarrow T +[P (+X)] +[=P (+Y)] (+Z) \\
= & P \quad : \quad v \\
X, Y & = \text{any clause level tagmeme or tagmemes in construction with the immediately preceding Predicate.} \\
Z & = \text{any clause level tagmeme or tagmemes in construction with both Predicates.}
\end{align*}
\]

In each of the following examples two Basic clauses are given followed by the Conjoined clause derived from them.

1.

Cl 1: si tuana si matodo rodas

\[T: (\text{cm man }) P: (\text{tm push}_{\text{sv}}) O: (\text{cart})\]

' The man is pushing the cart. '

Cl 2: si tuana si masusu lalan

\[T: (\text{cm man }) P: (\text{tm go-along}_{\text{sv}}) O: (\text{road})\]

' The man is going along the road. '
1. si tuama si matodo roda masusu lalan
   T:(cm man ) [P:(tm push$_{sv}$) O:(cart)] [=P:(along$_{sv}$) O:(road)]
   'The man is pushing the cart along the road.'

2. Cl 1: si tuama si rimuber
   T:(cm man ) P:(tm sit$_{sv}$)
   'The man is sitting.'

   Cl 2: si tuama si rimeten niaku
   T:(cm man ) P:(tm next-to$_{sv}$) O:(I)
   'The man is next to me.'

   => si tuama si rimuber rimeten niaku
   T:(cm man ) [P:(tm sit$_{sv}$)] [=P:(next-to$_{sv}$) O:(I)]
   'The man is sitting next to me.'

3. Cl 1: si tuama si simerkot
   T:(cm man ) P:(tm sail$_{sv}$)
   'The man was sailing.'

   Cl 2: si tuama si minake lodeyna
   T:(cm man ) P:(tm use$_{sv}$) O:(boat-his)
   'The man was using his boat.'

   => si tuama si simerkot minake lodeyna
   T:(cm man ) [P:(tm sail$_{sv}$)] [=P:(use$_{sv}$) O:(boat his)]
   'The man was sailing in his boat.'

4. Cl 1: ku kimotor kapaya wo mpaagi?
   P:(tm cut$_{sv}$) O:(papaw) I:(rm$_1$ cm-knife)
   'I cut the papaw with a knife.'

   Cl 2: ku minaparua kapaya wo mpaagi?
   P:(tm cause-two$_{sv}$) O:(papaw) I:(rm$_1$ cm-knife)
   'I divided the papaw in two with a knife.'

   => ku kimotor minaparua kapaya wo mpaagi?
   [P:(tm cut$_{sv}$)] [=P:(cause-two$_{sv}$)] O:(papaw) I:(rm$_1$ cm-knife)
   'I cut the papaw in two with a knife.'
5.

C 1: si kuda sinalcean ni tuama
T: (cm horse) P: (ride) S: (cm man)

'The horse is being ridden by the man.'

C 2: si kuda masosor entoka
T: (cm horse) P: (ascend) O: (cm-hill)

'The horse is going up the hill.'

⇒ si kuda sinalcean ni tuama masosor
T: (cm horse) [P: (ride) S: (cm man)] [P: (ascend)]

'Entoka is being ridden up the hill by the man.'

A Conjoined clause may undergo the same declarative transformations as a Basic clause. Consequently CjC 1 can combine with another clause ( either a Basic clause or another CjC 1 ) in the derivation of CjC 1. In the following example CjC 1 is derived from two clauses, the first of which is Conjoined and the second Basic:

6.

C 1: si mamamua mawaren laa mana mbanuana
T: (cm Mamamua) [P: (return)] [P: (go)] R: (cm man - village - his)

'Mamamua is going back to his village.'

C 2: si mamamua mawaliwali si wulan
T: (cm Mamamua) P: (accompany) O: (cm Wulan)

'Mamamua is accompanying Wulan.'

⇒ si mamamua mawaren laa mana mbanuana
T: (cm Mamamua) [P: (return)] [P: (go)] R: (cm man - village - his)]

mawaliwali si wulan
[P: (accompany) O: (cm Wulan)]

'Mamamua is returning to his village together with Wulan.'

6.1.2 COMPOUND CLAUSES

A Compound clause ( ComC 1 ) is a construction derived from two Basic Verbal clauses which must have identical Topics but which may share no other identical non-Predicate nuclear tags.
The two clauses must, in addition to identical Topics, have in common all tagmemes within Predicate preceding the verb (i.e., To and Neg in the Predicate phrase and Aux and Deg in the Verb phrase). The two clauses may have different or identical verbs but both verbs must focus the same case relationship.

The derivation involves deletion from the second clause of Topic, deletion from the second Predicate of all tagmemes preceding the verb and linking of the two clauses by a co-ordination relator. Thus the second Predicate, represented by (=P) in the formal statement and in l/s translations, is expounded solely by a verb.

Any nuclear tagmeme originally present in only one of the clauses occurs immediately following the Predicate with which it is in construction. At least one of the original clauses must contain a post-Predicate nuclear tagmeme. This requirement is further discussed below.

Formal Statement:

\[
\text{ConCl} \rightarrow T + P + \left[ \frac{X}{(X)} \right] + \text{rm}_{\text{co}} + = P + \left[ \frac{Y}{Y} \right]
\]

\[= P : \text{v}\]

\[X, Y = \text{any clause level nuclear tagmeme or tagmemes in construction with the immediately preceding Predicate.}\]

Each of the following examples gives two Basic clauses and the Compound clause derived from them.

1. Cl 1: se tow se masereti roda
   T:(cm person) P:(tm drive \text{sv})-Mod O:(cart)
   'The people drive carts.'

Cl 2: se tow se makelanite
   T:(cm person) P:(tm walk \text{sv})-Mod
   'The people just walk.'
2. Cl 1: se tow se maseerti roda ka?apa makananite T:(cm person) P:(tm drive) sv 0:(cart) rm co =P:(walk) sv 2-Mod 'The people drive carts or just walk.'

Cl 1: se tow se makaan kaan T:(cm person) P:(tm eat) sv 0:(rice) 'The people are eating rice.'

Cl 2: se tow se makoo? timpa? T:(cm person) P:(tm drink) sv 0:(palm-wine) 'The people are drinking palm-wine.'

Cl 2: se tow se makaan kaan wo makoo? T:(cm person) P:(tm eat) sv 0:(rice) rm co =P:(drink) sv timpa? 0:(palm-wine) 'The people are eating rice and drinking palm-wine.'

3. Cl 1: ku rai? sumewa wale P:(tm neg rent) sv 0:(house) 'I won't rent a house.'

Cl 2: ku rai? mae waki hotel P:(tm neg go) sv R:(rm r hotel) 'I won't go to a hotel.'

Cl 1: ku rai? sumewa wale ka?apa mae waki hotel P:(tm neg rent) sv 0:(house) rm co =P:(go) sv R:(rm r hotel) 'I won't rent a house or go to a hotel.'

4. Cl 1: ko rai? toro lumii?lip witu neyo?so?am P:(tm neg may swim) sv R:(rm r cm-river) 'You may not swim in the river.'

Cl 2: ko rai? toro ma?yan witu lalan P:(tm neg may play) sv R:(rm r road) 'You may not play on the road.'
P:(tm neg may swim ) R:(rm cm-river ) rm_co

ma?yan? wi?u lalan
=P:(play ) R:(rm cm-road )

'You may not swim in the river or play on the road.'

5.
Cl 1: mbale naianker ni papa
T:(cm-house) P:(sell _iv ) S:(rm_cm father)
'The house was sold by father.'

Cl 2: mbale tinsles ni mantik
T:(cm-house) P:(buy _ov ) S:(rm_cm Hantik)
'The house was bought by Hantik.'

mbale naianker ni papa wo tinsles
+> T:(cm-house) P:(sell _iv ) S:(rm_cm father) rm_co =P:(buy _ov )

ni mantik
S:(rm_cm Hantik)

'The house was sold by father and bought by Hantik.'

The formal statement for ComCI requires the occurrence of at least one nuclear tagmeme which is in construction with only one Predicate. If no such tagmeme occurs the construction is treated as a Basic clause whose Predicate contains co-ordinated verbs. This contrasts with ComCl in which a post-Predicate tagmeme cannot be governed by both verbs. In (6) is illustrated a Basic clause containing co-ordinated verbs. This is expanded in (7) by the addition of a Referent tagmeme governed by both verbs. In (8) is illustrated a Compound clause in which each verb governs a different Referent.

The people of Tondano work the gardens and work the rice fields.'
7. se toudano se meruma wo melapo
T: (cm Tondano) P: (tm work-garden\textsubscript{SV} rm\textsubscript{CO} work-field\textsubscript{SV})

witu li?lik embanua
R: (rm\textsubscript{PO} edge \textsubscript{CM} cm-village)

'The Tondanese work the gardens and work the rice fields around the town.'

8. se toudano se meruma witu li?lik embanua
T: (cm Tondano) P: (tm garden\textsubscript{SV}) R: (rm\textsubscript{PO} edge \textsubscript{CM} cm-village)

wo melapo witu tawi lour
rm\textsubscript{CO} =P: (work-field\textsubscript{SV}) R: (rm\textsubscript{R} near lake)

'The Tondanese work the gardens around the town and work the rice fields near the lake.'

CoCl1 can also derive from the compounding of two Conjoined clauses or from the compounding of a Conjoined clause and a Basic clause. In the following example CoCl1 derives from two Conjoined clauses.

9. si keke? si mae kumam\textsubscript{ES} labun\textsubscript{ES}
T: (cm Keke) \{P: (tm go\textsubscript{SV})\} [-P: (wash\textsubscript{SV} 0: (clothes))]

ka?apa mae moam pirin\textsubscript{ES}
rm\textsubscript{CO} =P: (go\textsubscript{SV}) [-P: (wash\textsubscript{SV} 0: (dish))] \]

'Keke goes washing clothes or goes washing dishes.'

6.1.3 SEQUENTIAL CLAUSES

A Sequential clause (SeqCl) occurs in Sequential sentences, which link a series of clauses in temporal relationship. Since the translation of a Sequential clause and the deletion of tagsmenses depend to a considerable extent on context these features are described under Sequential sentences (see 7.2.6). Here only essential internal structure is described.

Any Basic Verbal clause may be transformed into a SeqCl. SeqCl can also derive from a Numeral clause or Referential clause (see 7.2.6.3a).
The derivation involves the obligatory placement of Topic in post-Predicate position in accordance with the Topic permutation rule in section 4.1.2.1. Pronoun subclass 1 is replaced by subclass 2 in Topic. A Basic clause with deleted Topic and in which the Topic participant is identified by a topic marker is transformed into a SeqCl with a Topic expounded by a subclass 2 pronoun, there being no topic marker in SeqCl. This pronoun can be inanimate, as in (2) below. A Topic pronoun implies no emphasis as it does in a Basic clause (see 4.1.3.2). It can be deleted, as described in section 7.2.6.2.

Predicate precedes all other nuclear tagmemes (only some classes of adverbs have been observed to precede Predicate). Topic Concord tagmemes are deleted from the Predicate phrase. Changes in verbal morphology are described in section 8.1.1. (see especially 8.1.1.2.1a).

Formal Statement:

\[ \text{SeqCl} \rightarrow P +X \begin{cases} +T & +Y \\ +Y & +T \end{cases} \]

\[ P : \quad Pp \rightarrow (\text{Neg}) +\text{Com} \]

\[ T : \quad N, \ P_{r2}, \ Qt, \ \text{Com}_o \]

\[ X = \quad \text{any other nuclear tagmemes or tagmemes.} \]

condition: any tagmemes (Topic or Object) expounded by Qt or Com_o must follow all other nuclear tagmemes.

Each example below illustrates a Basic clause and the SeqCl derived from it. In each example SeqCl is treated as expounding the Base One slot of a Sequential sentence and is translated accordingly.

1. ku minakalole?now
   \[ P:(tm \ complete-bathe)_{sv}.-\text{Mod} \]
   'I have finished bathing.'
After I had finished bathing...

He has bought (it).

When he had bought it...

Emma is returning to her house.

While Emma was returning to her house...

Emma has told her parents that Djon is sick.

When Emma had told her parents that Djon was sick...

The knife has fallen.

When the knife fell...

In the absence of contrastive features a SeqCl may be formally identically with the Basic clause from which it derives. For instance, if Topic is expounded by Com, it obligatorily follows Predicate in both the Basic and derived clause. The following construction is
either a Basic clause or SeqCl depending on distribution:

6.  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kaliŋaʔarkumi} & \quad \nu s\text{ m}\text{a} \quad s\text{i} \text{raraʔen} \\
\text{P:(hear}_{\text{rv}}) & \quad \text{S:(1)-Mod} \quad \text{T:(cm} \quad \text{T:(cm} \quad \text{mother}) \quad \text{P:(im} \quad \text{sick} \quad ))
\end{align*}
\]

Basic clause: 'I hear that mother is sick.'

SeqCl: 'When I had heard that mother was sick...'

A Conjoined clause ( see 6.1.1 ) can be transformed into a Conjoined Sequential clause ( CjSeqCl ). The derivation is as described above for the transformation from a Basic clause except for the position of Topic. If a tagmeme occurs in CjCl which is in construction with both Predicates Topic must follow it. If no such tagmeme occurs Topic precedes the second Predicate and follows the first Predicate and any tagmeme in construction solely with it.

Formal Statement:

\[
\text{CjSeqCl} \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{[P (}+\text{X)}]\quad +\text{T} +[=\text{P (}+\text{Y)}] \\
\text{[P (}+\text{X)}] +[=\text{P (}+\text{Y)}] +\text{Z} +\text{T}
\end{array} \right\}
\]

Each of the following examples illustrates a Conjoined clause and the Conjoined Sequential clause derived from it.

7.  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{si mantik} & \quad \text{minareni} \quad \text{maaliali} \quad \text{sinaput} \\
\text{T:(cm Mantik)} & \quad \text{[P:(return}_{\text{sv}})\text{-Mod]} \quad [=\text{P:(carry}_{\text{sv}}) \quad \text{O:(wrap}_{\text{sv}})]
\end{align*}
\]

'Mantik returned carrying a parcel.'

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mareni} & \quad \text{si mantik} \quad \text{maaliali} \quad \text{sinaput} \\
\text{[P:(return}_{\text{sv}})\text{-Mod]} & \quad \text{T:(cm Mantik)} \quad [=\text{P:(carry}_{\text{sv}}) \quad \text{O:(wrap}_{\text{sv}})]
\end{align*}
\]

'When Mantik returned with the parcel '

8.  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{si kimeto} & \quad \text{minaparua} \quad \text{kapaya} \\
\text{[P:(tm cut}_{\text{sv}})] & \quad [=\text{P:(cause-two}_{\text{sv}})] \quad \text{O:(papaw)}
\end{align*}
\]

'He has cut the papaw in two.'

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kimeto} & \quad \text{maparua} \quad \text{kapaya} \quad \text{sia} \\
\text{[P:(cut}_{\text{sv}})] & \quad [=\text{P:(cause-two}_{\text{sv}})] \quad \text{O:(papaw)} \quad \text{T:(he)}
\end{align*}
\]

'When he had cut the papaw in two...'}
6.1.4 PRO-TOPIC CLAUSES

Any Basic Verbal clause can be transformed into a Pro-Topic clause (P-TCl).

The derivation involves the placing of Topic in post-Predicate position in accordance with the statement in section 4.1.2.1. There are a number of differences between P-TCl and Basic clauses relating to Topic. In P-TCl Topic obligatorily permutes even if its exponent holds R', I' or B' cases (such a Topic may not permute in a Basic clause). In P-TCl Topic cannot be expounded by a Pronoun phrase.

Thus, if P-TCl derives from a Basic clause whose Topic exponent is a Pronoun phrase, the transformation involves the obligatory deletion of Topic. Likewise, if the derivation is from a Basic clause whose Topic has been deleted in accordance with the statement in section 4.1.3.2, P-TCl (unlike a Sequential clause) has no Topic tagmeme. The place of Topic before Predicate is taken by a Pro-Topic tagmeme (P-T). Pro-Topic is expounded by a subclass 2 pronoun which specifies the class and (if animate) the person and number of the Topic participant. Thus the obligatory deletion of Topic as noted above does not result in the irrecoverable loss of a lexical item (a pronoun) since this is specified by the Pro-Topic. Topic Concord is deleted from the Predicate phrase. Verbal inflection is described in section 8.1.1. (see especially 8.1.1.2.1a).

Formal Statement:

\[
P-TCl \rightarrow P-T +P +X \begin{cases} +T \\ +Y \end{cases} +Y +T
\]

\[
P-T : pr_2
\]

\[
P : Pp \rightarrow (Neg) +Gen
\]

\[
T : N, Qt, Com_o
\]

(cont.)
X = Subject, Object
Y = any other nuclear tagmeme or tagmemes.
condition: any tagmeme ( Object or Topic ) expounded by Qt
or Com follows all other nuclear tagmemes.

P-TCl occurs within the Margin of a Subordinating sentence
( see 7.2.4 ) or the Base Two slot of a Sequential sentence ( see
7.2.6 ).

In the following examples P-TCl expounds Base Two of a
Sequential sentence, following the co-ordination relator wo.

1. si kapeŋ si timumpani wia ntama?
   T:(cm captain) P:(tm descend_{sv})-Mod R:(rm_{p} cm-land)
   'The captain disembarked.'

   => wo sia timumpani si kapeŋ wia ntama?
   rm_{co} P-T:(he) P:(descend_{sv})-Mod T:(cm captain) R:(rm_{p} cm-land)
   '...and then the captain disembarked.'

2. si naik‘asamatela wa?uk
   P:(tm pluck_{iv})-Mod O:(hair)
   'He plucked out a hair.'

   => wo sia kaasamatela wa?uk
   rm_{co} P-T:(he) P:(pluck_{iv})-Mod O:(hair)
   '...and then he plucked out a hair.'

3. ndano pinayosanamae lawas
   T:(cm-water) P:(swing-round_{rv})-S:(he)-Mod O:(hand)
   'He swung his hand around in the water.'

   => wo itu payosanamae lawas ondano
   rm_{co} P-T:(it) P:(swing-round_{rv})-S:(he)-Mod O:(hand) T:(cm-water)
   '...and then he swung his hand around in the water.'

4. si wowene si limila? wia si tua na "..."
   T:(cm woman) P:(tm say_{sv}) R:(rm_{p} cm man) O:(Qt)
   'The woman said to the man "...", '

   => wo sia limila? si wowene wia si tua na "..."
   rm_{co} P-T:(she) P:(say_{sv}) T:(cm woman) R:(rm_{p} cm man) O:(Qt)
   '...and then the woman said to the man "...", '
Deletion of tagmemes from P-TCl is dealt with in section 7.2.6.2. It is only noted here that Pro-Topic is obligatorily absent if Topic is expounded by a Quote, as in (5), and optionally absent if Topic is expounded by an Object Complement (6). If Pro-Topic is present in the latter case it is expounded by itu (7).

5. wo wu?onala ka?a ko makeret
   rm co P:(ask(_ov))-S:(he)-Mod T:(why you call )
   '...and then he asked "Why are you calling out?".'

6. wo tare sina?uaneala nu
   rm co Adv:(just) P:(recognise(_ov))-S:(they)-Mod T:(cmz
   si rajan<P: (cm king-their) T:(cm kill(_ov-they-mod))
   '...and only then did they realise that it was their king
   whom they had killed.'

7. wo itu lo?onala see wawene se malele?
   rm co P-T:(it ) P:(see(_ov))-S:(he)-Mod T:(T:cm woman P:tm bathe(_sv) )
   '...and then he saw that women were bathing.'

A Conjoined Pro-Topic clause, as illustrated in (8) and (9), is derived from a Conjoined clause by a transformation similar to that given for Conjoined Sequential clauses (see 6.1.3).

8. wo sia iseret witu nkareta
   rm co P-T:(he ) [P:(drive(_iv) R:(rm cm-carriage))] ipaledon Wrapped wia mbanua
   [=P:(take-around(_iv) R:(rm cm-country)]
   '...then he was driven in a carriage around the country.'

9. wo sea kumawokala sumoup se wokey
   rm co P-T:(they ) [P:(climb(_sv))-Mod Adv:(again )] T:(cm monkey)
   mae medo lansot
   [[=P:(go(_sv))][=P:(fetch(_sv)) O:(fruit sp.)]]
   '...then the monkeys climbed up again to go and get lansots.'
6.1.5 IMPERATIVE CLAUSES

An Imperative clause (ImpCl) derives from a Basic clause which indicates a direct instruction. Conditions are that the clause refers to future action and that the subject, or causer in a Causative construction, is expressed by a second person pronoun.

Derivation involves Topic permutation in accordance with the statement in section 4.1.2.1. A Topic Noun phrase remains unchanged but if the Topic exponent is pronominal it changes to pronoun subclass 2. A Basic clause with absent Topic and in which the Topic participant is identified by a topic marker (see 4.1.3.2) is transformed into an Imperative clause with a Topic expounded by a subclass 2 pronoun, there being no topic marker in ImpCl. This pronoun can be inanimate, as in (2) below. As in a Sequential clause, a Topic pronoun may be necessary to identify the Topic participant and implies no emphasis as it does in a Basic clause. In a Subject voice ImpCl the Topic exponent can only be a second person (singular or plural) pronoun.

Predicate becomes an Imperative Predicate (P_{imp}). P_{imp} is expounded by an Imperative Predicate phrase (P_{imp}) which contains two tagmemes: an optional Prohibitive slot (Ph) expounded by the prohibitive particle teŋ?~teŋa 'dønt', and an obligatory Centre.

The participant being commanded (subject in an Active clause and causer in a Causative clause) is rarely expressed. Hence Topic is usually absent in a Subject voice construction and Subject tagmeme in a non-Subject voice construction.

An obligatory change in verbal inflection in prohibitive constructions is described in section 8.1.1.2.1g.
Formal Statement:

\[ \text{ImpCl} \rightarrow P_{\text{imp}} + X \{ +T \ +Y \} \]

\[ P_{\text{imp}} : P_{\text{imp}} \rightarrow (\text{Ph}) + \text{Com} \]

\[ \text{Ph} : \text{ph} \rightarrow \text{tea? - te?a} \]

\[ T : N, \text{Pr}_2, \text{Qt}, \text{Com}_0 \]

\[ X = \text{Subject, Object} \]

\[ Y = \text{any other nuclear tagmeme or tagmemes.} \]

condition: any tagmeme (Topic or Object) expounded by Qt

or Com\(_0\) follows all other nuclear tagmemes.

1. \( \text{ko tumirkasow - repet \ 'You will run fast.'} \)

\( P: (\text{tm run}_{\text{sv}}) - \text{Mod M: (fast)} \)

\( \Rightarrow \text{tumirkasow - repet \ 'Run fast!' } \)

\( P: (\text{run}_{\text{sv}}) - \text{Mod M: (fast)} \)

2. \( \text{laamumi \ 'You will go and fetch (it).'} \)

\( P: (\text{go}_{\text{ov}}) - \text{S: (you)} - \text{Mod} \)

\( \Rightarrow \text{laani \ itu \ 'Go and fetch it!' } \)

\( P: (\text{go}_{\text{ov}}) - \text{Mod T: (it)} \)

3. \( \text{kita edomomoni \ ti\text{ey} \ tarekan} \)

\( P: (\text{im fetch}_{\text{iV}}) - \text{S: (you)} - \text{Mod O: (pig)} \text{ Te: (today)} \)

'You will bring pigs for us today.'

\( \Rightarrow \text{edomomoni \ ti\text{ey} \ kita \ tarekan} \)

\( P: (\text{fetch}_{\text{iV}}) - \text{Mod O: (pig)} \text{ T: (we)} \text{ Te: (today)} \)

'Bring pigs for us today!'

4. \( \text{lila?mula \ via si wewene \ "taruma kase"} \)

\( P: (\text{say}_{\text{iV}}) - \text{S: (you)} - \text{Mod R: (rm \ cm woman)} \text{ T: (thank you)} \)

'You will say "thank you" to the woman.'

\( \Rightarrow \text{lila?la \ via si wewene \ "taruma kase"} \)

\( P: (\text{say}_{\text{iV}}) - \text{Mod R: (rm \ cm woman)} \text{ T: (thank you)} \)

'Say "thank you" to the woman.'
5. si rai? weanu kayu
   P:tm neg give→3:(you) O:(wood)
   'You will not give him any wood.'
=> tea? pewewe wean kayu sia
   P:(ph give→ O:(wood) T:(he )
   'Don't give him any wood!'

6. key popotamulana nabar
   P:tm cause-know→ S:(you)-Mod O:(cm-news)
   'You will tell us the news.'
=> popotamulana nabar key
   P:(cause-know→ Mod O:(cm-news) T:(we )
   'Tell us the news!'

   The participant being commanded is usually expressed only in
   a mild imperative which includes the modal -ke 'please' (7) but
   occasionally occurs also in a stronger imperative (8).

7a. tumumpakemi kow
   P:descend→ Mod T:(you)
   'Please come down!'

b. lenta?anukemi sa?ut
   P:drop→ S:(you)-Mod O:(banana)
   'Please drop ( me ) a banana!'

8. lo?omumac si mema
   P:look→ S:(you)-Mod T:(cm mother)
   'Look at mother!'

   Topic in a non-Subject voice construction is deleted in
   accordance with the statement in section 4.1.3.2. Unless context
   indicates otherwise an omitted Topic refers to first person:

9. weani kopi wo roti
   P:give→ Mod O:(coffee mm bread)
   'Give ( us ) coffee and bread!'

10. te?a pewewe with
    P:(ph put→ R:(there)
    'Don't put ( me ) in there!'
A Subject voice Imperative clause with a tagmeme expressing O' does not indicate a command but is rather a mild imperative, usually indicating a suggestion of action to the subject:

11. sumiwola tetow osa kagioku
   P: (make SV) -Mod O: (statue one similar-my)
   'Why don't you make a statue that looks like me.'
   or 'You should make a statue that looks like me.'

However, Subject voice gives a command if there is no tagmeme expressing Objective case, i.e., if there is no underlying O', as in (1) above, or if the tagmeme expressing O' is deleted, as can happen with the 'pseudo-intransitive' verbs mentioned in section 4.1.3.1.

A Subject voice construction in the latter case, as in (12a), is replaced by some other voice when O' is expressed (12b):

12a. kumaanow
   P: (eat SV) -Mod
   'Eat!'

12b. kaanon kaan ya?i
   P: (eat OV) T: (rice this)
   'Eat this rice!'

Verbal Imperative clauses derive from all classes of Basic Verbal clauses except Non-volitional clauses. The only Non-verbal Imperative clause is the Descriptive Imperative clause. This occurs only in the prohibitive and the adverb of degree talous 'too' is obligatory:

13. teaw? talewo?
   P: (ph too-bad)
   'Don't be bad!'

6.1.6 INTERROGATIVE PREDICATE CLAUSES

Any clause whose Predicate Centre is expounded by an interrogative word (int) is obligatorily transformed into an Interrogative Predicate clause (IntPredCl). Any interrogative word can expound the Interrogative Predicate. Topic follows Predicate and is expounded by a Noun phrase or by a Pronoun phrase.
whose Head exponent is a subclass 2 pronoun. The Topic Noun phrase frequently contains a Nominalised clause as Head exponent.

With most Predicate fillers IntPredCl can occur as an Independent clause. When Predicate contains any interrogative word other than the pronouns sex and sapa it can also expound the Base One tagmemes of a Sequential sentence (see 7.2.6.3c). It is restricted to this environment when Predicate contains the temporal interrogative kavisa.

The interrogative words are:

- sex 'who'
- kā'a 'why'
- sapa 'what'
- kumura 'how'
- wisa 'where, which'
- pira 'how much, how many'
- kavisa 'when'
- takura 'how much'

**Formal Statement:**

\[ \text{IntPredCl} \rightarrow \text{int} : t \]

\[ \text{Int} : \text{int} \]

\[ T : N, \text{Pr}_2 \]

1. **sey** sia 'Who is he?'
   
   \[ \text{P: (who) T: (he)} \]

2. **sapa** țarana 'What is his name?'
   
   \[ \text{P: (what) T: (name-his)} \]

3. **sapanov** țkinaamu 'What have you eaten?'
   
   \[ \text{P: (what)-Mod T: (cm-eat ov-you)} \]

4. **kā'a** mpolesir yā?i
   
   \[ \text{P: (why) T: (cm-party this)} \]

   'What is this party for?' (lit.: 'Why is this party?')

5. **kumura** nipimu iti?i
   
   \[ \text{P: (how) T: (cm-dream-your that)} \]

   'What was your dream like?' (lit.: 'How was your dream?')

6. **wisa** balamu 'Where is your house?'
   
   \[ \text{P: (where) T: (house-your)} \]
6.1.7 INTERROGATIVE TAGMENE CLAUSES

Any clause in which a tagmeme other than Topic or Predicate is expounded by an interrogative word other than the interrogative pronouns 

\[
\text{sey 'who' and napa 'what', obligatorily transforms to an Interrogative Tagmeme clause ( \text{IntTagCl} ). IntTagCl resembles a Pro-Topic clause but contains in addition an interrogative word which is treated as expounding an Interrogative tagmeme ( \text{Int} ). Int precedes all other tagmemes. Topic occurs in post-Predicate position and its place before Predicate is taken by a Pro-Topic tagmeme expounded by a subclass 2 pronoun. The derivation involves the obligatory deletion of Topic if it is expounded by a pronoun. This is discussed further in section 6.1.4. Neither Qt nor Cen has been observed to occur in IntTagCl.}

IntTagCl sometimes resembles closely a Sequential sentence consisting of an Interrogative Predicate clause followed by a Pro-Topic clause. This is further discussed in section 7.2.6.3c.

\[\text{IntTagCl} \rightarrow \text{Int} +\text{P-T} +\text{P} +\text{X} \{ +\text{T} +\text{Y} \}\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Int} & : \text{int} \\
\text{P-T} & : \text{pr}_2 \\
\text{P} & : \text{Fp} \rightarrow (\text{Neg}) +\text{Cen} \\
\text{T} & : \text{N} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(cont.)
1. kawisa ya nairadescow ombele ya?i
   Int:(when ) P-T:(it ) P:(build) Mod T:(cm-house this)
   'When was this house built?'

2. kawisa sia minaromi
   Int:(when ) P-T:(it ) P:(rain) Mod
   'When did it rain?'

3. k?a sia rai?pe? mapa?yan si maks
   Int:(why ) P-T:(he ) P:(neg-mod work) T:(cm Max )
   'Why isn't Max working yet?'

4. kumura sia winunu?na si sa yapran
   Int:(how ) P-T:(it ) P:(kill) S:(he) T:(cm crocodile)
   'How did he kill the crocodile?'

5. wisa sia lino?mu si tuariku
   Int:(where ) P-T:(he ) P:(see) S:(you) T:(cm brother-my)
   'Where did you see my brother?'

   Topic can permute to pre-Predicate position, occurring between
   Pro-Topic and Predicate ( this permutation cannot occur in a Pro-Topic
   clause ):

   6a. k?a itu nanuiwan?ker e?kayu wia nisja
       Int:(why ) P-T:(it ) P:(sell) S:(you) T:(cm-wood) R:(rm he )

   b. k?a itu ?kayu nanuiwan?ker wia nisja
       Int:(why ) P-T:(it ) T:(cm-wood) P:(sell) S:(you) R:(rm he )
   'Why did you sell the wood to him?'

6.1.8 QUALIFYING AND NOMINALISED CLAUSES

   Any of the Basic clause types described in Chapter Three, as
   well as Existential clause sub-types A and B ( see 5.4.5.7 ), can be
   transformed into an embedded clause called a Qualifying clause ( QuCl ).
   QuCl expounds the Qualifier slot ( see 5.4.5 ) of a Noun phrase
   whose Head exponent is identical to the Topic exponent of the Basic
clause from which QuCl derives. 3

The transformation involves the deletion of Topic and deletion from the Predicate phrase of Topic Concord. One exception to the obligatory deletion of Topic Concord is mentioned below. In QuCl Predicate must precede all other tagmemes.

Formal Statement:
QuCl → P +X
P : Pp → (Neg) +Gen
X = any tagmeme or tagmeme, other than Topic, occurring in the clause from which QuCl derives.

In each of the following examples is illustrated a Basic clause and the QuCl derived from it. QuCl expounds the Qualifier slot within a Noun phrase. Further examples are given in section 5.4.5.

1. si tuama si mape?yan\-
   T:(cm man ) P:(tm work\_sv )
   'The man is working.'

   ⇒ si tuama mape?yan iti?i
   cm H:(man ) Qu:(work\_sv ) Dem:(that )
   'that man who is working'

2. se tow se witu lodeyna
   T:(cm person) P:(tm rm \_ boat-his)
   'The people are in his boat.'

   ⇒ se tow witu lodeyna
   cm H:(person) Qu:(rm \_ boat-his)  
   'the people who are in his boat'

3. se tow se telu
   T:(cm person) P:(tm three)
   'There are three people.' (lit.:'The people are three.')

   ⇒ se tow telu
   cm H:(person) Qu:(three)
   'three people'
Topic Concord deletion is optional in derivation from a Noun clause if the Head exponent of the Predicate Noun phrase is inanimate:

4. ndua wale
   cm-H:(two) Qu:(house)
   or ndua mbale
   cm-H:(two) Qu:(tm-house)
   'two houses'

5. saña?aka na?ut
   H:(one-stems) Qu:(banana)
   or saña?aka nsa?ut
   H:(one-stems) Qu:(tm-banana)
   'one banana tree'

QuCl can also derive from a Conjoined clause, as in the following example:

6. se tow se miney masar
   T:(cm person) [P:(tm come)] [P:(go-to-market)]
   'The people have come to market.'
   ⇒ se tow miney masar
   cm H:(person) Qu:([P:(come)] [P:(go-to-market)])
   'the people who have come to market'

In any Noun phrase which contains a Qualifier tagmeme the Head noun can be deleted. The Qualifying clause then replaces the deleted noun as exponent of Head and becomes a Nominalised clause (NomCl). The only restriction is that a Nominalised Noun clause can only expound the Head of the Topic phrase of an Identificational clause (see 6.2.2). QuCl undergoes no structural changes when becoming nominalised. Each of the following examples illustrates a Noun phrase whose Head exponent is a Nominalised clause.

7. si mapa?yan iti?i 'that one working'
   cm H:(work) Dem:(that)
8. se hitu lodeyna 'the ones in his boat'
   cm H: (rm_r boat-his)

9. se talu iti?i 'those three'
   cm H: (three) Dem: (that)

10. mbanko? iti?i 'that big one'
    cm-H: (big) Dem: (that)

11. si wowean ka?awa 'the one who has a wife'
    cm H: (ex wife)

Mention is made here of a Nominalised clause for which no corresponding Qualifying or Basic clause types occur in present-day Tondano. This is the Nominalised Manner clause (NomCl_m).

NomCl_m occurs only as the Topic Head exponent in a clause associated with manner, i.e., a Descriptive clause (see 3.2.1), a Similitude clause (see 3.2.3) or an Interrogative Predicate clause whose Predicate exponent is kumura 'how?' (see 6.1.6). The verb of NomCl_m is inflected with kapa- or kaCa- (see 6.1.21) and can be translated as 'the manner of doing X' where X is the meaning of the verb stem.

Each of the following examples illustrates a clause whose Topic Head exponent is NomCl_m:

12. kinawawawena si asu endai? talous ente?
    T: (P: (manner-hit) -S: (he) O: (cm dog)) P: (tm-neg too hard)
    'He didn't hit the dog too hard.' (lit.: 'His manner of hitting the dog was not too hard. ')

13. kumura kapalutu? ni mama ngaan
    P: (how ) T: (P: (manner-cook) S: (rm_s/cm mother) O: (cm-rice))
    'How does mother cook the rice?'

6.1.9 VERBAL COMPLEMENT CLAUSES

A Verbal Complement clause (VComCl) derives from a Basic Verbal clause and is embedded in the Complement of a Verb phrase (see 5.9.4).

Derivation involves deletion of Topic. The deleted Topic is identified with some participant in the embedding clause. It is
identified with the object of the embedding clause if it has an
underlying Objective case, as in (2), otherwise with the subject
of the embedding clause, as in (1). 5

A further requirement is the deletion of all tagmemes within
Predicate except the Centre Verb phrase. The Verbal Complement
Predicate ( P_{\text{conv}} ) is then expounded directly by the Verb phrase.

Formal Statement:

VComCl \rightarrow P_{\text{conv}} + X

P_{\text{conv}} : V

X = all other tagmemes, except Topic, occurring in
the clause from which VComCl derives.

In each of the following examples is given a Basic clause and
the VComCl derived from it. VComCl expounds a Verbal Complement slot
and is bracketed in the 1/\& free translations. In (2) the Verb
phrase of the embedding clause is discontinuous ( see 5.9.4 ).

1. si oki? si maame? 'The child is crying.'

\[ \Rightarrow \text{si oki? si matowo maame?} \]

T: (cm child) P: (tm cry_{SV})

'\text{The child is pretending [to cry].}'

2. se tow se masesawaran 'The people will help each other.'

\[ \Rightarrow \text{ku rumeo se tow masesawaran} \]

T: (cm person) P: (tm help-recip_{SV})

'\text{I will tell the people [to help each other].}'

VComCl is also derivable from a Conjoined clause. The
transformation is identical to that undergone by a Basic clause.
Thus Topic of CjCl is deleted together with all tagmemes within
the first Predicate preceding the Verb phrase.

3. se oki? se mey lumi?lip
   T:(cm child) P:(tm come$$_{sv}$$) =P:(swim$$_{sv}$$)

   'The children will come swimming.'

$$\Rightarrow$$ se oki? se kinesetona mey lumi?lip
   T:(cm child) P:$$^{1}$$ (tn call$$_{ov}$$)-S:(he) $$^{1}$$[P: (come$$_{sv}$$) =P: (swim$$_{sv}$$)]

   'He called the children [to come and swim].'

6.2 FURTHER BASIC CLAUSE TYPES

6.2.1 EXISTENTIAL CLAUSES

Four sub-types of Existential clause (ExCl) occur, each differing from every other in at least two features. Basic differences cut across the four types in such a way that they can be expressed in matrix form, as in Table VI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITIVE</th>
<th>NEGATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOPIC A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO TOPIC C</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VI: SHARED AND CONTRASTIVE FEATURES OF EXISTENTIAL CLAUSE SUB-TYPES.**

As indicated in Table VI, two of the ExCl sub-types are positive (A and C) and two are negative (B and D). A and B contain a Topic tagmeme while C and D contain no Topic.

Types A and B indicate that the Topic exponent has or does not have something while C and D indicate that something does or does not exist. A and C indicate the existence of something while B and D indicate the non-existence of something.

Although each of the four ExCl sub-types could be described separately there would be considerable overlap in description and four Predicate phrase types would be required, each separately labelled. The array of shared and contrastive features allows all
four types to be described together and to be expressed in a single formal statement.

In the following description the letters A, B, C and D refer to the four sub-types as indicated in Table VI.

Topic (in A and B) is expounded by a Noun phrase or Pronoun phrase.

Predicate is expounded by an Existential Predicate phrase \( (P_{\text{ex}}^P) \). In A and B this contains an optional Topic Concord tagmeme and a Centre. In C and D Predicate contains the particle \( \text{N}- \) plus Centre.

Centre is expounded by an existential particle (ex). In A and C this is the positive particle \( \text{wonean} \) and in B and D it is the negative particle \( \text{rai?} \).

All types contain an obligatory Existential Complement \( (\text{Com}_{\text{ex}}) \) expounded by an Existential Complement Noun phrase \( (\text{Ncom}_{\text{ex}}) \). In A and C this Noun phrase is distinguished from \( N \) (see 5.4.0) only by the fact that Classifier is optional. In types B and D noun classification in \( \text{Ncom}_{\text{ex}} \) is neutralised, Classifier being replaced by the particle \( \text{si} \).

Formal Statement:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ExCl} & \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
T \text{ } P_{\text{ex}}^T \text{ } +\text{Com}_{\text{ex}} \\
T \text{ } P_{\text{ex}}^T \text{ } +\text{Com}_{\text{ex}} 
\end{cases} \\
T & : \text{N, Pr} \\
P_{\text{ex}} & : \text{Pp}_{\text{ex}} \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
Tc \text{ } +\text{Com}_{\text{ex}} \\
(N-) \text{ } +\text{Com}_{\text{ex}} 
\end{cases} / \begin{cases} 
T \text{ } +\text{ex} \\
T \text{ } +\text{ex} 
\end{cases} \\
\text{Com}_{\text{ex}} & : \text{ex} \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
\text{wonean} \\
\text{rai?} 
\end{cases} \\
\text{si} & : \text{Com}_{\text{ex}} \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
(Cs) \text{ } +\text{Hn} \text{ } (\ldots) \\
\text{si} \text{ } +\text{Hn} \text{ } (\ldots) 
\end{cases} / \begin{cases} 
\text{Gen: wonean} \\
\text{Gen: rai?} 
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]
The following examples illustrate the four sub-types of ExCl:

1. Type A
   a. niaku ku wewean ka?ayu
      T: (I) P: (tm ex) Com: (wife)
      'I have a wife.'
   b. banua mbewean kalasan penar
      T: (village) P: (tm-ex) Com: (square broad)
      'The village has a broad square.'

2. Type B
   a. si tuama si ra?now si loit
      T: (cm man) P: (tm-ex) Mod Com: (mi money)
      'The man no longer has any money.'
   b. balena ndai?la si teto?boan
      T: (house-his) P: (tm-neg) Mod Com: (mi window)
      'His house has no windows.'

3. Type C
   a. wewean pasar witu mbanua
      P: (ex) Com: (market) R: (mr em-village)
      'There is a market in the village.'
   b. mbewean tole oki?
      P: (mi-ex) Com: (boy small)
      'There is a boy (here).'</n
   c. mbewean si mapa?yan
      P: (mi-ex) Com: (cm work ev)
      'There is someone working.'

4. Type D
   a. rior onda?ipe?la si oto
      T: (before) P: (mi-neg) Mod Com: (mi auto)
      'Previously there were no cars.'
   b. nda?ila si tow wia
      P: (mi-neg) Mod Com: (mi person) R: (here)
      'There is no-one here.'

Topic may be deleted from types A and B in accordance with the rules in section 4.1.3.2. However, these types must still be
distinguished from types C and D since the difference is one of optional Topic versus obligatorily absent Topic. Hence the distinction must be made in the rewriting of ExCl in the formal statement. The difference is correlated with the possibility or not of Topic Concord occurring in the Predicate phrase. Neither of the clauses in (5) has a Topic, but (a) is a clause in which Topic Concord marks agreement with a deleted Topic (which is known from context) while (b) is a clause which has no Topic and consequently a Topic Concord tagmeme cannot occur within the Predicate phrase:

5a. si wawan wale rua 'He has two houses.'
   P: (tm ex ) Com: (house two)
   b. mbowean wale rua 'There are two houses.'
   P: (N-ex ) Com: (house two)

Topic permutation can occur in types A and B:

6. si wawan ka?awu si tuuna
   P: (tm ex ) Com: (wife ) T: (cm man )
   'The man has a wife.'

7. si rai?la si asu si ka?amitoku
   P: (tm neg) Mod Com: (cm dog) T: (cm friend-my )
   'My friend doesn't have a dog.'

Sub-types A and B can be transformed into Qualifying clauses, the transformation being the same as that described for Basic clauses (see 6.1.8).

6.2.2 IDENTIFICATIONAL CLAUSES

An Identificational clause (IdCl) is a Topic-Comment construction which differs considerably in internal structure from all other clause types. An Identificational clause is translatable as 'the one who/which is X is Y' or 'it is Y who/which is X' where '(the one) who/which is X' is Topic and Y is Predicate.

The normal order in IdCl is Predicate + Topic. The Identificational
Predicate phrase ( $P_{id}$ ) differs from the Predicate phrase described in section 5.8 in two ways: (i) $P_{id}$ does not contain Topic Concord. Instead, the particle $N^{-}$ occurs, but only if followed by the negative particle. (ii) Centre contains a Noun phrase or Pronoun phrase. Unlike the Centre exponent of a Noun clause (see 3.2.5), the Centre Noun phrase in $IdCl$ retains its Classifier.

Identificational Topic ( $T_{id}$ ) is expounded by an Identificational Noun phrase ( $N_{id}$ ) which consists of Classifier and Head. Head is always expounded by a Nominalised clause. This clause can be derived from any of the clause types described in Chapter Three, including a Noun clause, and also from Existential clause types A and B. Hence the Topic exponent of $IdCl$ is always translatable as 'the one who/which is $X$' where $X$ represents the Nominalised clause.

The Identificational intonation pattern is described in section 2.1.5.

Formal Statement:

$IdCl \rightarrow P_{id} + T_{id}$

$P_{id} : \quad P_{pid} \rightarrow (N^{-} + \text{Neg}) + \text{Gen}$

$\text{Gen} : \quad N, \text{Pr}$

$N \rightarrow \text{Cs} + \text{Hn} (+ \ldots)$

$T_{id} : \quad N_{id} \rightarrow \text{Cs} + \text{Hn}_{id}$

$\text{Hn}_{id} : \quad \text{NomCl}$

Full expenence and reading rules are given for the first example of $IdCl$:
1. $\text{IdCl} \rightarrow \text{P}_i + \text{tid}$

$\text{P}_i : \text{Pp}_i \rightarrow \text{Cen} : \text{Pr} \rightarrow \text{Hpr} : \text{pr}_1 \rightarrow \text{niaku}$

$\text{tid} : \text{N}_i \rightarrow \text{Cs} + \text{Hn}$

$\text{Cs} : \text{cm} \rightarrow \text{an.sc}$

$\text{Hn} : \text{NomCl}_v \rightarrow \text{P} + \text{O}$

$\text{P} : \text{Pp} \rightarrow \text{Cen} : \text{V} \rightarrow \text{Deg} + \text{Hv}$

$\text{Deg} : \text{adv} \rightarrow \text{kasa}$

$\text{Hv} : \text{v}_{sv} \rightarrow \text{maupus}$

$\text{O} : \text{R-A} \rightarrow \text{Rel}_o + \text{Ax}$

$\text{Rel}_o : \text{rm}_o \rightarrow \emptyset$

$\text{Ax} : \text{Pr} \rightarrow \text{Hpr} : \text{pr}_1 \rightarrow \text{nikoo}$

niaku si kasa maupus nikoo

P: (I ) T: (cm very love $sv$ you )

'It is I who most loves you.' or 'The one who most loves you is me.'

2. ni?itui te rkaide? $\text{ne}$ tow

P: (that)-Mod T: (cm-fear $iv$ rm $s/cm$ person)

'It is that alone which the people fear.'

3. niaku te si wwean ka?awu

P: (I)-Mod T: (cm ex wife )

'I am the only one who has a wife.' (lit.: 'The one who has a wife is me alone. ')

4. nikor.iow si suwaawal wiia niaku raja

P: (you)-Mod T: (cm replace $sv$ rm $r/I$ king)

'It is you who will replace me as king.'

5. si tuariku si labet

P: (cm brother-my) T: (cm tall )

'The tall one is my younger brother.'
6. *ndai? niaku si wineana mbuku
P: (N-neg I ) T: (cm give yg. -he cm-book)

'It isn't I he gave the book to.'

Contrast between IdCl and other clause types is always established by intonation (see 2.1.5). Further contrast is established by negation. In the following example (a) is a Noun clause with permuted Topic and Predicate and (b) is IdCl. The differences in internal structure between the Topic exponents of (a) and (b) are not shown in the 1/s translation:

7a. *si rai? guru si ka?ampitoku / 221
P: (tm neg teacher) T: (cm friend-my )

'My friend isn't a teacher.'

7b. *ndai? si guru si ka?ampitoku / 231
P: (N-neg cm teacher) T: (cm friend-my )

'It isn't the teacher who is my friend.'

Since the Head exponent in (7a) is a noun, ka?ampit 'friend' it cannot be negated. However, the Head exponent in (7b) is a Nominalised Noun clause, ka?ampitoku 'the one who is my friend', and can thus be negated, as in (8). Exponence and reading rules are given.

8. IdCl → P_{id} + T_{id}

P_{id} : P_{p_{id}} → Gen: N → Cs + Hn

Cs : cm an.sg →

Hn : n →

T_{id} : N_{id} → Cs + Hn_{id}

Cs : cm an.sg →

Hn_{id} : NomCl_{n} → P : P_{p} → Neg + Gen

Neg : neg → rai?

Gen : N → Hn + Po

Hn : n → ka?ampit

Po : pr_{3} → -ku
In IdCl Predicate and Topic can permute, but the order Topic plus Predicate occurs only rarely.

9. ndai? niaku si guru
   P:(N-neg I ) T:(cm teacher)

⇒ si guru ndai? niaku
   T:(cm teacher) P:(N-neg I )

' It is not I who is a teacher.'
7.0 A sentence is a construction which can stand alone as a complete utterance. Such a construction need not stand alone but may form part of a larger sentence. A sentence which stands as a complete utterance is in absolute position. One which is not in absolute position is embedded, i.e., it expounds a slot within another sentence or within a lower level construction.

A sentence in absolute position is accompanied by a final intonation contour which identifies it as declarative or interrogative (see 2.1.5).

7.1 SENTENCE PERIPHERY

7.1.0 Any of the sentence types described in section 7.2 has an optional periphery; the remainder of the sentence being the nucleus. Periphery includes a number of tagmemes, the most important of which are described briefly here.

7.1.1 EXCLAMATIONS

The Exclamation tagmem (Excl) is expounded by exclamations which include:

-  e  "hey"
-  weta? "what a pity, alas"
-  o  "oh"
-  wileg "oh dear"
-  pasil 'good heavens'
-  awo 'ho there, aha'

Exclamations usually precede the sentence nucleus:

1. awo taekan ko timu?merow
   Excl Te:(now ) P:(tm catchoV )-Mod
   'Aha, now you have been caught!'

2. o pasil se wiawow se sakey
   Excl P:(tm here)-Mod T:(cm guest)
   'Good heavens, the guests are here already!'
Sometimes Excl is displaced, occurring within the nucleus:

3. si tuarinea weta? si menamerame?
   T:(cm sister-their) Excl P:(tm cry_{sv})
   'Their sister, poor thing, cried and cried.'

7.1.2 VOCATIVE

The Vocative tagmeme (Voc) is expounded by a Vocative Noun phrase (N_{voc}) which consists of a Head expounded by an animate noun (common or proper) referring to the person addressed. 1

Post-Head tagmemes can also occur but Classifier is absent. Voc either precedes or follows the sentence nucleus or can be inserted within the nucleus:

4. mantik meype?
   Voc:(Mantik) P:(come_{sv})-Mod
   'Mantik, come here!'

5. lanta?anani sa?ut woley
   P:(drop_{rv})-S:(you)-Mod  O:(banana) Voc:(Monkey)
   'Please drop me a banana, Monkey!'

6. wiamow e kalo nodo
   P:(here)-Mod Excl Voc:(friend) T:(cm-day)
   'The day is already here, eh friend.'

7.1.3 SOFTENERS

The particles grouped here as expounding a Softener tagmeme (Sof) are added to an utterance which might otherwise sound harsh or impolite. The most important of these are:

(a) da, which is added to a command or request to make it sound less abrupt:

7. e kusir tea?mow tarepat da
   Excl Voc:(driver) P:(don't-mod too-fast) Sof
   'Hey driver, not too fast please.'

8. ko tumarasitemi wia mbalemey da
   P:(tm direct_{sv})-Mod R:(rm cm-house-our) Sof
   'You'll come straight to our house, won't you now?'
(b) ke?e, which softens an accusation or assertion by giving it the appearance of a question. It can usually be translated into English by a sentence tag:

9. nikomow si mepedemondo mpolaku ke?e
P:(you)-Mod T:(cm take\textsubscript{sv} cm-cane-my) Sof
'So you are the one who is always taking my sugar-cane, are you?'

10. se tu?amu wo se patuarimu se mepa?apa?ar ke?e
T:(cm parent-your and cm brother-your)P:(tm pleased\textsubscript{sv}) Sof
'Your parents and your brothers were pleased, weren't they?'

(c) re?en-re?e, which softens interrogatives. It usually occurs with an interrogative Simple sentence and immediately follows Predicate:

11. sey re?en koo 'Who are you?'
P:(who) Sof T:(you)

12. nikomow re?en si rai? kimaan
P:(you)-Mod Sof T:(cm neg eat\textsubscript{sv})
'You are the one who didn't eat, are you?'

P:(tm neg-mod recognise\textsubscript{sv})-S:(you) Sof
'You no longer know me, eh?'

7.2 SENTENCE TYPES

7.2.0 The following statement does not purport to be a full analysis of sentence level constructions but merely an outline of the principal sentence types which have been recorded. These are presented as a list but it is possible that a more detailed investigation would reveal the existence of a system of sentence types.²

The embedding of sentences is only dealt with in general terms; tagmemes which are expounded by sentences are indicated but the particular sentence types which expound these tagmemes are not
usually detailed. Minor sentence types, such as fragmentary sentences and various sorts of dependent sentences, are not mentioned. The weight given to Sequential sentences reflects the frequency of this type in texts.

7.2.1 SIMPLE SENTENCES

A Simple sentence (SmpS) consists solely of a Base expounded by an Independent clause:

\[ \text{SmpS} \rightarrow \text{B} \]

\[ \text{B} : \text{IndCl} \]

SmpS can stand in absolute position or expound a slot within some other sentence. The clause constructions described in Chapter Three and the Independent types in Chapter Six can all expound the Base of SmpS and thus provide examples of this sentence type.

7.2.2 THEMATIC SENTENCES

A Thematic sentence (ThS) consists of two tagsmemes: a Theme (Th) and a Base. Theme is expounded by a Noun phrase or a Pronoun phrase whose Head is a subclass 1 pronoun and Base is expounded by a sentence. In almost all recorded cases this is a Simple sentence though other sentence types can also occur, such as the Subordinating sentence in (8) below.

\[ \text{ThS} \rightarrow \text{Th} \oplus \text{B} \]

\[ \text{Th} : \text{N, Pr}_1 \]

\[ \text{B} : \text{S} \]

ThS is a construction in which Theme announces someone or something and Base makes a statement about that person or thing. Three sub-types of ThS have been recorded, based on the kind of relationship holding between Theme and Base:
(a) Base makes a statement about something possessed or about some action carried out by the person or thing expressed in Theme.

A pronoun within Base, expounding either a Subject or Possessor R-A phrase, is identified with the participant expressed in Theme:

1. si karel se tu?ana se tu?amow
   Th:(cm Karel) T:(cm parent-his) P: (tm old)-Mod
   'As for Karel, his parents are already old.'

2. niaku kasa kapa?arsku kopí sokolat
   Th:(I) P:(very like_1v)-S:(I) T: (coffee chocolate)
   'As for me, I especially like chocolate coffee.'

3. waya lo?onala wainala sa sapa ŋarana
   Th:(all see_0v-he-mod) P: (ask_0v)-S: (he)-Mod T: (cm what name-its)
   'Concerning everything he sees, he asks what its name is.'

4. se suminsim laŋ kapelerine ŋkaan
   Th: (cm bird sp.) P: (different) T: (manner-destroy-they cm-rice)
   'As for the suminsims, their way of destroying rice is different.'

(b) Theme announces a group of people or things and Base makes a statement about some member or members of that group:

5. mbaya ne rora wia ŋkacatam nikoite
   Th: (cm-all rm po/cm girl rm r cm-world) P: (you)-Mod
   si wiitu nateku.
   T: (cm rm r cm-heart-my)
   'Of all the girls in the world, you are the only one who is in my heart.'

6. se tuama wowean se magesey se ko?ko?
   Th: (cm man ) P: (ex ) Com: (cm carry ev cm hen )
   'Of the men, there are those who are carrying hens.'

(c) The Base gives general information about the Theme phrase:

7.Cabiasa?an ni teturusan kokon paposesokonala
   Th: (custom rm po/cm chief ) T: (head take ov-he )
   niposesokonala wiitu ŋkedir
   P: (tm hang _1v )-S: (he)-Mod R: (rm r cm-wall)
   'Concerning the chief's custom, the heads he takes (in battle) he hangs on the wall.'
8. **popa?yaŋ on ni jon susur sia kumaluar sakola**
   Th:(work _rm po/cm Djon) B:(rm _sub M:(he _go-out _sv school)

   **si mewaŋker kakis sa?ut**
   B:(tm sell _sv biscuit banana))

   'Concerning Djon's work, whenever he gets out of school he sells banana fritters.'

### 7.2.3 CO-ORDINATING SENTENCES

Any sentence except a Sequential sentence may be linked to another sentence by a co-ordination relation marker. Any sentence so linked to another expounds a Base slot in a Co-ordinating sentence (CoS). The co-ordination relators linking the bases of CoS are *wo 'and', ka?apa 'or' and ta?an 'but'. The relator is optional; the Bases may be bound solely by their intonation contour, that is, with only one sentence-final intonation contour occurring.

\[
\text{CoS} \rightarrow \text{B} (+\text{rm}_{\text{co}}) +\text{B}
\]

### In the following examples only sentences in which both Bases are expounded by Simple sentences are given. Bases can be expounded by more complex structures, including Co-ordinating sentences. Hence a co-ordinated string of sentences of any length may occur.

In the following examples Bases are linked by a relator:

1. **wewean toko warko? wo wewean toko oki?**
   B:(P:ex Com:shop big ) _rm _co B:(P:ex Com:shop small)

   'There are big shops and there are small shops.'

2. **maaro taikan ta?an enda?i go?gor**
   B:(P:rain _sv Te:now ) _rm _co B:(P:tm-neg cold )

   'Its raining now but it isn't cold.'

In the following examples Bases are not linked by a relator:
3. wi ema uraŋ ne tow kaya wi jon
B:(T:cm Emma P:child rm po/cm person rich) B:(T:cm Djon
uraŋ ne tow loŋey
P:child rm po/cm person poor)

'Emma was the child of rich people; Djon was the child of poor people.'

4. se wawene se masu?asu?un lo?lo? se tuama
B:(T:cm woman P:tm carry-on-head sv basket) B:(T:cm man
se magegey
P:tm carry-by-hand sv)

'The women carry baskets on their heads; the men carry (them) by hand.'

In CoS the Topic of any clause following the first is omitted if it has been referred to in the preceding clause, in accordance with the statement on Topic omission in section 4.1.3.2:

5. si wa?u si kasa oki? ta?an si talous pande
B:(T:cm tortoise P:tm very small) rm co B:(P:tm too clever)

'The tortoise is very small but he is extremely clever.'

B:(T:cm mother P:cook sv fish) rm co B:(P:tm-neg eat sv-S:1)

'Mother cooked fish but I didn't eat it.'

A Co-ordinating sentence of the type in (5) and (6) may differ from a Compound clause (see 6.1.2) only in the presence of the topic marker in its second clause. In the following example (a) is a Co-ordinating sentence and (b) is a Compound clause:

7a. se toudano se məŋma withi li?lik ambama
B:(T:cm Tondano P:tm garden sv R:rm edge rm po/cm-village)
wo se malepo withi tawi lour
rm co B:(P:tm work-field sv R:rm near lake)

'The Tondanese work the gardens around the town and they work the fields near the lake.'
b. se tondano se məməna witu li?lik əmənəna
T:(cm Tondano) P:(tm garden\textsubscript{sv}) R:(rm\textsubscript{f} edge rm\textsubscript{po}/cm-village)

wo moləpo witu tawi lour
rm\textsubscript{co} =P:(work-field\textsubscript{sv}) R:(rm\textsubscript{f} near lake)

'The Tondanese work the gardens around the town and work the rice fields near the lake.'

In (a) the co-ordination relator is followed by an Independent clause expounding the Base of a Simple sentence (which itself expounds the second Base of CoS). In (b) what follows rm\textsubscript{co} is not an independent construction (and therefore cannot expound the Base of a Simple sentence) but is part of a single complex clause, as described in section 6.1.2.

7.2.4 SUBORDINATING SENTENCES

A Subordinating sentence (SubS) contains a Base expounded by a sentence and a Margin (M) expounded by a Pro-Topic clause or a sentence. The two tagmemes are linked by a subordination relation marker (rm\textsubscript{sub}) which immediately precedes the Margin.

\[
\text{SubS} \rightarrow E + \text{rm}_{\text{sub}} + M
\]

\[
B : S
M : \{ P-TC1 \}
\]

Following some subordination relators Margin can either precede or follow Base; with other relators it obligatorily follows Base. Subordination relators which allow Margin to either precede or follow Base include:

- ka\textsubscript{~}ka?a 'because'
- ma\textsubscript{~}an 'although'
- sa 'if, when'
- susur 'whenever, every time'
- nu 'when'
Relators which require Margin to follow Base include:

rior~wo rior 'so that'

akar~takar 'until, to the extent that'

tea? 'lest'

ika?ayo~ka?ayo 'until'

In the following examples Base is expounded by a Simple sentence and Margin by a Pro-Topic clause or a Simple sentence:

1. sa sia ulit minamualimow roykit ai karel
   rm_sub M:(T:he Adv: true P: become ~mod thief T:cm Karel )
   si weanju papa?yanen
   B:(P: tm give~ rv -S:I 0: work )

   'If Karel has truly become a thief I will give him work.'

2. se oki? se maarem ka se rai?pe? kitaam
   B:(T:cm child P: tm hunger ~sv ) rm_sub M:(P: tm neg~mod eat ~sv )

   'The children are hungry because they haven't eaten yet.'

3. sapa maisiinona mu sia minaren wiku wale

   'What did he do when he returned home?'

4. si minewe si oki? ka?ayo sia maame?
   B:(P:tm hit ~sv cm child) rm_sub M:(P: T:he P: cry ~sv )

   'He hit the child until it cried.'

5. si keke? monereneret wo rior lelonjotan ivoroymi
   B:(T: cm Keke P: call ~sv ) rm_sub M:(T: ladder P: lower iv~mod )

   'Keke called and called so that the ladder would be lowered.'

   B:(P: run ~sv M: fast ) rm_sub M:(P: T: it P: neg~mod

   tu?muremu mbis
   catch ~ ov -3:you T: cm- bus )

   'Run fast lest you don't catch the bus!'

Margin and Base can be expounded by more complex constructions as in the following examples:
7. (Margin expounded by a Co-ordinating sentence)

If the road has collapsed and you are forced to stop where there aren't any houses and you are caught by night on the road, where on earth will you sleep?

8. (Base expounded by a Subordinating sentence)

Although the king will hear about it I'm not afraid, because I have a certificate.

9. (Margin expounded by a Subordinating sentence)

'I would like to ask you if I may continue at school because, if I pass (lit.: am passed), I will get a good job.'
10. mbaya emparema?an sa itu rai? tayuran
   B:(T:cm-all rm po/cm-field) [rm sub M:(P-T:it P:neg guard rv )]
   pedisanitela ne kerut lisow wo ne weris
   P: (devour ov-Nod ) S: (rm s/cm parrot green rm co rm s/cm bird sp. )
   'All the fields, if they are not guarded, are devoured by the
   green parrots and the weris.'

11. si pandita ka si maide? si minumpun
   B: (T:cm priest ) [rm sub M: (P:tm afraid ov )] P: (tm enter ov )
   witu ŋkaronŋ
   R: (rm r cm-sack )
   'The priest, because he was afraid, climbed into the sack.'

7.2.5 ATTRIBUTING SENTENCE

An Attributing sentence ( AttS ) consists of a Base expounded
by a sentence and an Attributing tagme ( Att ) which attributes
the statement in the Base to someone.

AttS → Att +B

Att : att
B : S

The exponent of Att is one of a number of words or phrases
which are often idiomatic. Only the most common of these are mentioned:

(a) sapake 'according to what is said, the story goes, it is said'.

This word occurs as the opener of a narrative:

1. sapake si wa?u wo si woley se makalo male?ole?osan
   Att B: (T:cm tortoise rm co cm monkey P:tm friend good-recip ov )
   'It is said that Tortoise and Monkey were good friends.'

(b) A Noun phrase consisting of a Head expounded by pokey 'statement,
word' or ləlila?an 'word' followed by a Possessor phrase. The
following Base can contain a statement, order or question:
2. pokey ne tu?a sa itu tare maragaki
Att: (word rm\textsubscript{po}/cm elder) B: (rm\textsubscript{sub}) M: (it just release\textsubscript{sv} -mod
nawan onda?i talous makaide?en
cm-smoke) B: (tm-neg too frightening ))

'The elders say that if it (a volcano) is just giving off
smoke it is not greatly to be feared.'

(c) kiiit 'according to' followed by a Noun phrase, including one
whose Head exponent is laelila?an. The following Base can contain
only a statement:

3. kiiit ma?asaren se mana nsamawaka amian wo may
Att: (follow cm-story ) B: (P:tm rm\_r cm-side north rm\textsubscript{co} P:come\textsubscript{sv})

'According to tradition they came from the north.'

Sometimes Att can follow Base:

4. si jon si minatemow kiiit laelila?an ni kalona
B: (T:cm Djon P:tm dead-Mod) Att: (follow word rm\textsubscript{po}/cm friend-his)

'Djon is dead, according to what his friend says.'

7.2.6 \textbf{SEQUENTIAL SENTENCES}

7.2.6.0 A Sequential sentence (SeqS) links two or more actions
or states in a temporal relationship. SeqS is usually translatable
as 'A happened and then B happened' or 'when/after/before A happened
B happened', but there are a number of variations to this basic type.
Sequence sentences occur very frequently in texts and in narrative
style they are the most common sentence type.

SeqS contains two Base tagmemes: Base One (B\textsubscript{1}) and Base Two
(B\textsubscript{2}) which are sometimes linked by the co-ordination relator \textit{wo}.
Both B\textsubscript{1} and B\textsubscript{2} can be expounded by a number of constructions.
Because of the large number of possible combinations of these
exponents a thorough analysis of this sentence type is not yet
possible. Here only the most common types of SeqS are described. In
section 7.2.6.1 are described what are called major sequential
constructions. The term major is to be understood merely as signifying numerical preponderance; these account for the vast majority of all Sequential sentences. Various other sequential constructions are described in section 7.2.6.3. Under some circumstances SeqS can be expanded by the addition of further Bases. A very limited description of such expansion is given in section 7.2.6.4.

7.2.6.1 MAJOR SEQUENTIAL CONSTRUCTIONS

Base One is expounded by a Basic clause or a Sequential clause and Base Two is expounded by a Basic clause, a Sequential clause or Pro-Topic clause.

\[
\text{SeqS} \rightarrow B_1 \cdot (+\text{rm}_{\text{co}}) + B_2
\]

\[
B_1 : \begin{cases} 
\text{BasCl} \\
\text{SeqCl} 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
B_2 : \begin{cases} 
\text{SeqCl} \\
\text{P-TCl} 
\end{cases}
\]

The relator \(\text{wo}\) occurs only if \(B_2\) is expounded by P-TCl and is translatable as 'then, and then'.

Any exponent of \(B_1\) can combine with any exponent of \(B_2\) except that the sequence of \(B_1: \text{BasCl} + B_2: \text{SeqCl}\) has not been observed.

A sequence of two Basic clauses occurs, optionally linked by \(\text{wo}\), but this forms a Co-ordinating sentence (see 7.2.3). The four remaining combinations of Base exponents are treated individually below.

(a) \[
\text{SeqS} \rightarrow B_1 : \text{SeqCl} + \text{rm}_{\text{co}} + B_2 : \text{P-TCl}
\]

The combination of SeqCl and P-TCl, linked by \(\text{rm}_{\text{co}}\), is the most common variant of SeqS. The construction indicates that the action of
B₂ occurs after the action of B₁ or while it is still in progress. In the former case the verb of B₁ is inflected with 〈um〉 (see 8.1.1.2.1a) and in the latter case with 〈na〉 (see 8.1.1.2.1c):

1. **sumua?mi ɾkapal wo sia tumumpami**
   
   B₁:(P:berthsv -Mod T:cm-ship) rm_co B₂:(P:the P:descendsv -Mod)

   *si kapten wia ntana?*

   T:cm captain R:rm_r cm-land)

   'The ship berthed and then the captain disembarked.'

2. **irgaki ni kerut si sesoloŋ wo**
   
   B₁:(P:take-out_iv -Mod S:rm_s/cm Kerut T:cm ring ) rm_co

   *sia ikaya?nala wia si manimporok*

   B₂:(P:it P:hand _iv -S:he-Mod R:rm_r cm Manimporok)

   'Kerut took out the ring and then handed it to Manimporok.'

3. **pokatanemuela mbuŋaŋ : ititi wo**
   
   B₁:(complete-plant_iv -S:they-Mod T:cm-flower that ) rm_co

   *sia sumẹŋkot si jon*

   B₂:(P:the P:sail sv T:cm Djon)

   'When they had finished planting the flowers Djon sailed off.'

4. **metaterrow ticy sea wo sia**
   
   B₁:(P:chopsv -Mod O:pig T:they ) rm_co B₂:(P:the

   ruma?ragee mpaagi? si osa

   P:dropsv -Mod O:cm-knife T:cm one )

   'While they were chopping up the pigs one of them (deliberately) dropped a knife.'

5. **mwareŋow sea wo sea pəŋi?iten**
   
   B₁:(P:returnsv -Mod T:they ) rm_co B₂:(P:they P:followsv

   ne tow walina

   S:rm_r/cm person other )

   'While they were going back they were pursued by other people.'

(b) **SeqS → B₁: BasCl +rm_co +B₂: P-TCl**

This combination indicates that the action of B₂ occurs after the action of B₁.
6. kuli?nea papapa?an wo itu
   B₁:(T:skin-their P:cause-dry ) rm co B₂:(P-T:it
   iwaŋker wia se masiwo sepatu
   P: sell_iv R: rm_r cm make_sv shoe )

   'Their hides are put out to dry and then they are sold to the shoe makers.'

7. tona tiŋtok ruminterintek wo itu
   B₁:(T:body-her P:chop ev N: fine ) rm co B₂:(P-T:it
   parutae mana limalona ombena
   P: scatter iv - Mod R: rm_r around rm po/cm-heaven)

   'Her body was chopped up into little pieces and then scattered about the heavens.'

8. si tuama si limaa witu mbale ni ema
   B₁:(T: cm man P: im go_ev R: rm_r cm-house rm po/cm Emma) wo itu riŋipene namutena mbuŋaŋ
   B₂:(P-T:it P: cut_ev-S:he T: cm-root rm po/cm-flower)

   'The man went to Emma's house and then he cut the roots of the flower.'

9. si ema minueyevla wo tae sia mae
   B₁:(T: cm Emma P: ask_ev-Mod ) rm co B₂:(Adv: only P-T: she P: go_ev)

   'Emma asked first and only then did she go.'

(c) SeqS → B₁: SeqCl +B₂: BasCl

This sequence usually indicates either (i) that when the action of B₁ occurs the action of B₂ has already occurred, as in (10) and (11), or, in the presence of negative, has not occurred (12) or (ii) that the action of B₂ occurs after that of B₁, as in (13) and (14). The difference between (i) and (ii) as to the temporal relationship between the two clauses is not shown by any formal differences, verbal inflection being the same in both types. Apparently uncertainty as to the temporal relationship could occur and only the sense of the sentence indicates whether the action of B₂ occurs
before or after the action of $B_1$.

In types (i) and (ii) mentioned above, the verb in $B_2$ is inflected for Past tense. A third type occurs in which the verb of $B_2$ is not inflected for Past tense. This type indicates that when the action of $B_1$ occurs the action of $B_2$ is in progress, as in (15) and (16).

10. *mareni waki wala si keke?*  

In types (i) and (ii) mentioned above, the verb in $B_2$ is inflected for Past tense. A third type occurs in which the verb of $B_2$ is not inflected for Past tense. This type indicates that when the action of $B_1$ occurs the action of $B_2$ is in progress, as in (15) and (16).

10. *mareni waki wala si keke?*  

11. *ka?ayomee si wa?a si minakatempo*  

When Keke arrived home the ladder had already been pulled up.

11. *ka?ayomee si wa?a si minakatempo*  

12. *ka?ayomi sia si hendrik si rai?pe?*  

When tortoise arrived monkey was already at the top of the banana tree.

12. *ka?ayomi sia si hendrik si rai?pe?*  

13. *sumelami si walansendow si minare17i tempo*  

When Walansendow grew up she returned to the land where she had been born.

13. *sumelami si walansendow si minare17i tempo*  

14. *sumuHa?mi rkapal ombaya ne tow*  

When the ship berthed all the people disembarked.

14. *sumuHa?mi rkapal ombaya ne tow*
15. marcəni si tuama si maaliali lolo?  
   B₁:(P:mareni_{sv}-Mod T:cm man ) B₂:(P:ta carry_{sv} C:snake)  
   'When the man returned he was carrying a snake.'

16. ka?ayomec waki wale si masadiamow  
   B₁:(P:arrive_{iv}-Mod R:rm T:house) B₂:(P:tm prepare_{sv}-Mod  
   si wawene  
   T:cm woman )  
   'When he arrived at the house the woman was getting ready.'

(d)  
SeqS →  B₁: SeqCl + B₂: SeqCl

In this type the action of B₂ occurs after the action of B₁:

17. makalale?la sea pomeronea  
   B₁:(P:complete-bath_{sv} T:they ) B₂:(P:search_{ov}-S:they  
   ntotewel ni tuarinea  
   T:cm-wing rm_{po/cm sister-their})  
   'When they had finished bathing they searched for their sister's wings.'

18. edonami si sesolony rimene?mi witu ngolas  
   B₁:(P:take_{ov}-S:she-Mod T:cm ring rattle_{ev-mod} rm T:cm-glass)  
   pakatu?tu?sanala sia  
   B₂:(P:observe_{ov}-S:she-Mod T:it )  
   'Picking up the ring which had rattled in the glass she observed it carefully.'

19. ka?ayomae waki walena sia lo?onala  
   B₁:(P:arrive_{iv}-Mod R:rm T:house-her T:she) B₂:(P:see_{ov}-S:she-Mod  
   se tu?ana  
   T:cm parent-her)  
   'When she arrived home she saw her parents.'

7.2.6.2 DELETION OF TAGMEMES

Clause level tagmemes in SeqS are deletable in accordance with the statements in section 4.1.3. If a participant is identified in one clause within SeqS it is not usually expressed in the other clause as well unless by a pronoun.
As shown in the following example, Topic can be deleted from either clause:

20a. ka?ayomi si tuama wo sia gumorem
\[ B_1: (P:\text{arrive}_{iv}, \text{Mod } T:\text{cm man }) \text{ rm}_{co} \]
\[ B_2: (P:\text{the } P:\text{enter}_{sv}) \]
'When the man arrived he went in.'

b. ka?ayomi wo sia gumorem si tuama
\[ B_1: (P:\text{arrive}_{iv}, \text{Mod }) \text{ rm}_{co} \]
\[ B_2: (P:\text{the } P:\text{enter}_{sv}, T:\text{cm man }) \]
'On arrival the man went in.'

Examples of one participant being identified in consecutive clauses do occur but are not common:

21. keretela ni tua\'{n}ana si karel wo
\[ B_1: (P:\text{call}_{ov}, \text{Mod } S:\text{rm}_{e} / \text{cm master-his } T:\text{cm Karel }) \text{ rm}_{co} \]
sia mey si karel
\[ B_2: (P:\text{the } P:\text{come}_{sv}, T:\text{cm Karel }) \]
'The master called Karel and then Karel came.'

A clause level tagmem can also be deleted if the context within which the sentence occurs makes it clear, even though it is not identified within the sentence:

22. ka?ayomi waki pinele\'{n} wo itu
tumumpani naro
\[ B_1: (P:\text{arrive}_{iv}, \text{Mod } R:\text{rm}_{p} \text{ Pinele\'{n}) rm}_{co} \]
\[ B_2: (P:\text{it }) \text{ rm}_{co} \]
'On ( our ) arrival in Pinele\'{n} it began to rain.'

When \( B_1 \) is expounded by SeqCl and \( B_2 \) by BasCl (as in 7.2.6.1c) and both Topics express the same participant, then one Topic is deleted. The remaining Topic usually occurs at the juncture of the two clauses and can be analysed as belonging either to the preceding SeqCl or to the following BasCl, although a pause in the flow of speech often indicates the clause break. In (23) Topic is assigned to the preceding clause and in (24) it is assigned to the following clause.
23. lumina lalila?am ni pingkan se tu?ana 
\[ \text{B}_1: (P: \text{hear}_{sv} \text{-Mod O: word}_{po/cm} \text{ Pingkan } T: \text{cm parent-her } ) \]
se senaapite 
\[ \text{B}_2: (P: \text{tm pleased-Mod}) \]
'When Pingkan's parents heard what she said, they were entirely pleased.'

24. ka?ayomi witu leloaman si lelo?i? 
\[ \text{B}_1: (P: \text{arrive}_{iv} \text{-Mod R:rm } \text{ doorway } ) \]
\[ \text{B}_2: (T: \text{cm snake } \text{sv } \text{Mod O: skin-his snake }) \]
'si limunusomae kuli?na lelo?i?

In a Pro-Topic clause which contains no Topic, Pro-Topic can be deleted if it refers to the same participant as that expressed in the Topic of the preceding clause:

25. makalele?la si tuama wo kumaan 
\[ \text{B}_1: (P: \text{complete-bath}_{sv} \text{-Mod T:cm man } ) \]
\[ \text{B}_2: (P: \text{eat}_{sv} ) \]
'The man ate after bathing' or 'The man will eat after bathing.'

If the Topic exponent of the preceding clause is a pronoun (in the circumstances outlined immediately before (25) above) then either it or Pro-Topic can be deleted:

26a. makalele?la aku wo kumaan 
\[ \text{B}_1: (P: \text{complete-bath}_{sv} \text{ T:I } ) \]
\[ \text{B}_2: (P: \text{eat}_{sv} ) \]

b. makalele?la wo aku kumaan 
\[ \text{B}_1: (P: \text{complete-bath}_{sv} ) \]
\[ \text{B}_2: (P-T:I \ P: \text{eat}_{sv} ) \]
'I ate/will eat after bathing.'

Deletion of one of the pronouns is not obligatory and both may be present:

27. maka?atola locey key wo key lumour 
\[ \text{B}_1: (P: \text{get}_{sv} \text{-Mod O: boat T:we } ) \]
\[ \text{B}_2: (P-T:we \ P: \text{lake}_{sv} ) \]
'After we got a boat we went to the lake.'

Pro-Topic is obligatory when Topic is present except as noted in section 6.1.4.
7.2.6.3 MINOR SEQUENTIAL CONSTRUCTIONS

A number of variants of SeqS are discussed here. Most of these contain a Base exponent other than those listed in section 7.2.6.1 while others fit the description of one or other of the major constructions but warrant further discussion.

(a) \( B_1 \) can be expounded by a Basic Numeral clause containing a class three measure noun (see 5.2.2) or by a Basic Referential clause. These only occur in a SeqS in which \( B_2 \) is expounded by P-TCl:

28. si wawene pinu?isea si epato \( \eta \)ado wo
   \( B_1: (T: cm \text{ woman murder}_{ov} \text{ -they P:tm four-mod days } \text{ rm}_{co} \text{ atoan} \)
   \( B_2: (P: \text{find}_{rv} ) \)
   'The woman they murdered was not found for four days.' (lit.: 'The woman they murdered was already four days and then found.')

29. si talupe? \( \eta \)ado wo si tare \( \eta \)areni
   \( B_1: (P: \text{tm three-mod days } \text{ rm}_{co} \text{ B}_2: (\text{P-T:he Adv: just P:return}_{sv} \text{-Mod}) \)
   'He won't return for three days yet.' (lit.: 'He is three more days and only then will he return'.)

30. se tow se mana nsanawoka amian wo may
   \( B_1: (T: \text{cm person P:tm rm}_{r} \text{ cm-side north } \text{ rm}_{co} \text{ B}_2: (\text{P:come}_{sv} ) \)
   'The people have come from the north.' (lit.: 'The people are on the north side and then come. ')

A Basic Numeral or Referential clause is frequently transformed into a Sequential clause when expounding \( B_1\):

31. talupe? \( \eta \)ado sia wo tare \( \eta \)areni
   \( B_1: (P: \text{three-mod days T:he } \text{ rm}_{co} \text{ B}_2: (\text{Adv: just P:return}_{sv} \text{-Mod} ) \)
   'He won't return for three days yet.'

32. waki talun aku wo mani\(\mu\o
   \( B_1: (P: \text{rm forest T: I } \text{ rm}_{co} \text{ B}_2: (\text{P:hunt-boar}_{sv} ) \)
   'When I got to the forest I hunted wild boar.'

(b) A SeqS in which \( B_1 \) is expounded by NumCl or RefCl, which can be either a Basic or Sequential clause as described in (a) above, can
itself expound the $B_1$ slot of a SeqS. $B_2$ of the embedding SeqS can contain P-TCl or BasCl. In each of the following examples (a) illustrates a SeqS in absolute position and (b) illustrates the same sentence embedded in the $B_1$ of a SeqS:

33a.\[ \text{telope} \quad \text{nasu} \quad \text{si} \quad \text{jon} \quad \text{wo} \quad \text{sia} \quad \text{tamaten} \]
\[ B_1: (P: \text{three-mod months} \quad \text{T:cm Djon}) \quad \text{rm} \quad \text{co} \quad B_2: (P: \text{he} \quad \text{P:pass}_{\text{ov}}) \]
\[ \text{'It is still three months until Djon graduates.'} \]

33b.\[ \text{telope} \quad \text{nasu} \quad \text{si} \quad \text{jon} \quad \text{wo} \quad \text{sia} \quad \text{tamaten} \quad \text{wo} \quad \text{sia} \quad \text{tumuli} \quad \text{with} \quad \text{mbule} \quad \text{si} \quad \text{tu} \quad \text{pana} \quad \text{P:pass}_{\text{ov}} \]
\[ \text{rm} \quad \text{co} \quad B_2: (P: \text{he} \quad \text{P:visit}_{\text{sv}} \quad \text{R: cm-house} \quad \text{T: cm master-his}) \]
\[ \text{'Three months before Djon was to graduate his master called at the house.'} \]

34a.\[ \text{key} \quad \text{waki} \quad \text{wenan} \quad \text{wo} \quad \text{mey} \]
\[ B_1: (P: \text{tm} \quad \text{rm} \quad \text{Menado}) \quad \text{rm} \quad \text{co} \quad B_2: (P: \text{come}_{\text{sv}}) \]
\[ \text{'We've come from Menado.'} \]

34b.\[ \text{key} \quad \text{waki} \quad \text{wenan} \quad \text{wo} \quad \text{mey} \quad \text{endai} \quad \text{pe} ? \]
\[ B_1: (B_1: (P: \text{tm} \quad \text{rm} \quad \text{Menado}) \quad \text{rm} \quad \text{co} \quad B_2: (P: \text{come}_{\text{sv}})) \quad B_2: (P: \text{tm-neg-mod rain}_{\text{sv}}) \]
\[ \text{'When we came from Menado it wasn't yet raining.'} \]

(c) An Interrogative Predicate clause (see 6.1.6) can expound $B_1$ except when its Predicate contains \text{say 'who' or same 'what'}. When Predicate contains \text{kawisa 'when' IntPredCl obligatorily occurs within SeqS, $B_2$ can only contain P-TCl and the Topics of both clauses must express the same participant although one Topic is usually absent:

35.\[ \text{wisa} \quad \text{o} \quad \text{ya} \quad \text{telo} \quad \text{senuni} \quad \text{yaku} \quad \text{ya} ? i \]
\[ B_1: (P: \text{where}) \quad \text{rm} \quad \text{co} \quad B_2: (P: \text{it} \quad \text{P:buy}_{\text{ov}} \quad \text{S: you-Md T: cm-wood this}) \]
\[ \text{'Where did you buy this wood?'} \]
36. kawisa mbale ya?i o iredeymul
B₁:(P:when T:cm-house this) ra co B₂:(P:build ꜱv S:you-Mod)
'When did you build this house?'

37. kumura wo sia manu?uma si sararan
B₁:(P:how ) ra co B₂:(P-T:it P:kill ꜱv S:he T:cm crocodile)
'How did he kill the crocodile?'

A SeqS in which B₁ contains IntPredCl can have the same meaning as an Interrogative Tagmeme clause (see 6.1.7) and be almost homophonous, differing only in the occurrence of wo in SeqS. In the following example (a) is an IntTagCl and (b) is a SeqS:

38a. ka?a sia mename? si wiko? oki?
Int:why P-T:she P:cry ꜱv T:cm girl little

b. ka?a wo sia mename? si wiko? oki?
B₁:(P:why ) ra co B₂:(P-T:she P:cry ꜱv T:cm girl little)
'Why is the little girl crying?'

It might appear that if the relator wo were regarded as optional the two constructions would be seen to be semantically identical. However, there are other factors which demand that the two be regarded as different, one being a clause and the other a sentence. One difference is that Past tense morpheme can occur in IntTagCl but not in P-TCl within SeqS (compare (4) in section 6.1.7 with (37) above). Another difference is that in IntTagCl Topic may precede Predicate (see (6b) in 6.1.7) whereas it cannot in P-TCl within SeqS. Furthermore, deletion of the relator in (39) would result in an ungrammatical construction since Topic cannot precede Pro-Topic in IntTagCl:

39. ka?a si wiko? oki? wo sia mename?
B₁:(P:why T:cm girl little) ra co B₂:(P-T:she P:cry ꜱv)
'Why is the little girl crying?'
(d) A number of other constructions can expound $B_1$ of which only two are mentioned here.

$B_1$ can be expounded by a clause having the structure of SeqC1 in which Predicate is expounded by $\text{mey, mey 'come'}$ and Topic by a Temporal phrase such as $\text{ando makasa 'one day', karua naado 'the second day'}$ etc.:

40. $\text{mey ando makasa wo sea lumaa waki talun}$
$\text{B_1:(P:come T:day one r}_m\text{co B_2:(P-T:they P:go}_{\text{sv R:}}\text{rm forest}}$

'One day they went to the forest.' (lit.: 'Come one day and then they went to the forest.')

41. $\text{mey mawo?odomi peneronera} \text{si kuda}$
$\text{B_1:(P:come T:next day ) B_2:(P:search}_{\text{sv S:they T:cm horse}}$

'When the next day came they searched and searched for the horse.'

$B_1$ can be expounded by the demonstrative $\text{ni?itu 'that'}$:

42. $\text{ni?itu wo sea lumaa}$
$\text{B_1:(that r}_m\text{co B_2:(P-T:they P:go}_{\text{sv}}$

'After that they went.'

7.2.6.4 EXPANDED SEQUENTIAL SENTENCES

SeqS sometimes contains more than two clauses. In some circumstances it seems best to treat this as involving embedding, as in the type mentioned in section 7.2.6.3b. In other cases it seems best to recognise a sequence of Bases occurring at the same level. Analysis of such expanded constructions is far from complete and only one type is mentioned here. SeqS can contain a sequence of two $B_2$ tagmences, each expounded by $P$-TC1 and preceded by $\text{wo}$:

43. $\text{ko?onae ni wawene ntela} \text{a ni jon}$
$\text{B_1:(P:drink}_{\text{sv Mod S:rm_s/cm woman T:cm-remains rm_p/cm Djon)}}$

$\text{wo itu irsta?nami ngefas witu meja}$
$\text{rm_co B_2:(P-T:it P:put down}_{\text{iv-S:shie-Mod T:cm-glass R:rm_t table}}$

$\text{wo sia rumene?mi si sessolen}$
$\text{rm_co B_2:(P-T:it P:rattle}_{\text{sv-Mod T:cm ring}}$
'The woman drank what Djon had left and then she put the glass down on the table and then the ring ( in the glass ) rattled.'

44. tawimow ma?apu se kutu wo itu
   B₁:(P:almost-mod finishₘₐ T:cm lice ) rₘ co  B₂:(P-T:it
   kèsawutani  wu?uk esa wo itu kumerosotae
   P:pluckₘₐ-S:shc-Mod T:hair one ) rₘ co  B₂:(P-T:it P:squirtₘₐ-Mod
   ndaa? witu kèsawutani mbug?uk
   T:cm-blood R:ᵣₜ pluckₘₐ-mod cm-hair )

'When the lice were almost finished ( being removed ) she accidentally plucked out a hair and then the blood squirted out from where the hair had been plucked.'
This chapter describes the bound morphemes of Tondano. There are two basic types of bound morphemes; affixes and clitics. Affixes are bound forms which function on the word level while clitics are forms which function on the clause or phrase level.

Bound morphemes are attached to stems, which are either simple, consisting of a single root morpheme, or derived, consisting of a simple stem plus a derivational affix. Affixes are prefixes, suffixes, infixes or circumfixes according to their order in relation to the stem. Clitics are either preclitics or postclitics according to their order relative to the stem.

When two morphemes have identical representations they are given a superscript number (1, 2, ...) in the order in which they are described.

In section 2.4 the general morphophonemic rules of the language are stated. There are other changes which occur in certain phonological environments but which are not regarded as wholly phonologically conditioned and hence are not treated in that section. Some of these changes occur only with certain classes of morphemes while others involve change or loss of particular sounds when occurring in certain environments. Such changes are described below.

The rules given in this section must be treated as applying before the application of the general morphophonemic rules. For instance, the glottal insertion rule, given in (a) below, must apply before the schwa assimilation rule (section 2.4.2) to account for the fact that glottal stop is not inserted between the identical vowels in words.
such as ikaana? (that is, the rule cannot apply in the environment
ka- + ana?. Schwa assimilation then results in ikaana? not *ika?ana?). Likewise, the rules deleting certain consonants from clusters at
morpheme boundaries must apply before the schwa insertion rule
(section 2.4.1), thus removing the condition for that rule to apply.

In sections 8.1 and 8.2 the various allomorphs of each morpheme
are described but allomorphic changes resulting from the application
of the general morphophonemic rules or the rules presented below are
not restated for each particular morpheme. The rules below are, in
fact, a summary of certain changes which sets of morphemes undergo.
The statement of these rules here avoids the necessity for repeatedly
referring to the same processes as each individual morpheme is
described. Other rules could be added but there is no advantage in
this if only a very limited number of morphemes are involved. For
instance, p is lost under the same conditions as m, as stated in (c)
below, but since the loss of p affects only one morpheme (because
only one occurs in that environment - see 8.2.2.1b) it is just as
conveniently described in the treatment of that morpheme.

In examples bound morphemes are identified by hyphens; prefixes
are followed by a hyphen, suffixes are preceded by a hyphen and infixes
are preceded and followed by hyphens. The two parts of a circumfix
are separated by dots. Stem morphemes have no hyphen.

(a) When identical vowels occur at a morpheme boundary glottal stop
is inserted between them:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ni- + impit} & \rightarrow \text{ni?impit} \\
\text{ika- + anu} & \rightarrow \text{ika?anu} \\
\text{pora + -an} & \rightarrow \text{pora?an}
\end{align*}
\]

Glottal insertion does not occur with the Durative aspect prefix
pa- (see 8.1.1.3b) and in a few other places and is hence not treated as a general morphophonemic rule.

An alternative analysis would be to include the glottal stop in the morpheme representation (morpheme finally) with the specification that it is lost unless the following vowel is identical to the preceding vowel. This approach would have the advantage that the morpheme representation, by the presence or absence of ʔ, would indicate which morphemes take ʔ and which do not when the following vowel is identical to the final vowel of the morpheme. However, there are disadvantages to this approach. Some morphemes (or allomorphs of morphemes) end in a glottal stop which is always retained and it is necessary to distinguish these from morphemes which have a following glottal stop only under the circumstances stated above. These include stems as well as bound morphemes. For instance, the stem pēra is followed by ʔ only if the following vowel is a, whereas the stem sēraʔ never loses its final ʔ:

\[
\begin{align*}
pēra + -an \rightarrow pēraʔan, & \quad pēra + -mow \rightarrow pēraʔmow \\
\text{sēraʔ} + -an \rightarrow \text{sēraʔan}, & \quad \text{sēraʔ} + -mow \rightarrow \text{sēraʔmow}
\end{align*}
\]

Inclusion of ʔ in the morpheme representation would result in greater unpredictability, mainly because of the large number of stem morphemes involved, than does the present analysis.

(b) A prefix-final a is replaced by ə if the immediately following stem begins with a consonant followed by a:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma-} & + \text{kaan} \rightarrow \text{mēkaan} \\
\text{ika-} & + \text{raʔrag} \rightarrow \text{ikēraʔrag} \\
\text{ta-} & + \text{wankə?} \rightarrow \text{tēwankə?}
\end{align*}
\]

If the prefix is of two syllables, each containing a, or if there is a sequence of two prefixes, each containing a, then both vowels
change:

\[ \text{papa-} + \text{waren} \rightarrow \text{papawaren} \]
\[ \text{maka-} + \text{wale} \rightarrow \text{mekowale} \]
\[ \text{sa-} + \text{na-} + \text{man} \rightarrow \text{sennaman} \]

The change does not occur if the prefix is followed by another prefix containing \( a \) in which the change does not occur:

\[ \text{ma-} + \text{kasekola} \rightarrow \text{makasekola} \]
\[ \text{sa-} + \text{natoon} \rightarrow \text{sannatoon} \]

The change does not occur preceding a few stems, including \( \text{pa?yan} '\text{work}' \) and \( \text{wanua} '\text{village}' \):

\[ \text{ma-} + \text{pa?yan} \rightarrow \text{mapa?yan} \]
\[ \text{ka-} + \text{wanua} \rightarrow \text{kawanua} \]

The change does not occur in morphemes other than prefixes:

\[ \text{pa?yan} + \text{-an} + \text{-na} + \text{-la} \rightarrow \text{pa?yananala} \]

(c) Morpheme-initial \( m \) is lost immediately following a consonant other than \( \nu, \chi \) or \( ? \):

\[ \text{lawas} + \text{-mu} \rightarrow \text{lawasu} \]
\[ \text{minare} + \text{-mow} \rightarrow \text{minarenow} \]

(d) Morpheme-final \( n \) is lost before \( l \) and \( n \):

\[ \text{kaanen} + \text{-na} \rightarrow \text{kaanena} \]
\[ \text{weren} + \text{-na} \rightarrow \text{werena} \]
\[ \text{kumaan} + \text{-la} \rightarrow \text{kumaala} \]

and is replaced by \( n \) before \( k \):

\[ \text{kinaan} + \text{-ku} \rightarrow \text{kinaanku} \]
\[ \text{kaanen} + \text{-ke} \rightarrow \text{kaaneke} \]

(e) A sequence of two identical vowels in a stem reduces to one vowel if a following suffix would otherwise result in a sequence of three vowels, with or without an intervening glottal stop:
wee + -an → wean
koo? → ko?o + -an → ko?an
lao + -an → la?an

Capital letters used in this and other chapters have the following values:

(f) $M$ represents a replacive homorganic nasal. It assimilates to the following consonant which is then lost. $M$ becomes

- $m$ before $p$, $w$
- $n$ before $t$, $s$
- $\eta$ before $k$ and vowels
- $\emptyset$ elsewhere

When $M$ is manifested as zero the following consonant is not lost.

In the following examples $M$ occurs in the hypermorpheme $\text{[mEM-]}$:

\[
\text{[mEM-]} + \text{waŋker} \rightarrow \text{meŋwaŋker}
\]
\[
+ \text{sero} \rightarrow \text{meŋero}
\]
\[
+ \text{kaan} \rightarrow \text{meŋəaŋ}
\]
\[
+ \text{ali} \rightarrow \text{meŋali}
\]
\[
+ \text{gənəŋ} \rightarrow \text{meŋənəŋ}
\]
\[
+ \text{ṇaran} \rightarrow \text{meŋran}
\]

(g) $C$ represents a consonant which takes the quality of the following consonant. In the following examples $C$ occurs in hypermorpheme $\text{[mEC-]}$:

\[
\text{[mEC-]} + \text{tirkaŋ} \rightarrow \text{meŋətirkaŋ}
\]
\[
+ \text{seraŋ} \rightarrow \text{meŋəseraŋ}
\]
\[
+ \text{letok} \rightarrow \text{meŋelotok}
\]

(h) $R$ represents stem reduplication (see 8.1.1.1.3i).
(i) \( V \) represents a vowel which takes the quality of the preceding or following vowel as specified for each individual morpheme. In some sections (especially in Chapter Two) \( V \) represents any vowel.

(j) \( \mathbb{N} \) represents a homorganic prenasal and occurs as the inanimate class marker (see 5.4.1) and the inanimate topic marker (see 5.8.1). \( \mathbb{N} \) becomes

- \( m \) before \( p, w \)
- \( n \) before \( t, s \) and vowels
- \( \eta \) before \( k, g \)
- \( n \) or \( \emptyset \) before \( r \)
- \( \emptyset \) elsewhere

Following \( \mathbb{N} \) the consonants \( m, n \) and \( \emptyset \) are replaced by their corresponding voiced stops except that \( \emptyset \) is not replaced if the manifestation of \( \mathbb{N} \) is \( \emptyset \). In the following examples \( \mathbb{N} \) occurs as the inanimate class marker \( \mathbb{N}^{-} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbb{N}^{-} &+ \text{panama} \rightarrow \text{mpa}nana \\
&+ \text{timpa?} \rightarrow \text{ntimpa?} \\
&+ \text{sera?} \rightarrow \text{nsera?} \\
&+ \text{kamar} \rightarrow \eta\text{kamar} \\
&+ \text{lepo} \rightarrow \text{lepo} \\
&+ \text{meja} \rightarrow \text{meja} \\
&+ \text{akél} \rightarrow \text{nakél} \\
&+ \text{ipus} \rightarrow \text{nipus} \\
&+ \text{wale} \rightarrow \text{mbale} \\
&+ \text{gio} \rightarrow \eta\text{gio} \\
&+ \text{raa?} \rightarrow \text{ndaa?} \\
&+ \text{rina?} \rightarrow \text{rina?}
\end{align*}
\]

In most situations both inanimate class marker and inanimate topic
marker, both referred to here as $N-$, can be deleted. When $N-$ is deleted the sound changes noted above remain, resulting in word-initial $b$, $d$ and $g$. It is necessary to make a distinction between the non-occurrence of $N-$ and its occurrence and subsequent deletion to account for the distribution of initial $b$, $d$ and $g$. These occur word-initially only in environments in which they can also occur pre-nasalised, i.e., where $N-$ can occur. Initial voiced stops thus result from the loss of the nasal from the clusters $mb$, $nd$ and $tg$.

On the other hand, initial $w$, $r$ and $g$ occur whenever $N-$ does not occur, i.e., whenever $N-$ is obligatorily or optionally absent, but not when $N-$ has been deleted, since this deletion occurs after the replacement of $w$, $r$ and $g$ by their corresponding stops. Thus, in environments in which $N-$ cannot occur only $w$, $r$ and $g$, but not voiced stops, can occur word-initially, e.g., following an animate class marker:

si we?sek 'duck', si re?sa? 'snail', si ge?gori 'borer'

Where $N-$ can occur and then be deleted all three forms can occur, e.g., in the citation form of inanimate nouns or in an Object R-A phrase:

wale/$mbale/bale 'house'$
\rano/$ndano/dano 'water'$
\gio/$ngio/gio 'face'$

As noted above, $N-$ is sometimes manifested as $n$ before $r$ (in which case $r$ is replaced by $d$) and sometimes as zero (in which case $r$ remains). The choice depends on the particular stem and is not predictable. 1

8.1 AFFIXES

8.1.0 Affixes are most conveniently divided into verbal morphemes, which are inflectional, and non-verbal morphemes, which are derivational.
8.1.1 VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

8.1.1.0 There are three categories of inflectional morphemes in Tondano: tense, voice and aspect. Every verb distinguishes all three categories. There are two tenses: Past and Non-past, four voices: Subject, Object, Instrument and Referent voices and ten aspects. The aspects are listed in section 8.1.1.3.

The aspects are not all mutually exclusive; some aspects may occur in the presence of others while some require the obligatory presence of other aspects. This might appear at first to be sufficient ground for splitting aspect into a number of categories according to possibilities of co-occurrence. However, this approach would require the recognition of six inflectional categories, including four in place of aspect. Three of the categories would contain only one member each and would be of optional occurrence. In the present analysis there are only three inflectional categories. All are obligatory and aspect can occur more than once with some verbs.

A name is given to each inflectional morpheme. These labels tend to be unsatisfactory because, for many affixes, it is not possible to sum up their function in a single word. The function of a particular inflectional morpheme is often affected by such factors as the meaning of the verb stem and the distribution of the verb. Factors affecting the function of voice affixes are described in section 3.1.0.

Another complicating factor in stating meaning is the fact that the functions of tense and aspect morphemes frequently intersect in such a way that it is difficult to describe the function of the morpheme of one category without reference to the function of the morpheme of the other category with which it co-occurs. A somewhat similar interaction sometimes results when two aspect morphemes
co-occur. In such cases it seems best to treat the morpheme cluster as being a functional unit without attempting to describe separately the functions of the individual morphemes of which the cluster is composed.

A further problem in attempting to describe the function of each morpheme separately is that of assigning meaning to zero forms. Each of the categories of tense and aspect has an unmarked member. In addition, several morphemes have no overt manifestation in the presence of other morphemes. This situation is often handled by recognizing zero morphemes or allomorphs. This approach, however, would often result in clumsy treatment of the Tondano data because of the necessity for positing a sequence of distinct zeros. The following example illustrates this.

Punctiliar aspect is not overtly marked and in the presence of Past tense morpheme {-in-} Object voice is not overtly marked. The verb tinolas 'has been bought' consists of the stem tales 'buy' and Past tense morpheme, manifested as {-in-}. Any attempt to keep the three inflectional categories distinct here would result in the recognition of a zero form expressing Punctiliar aspect, a zero form expressing Object voice and {-in-} functioning solely to signal Past tense. Yet all three categories are unambiguously signalled by the fact that the total inflectional shape is {-in-}.

Faced with somewhat similar (though more acute) problems in Ilianen Manobo, Shand (1964) rejects the use of zero morphemes and gives morphemic status to the whole cluster of morphemes present in the verb, noting (p66) 'In these cases the cluster is the morphemic unit which signals the categories present.' Shand would treat such Tondano verbs as tinolas as morpheme clusters because 'the contrastive
categories are signalled adequately by the total sequence of each verb form' (p63).

Shand's approach is adopted by Prentice (1971) for Timugon Murut with the modification that the verb stem is excluded from the morpheme cluster. Prentice carries the concept a step further by giving morphemic status to all clusters of inflectional morphemes even where all inflectional categories are overtly present within the cluster (Shand does not apply the concept in such cases). These complex morphemes he calls hypermorphemes.

The hypermorpheme concept proposed by Prentice is adopted here for the two reasons suggested above, namely (i) The function of tense and aspect morphemes often interact so that the meaning of one cannot readily be described without reference to the meaning of the other. This is overcome by giving morphemic status to the morpheme cluster and describing the meaning of this hypermorpheme rather than attempting to describe separately the meanings of the individual morphemes of which it is constituted. (ii) Function does not have to be assigned to zero forms. The usefulness of avoiding zeros is especially clear in such words as tindog where two separate zeros would be required, each having a distinct function. The fact that a certain category is not overtly manifested has an effect on the total shape of the morpheme cluster. It is this total shape, or hypermorpheme, which expresses all the categories present. Thus, as an example, {-in-} as a morpheme signals Past tense. But when it (or strictly, when one or other of its manifestations) occurs as the total inflectional shape, as in tindog, it unambiguously signals all the categories present - in this case Past tense, Object voice, Punctiliar aspect.

Every hypermorpheme, besides expressing tense and aspect,
expresses one of the four voices. The function of voice morphemes can always be isolated from that of the other categories. However, it is necessary to include voice in the hypermorpheme since the voice morpheme is at times itself the total inflectional shape. For instance, the verb *talen* 'will be bought' contains only one affix, Object voice morpheme {*-en*} which, as the hypermorpheme *-en*, expresses Object voice, Non-past tense, Punctiliar aspect.

Hypermorpheme representations are placed between rectangles. Thus, the verb *tinel* 'has been bought' contains the hypermorpheme *[-in]* which consists of Past tense morpheme *{-in-}* and signals the categories Object voice, Past tense, Punctiliar aspect. The verb *minapatelos* 'has caused to buy' contains the hypermorpheme *{minapa-*} which consists of Subject voice morpheme *{-um-*}, Past tense morpheme *{-in-}* and Causative aspect morpheme *{papa-*} and signals the categories Subject voice, Past tense, Causative aspect.

Since the function of voice is described in Chapter Three this category need not be treated further here. Thus, although voice morphemes are incorporated into hypermorphemes, their function is not considered in the treatment of hypermorpheme meaning. This allows the description of hypermorphemes in terms of sets. Any two hypermorphemes which differ solely in the voice morphemes they incorporate belong to the same hypermorpheme set. All members of a set can be described together in terms of their tense and aspect marking functions without reference to the case-marking function of each individual member.

Each set of hypermorphemes is represented by the Subject voice member of the set, i.e., the hypermorpheme of the set which expresses Subject voice, placed between wedges. Thus *{-um-*} represents the set of hypermorphemes of which *{-um-*} is the Subject voice member. The set
is referred to by citing the Subject voice member. Thus the set exemplified above is referred to as the \( \langle \text{um} \rangle \) set. Often, in section 8.1.1.2, the representation is also referred to in the singular (e.g., '\( \langle \text{um} \rangle \) is...') but this is always to be understood as referring to all members of the set. An exception to the choice of the Subject voice hypermorpheme as representative of the set is with sets containing Non-volitional aspect. Since the Subject voice members of these sets are homophonous with the Subject voice members of other sets the Instrument voice members are chosen to represent these sets, thus: \( \langle \text{ika} \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{haika} \rangle \).

In section 8.1.1.1 the individual inflectional morphemes are listed and their various manifestations (allomorphs) described. In section 8.1.1.2 the hypermorphemes are listed and their functions described. Most hypermorphemes have a number of different manifestations, either phonologically or morphologically determined. However, since the manifestation of a hypermorpheme is merely the sum of the allomorphs of its constituent morphemes, hypermorpheme manifestation needs no description further than that given in section 8.1.1.1.

8.1.1.1 INFLECTIONAL MORPHEMES

8.1.1.0 Inflectional morphemes are grouped according to category and are described as follows. First, the name of the morpheme is given, followed by an abbreviated label in parentheses. These abbreviated labels are employed in section 8.1.1.2 to indicate the morphemes present in hypermorphemes. Below this the morpheme representation is given between braces. The allomorphs are then listed, each accompanied by a statement of distribution and examples. Each example has the following format: A verb stem is given, accompanied by the representation of the morpheme being exemplified and representations
of all other morphemes overtly present. Prefixes precede the stem and suffixes follow. If two or more prefixes co-occur their relative ordering reflects their order within the word. Infixes immediately precede the morpheme within which they are inserted. A re-write arrow follows and to the right of this the phonemic manifestation of the verb is given. Modifications to allomorphs resulting from the general morphophonemic rules (see 2.4) and from the rules in section 8.0 are not described for each morpheme but are included in examples.

8.1.1.1.1 VOICE MORPHEME

(a) Subject voice (SV)

morpheme: {-um-}

-um- immediately precedes the first vowel of the word (whether in the stem or in a prefix). When the word begins with a labial consonant or a vowel the first syllable, i.e., (C)n, is then deleted:

{-um-} + ali → mali
{-um-} + edo → medo
{-um-} + pate → mate
{-um-} + wewe → mewe
{-um-} + {pa-} + wewe → mawe we

Elsewhere no deletion occurs:

{-um-} + tiŋkas → tumiŋkas
{-um-} + eŋorem → eŋorem

The combination of {-um-} with Past tense morpheme {-in-} is described in section 8.1.1.2b and its combination with Non-volitional morpheme {ka-} is described in section 8.1.1.3j.

(b) Object voice (OV)

morpheme: {-ən}
\(-n\) follows a vowel:

- ali + \{-en\} \rightarrow alin
- edo + \{-en\} \rightarrow edon

\(-en\) follows a consonant:

- redey + \{-en\} \rightarrow redeyen
- tow + \{-en\} \rightarrow towen
- kaan + \{-en\} \rightarrow kaanen

In accordance with the schwa assimilation rule (see 2.4.2),

\(\sigma\) assimilates to the final vowel of a word ending in \(?\):

- lutu? + \{-en\} \rightarrow lutu?en
- tiro? + \{-en\} \rightarrow tiro?en

Homophony with \{-an\} occurs when the vowel preceding stem-final \(?\) is \(\sigma\):

- wuka? + \{-en\} \rightarrow wuka?en
- wuka? + \{-an\} \rightarrow wuka?en

It should be noted that \{-en\} is lost when allomorph \(-n\) is followed by \(l\) or \(n\) (see 8.0d):

- ali + \{-en\} + \(-la\) \rightarrow alila
- edo + \{-en\} + \(-na\) \rightarrow edona

In the presence of Past tense morpheme \{-in-\} Object voice morpheme has zero manifestation:

\{-in\} + \text{telos} + \{-en\} \rightarrow \text{tineles}
\{-in\} + \{\text{pa-}\} + \text{telos} + \{-en\} \rightarrow \text{pinateles}

(c) Instrument voice (IV)

morpheme: \{i-\}

\(i\) occurs in all environments:

\{i-\} + \text{wewe} \rightarrow iwewe
\{i-\} + \text{enso}\eta \rightarrow ienso\eta
\( y- \) occurs in free variation with \( i- \) word-initially before a vowel:

\[
\{i-\} + \text{enson} \rightarrow \text{ienson} \sim \text{yenson}
\]

\[
\{i-\} + \text{ure?} \rightarrow \text{iure?} \sim \text{yure?}
\]

Word-initially, i.e., when there is no preceding \( n- \) or Past tense marker \( na- \), \( \{i-\} \) is frequently omitted in normal speech, especially following topic marker \( si: \)

\[
\{i-\} + \text{wewe} \rightarrow \text{iwewe} \sim \text{wewe}
\]

\[
\{i-\} + \{\text{pa-}\} + \text{wewe} \rightarrow \text{ipawewe} \sim \text{pawewe}
\]

\[
\{i-\} + \text{enson} \rightarrow \text{ienson} \sim \text{yenson} \sim \text{enson}
\]

\( \{i-\} \) is lost immediately following preclitic \( \{\text{nai-}\} \) (see 8.2.3):

\[
\{\text{nai-}\} + \{i-\} + \text{wanker} \rightarrow \text{naiwanker}
\]

(a) Referent voice (RV)

morpheme: \( \{-an\} \)

\(-an\) occurs in all environments:

\[
\text{edo} + \{-an\} \rightarrow \text{edoan}
\]

\[
\text{tèle} + \{-an\} \rightarrow \text{tèlean}
\]

\[
\text{pér} + \{-an\} \rightarrow \text{péran}
\]

8.1.1.2 TENSE MORPHEMES

(a) Non-past tense (Npast)

unmarked

(b) Past tense (P)

morpheme: \( \{-in-\} \)

\( na- \) occurs immediately preceding Instrument voice morpheme \( \{i-\} \):

\[
\{-in-\} + \{i-\} + \text{ali} \rightarrow \text{naiali}
\]

\[
\{-in-\} + \{i-\} + \text{todo} \rightarrow \text{naitodo}
\]

\[
\{-in-\} + \{i-\} + \{\text{pèCà}\} + \text{todo} \rightarrow \text{naipèCàtodo}
\]
nan- occurs with \{i-\} if clitic \{-mow\} (see 8.2.4) comes between them:
\{-in-\} + \{i-\} + tea? + \{-mow\} \rightarrow nanoitea?

If any other clitic comes between them then either \(n\)- or nan- occurs:
\{-in-\} + \{i-\} + todo + \{-ku\} \rightarrow naku todo \(n\)kuitodo

\(n\)- occurs with stem-initial vowels if there are no other prefixes or infixes:
\{-in-\} + edo \rightarrow niedo
\{-in-\} + ali \rightarrow niali
\{-in-\} + ide? \rightarrow ni?ide?

When \{-in-\} co-occurs with Subject voice marker \{-um-\} in words in which the first syllable is lost (see 8.1.1.1a), \(-in-\) occurs immediately after \(-um-\), which reduces to \(m-\):
\{-um-\} + \{-in-\} + ali \rightarrow minali
\{-um-\} + \{-in-\} + waren \rightarrow minaren
\{-um-\} + \{-in-\} + \{pa-\} + tales \rightarrow minatőles

Elsewhere \{-um-\} and \{-in-\} combine in the portmanteau form \(-im-\):
\{-um-\} + \{-in-\} + tinkas \rightarrow timinkas
\{-um-\} + \{-in-\} + goräm \rightarrow gimoräm

Elsewhere \(-in-\) occurs immediately following the first consonant of the word:
\{-in-\} + goräm + \{-an\} \rightarrow ginoräm
\{-in-\} + tales \rightarrow tinäles
\{-in-\} + \{pa-\} + tales \rightarrow pinates

8.1.1.1.3 ASPECT MORPHEMES

(a) Punctiliar aspect (Punct)

unmarked
(b) Durative aspect (Dur)
morpheme: \{pa-\}

*pa-* occurs in all environments, modified by the rule given in 8.0b but not by the rule in 8.0a, i.e., glottal insertion does not occur after \{pa-\}. Co-occurrence with \{-um-\} results in the loss of the first syllable, as described in section 8.1.1.1a.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{pa-\} + \text{tēles} + \{-en\} & \rightarrow \text{patēlesen} \\
\{-um-\} + \{pa-\} + \text{tēles} & \rightarrow \text{matēles} \\
\{i-\} + \{pa-\} + \text{wāŋker} & \rightarrow \text{iɾwāŋker} \\
\{pa-\} + \text{ali} + \{-en\} & \rightarrow \text{paalīn}
\end{align*}
\]

(c) Intensive aspect (Int)
morpheme: \{peM-\}

*peM-* occurs in all environments:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{peM-\} + \text{kīʔit} + \{-en\} & \rightarrow \text{peʔiʔiten} \\
\{-in-\} + \{peM-\} + \text{tēles} & \rightarrow \text{pinēles} \\
\{peM-\} + \text{awo} + \{-en\} & \rightarrow \text{peʔawoan}
\end{align*}
\]

With stems beginning with \(r, l, ɾ\) or a nasal, morphophonemic rules result in homophones allomorphs for \{pa-\} and \{peM-\}:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{pa-\} + \text{rawak} + \{-en\} & \rightarrow \text{porawaken} \\
\{peM-\} + \text{rawak} + \{-en\} & \rightarrow \text{porawaken}
\end{align*}
\]

(d) Desiderative aspect (Des)
morpheme: \{peCe-\}

*peCe-* occurs with stems beginning with a vowel:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{-um-\} + \{peCa-\} + \text{aro} & \rightarrow \text{maʔaro} \\
\{peCe-\} + \text{upiʔ} + \{-en\} & \rightarrow \text{paʔupiʔin} \\
\{peCe-\} + \text{enaʔ} + \{-en\} & \rightarrow \text{paʔenaʔan}
\end{align*}
\]

*peCe-* occurs with stems beginning with a consonant:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{-um-\} + \{peCe-\} + \text{tīŋkas} & \rightarrow \text{motōtīŋkas}
\end{align*}
\]
When `pCa` co-occurs with another aspect morpheme the first CV is lost leaving `Ca` following the other aspect morpheme. Allomorph `pa?-` does not co-occur with other aspect morphemes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{papa-\} + \{pCa-\} + 1oo? + \{-on\} & \rightarrow \text{papalolo\,on} \\
\{-um-\} + \{paki-\} + \{pCa-\} + \text{rumun} & \rightarrow \text{makirurumun}
\end{align*}
\]

(e) Compleative aspect (Comp)

morpheme: \{paka-\}

paka- occurs in all environments:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{paka-\} + \text{antu} + \{-on\} & \rightarrow \text{paka\,antunu} \\
\{-in-\} + \{i-\} + \{paka-\} + \text{todo} & \rightarrow \text{naipakatodo} \\
\{-um-\} + \{paka-\} + \text{rub} + \{-mow\} & \rightarrow \text{makarubero\,ow}
\end{align*}
\]

With stems beginning with \(k\) followed by a morphophonemic rules result in homophonous allomorphs for \{paka-\} and \{pCa-\}:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{-um-\} + \{paka-\} + \text{kaan} + \{-mow\} & \rightarrow \text{makakaan\,ow} \\
\{-um-\} + \{pCa-\} + \text{kaan} + \{-mow\} & \rightarrow \text{makakaan\,ow}
\end{align*}
\]

(f) Habitual aspect (H)

morpheme: \{pCaM-\}

pCaM- is the only allomorph. \(C\) assumes the quality of the following consonant which, in this case, is \(M\). This morpheme does not occur with stems beginning with those consonants before which \(M\) is manifested as zero (see 8.0f):

\[
\begin{align*}
\{-um-\} + \{pCaM-\} + \text{edo} & \rightarrow \text{men\,endo} \\
\{-um-\} + \{pCaM-\} + \text{war\,ker} & \rightarrow \text{mem\,mank\,er} \\
\{pCaM-\} + \text{ta\,le\,s} + \{-on\} & \rightarrow \text{pon\,ken\,ales\,on}
\end{align*}
\]
(g) Causative aspect (Caus)
morpheme: \{\text{papa-}\}
\text{papa-} occurs in all environments:
\begin{align*}
\{\text{papa-}\} &+ \text{loŋkot} + \{-\text{an}\} &\rightarrow & \text{papalоŋkotan} \\
\{\text{i-}\} &+ \{\text{papa-}\} &+ \text{ŋkat} &\rightarrow \text{ipapaŋkat} \\
\{-\text{um-}\} &+ \{\text{papa-}\} &+ \text{taʔu} &\rightarrow \text{məpətaʔu}
\end{align*}

(h) Petitive aspect (Pet)
morpheme: \{\text{paki-}\}
\text{paki-} occurs in all environments:
\begin{align*}
\{\text{paki-}\} &+ \text{peleŋ} + \{-\text{on}\} &\rightarrow & \text{pakipeleŋon} \\
\{\text{i-}\} &+ \{\text{paki-}\} &+ \text{ŋkat} &\rightarrow \text{ipakiŋkat} \\
\{-\text{um-}\} &+ \{-\text{in-}\} &+ \{\text{paki-}\} &+ \text{wareŋ} &\rightarrow & \text{minakiwareŋ}
\end{align*}

(i) Repetitive aspect (R)
morpheme: \{\text{R-}\}
This morpheme is manifested as the reduplication of the first two syllables of the stem with the exception of the final consonant of the second syllable:
\begin{align*}
\{-\text{um-}\} &+ \{\text{pa-}\} &+ \{\text{R-}\} &+ \text{tiŋkas} &\rightarrow & \text{matiŋkatiriŋkas} \\
\{-\text{um-}\} &+ \{\text{pa-}\} &+ \{\text{R-}\} &+ \text{leley} &\rightarrow & \text{maeleleleley} \\
\{-\text{um-}\} &+ \{\text{pa-}\} &+ \{\text{R-}\} &+ \text{ali} &\rightarrow & \text{maaliali} \\
\{-\text{um-}\} &+ \{\text{pa-}\} &+ \{\text{R-}\} &+ \text{piara} &\rightarrow & \text{maapiapia} \\
\{-\text{um-}\} &+ \{\text{pa-}\} &+ \{\text{R-}\} &+ \text{kiwee} &\rightarrow & \text{makivekiwee}
\end{align*}
If \{\text{R-}\} co-occurs with \{\text{peM-}\} then \text{M} is reduplicated. If \text{M} is manifested as zero then the stem-initial consonant still occurs in the reduplication:
\begin{align*}
\{-\text{um-}\} &+ \{\text{peM-}\} &+ \{\text{R-}\} &+ \text{ae} &\rightarrow & \text{meŋaŋae} \\
\{-\text{um-}\} &+ \{\text{peM-}\} &+ \{\text{R-}\} &+ \text{tiŋkas} &\rightarrow & \text{meŋitkaniriŋkas} \\
\{-\text{um-}\} &+ \{\text{peM-}\} &+ \{\text{R-}\} &+ \text{rubər} &\rightarrow & \text{mərubərubər}
\end{align*}
If the reduplication would otherwise result in a sequence of two identical vowels then, in accordance with the morphophonemic rules, glottal stop is inserted between them and the vowel following it may then be deleted:

\[
\text{\{-pa-\} + \{R-\} + \text{upus} + \{-an\}^1 \rightarrow \text{paupu} \text{\textasciitilde} \text{upus} \text{\textasciitilde} \text{paupu} \text{\textasciitilde} \text{upus}} \\
\text{\{-um-\} + \{pa-\} + \{R-\} + \text{arap} \rightarrow \text{maara} \text{\textasciitilde} \text{arap} \text{\textasciitilde} \text{maara} \text{\textasciitilde} \text{rap}}
\]

If reduplication results in a immediately following another vowel then assimilation occurs (see 2.4.2):

\[
\text{\{-um-\} + \{pa-\} + \{R-\} + \text{ena?} \rightarrow \text{maanaana?}}
\]

Infixes occur in the reduplicated portion of the stem:

\[
\text{\{-um-\} + \{R-\} + \text{kela?} \rightarrow \text{kumelakela?}} \\
\text{\{-um-\} + \{-in-\} + \{R-\} + \text{tirkas} \rightarrow \text{timirkatirkas}}
\]

(j) Non-volitional aspect (NV)

morpheme: \{ka-\}^1

\{ka-\}^1 combines with the Subject voice marker \{-um-\} in the portmanteau form \underline{ma-}:

\[
\text{\{-um-\} + \{ka-\}^1 + \text{pe?e?} \rightarrow \text{mapete?}} \\
\text{\{-um-\} + \{ka-\}^1 + \text{apu} \rightarrow \text{ma?apu}}
\]

This form is, in most environments, homophonous with that produced by the combination of \{-um-\} and \{pa-\}:

\[
\text{\{-um-\} + \{ka-\}^1 + \text{wo?ke} \rightarrow \text{mawo?ke}} \\
\text{\{-um-\} + \{pa-\} + \text{wo?ke} \rightarrow \text{mawo?ke}}
\]

With some stems in Non-volitional Battery Four (see 3.1.4.4) the combination of \{-um-\} and \{ka-\}^1 produces maka:

\[
\text{\{-um-\} + \{ka-\}^1 + \text{sina?u} \rightarrow \text{makasina?u}}
\]

\text{ka-} occurs elsewhere:

\[
\text{\{-i-\} + \{ka-\}^1 + \text{anu} \rightarrow \text{ika?anu}} \\
\text{\{ka-\}^1 + \text{lesog} + \{-an\}^1 \rightarrow \text{kalesogan}}
\]
\{ka-\}^1 + ta\text{\textasciitilde}u + \{-an\}^1 \rightarrow \text{keta\text{\textasciitilde}uan} \\
\{-in-\} + \{ka-\}^1 + ra\text{\textasciitilde}ra\text{\textasciitilde} + \{-an\}^1 \rightarrow \text{kinera\text{\textasciitilde}ra\text{\textasciitilde}gan}

(k) Reciprocal aspect (Recip)

morpheme: \{-an\}^2

\{-an\} occurs in all environments:

\{-um-\} + \{pa\text{-}\} + saw\text{\textasciitilde} + \{-an\}^2 \rightarrow \text{mesesaw\text{\textasciitilde}an}

\{-um-\} + \{-in-\} + \{pa\} + reten + \{-an\}^2 \rightarrow \text{minaretenan}

8.1.1.2 HYPERMORPHEMES

8.1.1.2.0 First are described hypermorpheme sets containing only one aspect morpheme and then sets containing more than one aspect. For convenience these are called simple hypermorphemes and complex hypermorphemes respectively. Some aspects occur only in combination with others and so are mentioned only in the section on complex hypermorphemes.

In the list of hypermorpheme sets below, each Non-past set, i.e., each set of hypermorphemes not containing the Past tense morpheme, is immediately followed by the corresponding Past tense set. The meanings of the Non-past hypermorphemes are described but generally it is not necessary to state the meaning of the corresponding Past tense forms as these are predictable, having a constant meaning relation to their Non-past counterparts. In these cases the Past tense hypermorphemes are listed with examples but without an accompanying statement of meaning. In general the Past tense morpheme \{-in-\} specifies an action which has already occurred in relation to the time on which interest is centered. This time may be the present, as in discourse, or some time in the past, as in narrative. In the case of some hypermorphemes tense and aspect interact and some discussion of the function of the Past tense forms is necessary.
Each hypermorpheme set is described as follows. First, the name of the set is given. Beneath this the abbreviated labels are given for the tense and aspect morphemes included in hypermorphemes of the set. The representations of the member hypermorphemes of the set are then given, each followed by the abbreviated label for the voice it expresses. The functions of the hypermorphemes are then described and examples given. As mentioned in section 8.1.1.0, the various manifestations of each hypermorpheme are not separately described.

8.1.1.2.1 SIMPLE HYPERMORPHEMES

(a) The (-um-) set

Npast; Punct

members:

[]-um-[] SV

[]-en[] OV

[i-] IV

[]-an[] RV

These hypermorphemes consist solely of a voice affix and occur only in Active clauses. Members of this set incorporate Punctiliar aspect which in general has an aoristic function, i.e., it simply denotes the occurrence of an action, in contrast with aspects which specify the progress or completion etc. of an action. Punctiliar could also be regarded as a neutral aspect, occurring whenever one of the more specific aspects is not required.

Occurring in Basic clauses and in most derived clause types the (-um-) set hypermorphemes usually indicate future action:

1. wo?odo ku mareŋala waki waleku
   'I'll return home tomorrow.'

2. kayu alinami wo?odo
   'He'll bring the wood tomorrow.'
3. ku ra?ipe? kumaan
'I won't eat yet.'

The (um-) set also occur in positive Imperative clauses (see 6.1.5 for examples).

In Sequential clauses (see 6.1.3) and Pro-Topic clauses (see 6.1.4) the (um-) set occur in situations in which the (im-) set would occur in Basic clauses and in other derived clause types. This can be seen in the following examples. In each example (a) includes a Basic clause with (im-) which is replaced in (b) by a Sequential or Pro-Topic clause with (um-):

4a. menkolola si ema witu mbalena si kapten si timuli witu reten əmbale ni ema

b. menkolola si ema witu mbalena o sia tumuli witu reten əmbale ni ema si kapten

'When Emma returned home the captain called in on the house next to Emma's.'

5a. si tuama si limaa witu mbale ni ema wo itu ri?ripêna namutena mbuŋâŋ

b. lumaa witu mbale ni ema si tuama wo itu ri?ripêna namutena mbuŋâŋ

'The man went to Emma's house and then cut the roots of the flower.

When the verb immediately follows adverbs meaning 'once, twice, etc.' or adverbs of class e (see 4.2.4) (um-) set hypermorphemes occur where otherwise the (im-) set would occur:

6a. makarua ku minewe nisia

b. ku makarua mewela nisia
'I hit him twice.'

7a. ku kimaanow 'I've eaten.'

b. ku tare kumaala 'I've just eaten.'
(b) The \(<\text{im}\>) set

Past; Punct

members:

\[\text{[-im-]} \quad \text{SV} \]
\[\text{[-in-]} \quad \text{OV} \]
\[\text{[hai-]} \quad \text{IV} \]
\[\text{[in-...-an]} \quad \text{RV} \]

The \(<\text{im}\>) set occur in most Active clause types except Sequential and Pro-Topic clauses (in Sequential sentences) to indicate a simple past action, i.e., an action which occurred or which has/had occurred (but not one which was in progress):

1. \(\text{ka}\text{awi?in si tu}\text{ma limaaw waki uma} \)
   'The man went to the gardens yesterday.'

2. \(\text{si tu}\text{ma limaawmow waki uma} \)
   'The man has gone to the gardens.'

3. \(\text{si rai?mow witu ntampa niaotoaneala nisia} \)
   'He was no longer in the place where they had seen him.' or
   'He is no longer in the place where they saw him.'

4. \(\text{bureaw ya?i tinelesi waki pasar} \)
   'These eggs were bought in the market.'

Some verb stems can denote either an action or the state resulting from that action. With these verbs the \(<\text{im}\>) set, in addition to indicating past action, also indicate a present state and contrast with the \(<\text{ma}\>) set which mark present action. The following pairs illustrate this:

5a. \(\text{si simake si kuda} \quad '\text{He is riding the horse.'} \)

b. \(\text{si mosake si kuda} \quad '\text{He is mounting the horse.'} \)

6a. \(\text{si rimuber witu kadera} \quad '\text{He is sitting in the chair (state).'} \)

b. \(\text{si maruber witu kadera} \quad '\text{He is sitting in the chair (action).'} \)
7a. si minake labuŋ wəru  'He is wearing a new shirt.'
7b. si mepake labuŋ wəru  'He is putting on a new shirt.'
8a. si rineterŋku  'I am next to him.'
8b. si paretemerŋku  'I am approaching him.'
9a. lo?lo? sinuʔun ne wəwene
'The women are carrying the baskets on their heads.'
9b. lo?lo? pasuʔunen ne wəwene
'The women are putting the baskets on their heads.'

(c) The 〈ma-〉 set

Npast; Dur

members:

[ma-]1 SV
[pa-...-en] OV
[ipa-] IV
[pa-...-en] RV

The 〈ma-〉 set occur with verbs functioning in Active clauses and indicate an action in progress or an action which usually or regularly occurs:

1. si məkaan witu meja  'He is eating at the table.'
2. susur nədo si məkaan wia meja yaʔi
'Every day he eats at this table.'
3. məwarərov seen.  'While they were returning home...'
4. pasar okiʔ pəwəŋkerən səraʔ ticy wo səpi
'A small market where fish, pigs and cows are sold.'
5. bale paanaʔana  'The house where he lives.'
6. si tinusənər mədo wuʔana
'He was caught (in the act of) taking fruit.'

The Subject voice hypermorpheme [ma-]1 also occurs in Reciprocal clauses (see 8.1.1.2.2.2).
(d) The ⟨mina⟩ set
Past; Dur
members:

- ūmina-1 SV
- ūpina- OV
- ūnaipa- IV
- ūpina---an RV

The ⟨mina⟩ set occur with verbs in Active clauses to indicate an action which used to be performed but is no longer, or an action which was once, i.e., at one time in the past, performed:

1. si pinatulisanku surat
   'I once wrote to him.' or 'I used to write letters to him.'

2. si minotanom kaan 'He used to plant rice.'

3. ndano pinalele?an ne punti?in
   'The water where the Puntiins used to bathe.'

4. bale ya?i pinaana?anku 'I once lived in this house.'

(e) The ⟨møM⟩ set

Past; Int
members:

- ūmøM- SV
- ūpøM---en OV
- ūpøM- IV
- ūpøM---an RV

These hypermorphemes occur in Active clauses and contain the aspect morpheme {pøM-}. The label 'Intensive' for this morpheme follows Adriani (1908) who gives this name to the cognate form in Tontemboan. Adriani says the intensive form of verbs 'presents the action as happening with more force, diligence and effort than does the 'weak' form' (p69). However, it has not been possible
to confirm Adriani's statement or to isolate the meaning of \{peM-\} in most of its occurrences. 6 In almost all words tested \{meM-\} set hypermorphemes substitute for \{um\} and \{ma-\} sets without discernible change in meaning:

1a. susur nado si mapa?yan witu numa
b. susur nado si mema?yan witu numa
   'He works in the gardens every day.'

2a. wo?odo si ma?yan witu numa
b. wo?odo si mema?yan witu numa
   'He will work in the gardens tomorrow.'

The \{meM-\} set occur frequently in combination with Repetitive aspect (see 8.1.1.2.2.1), giving support to Adriani's claim that \{peM-\} functions to emphasise the force of the action.

Many verbs which indicate forms of hunting are regularly affixed with \{meM-\} and never take \{ma-\} or \{um\}:

me?asu 'hunt with dogs' (asu 'dog')
me?awok 'hunt rats' (kawok 'rat')
memi?o 'hunt wild boar' (wi?o 'wild boar')
me?oplasey 'trap fish' (kelasey 'fish trap')
me?opas 'fish with line' (opas 'fish hook')

(f) The \{minoM-\} set

Past; Int

members:

[visoM-\] SV
[visoM-\] OV
[visoM-\] IV
[visoM-\] RV

These are the Past tense counterparts of the \{meM-\} set and the statements made in section (e) above refer also to this set.
The °mɔCa→ set

Npast; Des

members:

[mɔCa-] SV
[peCa-...-on] OV
[peCa-] IV
[peCa-...-an] RV

These hypermorphemes occur in Active clauses. They usually indicate an intention or desire to perform the action:

1. ku mətətəles towakun 'I'd like to buy cigarettes.'
2. si laa məkəkəwok tənə? 'He went with the intention of climbing the areca palm.'
3. bale niperərədey via 'It is intended to build the house here.'
4. si kuda pərərəŋkitəna 'the horse which he intends to steal'

When the subject is inanimate °mɔCa→ indicates that the action is about to occur, on the verge of happening. It may also give this sense in some contexts with an animate subject:

5. wərə məʔaro 'It looks like it's going to rain.'
6. ntoka mələlətok 'The mountain (i.e., volcano) is about to erupt.'
7. si məsəsəkəməw si kuda 'He's just about to get on the horse.'

°mɔCa→ also occurs with prohibitive Imperatives in place of əum which occurs in other Imperatives:

8. teʔə pawəwunuʔun aku 'Don't kill me!'
9. teʔə mətətəŋkas rəpət 'Don't run fast!'

Most stems which occur in Non-volitional Battery Three without an object participant (see 3.1.4.3) occur with an object in Active
Battery Bc (see 3.1.1.3) or Active Battery 3b (see 3.1.1.3.2) affixed with \(<m\>\) instead of \(<m\>). It should be noted that since the Subject voice affixation of these verbs in NB3 is \(<m\>\) (see q below) the constructions would be homophonous in Subject voice if it were not for the occurrence of \(<\text{m}Ca>\) in place of \(<m\>\) in the Active constructions:

10a. si tuana mosensos? nisia 'The man bores him.'
10b. si tuana masenso? nisia 'The man is bored with him.'
11a. ku ma?ide? nisia 'I frighten him.'
11b. ku maide? nisia 'I am afraid of him.'

The Subject voice hypermorpheme \(<\text{m}Ca>\) also occurs in Reciprocal clauses (see 8.1.1.2.2).

(h) The \(<\text{m}Ca>\) set

Past; Des

members:

\(<\text{m}Ca>-\) SV
\(<\text{p}Ca>-\) OV
\(<\text{naip}Ca>-\) IV
\(<\text{p}Ca>-\ldots-an\) RV

Members of this set indicate that the subject wanted or intended to carry out the action but that it was never performed:

1. ku missetatelo towaku ta?an onda?ila si loi
   'I wanted to buy cigarettes but I didn't have any money (lit.: but there wasn't any money ).'
2. pinosweanpula mbu?ana si tole oki? ta?an si rai? miney
   'I intended to give the fruit to the boy but he didn't come.'
The \textit{\textit{maka-}} set

Members:

- \textit{\textit{maka-}}\textit{\textit{SV}}
- \textit{\textit{paka-...\textpartial}}\textit{\textit{OV}}
- \textit{\textit{paka-}}\textit{\textit{IV}}
- \textit{\textit{paka-...\textpartial}}\textit{\textit{RV}}

These hypermorphemes occur in Active clauses. With most verbs they indicate that the action is on the point of completion, in which case modal \{-mow\} obligatorily occurs:

1. \textit{ku moko\textpartial anow} 'I'm just about to finish eating.'

2. \textit{kaan ipaketa\textpartial anow ne tow} 'The people have almost finished planting the rice.'

In Sequential clauses (see 6.1.3) \textit{\textit{maka-}} indicates that the action has/had/will have been entirely completed before the commencement of the action of the following clause. Modal \{-la\} or \{-mae\} is obligatory:

3. \textit{makakoo\textpartial la sea se nanokat\textpartial kel waya ka se tinewelow} 'After they had finished drinking they all fell asleep because they were drunk.'

4. \textit{pakaturu\textpartial nala nisea itu wo sia lumila? ...} 'After she had finished showing it to them she said ...'

With transitive verbs \textit{\textit{maka-}} may indicate that the action is completely, fully performed on all the objects. With this sense modal \{-mow\} does not occur and the Head of the Object Noun phrase in all recorded examples is \textit{waya} 'all':

5. \textit{mbaya ip\textpartial wankere\textpartial na pakaedonite\textpartial la ni ema} 'Everything he sells is all bought up (lit.: taken) by Emma.'

6. \textit{si m\textpartial o\textpartial wankere \textpartial mbaya nta\textpartial dey} 'He completely sells off all his corn.'
With stems which occur as locative nouns ⟨maka⟩ indicates that the subject goes to (intransitive) or puts something in (transitive) the precise, exact place specified in the stem:

7. si woleysi makatempok witu nsa?ut
   'Monkey is going to the very top of the coconut tree.'

8. kadera nipakaunere?a with nkintal
   'He's putting the chair right in the centre of the yard.'

With stems which also occur as descriptives, Subject voice hypermorpheme ⟨maka-⟩\(^1\) has an augmentative meaning, indicating that the quality expressed by the stem increases. The other hypermorphemes do not occur with this function. Modal {−mow} is obligatory:

9. key nu tu?amu key makatu?amow
   'We, your parents, grow older and older.'

10. bu?ukona makapuragasow
    'Her hair is getting thinner and thinner.'

With stems which indicate a bodily state, hypermorpheme ⟨maka-⟩\(^1\) indicates that the state is continued, maintained:

11. si makaruba with njakadera
    'He remained seated in the chair.'

12. si pinakiruberaŋku ta?an si makarodeyite
    'I've invited him to sit but he just remains standing.'

13. makapone?as 'Keep quiet!'

The combination of aspect morphemes {paka-} and {R-} indicates that the action is thoroughly, carefully performed (see 8.1.1.2.2.2).

(j) The ⟨minaka⟩ set

Past; Comp

members:

⟨minaka⟩\(^1\) SV
⟨pinaka⟩ OV
⟨naipaka⟩ IV
⟨pinaka-=−an⟩ RV
With most verbs this set indicate that the action has already been completed. Clitic {-mow} is obligatory:

1. kaan nanoipoketane ne tow
   'The people have already finished planting the rice.'

2. ku minsekakaanow
   'I've already finished eating.'

3. wotel niwareŋitemi sa itu pinakakoomala
   'The bottle is to be returned when its contents are finished being drunk.'

It should be noted that these hypermorphemes do not occur in Sequential clauses, their place being taken by ⟨maka⟩ plus clitic {-la}, as noted in (i) above.

With stems which occur as locative nouns the ⟨minaka⟩ set indicate that the subject has/had gone, or taken something, precisely, exactly to the place specified by the stem (past action). With intransitive verbs they also indicate that the subject is in the exact place specified by the stem (present state):

4. si woley minakatempok witu nsa?ut
   'Monkey has gone to the very top of the banana tree.' or 'Monkey is at the very top of the banana tree.'

5. kadera naipakaunor witu ŋkintal
   'The chair has been placed right in the centre of the yard.'

With stems which indicate a bodily state Subject voice hypermorpheme ⟨minaka⟩\(^{-1}\) indicates a continued state, being synonymous with ⟨maka⟩\(^{-1}\) in this context:

6. si makakusep/minakakusep witu mbawa? meja
   'He remained crouching under the table.'

7. si makatɔbela/minakatɔbela witu ntobolna rereen
   'He's remaining leaning against the fence post.'
The \( \langle N_{\text{CoM}}\rangle \) set

\[\text{Npast; } H\]

members:

- \( \langle \text{meCoM-} \rangle \) SV
- \( \langle \text{paCoM-...-an} \rangle \) OV
- \( \langle \text{ipaCoM-} \rangle \) IV
- \( \langle \text{paCoM-...-an} \rangle \) RV

These hypermorphemes occur with verbs in Active clauses and indicate that the action is regularly or habitually performed:

1. si penenulan\(\text{\-}\)ku surat
   'I regularly write letters to him.'

2. se pa\(\text{\-}\)ar menen\(\text{\-}\)ara? sapi
   'They like to eat beef all the time.'

3. tampa penena\(\text{\-}\)an\(\text{\-}\)ku
   'the place where I regularly eat'

4. se s\(\text{\-}\)era? ipem\(\text{\-}\)am\(\text{\-}\)anker wi\(\text{\-}\)i
   'Fish are sold here.'

When Subject voice hypermorpheme \( \langle \text{meCoM-} \rangle \) occurs in a Nominalised clause the construction usually indicates a person whose occupation is expressed by the clause:

5. si mem\(\text{\-}\)am\(\text{\-}\)anker
   'the vendor ( i.e., the one who habitually sells )'

6. si men\(\text{\-}\)am\(\text{\-}\)o s\(\text{\-}\)era?
   'the fisherman ( i.e., the one who habitually searches for fish )'

(1) The \( \langle \text{meCoM-} \rangle \) set

\[\text{Past; } H\]

members:

- \( \langle \text{menCoM-} \rangle \) SV
- \( \langle \text{peCoM-} \rangle \) OV
- \( \langle \text{napeCoM-} \rangle \) IV
- \( \langle \text{peCoM-...-an} \rangle \) RV
These hypermorphemes indicate that the action used to be habitually performed but is no longer:
1. si pinenemulisaŋku surat
   'I used to always write letters to him.'
2. si minememarker sora?
   'He used to sell fish (for a living).' or as a Nominalised clause: 'the former fish seller'

(m) The ⟨mapa-⟩ set
Past; Caus
members:
[mapa-] SV
[papa-...-en] OV
[iapa-] IV
[papa-...-an] RV

These hypermorphemes occur with verbs in Causative clauses and indicate that the causer lets or makes the subject perform the action. A somewhat different function occurs in some Causative batteries. Further description, with examples, is given in section 3.1.2.

(n) The ⟨minapa-⟩ set
Past; Caus
members:
[minapa-] SV
[pinapa-] OV
[naipapa-] IV
[pinapa-...-an] RV
1. kaawi?in ku minapaloo?la mbaleku wero wia nisia
   'Yesterday I showed him (lit.: caused him to see) my new house.'
2. si kolano minapaarur ambaya ne tokapoŋ
   'The king ordered all the animals to assemble.'
3. kokonana pinaparua
   'Her head was divided in two.'

(o) The ⟨maki-⟩ set

Npast; Pet

members:

[maki-] SV
[paki-...-en] OV
[paki-] IV
[paki-...-an] RV

These occur in Causative clauses and indicate that the causer requests or invites the subject to perform the action:

1. ka?ayomae wakiwanuku wo sia pakilokokulakulawitumbaleku
   'When we arrived in my village I invited him to come up into
   (lit.: climb up into) my house.'

2. ku makisadiapewa?anwia nisia
   'I'll ask him to prepare a place (for us).'</n
3. pakiwaka?an pepenotsia
   'Ask him to open the door!'

(p) The ⟨minaki-⟩ set

Past; Pet

members:

[minaki-] SV
[pinaki-] OV
[naipaki-] IV
[pinaki-...-an] RV

1. ku pinakisawapena 'He has asked me to help him.'
2. ku minakiensokadera wia nisia
   'I asked him to move the chair along.'
3. si pinakirubereŋcumow 'I've invited him to sit down.'
The \(<\text{ika}\>-\) set

\(\text{Npast; NV}\)

members:

\([\text{ma-}^2\text{maa-}^2]\) SV

\([\text{ika-}\]) IV

\([\text{ika-}\ldots\text{an-}]\) RV

These hypermorphemes occur in Non-volitional clauses. As mentioned in section 3.1.4.0, the meaning varies from one battery to another and in some batteries depends a lot on context and the meaning of the verb stem. In general, constructions in Non-volitional Battery One indicate action which the subject performs accidentally or manages, often unexpectedly, to perform:

1a. maatoato tea? ko ikasamutela wu\(?uk \text{esa}
   'Be careful lest you accidentally pluck out a hair.'

1b. kamemurian wo aku ikasamutela wu\(?uk \text{esa}
   'Eventually I managed to pluck out a hair.'

With many stems the \(<\text{ika}\>-\) set usually express ability or, with \(\text{rai?} \ '\text{not'}, \) inability:

2. sa itu wuka\(?an p\text{e}p\text{a}l\text{a}n si kagorem witu mbale
   'If the door is open he'll be able to go into the house.'

3. sa itu karovkitanow alini wia mbale
   'If (you) succeed in stealing it bring it to the house.'

4. si kимолун witu ndai? kalо?ala ne tow walina
   'He hid where he couldn't be seen by other people.'

5. se kasuat ne ko?ko? se rai?mow katotoran ka se kелакер
   'The species of birds can't be mentioned because there are too too many of them.'

With some stems \(<\text{ika}\>-\) gives a sense of compulsion:

6. tетewel ni \text{esa kirovкumi wo rior se ikatela\(?u wia}
   'I'll hide the wings of one of them so that they will be forced to remain here.'
7. sa kinawonaran əlanən wo kow kaana? mana ndai? si wale ... 'If the road has collapsed and you are forced to stop where there aren't any houses...' 

(r) The naika- set 
Past; NV 
members: 
[əminə-]² [əminaka-]² SV 
[naika-] IV 
[kina-...-an] RV 

1. kokoŋəna naikatəbo mae witu mbatu 'His head bumped against the stones.'

2. mbayanea se naikalo?sit ka si wawene iti?i si sinina?uncanow 'All of them were startled because they had recognised the woman.'

3. kota ya?i kinaTjatuŋku 'I was born in this town.'

4. baya mbunən witu ŋkintal minawolosow 'All the flowers in the garden have withered.'

5. makakoo?la sea se nancikatəkol waya ka se tinawolow 'After they had finished drinking they all fell asleep because they were drunk.'

8.1.1.2.2 COMPLEX HYPERMORPHEMES 
8.1.1.2.2.1 Hypermorphemes containing Repetitive aspect 
Repetitive aspect morpheme {R-} always occurs in combination with at least one other aspect. It can combine with all other aspects except Habitual. For this reason it is not necessary to list all the hypermorphemes in which {R-} occurs. In Active clauses {R-} tends to occur much more frequently with {pe M- J} (see 8.1.1.2.1e) than with any other aspect. The function of {R-} can generally be isolated from that of the rest of the hypermorpheme and it usually indicates a continuous state or an action which is repeatedly or continually performed:
1. makaromi taekan lokon menalupa'are?mi nawun
   'Until the present Lokon (a volcano) still continues to give out smoke.'

2. si asu məqintuntintuk 'The dog is barking and barking.'

3. kətəkətəran əŋəkəli 'Keep holding the oar tightly!'

4. si menekənəkələte 'He's just sleeping on and on.'

5. ku tumegategam witu lopo
   'I'll continue to keep guard over the rice fields.'

   With verbs of motion {R-} may indicate vagueness of direction, the action is continued with no particular goal:

6. si məqeləŋeləŋ witu mbanua
   'He's wandering around in the village.'

7. se məlaaləa məwəŋker witu lalan
   'They are going around selling in the streets.'

   In combination with rai? 'not' {R-} stresses that the action is never at all performed:

8. ku rai?pe? minasərasərə?la si kuda
   'I've never yet eaten horse meat.'

   'He never does any work at all.'

   Hypermorphemes containing both Completing morpheme {paka-} and {R-} indicate that the action is performed thoroughly, carefully:

10. si pakatunətu'usanala si səsoləŋ
    'She's observing the ring very carefully.'

11. si məkaraderadey 'He's standing perfectly straight.'

8.1.2.2.2 Hypermorphemes containing Reciprocal aspect

   The function of Reciprocal aspect morpheme {=an}^2 is explained in section 3.1.3.0. This aspect always co-occurs with Subject voice marker {um-}. There are six hypermorphemes which include Reciprocal aspect.
(a) [mɑCo-...-an] SV; Npast; Des, Recip
[mɑ-...-an] SV; Npast; Dur, Recip

These two hypermorphemes, which appear to be in free variation, indicate a non-past, reciprocal action. Examples are given in section 3.1.3.

(b) [mɪnɑCo-...-an] SV; Past; Des, Recip
[mɪnɑ-...-an] SV; Past; Dur, Recip

Both these hypermorphemes indicate a reciprocal action which has occurred or a present state resulting from such an action:

1a. se mərərawakan
'They are putting their arms around each other.'

b. se mɪnərawakan
'They have embraced / put their arms around each other.' or 'They are in each others embrace.'

(c) [məM-R-...-an] SV; Npast; Int, R, Recip

This hypermorpheme, which contains three aspect morphemes, indicates a reciprocal action which is frequently or continuously performed. Neither of the aspect morphemes {pəM-} 'Intensive' or {R-} 'Repetitive' has been observed to occur without the other in the presence of {-an}²:

2. se məmɪrəkomɨrɨkotan
'They answer each other back and forth.'

3. se kasaite məmɪpɨpɨpunan
'They continue to love each other very much.'

(d) [mɪnəM-R-...-an] SV; Past; Int, R, Recip

This hypermorpheme indicates a reciprocal action which used to occur regularly or frequently:

4. se mɪnəonoʔonoʔonan kokoanən
'They regularly used to exchange food with each other.'
8.1.2.2.3 Hypermorphemes containing Desiderative aspect

Desiderative aspect morpheme \{peCe-\} co-occurs with \{papa-\} and \{paki-\} in Causative clauses. No examples have been recorded of Past tense marker \{-in-\} co-occurring with these aspect combinations. These hypermorphemes do not occur with stems beginning with a vowel.

(a) The \{mapaCe-\} set

Npast; Caus, Des

members:

\[ \text{mapaCe-} \] SV  
\[ \text{papaCe-}...-\text{en} \] OV  
\[ \text{pakiCe-} \] IV  
\[ \text{papaCe-}...-\text{an} \] RV

These occur in Causative clauses and indicate that the causer intends or wishes to cause the subject to perform the action:

1. si papa\text{lo\text{	ext{\textcircled{}}}on\text{\textcircled{}}}kula notoku \text{\textcircled{}}}w eru
   'I want to show him (lit.: cause him to see) my new car

2. ku mapa\text{t\text{\textcircled{}}}t\text{\textcircled{}}}ta\text{\textcircled{}}}ula n\text{\textcircled{}}}bar wia n\text{\textcircled{}}}sia
   'I want to tell them (lit.: cause them to know) the news.'

(b) The \{makiCe-\} set

Npast; Pet, Des

members:

\[ \text{makiCe-} \] SV  
\[ \text{pakiCe-}...-\text{en} \] OV  
\[ \text{pakiCe-} \] IV  
\[ \text{pakiCe-}...-\text{an} \] RV

This set occur with verbs in Causative clauses and indicate that the causer wants or intends to ask or invite the subject to perform the action:
1. ku makitsti?irela sesiwo minalewo?mow ya?i
   'I would like to have these damaged implements repaired.'

2. se pakiwarengumow
   'I want/intend to ask them to go home.'

8.1.2 NON-VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

Most derivational morphemes are homophones with inflectional morphemes and often such homophony is accompanied by semantic identity. Sometimes the derivational inflection on a word is homophous with a combination of inflectional morphemes. But if the parts of the derivational form cannot each be assigned a meaning then one morpheme must be recognised. For instance, the form *poM-

- an, described in (1) below, appears to consist of morphemes *{poM-} and *{-an}. But since neither poM- nor -an can be linked semantically with the homophous inflectional form nor assigned any other meaning individually, a single morpheme must be recognised; the circumfix {poM-...-an}.

If a derivational morpheme has an identical representation to an inflectional morpheme (i.e., if the shapes given in braces are identical) then its allomorphs are not described if these are the same in all environments as those of the inflectional morpheme.

A few non-verbal affixes are inflectional but these are variants of free forms and are described elsewhere. They include sa- (see 5.2.1.2) and ka- and ta- (see 5.5.1.1).

(a) {Cə-}

When {Cə-} occurs with stems beginning with a vowel it is manifested as Vʔ, Y assimilating to the vowel of the stem. Cə occurs elsewhere.

Affixed to verb stems {Cə-} derives nouns which indicate someone or something regularly associated with the action expressed by the stem.
{Ca-} occurs in combination with the morphemes {-um-}, {-on} and {-an} each of which carries a meaning related to that of the voice morpheme with which it is homophonous, i.e., they identify the derived noun as being the subject, object or referent respectively of the action specified by the stem. Where {Ca-} might be expected to combine with {i-} to indicate an instrument it occurs alone with this meaning.

(i) Occurring alone {Ca-} indicates the instrument with which the action expressed by the stem is performed:

- \{Ca-\} + tewel 'fly' \rightarrow tøtøwel 'wing'
- \{Ca-\} + wilit 'sew' \rightarrow wøwilit 'needle'
- \{Ca-\} + wøle 'row' \rightarrow wøwøle 'ear'
- \{Ca-\} + ni?nis 'brush teeth' \rightarrow nøni?nis 'tooth brush'
- \{Ca-\} + a?asu 'scoop up' \rightarrow a?asuu 'water scoop'

(ii) {-um-} + {Ca-}

This combination usually indicates a person who habitually performs the action of the stem. It does not occur with stems which begin with p, w or a vowel:

- {-um-} + \{Ca-\} + rojkit 'steal' \rightarrow rumøronjkit 'thief'
- {-um-} + \{Ca-\} + tibo 'trade' \rightarrow tumatibo 'trader'
- {-um-} + \{Ca-\} + lijkun 'smoke' \rightarrow lamølijkun 'heavy smoker'
- {-um-} + \{Ca-\} + kobs? 'tell fortune' \rightarrow kumøkobs? 'fortune teller'

(iii) \{Ca-\} + {-on}

This combination derives a noun which stands as object to the action expressed by the stem:

- \{Ca-\} + kaan 'eat' + {-on} \rightarrow kokaαen 'food'
- \{Ca-\} + kantar 'sing' + {-on} \rightarrow køkantaren 'song'
(iv) \{Ce-\} + \{-an\}

This combination derives nouns indicating the location of the action:

\{Ce-\} + tekel 'sleep' + \{-an\} \rightarrow tetekelan 'bed'
\{Ce-\} + lorykot 'climb' + \{-an\} \rightarrow lolorykotan 'ladder'
\{Ce-\} + lelo 'bath' + \{-an\} \rightarrow lelelo?an 'bathroom'
\{Ce-\} + eret 'gird' + \{-an\} \rightarrow e?eretan 'waist'

This combination also occurs with some simple noun stems to derive nouns which indicate the place where the thing expressed by the stem is found:

\{Ce-\} + sepun 'nasal mucus' + \{-an\} \rightarrow sesepunan 'nose'
\{Ce-\} + teta? 'betel' + \{-an\} \rightarrow teteta?an 'betel container'

(b) \{ka-\}\(^2\)

This has a number of different functions, each of which could alternatively be regarded as a separate, homophonous, morpheme. Its major functions include the following:

(i) Attached to noun stems \{ka-\}\(^2\) derives animate nouns indicating a person who shares with another the thing expressed by the stem. Such nouns are usually followed by a Possessive phrase:

\{ka-\}\(^2\) + awa 'kitchen' \rightarrow ka?awa 'spouse'
\{ka-\}\(^2\) + wanua 'village' \rightarrow kawanna 'fellow villager, compatriot'
\{ka-\}\(^2\) + ñaran 'name' \rightarrow këñaran 'one with the same name'
\{ka-\}\(^2\) + sekola 'school' \rightarrow kasekola 'school mate'
\{ka-\}\(^2\) + gio 'appearance' \rightarrow kagio 'one of the same appearance'
(ii) \{ka-\}^2 occurs with descriptive stems and with a few noun stems to form the characterisation nouns, which indicate a quality or characteristic:

\[
\begin{align*}
{\text{ka-}}^2 + \text{le?os 'good'} & \rightarrow \text{kale?os 'goodness'} \\
{\text{ka-}}^2 + \text{sela 'big'} & \rightarrow \text{kasela 'size, area'} \\
{\text{ka-}}^2 + \text{laker 'many'} & \rightarrow \text{kəlaker 'quantity, amount'} \\
{\text{ka-}}^2 + \text{rorkit 'thief'} & \rightarrow \text{kərorkit 'thieving nature'} \\
{\text{ka-}}^2 + \text{towo 'liar'} & \rightarrow \text{kətowo 'deceitfulness, dishonesty'}
\end{align*}
\]

When \{ka-\}^2 occurs with descriptive stems homophony results with \text{ka- 'very'}. Thus, kale?os 'goodness' or 'very good'.

(iii) Affixed to numeral stems \{ka-\}^2 forms ordinals. These are exemplified in section 5.2.1.1.

Infixed \{-um-\} and \{-im-\} occur with ordinal stems to derive adverbs meaning 'for the Xth time', where X is the meaning of the numeral stem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{-um-\}, \{-im-\} + \text{karua 'second'} & \rightarrow \text{kumarua, kimarua 'for the second time'} \\
\{-um-\}, \{-im-\} + \text{kətare 'first'} & \rightarrow \text{kəmatare, kimətare 'for the first time'} \\
\{-um-\}, \{-im-\} + \text{katəlu 'third'} & \rightarrow \text{kumatəlu, kimətəlu 'for the third time'}
\end{align*}
\]

(c) \{ma-\}

Attached to animate noun stems \{ma-\} derives nouns which indicate a mutual relationship and which are therefore always plural. It occurs with simple stems and with stems derived with \{ka-\}^2 in the function described in (bi) above:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\text{ma-}\} + \text{kalo} & \rightarrow (\text{se}) \text{məkalo 'friends'} \\
\{\text{ma-}\} + \text{ləbet 'fiancé'} & \rightarrow (\text{se}) \text{mələbet 'engaged couple'} \\
\{\text{ma-}\} + \text{kaʔawu 'spouse'} & \rightarrow (\text{se}) \text{makaʔawu 'married couple'}
\end{align*}
\]
{ma-} + kawanua 'fellow villager' → (se) makawanua 'fellow villagers, people of the same village'

A homophonous form occurs with bound numeral stems, in place of sa- + ma-, as described in section 5.2.1.1b.

d) {maka-} \(^1\)

This morpheme occurs with numeral stems and a few other words to derive multiplicative adverbs:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(maka-)}^1 \text{ } + \text{ rua 'two'} & \rightarrow \text{ makarua 'twice'} \\
\text{(maka-)}^1 \text{ } + \text{ telu 'three'} & \rightarrow \text{ makatelu 'three times'} \\
\text{(maka-)}^1 \text{ } + \text{ lakèr 'many'} & \rightarrow \text{ makélaker 'many times'} \\
\text{(maka-)}^1 \text{ } + \text{ pira 'how many'} & \rightarrow \text{ makapira 'how many times'}
\end{align*}
\]

When {maka-} \(^1\) occurs with sa- 'one' the derived form is makasa 'once'.

e) {maka-} \(^2\)

maka- occurs in all environments except with stems beginning with vowel a. maka\(^2\)- occurs with vowel initial stems in free variation with maka-. {maka-} \(^2\) is accompanied by irregularity of stress placement which is described, with further examples, in section 2.1.1.2.2a.

Attached to noun stems {maka-} \(^2\) derives nouns meaning 'the owner of X' where X is the meaning of the stem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(maka-)}^2 \text{ } + \text{ lèpo 'field'} & \rightarrow \text{ makalèpo 'owner of the field'} \\
\text{(maka-)}^2 \text{ } + \text{ wale 'house'} & \rightarrow \text{ makwale 'host, house owner'}
\end{align*}
\]

f) {na-}

Glottal insertion rule does not apply when {na-} occurs with stem atus 'hundred' but applies elsewhere before a. {na-} is used in formation of measure nouns and is discussed in section 5.2.2 with further examples:
\[
\{\eta a-\} + \text{atus 'hundred'} \rightarrow \eta a\text{atus 'hundreds'}
\]
\[
\{\eta a-\} + \text{aka 'stem'} \rightarrow \eta a\text{aka 'stems'}
\]

(g) \{pa-\}

\{pa-\} is attached to simple numeral stems to form stems from which subclass 2 measure nouns (fractionals) are derived by affixation of \{\eta a-\} (see 5.2.1.2):

\[
\{\eta a-\} + \{pa-\} + \text{epat 'four'} \rightarrow \eta a\text{epat 'quarters'}
\]
\[
\{\eta a-\} + \{pa-\} + \text{pulu? 'ten'} \rightarrow \eta a\text{pulu? 'tenths'}
\]

(h) \{taCe-, \{tumaCe-\}

Allomorphs \text{ta?} and \text{tuma?-} occur before vowels; \text{teCe-} and \text{tumaCe-} occur elsewhere.

These prefixes occur with numeral stems to derive distributive adverbs, which can be translated 'in Xes, X at a time' where X is the number expressed by the stem:

\[
\{taCe-, \{tumaCe-\} + \text{osa 'one'} \rightarrow \text{ta?osa, tuma?osa 'one by one, one at a time'}
\]
\[
\{taCe-, \{tumaCe-\} + \text{rua 'two'} \rightarrow \text{turerua, tumerua 'two at a time, in twos'}
\]
\[
\{taCe-, \{tumaCe-\} + \text{atus 'hundred'} \rightarrow \text{ta?atus, tuma?atus 'a hundred at a time, in groups of a hundred'}
\]
\[
\{taCe-, \{tumaCe-\} + \text{telu 'three'} \rightarrow \text{totelelu, tumotelelu 'three by three, in threes'}
\]

(i) \{kapa-, \{koCe-\}

Glottal insertion does not occur when \{kapa-\} precedes a. \{koCe-\} has allomorph \text{ka?-} before vowels and \text{koCe-} elsewhere.

These forms occur with verbs in Nominalised Manner clauses and are discussed in section 6.1.8 with further examples. Since the constructions in which they occur are actually verbal they co-occur with tense:
{kapa-}, {kɔCa-} + wunu? 'kill' → kapawunu?, kɔwɔwunu? 'manner of killing'

{kapa-}, {kɔCa-} + ali 'carry' → kapaali, ka?ali 'manner of carrying'

{-in-} + {kapa-}, {kɔCa-} + oas 'wash' → kinapaoas, kina?oas 'former manner of washing'

{kapa-}, {kɔCa-} + parut 'sow' → kɔparut (with either prefix) 'manner of sowing'

(j) {ma-R-}

When prefix ma- plus reduplication occurs with numeral stems it derives adverbs meaning 'in a group of X' where X is the meaning of the stem:

{ma-R-} + osa 'one' → maasaasa 'alone, by oneself'

{ma-R-} + rua 'two' → maruarua 'in a group of two, together'

{ma-R-} + tolu 'three' → matelutolu 'in a group of three'

(k) {ka-...-an}

This morpheme occurs with some descriptive and noun stems to derive nouns indicating a place associated with the meaning of the stem:

{ka-...-an} + oat 'day' → kaoatan 'world'

{ka-...-an} + tana? 'land' → kotana?an 'unirrigated field'

{ka-...-an} + reko? 'bent' → kareko?an 'corner, curve'

{ka-...-an} + robur 'fertile' → karoburan 'fertile land'

With other descriptives {ka-...-an} derives abstract nouns:

{ka-...-an} + koter 'strong' → kakoteran 'strength'

{ka-...-an} + lɔney 'poor' → kalɔneyan 'poverty'

{ka-...-an} + siga? 'capable' → kasiga?an 'capability'

{ka-...-an} + susa 'sad' → kasusayan 'sadness'

{ka-...-an} + wesu 'contented' → kawesuayan 'contentment'
With some descriptive stems {ka-...-an} derives nouns which have the same meaning as nouns derived with {ka-}² (see bii above):

kale?os, kale?osan 'goodness'
kalewo?, kalewo?an 'evil, badness'
kəwəmən, kəwəmənan 'beauty'

Some stems take both affixes but with different meanings:
kəla?ər 'quantity, amount'; kəla?əran 'most, majority'
kasobor 'flourishing (of plants); kasoboran 'fertility (of soil)'

With some verb stems {ka-...-an} derives nouns:

{ka-...-an} + selok 'make a mistake' → kaselokan 'error'
{ka-...-an} + toro 'go toward' → katororan 'direction'
{ka-...-an} + pa?ar 'like' → kəpa?aran 'liking, desire'
{ka-...-an} + sampet 'finish' → kəsampetan 'conclusion'

(1) {pəM-...-an}

This morpheme occurs with some descriptive stems, usually ones which denote a physical affliction, to derive descriptives which indicate a lesser degree of the characteristic or quality expressed by the stem:

{pəM-...-an} + lunte? 'deaf' → pəlunte?an 'hard of hearing'
{pəM-...-an} + kento? 'lame' → pəkento?an 'having a limp'
{pəM-...-an} + rapa 'blind' → pərapa?an 'poorsighted'
{pəM-...-an} + pa?it 'bitter' → pəma?itan 'slightly bitter'

(m) {maka-...-ən}, {ka-...-ən}

These forms, affixed to nouns indicating emotions or physical states, derive descriptives which indicate that something gives rise to the state expressed by the stem. Modals {-kan} and {-mi} are obligatory with {ka-...-an}:

\{maka-\ldots-an\}, \{ka-\ldots-an\} + ide? 'fear' \rightarrow makaide?en, kaide?enkëni 'frightening'
\{maka-\ldots-an\}, \{ka-\ldots-an\} + upi? 'anger' \rightarrow makaupi?in, kaupi?inkëni 'annoying, arousing anger'
\{maka-\ldots-an\}, \{ka-\ldots-an\} + re?o 'thirst' \rightarrow makare?on, kare?orkëni 'arousing thirst'
\{maka-\ldots-an\}, \{ka-\ldots-an\} + likoko 'confusion, bewilderment' \rightarrow makalikokon, kalikokorjkeni 'confusing, bewildering'

(n) \{-an\}³

\{-an\}³ occurs with nouns which indicate physical properties and derives descriptives indicating 'having X' where X is the meaning of the stem:

\begin{align*}
\text{wa?an} 'tooth' + \{-an\}³ & \rightarrow \text{wa?ana} 'toothed, having teeth' \\
\text{sokom} 'beard' + \{-an\}³ & \rightarrow \text{sokom} 'bearded' \\
\text{kolon} 'spot' + \{-an\}³ & \rightarrow \text{kolon} 'spotted' \\
\text{wa?la} 'scar' + \{-an\}³ & \rightarrow \text{wa?lan} 'scarred' \\
\text{ipus} 'tail' + \{-an\}³ & \rightarrow \text{ipusan} 'tailed, having a tail'
\end{align*}

(o) \{-na\}

This morpheme derives nouns indicating parts of plants. A few of the stems to which \{-na\} is attached can occur alone but most cannot. These bound stems can, however, be identified since they function as verb stems:

\begin{align*}
\text{amut} + \{-na\} & \rightarrow \text{amutena} 'root' (\text{cf.} \text{amut} 'take root') \\
\text{paña} + \{-na\} & \rightarrow \text{panana} 'branch' (\text{cf.} \text{paña} 'to branch') \\
\text{wu?a} + \{-na\} & \rightarrow \text{wu?ana} 'fruit' (\text{cf.} \text{wu?a} 'to bear fruit') \\
\text{watu} 'stone' + \{-na\} & \rightarrow \text{watuna} 'seed' \\
\text{suru} 'offspring' + \{-na\} & \rightarrow \text{suruna} 'shoot, sprout'
\end{align*}
8.2 CLITICS

8.2.0 Three groups of clitics are recognised: pronouns, modals and the morpheme \{nai-\}. The last two function solely on the clause level while clitic pronouns function both on the clause level and on the phrase level. The pronouns and modals are usually postclitics but in some circumstances pronouns and some modals become preclitics. This is described in section 8.2.4.

8.2.1 CLITIC PRONOUNS

Subclass 3 pronouns (see Table III, section 5.3) occur at the clause level in Subject Relator-Axis phrases (see 5.1.1) and at the phrase level in Possessor Relator-Axis phrases (see 5.4.3). Subclass 3 pronouns are always manifested as in Table III except that (i) a morpheme-initial \( m \) is lost under the conditions stated in section 8.0c and (ii) morpheme \{-nea\} loses its initial \( n \) following consonants but \{-na\} does not:

- lawas 'hand' + \{-na\} \rightarrow lawas\(n\)a 'his hands'
- lawas 'hand' + \{-nea\} \rightarrow lawasea 'their hands'
- koko\(n\) 'head' + \{-na\} \rightarrow koko\(n\)a 'his head'
- koko\(n\) 'head' + \{-nea\} \rightarrow koko\(n\)ea 'their heads'

Subclass 3 pronouns follow word level suffixes and precede modals.

8.2.2 MODALS

8.2.2.0 Modals, while functioning on the clause level, occur as bound forms within the Predicate phrase. All modals have a range of functions of which the most important are described below.

Some modals often function stylistically or have a subtle effect on the meaning of a clause which it has not always been possible to determine. The obligatory occurrence of some modals in certain circumstances is not referred to in this section but is mentioned in
the description of the relevant constructions.

Modals are arranged in five ranks, based on relative ordering and other factors. Members of ranks 1, 2 and 3 have the widest distribution, occurring in almost all clause types. These modals always occur attached to the first word within the Predicate phrase with the exception of the topic marker. Under certain circumstances members of ranks 1, 2 and 3 become preclitics in Verbal clauses (see 8.2.4). Ranks 4 and 5 are restricted to Verbal clauses (except that {-la} can occur in negative Existential clauses) and always occur postclitic to the Head exponent of the Predicate Centre (i.e., the verb). They never become preclitics.

Two members of the same rank cannot co-occur.

8.2.2.1 RANK ONE MODALS

Rank 1 has two members. These occur after suffixes and subclass 3 pronouns and precede all other modals.

(a) {-mow}

Initial m is lost according to the rule in section 8.0c and y is lost when {-mow} does not occur word-finally:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tu?}a + \{-mow\} & \rightarrow \text{tu?amow} \\
\text{limaa} + \{-mow\} + \{-mi\} & \rightarrow \text{limaamomi} \\
\text{tinulis} + \{-mow\} & \rightarrow \text{tinulisow} \\
\text{tinulis} + \{-mow\} + \{-ite\} & \rightarrow \text{tinuliscoite}
\end{align*}
\]

In some words m is only optionally deleted following y and y:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rimadey} + \{-mow\} & \rightarrow \text{rimadeyow~rimadeymow} \\
\text{matelew} + \{-mow\} & \rightarrow \text{matelewow~matelewmow}
\end{align*}
\]

{-mow} has a fairly wide range of functions, all involving a sense of definiteness or certainty.

In Non-verbal clauses and often in Verbal clauses, especially
when co-occurring with the Past tense morpheme, {-mow} can be translated as 'already'. It is, however, much more regularly used than is 'already' in English and often a sentence sounds stilted or abrupt without it:

1. si kuda si witumow si kareλ
   'The horse is already at Karel's.'

2. si papaku si tu'anow
   'My father is old.'

3. nisia si gurumow
   'He is a teacher.' or 'He has become a teacher.'

4. se talousow laker
   'There are already too many of them.'

5. ku kimaanow
   'I've already eaten.'

When co-occurring with (ma-), {-mow} indicates that the action has already begun. It thus specifies that the action is one which is in progress rather than one which is regularly performed:

6. ku mokaanow
   'I'm already eating.'

In Verbal clauses describing action which has not yet begun, {-mow} specifies that the action is imminent or certain:

7. si kalesogow - tiboyan
   'He'll fall, catch him!'

8. ko edoŋkumow kaʔawu
   'I'm going to take you as my wife.'

9. tarekan karəŋan koo tayanarkumow
   'Now I must certainly leave you.'

10. nikoomow si sumawel wia niaku
    'It is you who will replace me.'

In Imperative clauses {-mow} indicates a firm command:

11. edomomi rano
    'Bring water!'

12. mareŋow kow
    'Go home!'

The combination of rai? 'not' and {-mow} indicates that the action no longer occurs:
13. ku rai?mow melîn?kun 'I no longer smoke.'

(b) {-pe?}

Initial p is lost following a consonant other than m, n and 2:

mekean + {-pe?} → mekaane?
rumubere + {-pe?} → rumubere?

Elsewhere {-pe?} occurs:

oki? + {-pe?} → oki?pe?
maedo + {-pe?} → maedope?

{-pe?} is usually translatable as 'still, yet':

1. ku wiap? 'I'm still here.'
2. nisia si kasape? oki? 'He is still very little.'
3. ku mekaane? 'I'm still eating.'
4. tea?pe? ma?ae 'Don't go yet!'

Sometimes {-pe?} indicates that the action occurs before some other action and can be translated by 'first'. In this sense {-pe?} is very often followed by {-la}:

5. si minuye?la wo sia tae mae
'She asked permission first and only then did she go.'
6. ku lumaape? sumawel 'I'll go and change first (before going out).'

In Imperative clauses, and sometimes elsewhere, {-pe?} acts as a softener:

7. rumubere? 'Please sit down!'
8. ku luma?le?pe? 'I'll just bath (if you don't mind).'

In another context (6) could be translated: 'I'll just go and change.
The combination of rai? 'not' and {-pe?} means 'not yet':

9. ku rai?pe? kimaan 'I haven't eaten yet.'
10. ku rai?pe? kumaan 'I won't eat yet.'
8.2.2.2 RANK TWO MODALS

Rank 2 contains two members:

(a) {-ite}

Initial ı is lost following stem-final ı:

\[ \text{waki} + \{-\text{ite}\} \rightarrow \text{wakite} \]

{-ite} occurs elsewhere.

{-ite} indicates the exclusion of everything except that which is mentioned in the clause and is variously translated as 'just, only, entirely, nothing else but':

1. se tow witu mbale se ruaité
   'There are only two people in the house (lit.: 'The people in the house are just two.')

2. tanuite se tow walina 'just like other people'

3. si lę́́ŋkaite mapaʔyan nga 'He only rarely works here.'

4. se tuʔana se senaaŋite 'Her parents were entirely pleased.'

5. si mę́ŋaŋaŋaŋite 'He does nothing but eat and eat.'

6. ko weweneite
   'You're nothing but a woman.' or 'You're a mere woman.'

(b) {-kan}

{-kan} occurs when a rank 4 modal immediately follows; {-kan} occurs elsewhere:

\[ \text{maloo} + \{-\text{kan}\} \rightarrow \text{maloo}^?\text{kan} \]

\[ \text{maloo} + \{-\text{kan}\} + \{-\text{mi}\} \rightarrow \text{maloo}^?\text{keni} \]

{-kan} sometimes means 'also':

1. bę́wεnn̄̃kan oto mę́nae mana mbenąŋ
   'Is there also a car going to Menado?'

2. si mama wo si papa se wakikan wale
   'Mother and father are also at home.'

Elsewhere it means 'anyhow, nevertheless, rather':
3. maaromow ta?an si mapa?yan?kan
   'It's raining but he's working on nevertheless.'

4. katare si so?o tumulun niaku ta?an kamurian si pa?arkan
   'At first he didn't want to help me but finally he did anyway.'

5. se p?enag?enantarakan
   'We still think about them nevertheless.'

   The combination of rai? and {-kan} often indicates that something
   expected does not occur and is usually translatable 'not even, still
   not':

6. witula wo sia memi?o ta?an wo?omow pira naado sia witula si
   rai?kan minedola ma?an osa
   'When he got there he began to hunt wild boar, but after he'd
   been there several days he still hadn't caught even one.'

8.2.2.3 RANK THREE MODAL

   Rank 3 contains only member, {-ke}.
   Occurring in Imperative clauses {-ke} makes a request and is
   translated as 'please':

1. lenta?anukemi sa?ut 'Please drop me a banana!'

2. weaTj,.'k:emi rua manku kop?i 'Please give us two cups of coffee.'

   Elsewhere {-ke} is a quotative, translatable as 'they say, it is
   said':

3. nisiamoke si timuru? se tow mele?os e?ntabu?
   'It was he, they say, who taught people to make fish ponds.'

4. wew?anke si tow osa witu mbamua iti?i ...
   'There was, it is said, a person in that village...'

5. se rai?ke timorimani surat
   'They say they haven't received the letter.'
8.2.2.4 RANK FOUR MODALS

Rank four contains three members. 9

(a) {-mi}

{-mi} indicates direction toward the speaker:

1. si maalimi kayu 'He is bringing the wood.'
2. kita palo?onami 'He's looking at us.'
3. si ra?ipe? minarempi 'He hasn't come back yet.'

Occurring with verbs which specify direction away {-mi} indicates that the subject has performed the action and returned:

4. kaawi?in si minaemi ·waki ·wena~
   'Yesterday he went to Menado ( and has since returned ).'

(b) {-mae}

Many speakers, especially younger people, use -mee instead of -mae.

{-mae} indicates direction away from the speaker:

1. se maankatae mana ntoubulu? 'They're setting off for Tomohon.'
2. ku kumi?itae nikoo 'I'll follow you.'
3. si ra?ipe? minaremae 'He hasn't gone back yet.'

Occurring with verbs specifying direction toward the speaker {-mae} indicates that the subject has performed the action and gone again:

4. kaawi?in si mineymae ·wia
   'Yesterday he came here ( and has since departed again ).'

(c) {-la}

This is the most frequent of the modals and the most difficult to interpret.

In one of its more obvious functions {-la} indicates direction away, being interchangeable with {-mae} in this function:

1. si maalila kayu 'He's taking the wood away.'
2. si palo'ontala 'We're looking at him.'
3. si kimaluarola 'He's gone out.'

When \(-um\) set hypermorphemes replace \(-im\) set hypermorphemes following certain adverbs, \{-la\} specifies that past action is intended where otherwise \{-mow\} would occur. This is illustrated in (6) and (7), section 8.1.1.2.1a.

\{-la\} likewise replaces \{-mow\} in the presence of \(naka\) when this indicates past action in a Sequential clause, as illustrated in (3) and (4), section 8.1.1.2.li.

8.2.2.5 RANK FIVE MODAL

Rank five contains only one member, \{-tae\}.

\{-tae\} occurs in clauses referring to future action, including Imperatives, to indicate a suggestion and is translatable by 'it is better/best that':

1. ku marene?tae waki waleku 'I'd best return to my village first.'
2. makaponaesolatae '(You) had better keep quiet!'
3. ko isawelotae nisia 'It's best that you replace him.'

8.2.2.6 COMBINATIONS OF MODALS

The only restriction on the co-occurrence of modals is that \{-pe?\} does not co-occur with rank 2 modals. Sequences of two or three modals are common but only one sequence of more than this number has been recorded:

1. weanoka'kemi kopi 'Please bring us some coffee soon.'

Sometimes two modals together have a meaning which is not a combination of their individual meanings. The most important of these combined modals is \{-mokan\}, from \{-mow\} and \{-kan\}, which has a number of functions, including the following:
Occurring in Descriptive clauses { -mokan } indicates 'really, thoroughly, indeed':

2. mbaya nsa?ut embowosokan
   'All the bananas are well and truly ripe.'

3. endeidoemokan  'It's really dark.'

In constructions indicating future action { -mokan } may specify 'soon, presently, directly':

4. ku kumaanokan  'I'll eat presently.'

5. si rumegosokan  'It'll soon be windy.'

6. pepeta?ukumokela wia se tu?aku  'I'll tell my parents right away.'

   It often occurs even when the time of the action is specified in a Time slot:

7. kita marenokan waya mawen,ido  'We'll all return this evening.'

   { -mokan } may indicate that one has no choice, no alternative, no possibility of performing an action ( see also (?), section 7.2.4 ):

8. wisamokan ruberanta
   'Where on earth will we sit ( there just isn't anywhere )?'

9. nia?imokan ruberanta
   'We'll sit here ( there are no other places left ).'

10. nisiamokan  'He's the only one left.'

   { -mokan } is often translatable by 'just, on the contrary, moreover':

11. lodey naikako?lew - ni?itu limi?lipokan sia
   'The boat capsized so he just swam ( there was nothing else he could do ).'

12. se ra?imow maganagenan empayagen - se monasimosiarokan
   'They no longer think of work - on the contrary, they just go about enjoying themselves.'

8.2.3 CLITIC { nai- }

{nai-} occurs when followed immediately by a modal beginning with m ( the m then drops according to the rule in section 8.0c ):
{nai-} + {i-} + wanka + {-mow} → nanoiwanka

na- and nan- occur in free variation before other clitics:

{nai-} + liwag + {en} + {ta} → nataliwaen ~ nantaliwaen

{nai-} occurs elsewhere:

{nai-} + tales + {en} → naitalesen

{nai-} is a preclitic with the meaning 'go'. It occurs only with verbs which are not inflected for Subject voice or Past tense. A construction containing {nai-} transforms a Subject voice Conjoined clause in which the first verb is ae 'go'. This is shown in the first example, in which (a) is Conjoined clause containing two Subject voice verbs and (b) is a Basic Object voice clause:

1a. si tuama mae tenees si ko?ko?
1b. si ko?ko? naitalesen ni tuama

'The man will go and buy the hen.'

2. nairokiten si kuda 'Go and steal the horse!'

3. se sera? naipowanka waki pasar

'fish which are on the way to be sold in the market'

8.2.4 DISPLACED CLITICS

Under certain circumstances some clitics, while retaining their order relative to each other, become preclitics, occurring before the verb stem. The morphemes undergoing this shift are the subclass 3 pronouns and modals of ranks 1, 2 and 3. These become preclitic in the presence of preclitic {nai-} (see 8.2.3) or of any hypermorpheme containing both Instrument voice morpheme {i-} and Past tense morpheme {-in-} (see 8.1.1.1.2b). Both {nai-} and {-in-} are manifested as na- or nan-, according to the rules given in their respective sections. Whichever of these morphemes is present is followed by the displaced clitics which occur before any prefixes which may be present:
1. \{nai\-} + \{i\-\} + sero + \{-ku\} + \{-mi\} → nan\textsubscript{kui}seromi ~ naku\textsubscript{uiseromi}:

kita naku\textsubscript{uiseromi} kōkaan\textsubscript{n}
'I'll go and search for food for us (and come back).'

2. \{nai\-\} + seret + \{-an\} + \{-na\} → nanaseretan:
roda nanaseretan 'He'll go and get in the cart.'

3. \{-in\-\} + \{i\-\} + \{ka\} + tokèl + \{-mow\} → nancoikatokèl:
se nancoikatokèl waya ka se tinēwēlow
'They all fell asleep because they were drunk.'

4. \{nai\-\} + ato + \{-en\} + \{-ku\} + \{-mow\} + \{-kan\} → nako\textsubscript{mokanat}on ~ nako\textsubscript{mokanat}on:

si nako\textsubscript{mokanat}on mana ŋkoya
'I'm going shortly to see him in Koya.'

Although the shift from postclitic to preclitic is obligatory, under the circumstances mentioned above, for modals of the first three ranks, it is only optional for subclass 3 pronouns, although these only rarely remain postclitics:

5. \{-in\-\} + \{i\-\} + uro? + \{-nea\} + \{-mow\} + \{-mi\} → nanoi\textsubscript{rove}\textsubscript{?neami} ~ nancoi\textsubscript{rove}\textsubscript{?neami}
ku co\textsubscript{?omow} mareŋ mana se tu\?aku wo se pata\textsubscript{ri}ku ka ku nanoi\textsubscript{rove}\textsubscript{?neami}
'I don't want to return to my parents and my brothers and sisters because they have driven me away.'
1 Although \( \tilde{\eta} \) is phonetically rather similar to \( [\eta] \) and is in complementary distribution with it, it is assigned to /\( \eta \)/ for the following reasons: (i) It is replaced by \( [\eta] \) in slow or careful speech: /suminsim/ [suminsim] 'bird sp.'. (ii) It is always replaced by \( [\eta] \) following a pause: /\# na\(\tilde{k}\)ola/ [nsek\(\tilde{k}\)la] 'school'. (iii) All other consonant clusters within a morpheme involving a nasal are homorganic, suggesting the same interpretation for this cluster. (iv) Native speakers recognise and write this sound as \( \tilde{\eta} \). 

\( \tilde{\eta} \) appears to be very similar to the nasal in Carib which Hoff (1961) writes \( \tilde{\eta} \) and describes as fronted dorso-velar or centro-domal. This sound in Carib also occurs before \( \tilde{s} \) in the cluster \( \tilde{s}\tilde{g} \) (all other clusters in the language are homorganic). He makes no reference to incomplete blockage of the mouth.

2 Native speakers are aware of the alternative pronunciations of such words and reflect it in their spelling. For instance, /we\(\tilde{\eta}\)wec/ \( \sim /\tilde{\eta}\)we\(\tilde{w}\)ewc/ 'duck' is usually spelled either \( \tilde{w}\)ewc or \( \tilde{w}\)ewc.

3 Elderly Tondanese consulted could not remember ever having heard the cluster /\(\tilde{n}\)g/ morpheme-medially. Watusuke (1959, note 25) mentions that a word /\(\tilde{a}\)ngor/ (which he spells \( \tilde{a}\)nggor), meaning 'clothing', was 'still used about 50 years ago by old people, according to my father.' The occurrence of this word is confirmed by Niemann (1869, p250). Presumably, if the word had not been lost, it would now be *\(\tilde{a}\)gor/.

4 Such clusters also occurred previously following a glottal stop, e.g., /sa\(\tilde{b}\)bet/ 'lasso' \( \sim *\)sa\(\tilde{m}\)bet (cf. Niemann, 1869, p402); /tu\(\tilde{d}\)ok/ 'prod' \( \sim *\)tu\(\tilde{n}\)dok.

5 Many such words were borrowed before the sound loss began and hence have resisted the change, presumably because they are also used daily in Malay (in which the nasal loss has not occurred). Names of people and places appear to have resisted the change because they are regularly written, whereas other words in the language are not.
CHAPTER THREE

1 The claim that the verbal affixation focuses a semantic relationship follows Kerr (1965, p17) rather than other writers, in whose treatment the verbal affixation either focuses attention on a nominal (e.g., Healey, 1960, p190; Prentice, 1971, p30) or marks the grammatical relationship of a nominal (e.g., Forster, 1964, p28; Shand, 1964, p59; Ward and Forster, 1967, p31). In works on Philippine languages the terms focus and voice are not usually distinguished (see the following note). Some writers use the two terms interchangeably (e.g., Dean, 1958, p84), but most use just the term focus to cover both focus and voice as used here. McKaughan (1958, p18) instead uses only the term voice, writing 'the voice marking affixes indicate the specific syntactic relations between the topic and the verb.'

2 The terms focus and voice are kept distinct, focus (of a case) being the function of the voice affixes. This distinction, although not made by other writers except Kerr (1965, p17), is held to be important here. The one voice affix may have different functions (i.e., focus different cases) in different constructions. It is thus desirable to be able to distinguish between a voice affix and its case-marking (focusing) function in a given construction.

3 This is meant in the sense that 'John hit Bill' and 'Bill was hit by John' have the same meaning, although differences in attitude and psychological priority may occur between the constructions. Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1971, p2) talk of different constructions which are transformationally linked having the same basic meaning but having differences in surface meaning, which is 'the extra dimension of meaning communicated by style.' Pike (1964, p7), in relation to Philippine languages, writes: '... deep structural changes reflect particular ties either between subject and predicate, or between object and predicate, or between predicate and-say- a referent of (sic) some other element in the sentence. This tie reflects something about the attitude of the speaker (who is uttering the sentence) towards the components of the sentence. That is, he can especially direct his attention ... towards the subject, or toward the relationship of the subject to the predicate (something like active sentences do in English), or toward the relation...
between object and predicate (such as the subject-predicate relation of the passive in English).

4 Kerr (1965, p18) describes verbal constructions in Cotabato Manobo in terms of transformation batteries. The use of such batteries to construct a 'syntactic analog of the traditional morphological word paradigm' was suggested by Thomas (1964).

5 The recognition of a standard function for each case marker could be regarded merely as a useful point of reference for registering variation in function. However, it is claimed here that each case marker does have a primary function, here called its 'standard' function. In support of this claim is the fact that where cognates of the voice affixes occur in languages of the Philippines they always have the functions called here standard but shift in function is, to a large extent, language-particular. Among Philippine languages with cognates of the Tondano voice affixes (which are listed in 3.1.0.10) are Cotabato Manobo (Kerr, 1965), Maranao (McKaughan, 1958) and Ivatan (Reid, 1966). Among languages with cognates for all but the Subject voice morpheme are Namamua (Miller 1964), Ilianen Manobo (Shand, 1964) and Ata (Morey, 1964). Argument in support of recognising a standard function for the case markers is also given by Kerr (1965, p35).

6 The language-particular cases suggested here are not incompatible with Fillmore's universal cases - the two could be incorporated into the one description. The universal notions would occur at a deeper semantic level and be mapped into the language-particular categories which would thus mediate between them and surface structure.

7 Goldin (1968, p18) uses the example 'The river flows' as an illustration of Objective as subject of an active sentence in Spanish.

8 A parallel can be drawn with Fillmore's Objective case which incorporates the notions of affected participant, such as 'door' in 'John opens the door', and unaffected participant, such as 'door' in 'John sees the door'. Platt (1971, p27) suggests recognising two cases in place of Fillmore's Objective because of this notional distinction, apparently without regard to whether or not such a
A number of works on Philippine languages recognise causer as a semantic role (e.g., Kerr, 1965, p32; Reid, 1966, p46) but the idea of a causative case in Philippine languages is rejected by Grimes (1972, p147) for two reasons: (i) In constructions corresponding to 'Sally had John set the table', rather than regarding Sally as Causer and John as Agent, we can best treat Sally as Agent of a construction in which the equivalent of 'John set the table' is an embedded proposition occurring as Patient. The embedded proposition has its own Agent, John. (ii) If Sally is Causer in the above example then problems arise in determining the case of Sally in 'Mother had Sally have John set the table.' Since John is Agent and mother is Causer a further role would have to be set up for Sally. He says that there is no principle which allows us to limit the depth of embedding of Causatives and hence no limit on the number of Causer roles which would have to be recognised as distinct.

Both of Grimes' reasons for not recognising Causer are rejected here as far as Tondano is concerned. Causative clauses are here treated as Basic (non-derived) clauses because of their formal similarity to other simple clause types. Treating Causative clauses as involving embedding would require the recognition of further derived clause types, thus complicating the description, for the dubious advantage of reducing the number of cases by one. The present treatment requires the recognition of Causative clause batteries as distinct from other Basic Verbal clause batteries (see 3.1.0.12). But abandonment of Causative case would not allow a reduction in the number of Verbal clause batteries to be described because account would still have to be taken of the unique set of case-marking function shifts occurring in most Causative clauses.

Also, constructions equivalent to 'Mother had Sally have John set the table' are, in Tondano, formed by repeated embedding within Verbal Complements (see 5.9.4) and cannot be formed by the embedding of Causatives as Grimes suggests (although this does occur in some Philippine languages). Grimes' second objection thus has no relevance to Tondano.
An Object relator is recognised for consistency, each non-Topic nominal thus being preceded by a relation marker. Fillmore (1968, p32) recognises a zero preposition for Objective in English.

Clause bases follow, with modification, Thomas' clause roots (1964, p2) underlying paradigms of clause constructions.

Elkins (1967, p252-4) gives evidence why a direct quote should not be treated as a clause level object but at the sentence level in Western Bukidnon Nanobo (WBM). The crucial difference between Tondano and WBM here is that in WBM a quotation can never be focused (but object can) whereas in Tondano a quotation can occur as Topic of the clause and should hence be treated as holding the focused case relationship. Where a Noun phrase can substitute for the direct quote it always holds Objective case, requiring similar case identification for Quotation.

The finding that an Object Complement always holds Objective case tallies with Fillmore (1968, p22 note 28). Fillmore refers to the equivalent in English as a complement sentence. The case relationship of an Object Complement is established by substituting for it a Noun phrase. This Noun phrase will always hold Objective case. An Object Complement can also be topicalised in an Object voice construction in the Standard Battery.

The positive term volitional is avoided here since Active clauses do not positively assert that the events described are volitional. The fact that non-volition is not specified usually does imply a deliberate action but can also specify action to which volition is not relevant.

Forster (1964, p44) suggests that in similar constructions in Dibabawon the actor is included within the predicate. Thus, *nig-udan* 'rained' = 'it rained' contains the actor *udan* 'rain' and means something like 'rain rained'. But in Tondano the non-expressed participant cannot be such nouns as *aro* 'rain' or *rogas* 'wind' since these nouns belong to the inanimate noun class whereas the topic marker *si* specifies an animate Topic exponent.

With some verbs a different interpretation of participant roles is possible. For instance, in the construction *ku kumuli? sa?ut*
'I will peel the banana', it could be argued that the object is kuli? 'skin' and that sa?ut 'banana' is the referent. This interpretation is supported by the translation 'I will remove the skin from the banana.' This analysis would require recognition of the verb stem itself holding a case relationship. While there is no objection to this approach as such (cf. Prentice, 1971, p61) it could not be applied to all AV3 stems. For instance, in ku sumawaT) nisia 'I will help him', it is difficult to see how sawaT) 'help' could be regarded as object participant. Such an analysis would thus split AB3 into two separate batteries. Although the recognition of some verbs, e.g., kuli? 'to skin, remove skin', as themselves expressing object participant is felt to be valid, the present analysis is preferred because it does not require the setting up of an additional clause battery.

17 It is possible that with some verbs of this subclass R' can be focused but this was not possible with any of the verbs tested with informants.

18 Some verbs 'prefer' to mark S' with Object relator while others 'prefer' to mark it with Referent relator. That is, informants tended to consistently choose the same relator to mark S' with any particular verb stem. They would, however, agree to the alternative is asked.

19 Another approach, in the case of CB4b and CB5, would be to recognise case ambiguity such that the participants in, e.g., 'A frightens B' are subject and object in the Active battery but causer and subject in the Causative battery. It is quite possible that it is uncertainty as to the case relationship of the participants involved which has led to these constructions occurring in both Active and Causative classes. It is interesting that English equivalents to CV4b and CV5 verbs can also be employed in simple constructions (A frightens/angers/bores B) and causative constructions (A makes B afraid/angry/bored).

20 The stem ide? 'frighten' operates in AB1c, AB3b, CB4b and CB5 without change of meaning.

21 The stems pa?ar 'like' and so?o 'dislike' are not inflected for
tense and have no overt Subject voice affixation:
SV se tow pa?ar timpa?
IV timpa? ik?apa?ar ne tow
'The people like palm wine.'

Although Noun phrases with Heads expounded by Nominalised clauses and demonstratives can freely expound other slots they are avoided within the Predicate. For instance, while informants freely give constructions such as si warko? iti?i si asuku 'That big one is my dog' (in which the Topic Noun phrase Head is a Nominalised Descriptive clause) they either rejected outright or were most reluctant to accept constructions with a Nominalised clause in the Predicate, e.g., si asuku si warko? iti?i 'My dog is that big one', preferring (or, in most cases, demanding) si asuku si asu wariko? iti?i 'My dog is that big dog'.

CHAPTER FOUR

1 For instance, a demonstrative can only follow si timokal if it is nominalised. Thus si timokal iti?i si ka?amritoku can only mean 'That one sleeping is my friend.' Constructions which present such ambiguity are usually those which, like the clauses in examples (10) and (11) are reduced to 'bare essentials'. Such constructions are invariably disambiguat ed by context.

2 The term 'pseudo-intransitive' is used by Lyons (1968, p252). Fillmore (1968, p29) calls these 'deletable object' verbs.

CHAPTER FIVE

1 Although H- elsewhere functions simply as the inanimate class marker it is here regarded as a portmanteau form incorporating m because of its obligatory occurrence in R-A as against its optional status when in non-portmanteau function.

2 This analysis of numbers is based on that given by Prentice (1971, p172) but rules have been refined to block the generation of ungrammatical constructions.

3 This requirement restricts the co-occurrence of group numbers so that only numbers indicating tens of thousands and hundreds of thousands may be generated and not, for instance, thousands of tens.
This requirement, which follows logically from (i), prevents such combinations as tens of hundreds of thousands.

The borrowed words jam 'hour' and dumiyu 'week' do not take prefix na-. Pronouns are in fact a subclass of nouns but the treatment of Noun phrases and Pronoun phrases as separate has a number of advantages including, for instance, a greatly simplified statement of the Subject R-A phrase.

Certain morphophonemic changes occur when demonstratives are nominalised. The initial i of iti?i is lost and the initial y of ya?i is replaced by i following the inanimate class marker: si ti?i 'that (animate) one'
nti?i 'that (inanimate) one'
nia?i 'this (inanimate) one'

This method of linking discontinuous tagmemic is taken from Wolff (1965, p69).

It is probable that the Object Complement Base is actually expounded by a higher level construction, i.e., a sentence, but no examples have been recorded.

Reid (1966, p110) recognises a Coordinate tagmeme within a Noun phrase. This approach does not allow the generation of constructions such as those in (7) and (8a) where a phrase level tagmeme is in construction with both Noun phrases. Elson and Pickett (1964, p105) recognise a series of co-ordinated Heads, each expounded by a noun. This approach does not allow a phrase level tagmeme to be in construction with only one Head, as occurs in (8b).

CHAPTER SIX

The requirement for transformations to preserve meaning was seen to be necessary in transformational grammar by Chomsky (1965, p132). However, some tagmemicists still continue to admit transformational rules which change meaning, e.g., Cook (1969, p72) derives a negative clause from a positive in Sierra Popoluca with the rule:

$S +P +O \Rightarrow S +\text{Neg} +P +O$

(This rule in fact does no more than add an optional tagmeme to the
string). Reid (1966, p140) derives interrogative clauses from declarative clauses, despite the change in meaning.

2 No examples have been recorded of SeqCl in which R', I' or B' are in focus. It is expected that these cases can occur in focus with Topic in post-Predicate position as occurs in Pro-Topic clauses (though not in Basic clauses).

3 Not every Topic-Predicate relationship is matched by a Head-Qualifier relationship since some classes of nouns cannot be followed by a Qualifier. The classes of Head exponents which can be followed by Qu are listed for each type of Qualifying clause in section 5.4.5.

4 The Nominalised Manner clause apparently reflects a previous Manner voice Basic Verbal clause in Tondano, co-ordinate with Subject voice, Object voice and so on. A parallel occurs in Bilaan (Abrams, 1970) which has a time/manner focus construction in which the verb is inflected with ka-.

5 Jacobs and Rosebaum (1968, p197-198) note the same requirement for the equivalent verb phrase complement sentence in English.

6 IdCl corresponds to the identificational clause described for Dibabawon by Forster (1964, p38). Forster derives identificational clauses from independent clause types (IdCl is itself an independent clause type in Tondano since it can expound the Base of a Simple sentence). She describes the transformation from a verbal clause as follows (pointing out in a footnote that the same transformation applies to non-verbal clauses): 'The topic of the verbal clause becomes the comment of the identificational clause and the remainder of the verbal clause is formally nominalised by an introducing particle and becomes the topic of the identificational clause.' Thus the identificational clause meaning 'John is the one who plants rice' (where 'John' is predicate) derives from the verbal clause meaning 'John plants rice' (where 'John' is topic).

In the present treatment a Basic clause is transformed into a Nominalised clause which then expounds the IdCl Topic Head slot (this agrees with Forster's treatment). However, IdCl cannot itself be derived from any other construction.

One reason for rejecting Forster's treatment of this type as
derived is that the IdCl Predicate can be negated but the Basic clause Topic from which Forster would derive it cannot contain a negative. Thus in Tondano the Basic clause:

\[
\text{si jon} \quad \text{si mənənəm} \quad \text{kaan}
\]
\[
T: (\text{cm Djon}) \quad P: (\text{tm plant}_{sv}) \quad O: (\text{rice})
\]

'Djon plants rice.'

cannot be the source of the Identificational clause:

\[
\text{si jon} \quad \text{si mənənəm} \quad \text{kaan}
\]
\[
P: (\text{cm Djon}) \quad T: (\text{cm plant}_{sv} \text{ rice})
\]

'lt is Djon who plants rice.'

since \text{si jon} can only be negated in the latter. Thus:

\[
\text{ndai? si jon} \quad \text{si mənənəm} \quad \text{kaan}
\]
\[
P: (\text{neg cm Djon}) \quad T: (\text{cm plant}_{sv} \text{ rice})
\]

'It isn't Djon who plants rice.'

7 With non-identificational (neutral) intonation (see 2.1.5) example (8) would be a Basic Noun clause with the order Topic + Predicate meaning 'The teacher isn't my friend.'

CHAP TER SEVE N

1 Elkins (1971, p220) recognises a Vocative phrase in Western Bukidnon Manobo which includes an optional attention tagname before the head. The vocative noun in Tondano is very frequently preceded by the exclamation e 'hey' which functions to attract attention, as in (6) and (7). An alternative analysis would be to include this along with \text{N}_{voc} in a Vocative phrase as Elkins has done.

2 In a recent paper Longacre (1970) examines the internal structure of sentences and suggests that sentence types form a system in every language as do clauses.

3 It is not only in the English translation that \text{wo} has a different meaning from its usual meaning of 'and'. When \text{wo} occurred in SeqS informants always translated it into Malay as \text{lalu or lantak 'then, and then'.} Watusoeke (1957a, p13) gives \text{wo} three meanings: 'with' (i.e., the Instrument relator), 'and' (i.e., the Coordination relator) and \text{lalu, sesudah itu 'then, after that'. This suggests that \text{wo} should be recognised as a separate morpheme in Sequential sentences; the Sequential relator.
In the case of (23) and (24) a pause in the flow of speech in recorded text indicates to which clause the Topic belongs, but the evidence is not always so clear-cut and often an arbitrary decision would have to be made. The Topic Noun phrase in these constructions is what Longacre (1964, p.28) calls 'syntactically ambivalent' because it is in 'simultaneous dual function in two ... clauses'. However, it seems preferable here to treat Topic as always belonging to just one of the clauses with the Topic absent from the other clause. Under this treatment these constructions are covered by the description of Sequential sentences in section 7.2.6.1 and there is no need to alter the description either of SegS or of any clause type as would seem to be necessary if Topic were treated as simultaneously belonging to two clauses as Longacre states.

Thus the construction in (38a) can be transformed to:

\[
\text{ka?a sia si viko? oki? mʊnam?}
\]

whereas the same Topic permutation cannot occur in (38b).

CHAPTER EIGHT

1 The reason for the two forms is historical. Comparison with other Minahasen languages shows that previously there were two separate phonemes, d and r. d merged with r except after n. Thus *dual → rua but *ndua → ndua (not *rua). Thus it is possible to determine whether a word-initial r reflects a previous d or r by whether \( n^- + r \) becomes \( nd \) or \( r \).

2 There are three known exceptions. The verbs pa?ar 'like' and so?o 'dislike' cannot be inflected for tense (see 3.1.4.3 and note 21 to that section). They also have no overt voice or aspect affixation in Subject voice Non-volitional constructions but these two categories are predictable since voice and aspect affixation is obligatory in any other construction.

The verb laa 'go' optionally occurs without affixation in Subject voice constructions. Lack of affixation signals Non-past tense, Subject voice. The verb is thus ambiguous only as to aspect, being either Punctiliar or Durative - it can alternatively occur with affixation as either lunaq (Punctiliar aspect) or melaq (Durative aspect).
The word 'unambiguously' does not take account of homophony. For example, marawak may contain Durative aspect (← [ma-] + rawak) or Intensive aspect (← [meN-] + rawak). However, the problem of homophony would remain under any analysis.

In the speech of younger Tondanese {i-} has been entirely lost in all environments except after na-.

Adriani does not recognise any morpheme corresponding to {paN-} but assigns the label 'intensive' to the nasalised verb stem. This can be preceded not only by pa- but also by pa- (the two having different meanings) and hence the nasal segment can be isolated. In Tondano, however, the segments pa and M cannot be separated and must be regarded as parts of one morpheme.

Wentalangi (1957, p39) suggests that the Intensive form sometimes has a somewhat emphatic meaning. However, his analysis (which is generally quite unreliable) adds nothing to support this suggestion.

The word makasa also has the meaning 'one' in the time phrase undo makasa 'one day'.

Previously these stems were all free, as they still are in closely related languages. Historically {-na} is the third person singular possessive pronoun but it can no longer be identified with that morpheme since it can co-occur with a possessive pronoun:

wu?ana'ku 'my fruit'

and can occur in contexts in which a possessor cannot be recognised:

wu?ana via ntinanom ya?i 'the fruit on this plant'.

All rank 4 modals can possibly be identified with independent verbs of similar meaning; {-mi} with mae ({-um-} + ae 'go'), {-mae} with mae ({-um-} + ae 'go') and {-la} with lea 'go'.
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